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EDITORIAL
The 65th issue of New Contree literally covers topics over a wide spectrum of
the historical and human sciences. The reading starts with an interdisciplinary
historiographical tour on the contributions of historians in recording South
Africa’s early history. De Klerk, as author of Voor 1652 – Vakhistorici se
interpretasies van die vroeë Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis, criticises historians for
not having paid more attention to critically analyse the research contributions
of other historians or having cared to invest in comparative history. De Klerk
suggests a refreshing repackaging of South Africa’s early history to provide
new insights. Patrick Furlong in turn takes the reader on an interesting
imaginative road of understanding and dealing with the white Afrikaner as
the present day marginalised which in the past was mainly contended from
a multicultural and transnational angle. Furlong argues that the impacts of
Low Country influence in South Africa are downplayed but could be crucial
in reconstructing Afrikaner identity.
In The lending practices of township micro-lenders and their impact on the lowincome households in South Africa: A case study for Mamelodi Township, Polly
Mashigo invites the reader into some regional economic history by introducing
qualitative and quantitative research results on the micro-lending culture of
low-income households in the Mamelodi Township. From economics the
cast is on South Africa’s educational history from a multi-perspective angle,
developed from the pen of Hermann Giliomee in Bantu Education: Destructive
intervention or part reform? The reader is challenged to argue this contentious
theme shrouded in perceptions, due to insufficient knowledge and a lack
of openness, by also considering other points of departure. Then Hannes
Haasbroek exposes the reader to a graze of gender in some political history
by representing Molly Fischer’s life as wife, mother and struggle activist in
the world of her famous husband and fervent Communist supporter Bram
Fischer.
Two articles cover significant contemporary insights on historical research
outside South Africa. Tinashe Nyamunda and co-authors provide insights on
oral narratives in the socio-economic and political spaces of the diamond
mining landscape in Chiadzwa, Zimbabwe. Du Pisani and Kim follow a
I
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similar research approach in The Obama factor: Responses in South Korea (20082009) by concentrating on media responses and community expectations. A
remark by these authors that’s endorsed is that local events impact on global
matters but that the significance in understanding the implications of global
events only becomes of value if applied in local situations.
Contributions for the 2013 special edition of New Contree are awaited. This
issue will probably appear during the second part of this year.
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Voor 1652 – Vakhistorici se interpretasies van die vroeë SuidAfrikaanse geskiedenis
Pieter de Klerk
Skool vir Basiese Wetenskappe
Noordwes-Universiteit (Vaaldriehoekkampus)
pieter.deklerk@nwu.ac.za

Abstract
During the last few decades scholars from various disciplines, such as
paleonthology, archeology, anthropology and linguistics, have steadily increased
our knowledge of early South African history. Historians are dependent on
the research of these scholars when writing interpretative overviews of South
African history. In 1918 GM Theal included an account of South African
history before 1652 in his multi-volume History of South Africa, but only since
the 1970s have a number of professional historians studied the early phase
of South African history. Richard Elphick made an important contribution
to the study of the early Khoikhoi of the Western Cape. Other historians
wrote overviews with a section on early history. Some of them regarded the
early period primarily as an introduction to the history of South Africa since
the seventeenth century, which, according to them, has the struggle between
indigenous inhabitants and Western colonizers as its dominant theme. A few
historians, such as HJ van Aswegen, wrote more extensively on early history,
although Van Aswegen and his fellow-historians mainly provided a synthethis
of research done by archeologists, anthropologists and linguists. Very little
comparison with the history of other countries was done and very few
problems regarding the research findings of scholars in the above-mentioned
disciplines were pointed out. It is concluded that by paying more attention
to the period before 1652 historians can provide new perspectives on major
trends in the development of South African society.
Keywords: South African historiography; Early South African history;
Precolonial history; Prehistory; Khoisan; San; Khoikhoi; Bantu-speaking
peoples.
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Inleiding
Die beskouing dat 1652 nie net ‘n belangrike keerpunt nie maar die eintlike
beginpunt van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis is, het tot onlangs onder
baie Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedskrywers voorgekom. Dit blyk onder meer uit
die titels van wetenskaplike werke soos Van Riebeeck tot Verwoerd, 16521966; ‘n Inleiding tot die geskiedenis van die Republiek van Suid-Afrika1 en
The shaping of South African society, 1652-1840.2 Tog was daar al meer as ‘n
eeu gelede historici wat besef het dat die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika veel
verder terugstrek, soos veral blyk uit die werk van GM Theal (1837-1919),
wat algemeen gereken word as ‘n vername figuur onder Suid-Afrika se vroeë
geskiedkundiges. Hy het in 1910 ‘n publikasie die lig laat sien met die titel
Ethnography and condition of South Africa before A.D. 1505.3 Die feit dat hy
die term etnografie gebruik, dui tog aan dat hy van mening was dat oor hierdie
vroeë tydperk geen geskiedenis in die gewone sin van die woord geskryf kan
word nie.
Ons kennis van die vroeë Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis4 het in afgelope
dekades aansienlik toegeneem, veral deur studies van paleontoloë, argeoloë,
antropoloë en taalkundiges. In sintesewerke is hoofstukke oor die vroeë
periode dikwels deur deskundiges op die betrokke terreine geskryf. Reeds
in die bekende oorsigwerk van Van der Walt, Wiid & Geyer, wat in 1951
verskyn het, is daar ‘n hoofstuk oor die Suid-Afrikaanse inheemse bevolking
opgeneem met ‘n antropoloog as outeur.5 ‘n Ander antropoloog, Monica
Wilson, het as mederedakteur opgetree van The Oxford history of South

1
2
3
4

5

FA van Jaarsveld, Van Van Riebeeck tot Verwoerd,1652-1966; ‘n Inleiding tot die geskiedenis van die Rebubliek van
Suid-Afrika (Johannesburg, Perskor, 1969). ‘n Hersiene uitgawe, Van Van Riebeeck tot PW Botha (Johannesburg,
Perskor), het in 1982 verskyn.
R Elphick & H Giliomee (eds), The shaping of South African society, 1652-1840 (Cape Town, Maskew Miller
Longman, 1989).
GM Theal, Ethnography and condition of South Africa before A.D. 1505 (London, Allen & Unwin, 1910).
Hierdie boek kom gedeeltelik ooreen met sy The yellow and dark-skinned peoples of Africa south of the Zambesi
(London, Sonnenschein, 1910).
Die term voorkoloniale geskiedenis word nie in die artikel gebruik nie omdat die gebied wat tans deel vorm van
Suid-Afrika oor ‘n tydperk van meer as 200 jaar agtereenvolgens deur die Nederlandse Oos-Indiese Kompanjie,
Groot-Brittanje en die Boererepublieke onder hul beheer gebring is. Die voorkoloniale periode het dus,
byvoorbeeld, veel langer geduur in die gebied wat tans bekend is as die Limpopoprovinsie as in die Wes-Kaap.
WM Eiselen, “Die Suid-Afrikaanse inboorlinge”, AJH van der Walt, JA Wiid & AL Geyer (reds), Geskiedenis
van Suid-Afrika (Kaapstad, Nasionale Boekhandel, 1951), band 2, pp. 331-347. Die hoofstuk bevat net enkele
paragrawe oor die geskiedenis voor 1650.
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Africa.6 In ‘n resente oorsigwerk, The Cambridge history of South Africa,7 is die
hoofstukke oor die vroeë geskiedenis deur twee argeoloë geskryf. Die aard
van hul dissiplines bring mee dat argeoloë en antropoloë hulle gegewens op
‘n besondere wyse interpreteer en integreer. 1652 of 16508 vorm sodoende
‘n soort skeidslyn tussen die geskiedenis wat geskryf word deur argeoloë en
antropoloë en die geskiedenis wat geskryf word deur vakhistorici. Dit kan
daartoe lei dat wetenskaplikes ‘n kunsmatige grenslyn in die geskiedenis van
Suid-Afrika trek en dat die kontinuïteit tussen die vroeëre en latere periodes
nie genoeg na vore gebring word nie.
Die probleem dat historici ten opsigte van die vroegste geskiedenis van
‘n land, waaroor daar geen geskrewe bronne bestaan nie, afhanklik is van
die werk van argeoloë en ander wetenskaplikes is nie uniek aan Suid-Afrika
nie. By die totstandkoming van die Algemene Geschiedenis der Nederlanden,
‘n versamelwerk wat uiteindelik 15 bande beslaan het, was dit moeilik om
samewerking tussen historici en argeoloë te bewerkstellig. Argeoloë se werk
oor die heel vroeë geskiedenis van Nederland is nie as ‘n band in die reeks
opgeneem is nie, maar as ‘n aparte publikasie uitgegee.9
In hierdie artikel word die interpretasies deur vakhistorici van die SuidAfrikaanse geskiedenis voor ongeveer 1650 kortliks bespreek.10 Die meeste
publikasies van belang het eers na 1970 verskyn. Daarom word net kortliks
aandag gegee aan vroeë skrywers. Wat die periode na 1970 betref, word
eers enkele algemene opmerkings oor die werke gemaak en daarna op die
interpretasie van enkele besondere aspekte van die geskiedenis gefokus.
Eerstens word nagegaan hoe aan die vroegste geskiedenis aandag gegee word.
In verdere afdelings word die skrywers se behandeling van die oorsprong van
die San, Khoikhoi en Bantoesprekendes en ook van die verhouding tussen
hierdie groepe in oënskou geneem. Die historici se bespreking van die mate
6

M Wilson & L Thompson (eds), The Oxford history of South Africa (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1969-1971).
Wilson is ook die outeur van drie hoofstukke oor, onderskeidelik, die Khoisan, die Nguni, en die Sotho, Venda
en Tsonga. Die eerste hoofstuk, oor die vroegste ontwikkelinge, is geskryf deur die argeoloog RR Inskeep.
7 C Hamilton, B Mbenga & R Ross (eds), The Cambridge history of South Africa, Vol. 1, From early times to 1885
(Cambridge, University Press, 2010).
8 Die Nederlandse verversingspos aan die Kaap is in 1652 gestig, maar in die grootste deel van Suid-Afrika het
daar in 1652 geen belangrike veranderinge plaasgevind nie. Met die vroeë geskiedenis, waarop die aandag in die
artikel val, word die geskiedenis tot ongeveer die helfte van die sewentiende eeu bedoel. Die datum 1650 word
verder in die artikel gebruik omdat dit ‘n meer afgeronde syfer is.
9 DP Blok et al., Algemene geschiedenis der Nederlanden, band 1 (Haarlem, Fibula Van Dishoeck, 1981), p. 13. Die
redakteurs verduidelik in hul voorwoord dat die argeoloë hul taak anders gesien het as die historici. Dit was toe
die enigste uitweg om twee aparte publikasies uit te gee.
10 Werke wat handel oor die Europese skeepvaart na en om Suid-Afrika voor 1650, maar nie aandag gee aan
ontwikkelinge in die binneland nie, word buite rekening gelaat.
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van kontinuïteit en verandering in die ekonomiese en politieke stelsels word
vervolgens van nader beskou. Die voorlaaste afdeling van die artikel handel
oor die wyse waarop die skrywers die latere geskiedenis laat aansluit by die
vroeë ontwikkelinge. Daarna volg enkele gevolgtrekkinge en slotopmerkings.11
By die bespreking van interpretasies deur historici sal nie ingegaan word op die
invloed van hulle filosofiese en ideologiese agtergrond nie. Soos L Thompson
tereg aandui, het die ou verdeling tusen radikale en liberale strominge in die
laat twintigste eeu grotendeels vervaag12 en hierdie verskille kom dan ook nie
sterk na vore in historici se interpretasies van die vroeë geskiedenis nie.

Werke wat voor 1970 verskyn het
Theal, argivaris en later amptelike geskiedskrywer van die Kaapse koloniale
regering,13 het ‘n groot aantal werke oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis
gepubliseer, waarvan sommiges uiteindelik deel geword het van ‘n reeks van
elf bande wat ‘n oorsig bied van die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika tot 1884.
Sy publikasie oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis voor 1505 het die eerste
band van die reeks geword.14 Hierin skryf hy oor die San of Boesmans, die
Khoikhoi en die Bantoesprekendes en gee veral aandag aan hulle leefwyse.
Hy gebruik publikasies van kundiges op hierdie terrein, soos W Bleek en
GW Stow, maar verwys ook na verslae van vroeë reisigers in Suid-Afrika.
Theal beskou die San as die werklike inboorlinge van Suid-Afrika. Hy skryf
dat die Bantoesprekendes Suider-Afrika vanaf die negende eeu binnegekom
het en dat hulle migrasie na die verskillende dele van die land etlike eeue
geduur het.15 Hy hou hom nie streng by 1505 as einddatum van die oorsig
nie en handel in hierdie band oor ontwikkelinge wat tot in die agtiende eeu
plaasgevind het. Sy werk is tans beslis verouderd, maar bly van belang as die
enigste uitgebreide behandeling deur ‘n historikus van die vroeë geskiedenis
van Suid-Afrika wat in die tydperk voor 1970 gepubliseer is.16 ‘n Latere
11 Van verskeie boeke het hersiene uitgawes verskyn, waarby daar dikwels veranderinge aan die afdeling oor die
vroeë geskiedenis aangebring is. Daarom word steeds die laaste uitgawe van elke werk in oënskou geneem.
12 L Thompson, A history of South Africa (Johannesburg, Ball, 2001, third edition), p. xi.
13 K Smith, The changing past; trends in South African historical writing (Johannesburg, Southern, 1988), p. 34.
14 GM Theal, History of South Africa, Vol. 1 (London, Allen & Unwin, 1918). ‘n Faksimilee-uitgawe van die reeks
is in 1964 deur C Struik, Kaapstad, gepubliseer.
15 GM Theal, History of South Africa, Vol. 1, pp. 181-202.
16 Vergelyk J du Bruyn, “The ‘forgotten factor’ sixteen years later: Some trends in historical writing on precolonial
South Africa”, Kleio, 16, 1984, p. 35; C Saunders, The making of the South African past; Major historians on race
and class (Cape Town, Philip, 1988), p. 21.
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geskiedkundige, Leo Fouché, was redakteur van ‘n werk oor Mapungupwe, ‘n
“ancient Bantu civilization on the Limpopo”, soos die titel lui,17 maar het nie
self ‘n navorsingsbydrae tot hierdie studie gelewer nie.
In die meeste oorsigwerke wat voor 1970 verskyn het, word die vroeë
geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika feitlik nie behandel nie. EA Walker was ‘n
belangrike figuur in die liberale skool, ‘n groep historici wat heelwat meer
aandag gegee het aan die rol van die San, Khoikhoi en swart mense in die
geskiedenis van die land as vroeëre geskiedskrywers.18 In sy A history of South
Africa, maak hy egter net enkele opmerkings oor die eerste mense uit NoordAfrika en Asië wat moontlik die kusgebied van Suid-Afrika bereik het en
verwys na die Zimbabwe-bouwerke, wat volgens hom waarskynlik nie deur
Bantoesprekendes tot stand gebring is nie, voor hy die Portugese omseiling
van die Kaap en die vestiging van die Nederlandse verversingspos behandel.19
L Marquard wy in sy beknopte oorsigwerk tog ‘n eerste hoofstuk, onder die
opskrif “early invaders”, aan die vroeë geskiedenis van die San, Khoikhoi en
Bantoesprekendes.20

Werke wat na 1970 verskyn het – algemene oorsig
Ten opsigte van die latere werke oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis voor
1650 kan ‘n onderskeid getref word tussen publikasies wat konsentreer op
‘n aspek of gedeelte van hierdie periode en geheeloorsigte van die vroeë
geskiedenis.
Richard Elphick, ‘n Amerikaanse geskiedkundige wat tans verbonde is aan
Wesleyan Universiteit (Middletown, Connecticut), is waarskynlik die eerste
professionele historikus sedert Theal wat ‘n betekenisvolle wetenskaplike
bydrae gelewer het oor die geskiedenis van ‘n groep inwoners van Suid-Afrika
in die tydperk voor 1650. Sy proefskrif oor die verhouding tussen die Khoikhoi
en die Europese koloniste in die westelike deel van die latere Kaapkolonie, is
voltooi in 1972. Dit is in hersiene vorm gepubliseer in 1977 en, nogmaals
17 L Fouché (ed), Mapungupwe; Ancient Bantu civilization on the Limpopo Reports on excavations at Mapungupwe
(Northern Transvaal) from February 1933 to June 1935 (Cambridge, University Press, 1937).
18 K Smith, The changing past…, pp. 103-104, 121-131.
19 EA Walker, A history of South Africa (London, Longmans & Green, 1928). In ‘n latere uitgawe van die werk, wat
verskyn het onder die titel A history of Southern Africa (London, Longmans & Green, 1957), is enkele bladsye
oor die San, Khoikhoi en Bantoesprekende inwoners van die land ingevoeg.
20 L Marquard, The story of South Africa (London, Faber & Faber, 1955), pp. 15-27.
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hersien, in 1985.21 Hy wy in die gepubliseerde werk vier hoofstukke, wat
altesaam sowat 90 bladsye beslaan, aan die geskiedenis van die Khoikhoi voor
die begin van die Europese kolonisasie. Sy boek is gedeeltelik gegrond op
publikasies deur argeoloë, antropoloë en taalkundiges. Hy het ook verslae van
Europeërs, wat hoofsaaklik eers na 1650 geskryf is, gebruik, maar hy maak
op grond van die verslae afleidings oor ontwikkelinge wat verder terug in die
verlede plaasgevind het. Oor die geskiedenis van die Bantoesprekende groepe
het daar vanaf die laat sestigerjare ‘n aantal studies verskyn deur wetenskaplike
historici, soos Legassick, Peires, Bonner en Delius, maar hierdie werke bevat
baie min inligting oor die tydperk voor 1650.22 Paul Maylam, tans professor
in Geskiedenis aan Rhodes-universiteit (Grahamstad), is die eerste historikus
(sedert Theal) wat ‘n oorsig van die vroeë geskiedenis van die Bantoesprekende
inwoners van die land en hul waarskynlike voorouers in enkele hoofstukke
(ongeveer 40 bladsye in totaal) bied.23 Anders as Elphick is sy boek slegs op
gepubliseerde geskrifte gegrond. Hy gebruik veral publikasies van argeoloë
maar daar is ook gebruik gemaak van werke van antropoloë en taalkundiges.
Die geheeloorsigte is almal slegs op gepubliseerde materiaal gegrond. Rodney
Davenport, wat voorheen hoof van die Departement Geskiedenis aan Rhodes
Universiteit was, is die eerste oorsigskrywer sedert Marquard wat ‘n aantal
bladsye wy aan die vroeë geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika. Sy werk, South Africa;
A modern history, het in 1977 verskyn,24 maar daarna het verskeie hersiene
uitgawes die lig gesien. In die vyfde en nuutste uitgawe word slegs tien uit ‘n
totaal van meer as agthonderd bladsye aan die geskiedenis voor 1650 gewy.25
Daarenteen verskaf HJ van Aswegen, vroeër verbonde aan die (destydse)
Randse Afrikaanse Universiteit, in die eerste sowat 55 bladsye van sy boek oor
die geskiedenis voor 1854 ‘n meer uitgebreide oorsig van die vroeë geskiedenis
as wat in enige ander algemene werk oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis
voorkom.26 Neil Parsons, tans verbonde aan die Universiteit van Botswana,
se A new history of Southern Africa bevat ook ‘n stewige afdeling oor die vroeë
21 R Elphick, Khoikhoi and the founding of white South Africa (Johannesburg, Ravan, 1985).
22 M Legassick, “The Sotho-Tswana peoples before 1800”, L Thompson (ed), African societies in Southern Africa
(London, Heinemann, 1969), pp. 86-125; JB Peires, The house of Phalo; A history of the Xhosa people in the days of
their independence (Johannesburg, Ravan, 1981); P Bonner, Kings, commoners and concessionaires; The evolution
and dissolution of the nineteenth century Swazi state (Johannesburg, Ravan, 1983); P Delius, The land belongs to
us; The Pedi polity, the Boers and the British in the nineteenth century Transvaal (Johannesburg, Ravan, 1983).
23 P Maylam, A history of the African people of South Africa: From the early iron age to the 1970s (London, Croom
Helm, 1986).
24 TRH Davenport, South Africa; A modern history (London, Macmillan, 1977).
25 R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history (London, Macmillan, 2000, fifth edition), pp. 3-13.
26 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika tot 1854 (Pretoria, Academica, 1989).
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geskiedenis, maar soos die titel aandui, handel hy oor die hele Suider-Afrika.27
Hy verwys ook na ontwikkelinge in die sentrale dele van die vasteland, en
plaas daarmee die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika in ‘n breër konteks. JD OmerCooper, wat veral bekend geraak het vir sy werk oor die Mfecane,28 handel
ook oor die geskiedenis van die hele Suider-Afrika, maar sy oorsig oor die
vroeë geskiedenis is heelwat beknopter as dié van Parsons.29
Sedert 2001 het daar vier oorsigwerke oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis
verskyn wat almal net ‘n afdeling van dertig bladsye of minder oor die tydperk
voor 1650 bevat. Drie van hulle is van die hand van ‘n enkele skrywer, naamlik
die boeke van Leonard Thompson, wat onder meer verbonde was aan Yale
Universiteit, Charles Feinstein, wat professor in Ekonomiese Geskiedenis
aan die Universiteit van Oxford was, en Robert Ross van die Universiteit
van Leiden.30 Die resente versamelwerk Nuwe Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika,
wat onder redaksie van Hermann Giliomee en Bernard Mbenga verskyn
het, bevat drie kort afdelings deur vakhistorici oor aspekte van die vroeë
geskiedenis.31
Algemene werke oor die geskiedenis van Afrika bevat slegs baie kort afdelings
oor die vroeë Suid-Afrika. ‘n Uitsondering is die omvattende versamelwerk
General history of Africa, uitgegee deur Unesco,32 waarin daar twee hoofstukke
van die hand van vakhistorici oor die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika voor 1650
verskyn.33
Die skrywers se indeling van die geskiedenis voor 1650 verskil van mekaar.
In sommige werke word die terme vroeë, middel- en laat steentyd en vroeë en
laat ystertyd gebruik. Thompson wys daarop dat hierdie begrippe aanvanklik
deur argeoloë wat Europa as studieveld gehad het gebruik is. Die begrippe
is verwarrend aangesien hulle nie net na tydperke verwys nie maar ook na
27 N Parsons, A new history of Southern Africa (London,Macmillan, 1993, second edition).
28 JD Omer-Cooper, The Zulu aftermath; A nineteenth century revolution in Bantu Africa (London, Longman,
1966).
29 JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa (London, Currey, 1994, second edition), pp. 1-16.
30 L Thompson, A history of South Africa; CH Feinstein, An economic history of South Africa; Conquest, discrimination
and development (Cambridge, University Press, 2005); R Ross, A concise history of South Africa (Cambridge,
University Pess, 2008, second edition).
31 H Giliomee & B Mbenga (reds), Nuwe geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika (Kaapstad, Tafelberg, 2007). Die drie
historici is Sandra Swart van die Universiteit van Stellenbosch, Richard Elphick, na wie reeds hierbo verwys is,
en Andrew Manson, verbonde aan Noordwes-Universiteit.
32 Die akroniem van United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
33 LD Ngcongco & J Vansina, “Southern Africa; Its peoples and social structures”, DT Niane (ed), General history
of Africa, Vol. 4, Africa from the twelfth to the sixteenth century (Paris, Unesco, 1984), pp. 578-596; D Denoon,
“Dependence and interdependence: Southern Africa from 1500 to 1800”, BA Ogot (ed), General history of
Africa, Vol. 5, Africa from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century (Paris, Unesco, 1992), pp. 683-702.
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leefstyle, in besonder die gebruik van klip- en ysterwerktuie. In Suid-Afrika,
soos in baie ander lande, het mense wat slegs klipwerktuie gebruik het en
dié wat ook yster bewerk en gebruik het, soms naas mekaar in dieselfde
periode geleef.34 Terwyl Ngcongco, Maylam, Van Aswegen, Denoon, Parsons
en Omer-Cooper die terme gebruik om tydperke van mekaar te onderskei,
vermy Elphick, Thompson, Feinstein en Ross hierdie begrippe. In enkele
van die werke is daar ‘n hoofstuk of afdeling oor die heel vroegste inwoners
van die land en in verskillende oorsigwerke is daar afdelings oor die San,
die Khoikhoi (of soms gesamentlik oor die Khoisan, ‘n oorkoepelende term
wat albei groepe insluit) en die Bantoesprekendes, waarby daar soms weer
aparte onderafdelings is oor die Nguni, die Sotho en ander groepe. In die
meeste werke word aandag gegee aan vroeë ekonomiese, sosiale en politieke
organisasievorme en soms ook aan aspekte soos tegniese vaardighede en kunsen godsdiensbeoefening.

Die vroegste geskiedenis
In slegs twee werke word daar meer as ‘n enkele paragraaf aan die heel vroegste
geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika gewy. Van Aswegen gaan in sy oorsig van twaalf
bladsye terug tot sover as 14 miljoen jaar gelede,35 toe die Ramapithecus, wat
gereken word tot die mensfamilie of Hominidae, moontlik reeds in SuidAfrika voorgekom het. Hierdie eerste primitiewe mense (of aapmense, soos
Van Aswegen na hulle verwys) het teen 2,5 tot 3 miljoen jaar gelede plek
gemaak gemaak vir die hoër ontwikkelde Australopithecus. Vir die oopsny
van sy prooi het hy klippe as werktuie gebruik, maar moontlik nog nie self
klipwerktuie vervaardig nie. Teen 1,5 miljoen jaar gelede het die Homo
Habilis in Suid-Afrika voorgekom, wat self klipwerktuie gevorm het. Tussen
‘n miljoen en 700 000 jaar gelede was daar die Homo Erectus wat klipwerktuie
van ‘n hoër kwaliteit en ook houtwerktuie kon vervaardig. In die tydperk
van ongeveer 120 000 tot 40 000 jaar gelede was Suid-Afrika waarskynlik
digter bevolk as in die vroeëre periode deur mense wat vure kon maak en dalk
taal as kommunikasiemiddel ontwikkel het. Dit is, volgens Van Aswegen,
moontlik, maar nie seker nie, dat hierdie mense die voorouers van die latere
34 L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 5.
35 Van Aswegen verwys na die periode tot sowat 40 000 jaar gelede as die prehistoriese tydperk, hoewel hy verklaar
dat daar nie ‘n duidelike grens tussen die prehistoriese en historiese tydperke getrek kan word nie (HJ van
Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, p. 21). In hierdie artikel word die term vroegste geskiedenis gebruik
om die vroegste periode toe daar moontlik mense op aarde was aan te dui, ook al strek dit oor miljoene jare.
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Khoisan en Bantoetaalsprekers was. Vanaf sowat 40 000 jaar gelede het die
bevolkingsgetalle verder toegeneem en het mense wat beslis as die voorouers
van die Khoisan en die Bantoesprekendes beskou kan word ‘n jagters- en
versamelaarsbestaan in die land gevoer. Hulle het die kuns bemeester om
klipwerktuie van hoë kwaliteit en ook kleipotte te vervaardig.36
Swart bied ‘n kort oorsig wat wyer strek as ontwikkelinge in Suid-Afrika.
Haar weergawe kom net gedeeltelik ooreen met dié van Van Aswegen. Volgens
haar was daar waarskynlik vyf mensspesies wat (hoofsaaklik) opeenvolgend
in Suid-Afrika gewoon het: Australophitecus (4 tot 1,5 miljoen jaar gelede);
Homo Habilis (2,2 tot 1,8 miljoen jaar gelede), en die eerste mense wat
werktuie vervaardig het; Homo Ergaster of Homo Erectus (1,8 miljoen tot
500, 000 jaar gelede); Homo Sapiens (500, 000 tot 100, 000 jaar gelede); en
Homo Sapiens Sapiens (waarvan die eerstes tussen 150 000 en 100 000 jaar
gelede geleef het), wat waarskynlik in Afrika ontstaan en daarvandaan oor die
wêreld versprei en vroeëre spesies verdring het.37
Dit blyk dat daar maar baie min bekend is oor die vroegste geskiedenis
en dat daar oor vraagstukke soos watter spesies as die eerste mense beskou
moet word geen algemene eenstemmigheid bestaan nie. Die twee historici
het die navorsingsresultate van paleontoloë, fisiese antropoloë en argeoloë
kortliks probeer saamvat. Dit lyk waarskynlik dat ons kennis oor die vroegste
ontwikkeling van mense in Suid-Afrika nog baie sal toeneem en dat dit tot
aansienlike veranderinge kan lei in die beeld wat toekomstige historici van
hierdie ontwikkeling sal gee.

Die oorsprong van die San, die Khoikhoi en die Bantoesprekendes
In al die werke word die San of Boesmans as afstammelinge van die mense
wat reeds sowat 40 000 jaar gelede in Suid-Afrika gewoon het, beskou.38 Daar
word meesal aanvaar dat hierdie mense, wat ‘n jagters- en versamelaarsleefwyse
gevolg het, oor ‘n baie groter gebied as Suid-Afrika versprei was. Elphick
toon aan dat die navorsing van taalkundiges en fisiese antropoloë daarop dui
dat die Khoikhoi en die San ‘n gemeenskaplike oorsprong het. Die eerste
36 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, pp. 9-21.
37 S Swart, “Vroeë mense”, H Giliomee & B Mbenga (reds), Nuwe geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika, pp. 6-12.
38 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, p. 24; N Parsons, A new history of Southern Africa, p. 5; JD
Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, p. 3; R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history, p.
6; L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 6.
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Khoikhoi was ‘n jagtersgroep wat, reeds sowat 2000 jaar gelede, in die gebied
wat tans die noordelike deel van Botswana vorm, veebesitters geword het,
moontlik deur aanraking met ander veebesittergroepe. Hulle het daarna
suidwaarts getrek.39 In die oostelike dele van Suid-Afrika is hulle waarskynlik
deur Bantoesprekende groepe weswaarts gedryf, na die halfwoestyngebiede
van suidelike Afrika, maar ook na die waterryke Wes-Kaap, waar teen 1650
‘n aantal welvarende stamme gevestig was. Hy beklemtoon dit dat hierdie
rekonstruksie van die Khoikhoi se vroeë geskiedenis in ‘n belangrike mate
spekulatief is.40 Van Aswegen, Omer-Cooper en Parsons sluit by hierdie
beskouing aan. Daar is volgens Van Aswegen geen bewyse dat hulle ooit
in die gebied wat later bekend geword het as Transvaal gevestig was nie.41
Daarenteen skryf Omer-Cooper dat daar gegewens is wat daarop dui dat die
Khoikhoi na (die latere) Noord-Transvaal en Natal versprei het.42
Wat die Bantoesprekendes betref, verwerp die meeste skrywers vroeëre
beskouinge, soos onder meer deur Theal gehuldig, dat hulle voorouers in
grootskaalse migrasies na Suid-Afrika verhuis het. Die feit dat tale wat behoort
tot die groter Bantoetaalfamilie ook in Sentraal- en Oos-Afrika gepraat word
en dat hierdie tale deel vorm van ‘n nog groter taalgroep, die Niger-Kongotale,
dui daarop dat mense wat hierdie tale gepraat het wel na Suid-Afrika gekom
het. Hulle was waarskynlik minderheidsgroepe en sommige van die mense
wat toe reeds in die land gewoon het, het hierdie tale en moontlik ook die
kundigheid om landbou te beoefen van die Bantoetaalsprekers oorgeneem.43
Maylam meen dat dit nie seker is dat die landbouers wat in die periode tot
1000 A.D. in Suid-Afrika geleef het reeds Bantoetale gepraat het nie, maar
Van Aswegen, Omer-Cooper en Ross skryf dat die eerste landbouers wat teen
die derde eeu A.D. in Suid-Afrika gewoon het waarskynlik reeds sprekers van
Bantoetale was.44

39 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, pp. 9-10. Volgens Parsons, Thompson en Ross het die eerste Khoikhoi-veebesitters
waarskynlik reeds sowat 2500 jaar gelede vanuit die noorde Suid-Afrika binnegekom; N Parsons, A new history
of Southern Africa, p. 12; L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 11; R Ross, A concise history of South Africa,
p. 7.
40 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, p. 22.
41 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, pp. 29-30.
42 JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, p. 5.
43 R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history, p. 9; L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 12.
44 P Maylam, A history of the African people…, pp. 2-9; HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika, p. 42; JD
Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, p. 7; R Ross, A concise history of South Africa, p. 7. LD Ngcongco &
J Vansina, “Southern Africa; Its peoples and social structures”, DT Niane (ed), General history of Africa, Vol. 4,
Africa from the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries, p. 582, beklemtoon dit dat daar geen argeologiese data bestaan
wat aandui wanneer die eerste Bantoesprekendes Suid-Afrika binnegekom het nie.
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Daar word wel aanvaar dat die voorouers van die huidige Bantoesprekendes
fisies verskil het van die San en negroïedekenmerke gehad het, maar daar is
geneties groot ooreenkomste tussen die Khoisan en die Bantoesprekendes.
Volgens Parsons kan die “Khoisanoid peoples” in die graslande van Oosen Suider-Afrika byna “yellow Negroes” genoem word, terwyl die “Negroid
peoples” in die woude van Wes-Afrika feitlik as “black Khoisan” bestempel
kan word.45 Hy meen dat die swart mense van Wes-Afrika van Khoisanmense
wat na hierdie gebiede gemigreer het afstam en dat hierdie swart mense tussen
4000 en 3000 v.C. oor Sentraal-, Oos- en Suid-Afrika versprei het. Hulle
het waarskynlik vinniger in getalle toegeneem as die Khoisan, wat reeds daar
gewoon het, en het hulle deels verdring.46
Parsons skryf dat twee groepe Bantoesprekende landbouers vanaf die derde
eeu suidwaarts beweeg het na die gebied suid van die Limpopo. Een groep,
wat tale gepraat het wat tot die oostelike Bantoetaalgroep behoort, het SuidAfrika vanaf die huidige Kenia en Mosambiek binnegekom. ‘n Ander groep het
oor die Zambezi en deur Botswana na Transvaal en Natal beweeg. Hulle het
Bantoetale van die westelike subgroep gepraat, wat vandag nie meer in SuidAfrika voorkom nie.47 Davenport en Saunders staan krities teenoor hierdie
teorie omdat dit die migrasie van ‘n redelike groot aantal Bantoetaalsprekers
impliseer. Dit word nie deur argeologiese en taalkundige gegewens gestaaf
nie.48
Hoewel geen van die skrywers dit spesifiek so stel nie, dui teorieë oor fisiese
differensiasie tussen Khoisan- en swart groepe daarop dat daar tog ‘n tyd
was waar Suid-Afrika slegs deur die San bevolk was en dat swart mense later,
al is dit ook al etlike duisende jare gelede, die land binnegedring het. Die
beskouing dat die eerste Bantoesprekendes minderheidsgroepe was wat ander
swart inwoners onderwerp het en dat hul tale deur hierdie mense oorgeneem
is, is in ooreenstemming met die wyse waarop baie tale in die wêreld versprei

45 N Parsons, A new history of Southern Africa, p. 7.
46 N Parsons, A new history of Southern Africa, p. 7; vergelyk HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, p.
23, en R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history, p. 4. Hierdie beskouing impliseer tog dat
die eerste swart mense vanaf ander dele van Afrika na Suid-Afrika gekom het. Hoewel geen van die skrywers dit
direk so stel nie, kan hieruit afgelei word dat, omdat Suid-Afrika toe waarskynlik dun bevolk was, klein groepies
swart immigrante wat relatief vinnig vermeerder het, die vernaamste voorouers van die huidige Bantoesprekende
inwoners van Suid-Afrika was.
47 N Parsons, A new history of Southern Africa, pp. 14-21.
48 R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history, p. 9.
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het.49 Dit laat egter die vraag ontstaan watter tale die vroegste swart bewoners
van die land gepraat het.50 Hierdie kwessie en ander moontlike vrae wat ten
opsigte van die oorsprong van die San, die Khoikhoi en die Bantoesprekendes
na vore kom, word nie deur een van die historici bespreek nie. ‘n Mens
sou hieruit kon aflei dat die historici hulle nie bevoeg gevoel het of dit nie
raadsaam gevind het om moontlike probleme wat hulle by die bestudering
van die werk van argeoloë en ander wetenskaplikes geïdentifiseer het uit te lig
en kommentaar daarop te lewer nie.

Verhoudinge tussen San, Khoikhoi en Bantoesprekendes voor 1650
Elphick skryf dat die wyd aanvaarde beskouing, ook onder wetenskaplikes,
dat die San en die Khoikhoi aparte groepe was, eintlik net geld vir die
aanvanklike periode toe die Khoikhoi gebiede binnegedring het wat deur die
San of jagtersgroepe bewoon is.51 Waarskynlik het die Khoikhoi Sangroepies
in hulle stamme opgeneem, waar hulle soms ‘n onderhorige status gehad het.52
Khoikhoi wat hul vee verloor het, het meesal ‘n jagtersleefwyse aangeneem.53
Sommige jagtersgroepe in die Wes-Kaap het Khoikhoitale gepraat as gevolg
van die invloed wat die Khoikhoi op die jagtersgroepies uitgeoefen het,
maar in sekere gevalle omdat hulle afstammelinge van Khoikhoi was. Teen
1650 het die grense tussen Khoikhoi en San in die Wes-Kaap grotendeels
49 ‘n Bekende voorbeeld is die verspreiding van die Indo-Europese tale. Tale wat behoort aan hierdie taalfamilie
word tans deur die oorgrote meerderheid mense van Europa gebruik. Taalkundiges meen dat hierdie tale almal
spruit uit ‘n taal wat waarskynlik sowat 6000 tot 4000 jaar gelede in ‘n beperkte gebied, moontlik buite Europa,
gepraat is. Die Italiese, Keltiese, Germaanse en Slawiese stamme wat tot sowat 1500 jaar gelede oor Europa
versprei het, het tale wat tot die Indo-Europese familie behoort gepraat en die mense wat toe reeds in Europa
gewoon het grotendeels onderwerp en geabsorbeer. Behalwe vir enkele tale, veral Baskies, wat nog in ‘n klein
deel van Spanje en Frankryk gepraat word, het die tale wat voor die koms van die sprekers van Indo-Europese
tale in Europa gebruik is, verdwyn. Vergelyk JP Mallory, In search of the Indo-Europeans (London, Thames &
Hudson, 1989), pp. 143-185.
50 Volgens die taalkundige C Ehret, An African classical age; Eastern and southern Africa in world history, 100 B.C.
to A.D. 400 (Charlottesville, University Press of Virginia, 1998), pp. 212-227, het die eerste Bantoesprekendes,
wat Suid-Arika in die eerste millennium binnegekom het, Sala-Shonatale gepraat. Hierdie tale is later deur
die Nguni- en Sothotale verdring. Uit sy bespreking blyk dit dat hy aanvaar dat die land voor hierdie periode
hoofsaaklik deur sprekers van Khoisantale bewoon is.
51 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, p. 41.
52 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, p. 35. Vergelyk D Denoon, “Dependence and interdependence: Southern Africa from
1500 to 1800”, BA Ogot (ed), General history of Africa, Vol. 5, Africa from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century
(Paris, Unesco, 1992), p. 687.
53 J Parkington & S Hall, “The appearance of food production in Southern Africa 1000 to 2000 years ago”,
C Hamilton, B Mbenga & R Ross (eds), The Cambridge history of South Africa, Vol. 1, From early times to
1885, p. 102, skryf dat Khoikhoi wat hul skape verloor het maklik vee van familielede kon leen om weer ‘n
veestapel te begin. Hulle verwerp Elphick se gevolgtrekking dat sommige Khoikhoi heeltemal teruggeval het op
‘n jagtersbestaan. Vergelyk ook die kommentaar van L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 11.
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vervaag.54 Maylam skryf dat daar kontak tusssen die San- en Bantoesprekende
gemeenskappe oor ‘n tydperk van eeue was wat met ekonomiese en kulturele
uitwisseling gepaard gegaan het. Dit het waarskynlik onder meer tot die
aanwesigheid van klapklanke in die Ngunitale gelei.55 Van Aswegen wys
daarop dat die San met hul jagters- en versamelaarsleefwyse op ‘n laer vlak van
ekonomiese ontwikkeling as die Khoikhoi en die Bantoesprekendes was en
dat hulle sosiale struktuur ook minder ontwikkeld as dié van die ander twee
groepe was. Dit het hulle kwesbaar gemaak in die kontak met die Khoikhoi en
die Bantoesprekendes, met wie hulle eeue lank in ‘n bestaanstryd gewikkeld
was. Teen 1650 was die San oral oor die land versprei, maar hulle is toe reeds
grotendeels deur die Khoikhoi en die Bantoesprekendes uit die vrugbaarste
dele van die land verdryf.56 Sommige Sangroepies is in Bantoesprekende
gemeenskappe opgeneem, waar hulle soms ‘n baie lae status gehad het en
byna soos slawe behandel is.57
Volgens Maylam, Van Aswegen en Parsons het Bantoesprekendes waarskynlik
teen die sestiende eeu na die gebied wat later bekend sou word as die Transkei
versprei. Daar het toe reeds Khoikhoistamme gewoon. Sommige Ngunigroepe
het onder die gesag van Khoikhoikapteins gekom, maar oor die algemeen
was die Nguni, wat waarskynlik vinniger vermeerder het as die Khoikhoi, die
dominante groep. Die Khoikhoi in hierdie gebied het hulle aparte identiteit
geleidelik verloor.58
Soos Van Aswegen aandui, is die gegewens oor die verhouding tussen die
Khoikhoi en die San baie beperk.59 Dit geld sekerlik ook vir die verhouding
van hierdie twee groepe met die Bantoesprekendes. Die algemene patroon van
die verhoudinge word deur die meeste skrywers aangedui. Daar was vreedsame
kontak, wat tot handel en kultuuruitwisseling gelei het, maar ook konflik
waarby die San deur sowel die Khoikhoi as die Bantoesprekendes deels verdryf
en deels onderwerp en geabsorbeer is. Die Khoikhoi is deur Bantoesprekende
54 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, p. 30. Vergelyk LD Ncongco & J Vansina, “Southern Africa; Its peoples and social
structures”, DT Niane (ed), General history of Africa, Vol. 4, Africa from the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries, p.
595.
55 P Maylam, A history of the African people…, p. 14.
56 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, pp. 25, 28, 32-34; vergelyk N Parsons, A new history of
Southern Africa, pp. 36-37; JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, p. 16.
57 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, p. 73; vergelyk L Thompson, A history of South Africa, pp. 2829.
58 P Maylam, A history of the African people…, p. 35; HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, pp. 64-65;
N Parsons, A history of Southern Africa, pp. 37-38; D Denoon, “Dependence and interdependence: Southern
Africa from 1500 to 1800”, BA Ogot (ed), General history of Africa, Vol. 5, Africa from the sixteenth to the
eighteenth century, p. 688.
59 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, p. 32.
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groepe onderwerp en in hulle samelewingstrukture opgeneem.60

Kontinuïteit en verandering in vroeë samelewingstrukture
Feitlik elk van die werke onder bespreking bevat ‘n kort oorsig van die
ekonomiese, sosiale en kulturele kenmerke van ‘n tipiese Sangemeenskap,
soos dit waarskynlik in die sewentiende eeu en vroeër daaruit gesien het. Slegs
enkele skrywers wys daarop dat aanraking met Khoikhoi- en Bantoesprekende
groepe ‘n invloed op die San gehad het. Sommige Sangroepe het elemente
van die herders- en die landbouersleefwyse oorgeneem, maar dit het
waarskynlik meesal daarmee saamgegaan dat hulle gedeeltelik by Khoikhoiof Bantoesprekende samelewings ingeskakel is.61
Daar kom in die meeste geskrifte ook kort beskrywings van die struktuur
van Khoikhoigemeenskappe voor. Elphick en Omer-Cooper dui aan dat dit
dikwels gebeur het dat, as die aantal lede van ‘n Khoikhoistam uitgebrei het
of ‘n stamhoof oorlede is, die stam in kleiner eenhede opgebreek het. Soms
het kleiner stamme weer met mekaar saamgesmelt. Al hierdie stamme het
meesal ‘n selfstandige bestaan gevoer.62 Kontak met die Bantoesprekendes het
nie daartoe gelei dat die Khoikhoi landbouers geword het nie. Feinstein skryf
dit veral daaraan toe dat die Khoikhoi grotendeels in winterreënvalgebiede
gewoon het wat nie geskik was vir die plant van die graansoorte wat die
Bantoesprekendes gebruik het nie.63 Die Khoikhoi was volgens Elphick ook
betrokke by handelsnetwerke wat tot diep in die binneland gestrek het, maar hy
wys daarop dat dit nie gelei het tot fundamentele veranderings in hul leefwyse
nie. Daar was byvoorbeeld nie Khoikhoi wat hulle voltyds op die handel
toegespits het nie en ‘n handelklas het nie ontstaan nie.64 Elphick toon verder
aan dat die Khoikhoi van die kusgebiede vanaf die sestiende eeu al meer met
Europeërs in aanraking gekom. Dit het onder andere daartoe gelei dat hulle
yster bekom het wat hulle vir hul wapens aangewend het. Europese invloed
60 D Denoon, “Dependence and interdependence: Southern Africa from 1500 to 1800”, BA Ogot (ed), General
history of Africa, Vol. 5, Africa from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, p. 693, skryf dat interaksie tussen
die Bantoesprekendes en die Khoikhoi oor die algemeen nie daartoe gelei het dat die Khoikhoi hul aparte
identiteit verloor het nie. Daar bestaan nie volkome eenstemmigheid oor watter gebiede in Suid-Afrika almal
eens deur Khoikhoi bewoon is nie. Geen skrywer dui egter aan dat daar in die dele van Suid-Afrika waar die
Bantoesprekendes hul gevestig het uiteindelik nog selfstandige Khoikhoistamme bestaan het nie.
61 Vergelyk HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika, p. 28; JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, p.
4.
62 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, pp. 45, 58; JD Omer-Cooper, History of Southern Africa, p. 7.
63 CH Feinstein, An economic history of South Africa…, p. 15.
64 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, p. 67.
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het waarskynlik ook gelei tot die ontstaan van die Strandlopergemeenskap in
die omgewing van Tafelbaai, wat gedeeltelik afhanklik was van produkte wat
hulle by Europese besoekers gekry het.65
Die ekonomiese, sosiale en kulturele kenmerke van die Bantoesprekende
samelewings word deur byna al die historici bespreek. Thompson en Feinstein
dui aan dat daar ontwikkeling was wat landboubeoefening betref en dat
produktiwiteit geleidelik toegeneem het, onder meer deur verbetering van
landboumetodes. Tog het die opbrengs relatief laag gebly en was daar dus baie
min moontlikhede vir arbeidspesialisasie. Groot landbou-opbrengste in ou
Egipte was immers ‘n belangrike faktor in die ontstaan van arbeidspesialisasie,
wat weer gelei het tot hoër beskawingsontwikkeling. Feinstein meen dat,
omdat daar genoeg vrugbare grond beskikbaar was, dit maklik was vir
politieke eenhede om te fragmenteer, sodat daar teen 1650 moontlik meer
as ‘n duisend klein onafhanklike etniese groepe onder die Bantoesprekendes
bestaan het. Groter ekonomiese groei kon moeilik bereik word sonder groter
politieke eenhede. Daar is wel handel gedryf, maar in baie beperkte mate
en net in enkele produkte soos metaalgoedere, sout en tabak. Omdat daar
nooit ‘n groot vraag in die omliggende gebiede was na ‘n bepaalde produk
nie, is produksie nie op sulke goedere toegespits nie, en het dit nie tot groot
veranderinge in die ekonomiese stelsels van die Bantoesprekende groepe gelei
nie.66
Oor die ontwikkeling van die Bantoesprekendes se politieke stelsels is
daar heelwat geskryf. Feinstein, en ook die ander skrywers, dui aan dat die
Bantoesprekendes, soos die Khoikhoi, in ‘n groot aantal politieke eenhede
verdeel was en dat groter stamme dikwels in kleiner eenhede opgebreek het.
Daar het reeds vanaf die elfde eeu groter politieke eenhede in die gebied noord
van die Limpopo ontstaan, en onder invloed daarvan het nedersettings soos
Mapungupwe, in die noorde van Suid-Afrika, ontwikkel. Van Aswegen gee
meer aandag aan die ontwikkeling van Mapungupwe as die ander historici.
Volgens hom het Shonasprekende mense van oor die Limpopo gekom en ‘n
heersersklas in die Mangupwegebied gevorm. Landbou en veeteelt, maar ook
die vervaardiging van yster- en koperwerktuie en handel het ‘n belangrike
rol in die bestaan van hierdie nedersetting gespeel.67 Dit blyk uit al die
65 R Elphick, Khoikhoi…, pp. 64, 84.
66 L Thompson, A history of South Africa, pp. 19-21; CH Feinstein, An economic history of South Africa…, pp. 1920.
67 HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…., pp. 45-47; vergelyk R Ross, A concise history of South Africa,
pp. 15-16.
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geskiedwerke dat daar na die verval van Mapungupwe in die vyftiende eeu nie
veel sprake was van groot politieke eenhede in Suid-Afrika tot na 1650 nie.
Die skrywers bespreek feitlik almal die faktore wat tot die ontstaan van groot
koninkryke onder die Bantoesprekendes van Suid-Afrika gelei het, en wys
daarop dat hulle ontwikkel het uit kleiner eenhede wat al voor 1650 bestaan
het. Die vorming van hierdie politieke eenhede vorm egter deel van die latere
geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika.
Thompson beklemtoon dit dat die struktuur van Bantoesprekende
gemeenskappe nie as staties gesien moet word nie. Die Bantoesprekende groepe
het in die loop van etlike eeue oor ‘n groot deel van Suid-Afrika uitgebrei.
Hul samelewings het daarom besondere kenmerke gehad wat eie is aan wat
hy noem ’n “frontier society”, dus ‘n samelewing wat gevestig is in ‘n steeds
verskuiwende grensgebied. Al meer nuwe ekonomiese en politieke eenhede
het tot stand gekom, en dit is moontlik gemaak deur die beskikbaarheid van
vrugbare grond wat net gedeeltelik bewoon is deur veeherders- en jagtersen versamelaarsgroepe.68 Manson skryf dat die uitbreidingsproses gepaard
gegaan het met die onderwerping en absorbering van ander groepe, maar
ook met al meer differensiasie binne Bantoesprekende gemeenskappe waarby
stamhoofde se gesag oor ander lede van die stam versterk is. Drie sosiale
kategorieë het ontwikkel, naamlik hoofmanne, gewone stamlede en kliënte
of onderhoriges.69
Dit blyk dat die historici hoofsaaklik net die kenmerke van die sosiale,
ekonomiese en politieke strukture onder die San, Khoikhoi en Bantoesprekendes
beskryf het op grond van die studies van antropoloë. Slegs enkeles probeer
aandui waarom die ekonomiese stelsels voor 1650 grotendeels konstant gebly
het en waarom daar geen ingrypende veranderinge in hierdie opsig plaasgevind
het nie. Die meeste skrywers behandel die ontwikkeling van die politieke
eenhede onder die Bantoesprekendes as deel van ‘n veranderingsproses wat tot
in die negentiende eeu strek.

68 L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 30.
69 A Manson, “Die ontstaan van swart politieke gemeenskappe”, H Giliomee & B Mbenga (reds), Nuwe geskiedenis
van Suid-Afrika, pp. 33-39. Volgens Manson was kliënte meesal mense wat hul grond of vee verloor en vir ‘n
stamhoof of ander ryk stamlid gewerk het. Dit was gewoonlik ‘n tydelike reëling, omdat kliënte weer vee kon
versamel en selfstandig word. Veral onder die Tswana het sommige mense tog in ‘n permanente staat van
onderhorigheid of knegskap verval.
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Aansluiting by latere geskiedenis
Die afdelings oor die vroeë geskiedenis in die publikasies wat hierbo in
oënskou geneem is (met die uitsondering van die hoofstukke in die General
history of Africa) vorm almal die eerste gedeelte van ‘n werk wat handel oor
‘n langer tydperk in die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis. Elphick se oogmerk
was, soos die titel van sy boek aandui, om die invloed van die vestiging van
‘n Europese kolonie aan die Kaap op die Khoikhoibevolking te ondersoek.
Hierdie oogmerk kon hy uiteraard slegs bereik deur ‘n duidelike beeld van die
Khoikhoi en hul geskiedenis voor 1652 te verskaf en dan aan te dui hoe die
koms van die blankes die verdere ontwikkeling van die Khoikhoi beïnvloed
het. Sy boek vorm ‘n goed geïntegreerde geheel en die latere hoofstukke sluit
direk by die eerstes aan. Ook Maylam, wat ‘n oorsig van die geskiedenis van
die swart mense (“African people”) van Suid-Afrika wil verskaf, se boek vorm
‘n samehangende geheel waarin die ontwikkelinge wat in die eerste hoofstukke
aangetoon word deurgetrek word na die latere hoofstukke.
In die geval van die agt oorsigwerke van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis hang
die verband tussen die vroeë en latere geskiedenis nou saam met die algemene
indeling van elke boek.70 Die werke van Parsons, Davenport & Saunders en
Giliomee & Mbenga is elk verdeel in drie of vier hoofafdelings. Parsons se
eerste hoofafdeling, getiteld “the peopling of South Africa”, sluit die vroeë
geskiedenis, maar ook die Europese kolonisasie en die Mfecane in. Daarna
is daar hoofafdelings met die titels “conquest and resistance”, wat handel oor
die tydperk 1800 tot 1906, en “colonialism and independence”, waarin die
twintigste-eeuse ontwikkelinge behandel word.71 Uit hierdie indeling blyk
reeds dat Parsons die stryd tussen die inheemse bevolking en die Westerse
koloniseerders as vernaamste tema in die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika uitlig.
Die hele geskiedenis voor 1800 vorm vir hom die voorspel tot hierdie konflik.
Hierdie geheelperspektief op die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis bring mee dat
hy die vroeë geskiedenis nie slegs as ‘n inleiding beskou nie, maar as deel van
‘n reeks ontwikkelinge waardeur ‘n aantal verskillende groepe in Suid-Afrika
gevestig is wat veral in die twee eeue vanaf 1800 met mekaar in konflik sou
kom. Hy gee dan ook meer aandag aan die vroeë geskiedenis as die meeste
ander skrywers. Sy hoofoogmerk is tog om insig in die ontwikkelinge van die
afgelope twee eeue te bekom. Sy boek gee sy eie besondere geheelbeskouing
70 Die algemene indeling van ‘n oorsig vorm dikwels ook ‘n periodisering van die geskiedenis. Die kwessie word
bespreek in P de Klerk, “Die periodisering van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis in resente oorsigwerke”, Historia,
56, 1, 2011, pp. 138-152.
71 N Parsons, A new history of Southern Africa, p. iii.
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van die geskiedenis weer, wat geensins as die algemeen aanvaarde interpretasie
beskou kan word nie, maar hierdie interpretasie bring mee dat die gedeelte
oor die vroeë geskiedenis goed by die groter geheel ingeskakel is. Davenport
en Saunders se indeling kom in belangrike mate met dié van Parsons ooreen.
Daar is drie hoofafdelings, “the prelude to white domination”, wat strek oor
die hele periode tot 1910, “the consolidation of a white state”, oor die periode
1910-1990 en “challenge and response”, oor die dekade 1990-2000.72 Die
eerste hoofafdeling is weer in kleiner afdelings en hoofstukke verdeel. Die kort
oorsig oor die vroeë geskiedenis vorm slegs ‘n gedeelte van die eerste hoofstuk,
getiteld “from the dawn of history to the time of troubles”,73 wat handel
oor ontwikkelinge tot in die vroeë negentiende eeu. Die vroeë geskiedenis
word dus geensins van die latere geskiedenis geskei nie, maar behandel as ‘n
klein onderdeel van die hele geskiedenis. Davenport en Saunders identifiseer
die agtergrond tot en vestiging van blanke beheer asook die kenmerke en
beëindiging as hooftema van die geskiedenis. Die vroeë geskiedenis van SuidAfrika is wel goed geïntegreer in die geheel, maar vorm so ‘n klein onderdeel
daarvan dat die indruk geskep word dat dit ‘n minder belangrike deel van die
geskiedenis is wat net kortliks behandel moet word om duideliker perspektief
op die geskiedenis van die afgelope paar eeue te verkry.
In Giliomee en Mbenga se oorsigwerk word die vroeë geskiedenis ook net baie
kortliks behandel, maar vorm dit die eerste van drie hoofstukke wat saam ‘n
hoofafdeling, met die titel “van die eerste mense tot die eerste nedersettings”,
uitmaak. Die ander drie hoofafdelings het as titels “van die groot ontwrigtings
tot Afrika-nasionalisme”, “van ‘n landelike tot ‘n nywerheidsamelewing” en
“van ‘n Afrikanerstaat na ‘n Afrikastaat”.74 In hierdie werk is daar dus nie net
een hooftema nie, wat meebring dat die vroeë geskiedenis meer tot sy reg kom
en tog ‘n integrale deel van die hele oorsig vorm.
Die boek van Van Aswegen bevat elf hoofstukke, waarvan die eerste drie
hoofstukke, asook ‘n gedeelte van hoofstuk 4, oor die vroeë geskiedenis
handel.75 Van Aswegen identifiseer nie ‘n hooftema nie, maar gee die
vernaamste ontwikkelinge, politiek, ekonomies en sosiaal, in die periode
tot 1854 weer. Die hoofstukindeling is grotendeels kronologies van aard,
wat meebring dat elke hoofstuk ‘n aparte eenheid vorm. Tog word die
lyne duidelik deurgetrek, ook wat die geskiedenis van die Khoikhoi en die
72
73
74
75

R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history, pp. vii-xiv.
R Davenport & C Saunders, South Africa; A modern history, p. 3.
H Giliomee & B Mbenga (eds), Nuwe geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika, pp. vi-vii.
HJ van Aswegen, Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika…, pp. 5-6.
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Bantoesprekendes betref. Die geskiedenis van die Bantoesprekendes van
1500 tot ongeveer 1800 word byvoorbeeld in ‘n enkele hoofstuk behandel.
Die ander skrywers volg ook ‘n hoofsaaklik kronologiese hoofstukindeling,
maar wy net ‘n enkele hoofstuk aan die vroeë geskiedenis, terwyl die tweede
hoofstuk begin by 1652. Omer-Cooper, Feinstein, Thompson en Ross beskou
die vestiging vasn die Nederlandse verversingspos aan die Kaap in 1652 as ‘n
belangrike keerpunt. Die geskiedenis voor hierdie datum word slegs in die
eerste hoofstuk as agtergrond tot die latere ontwikkelinge behandel. Terwyl
Omer-Cooper nie die stigting van die Kaapse verversingspos as die beginpunt
van Westerse kolonisasie aandui nie, blyk dit uit die titels wat Thompson,
Feinstein en Ross aan die tweede hoofstuk van hul oorsigwerke gee dat hulle
die koms van die eerste Europeërs as die begin van ‘n tydperk van Westerse
oorheersing beskou.76
Al die skrywers wy die grootste deel van hul werk aan die geskiedenis na
1650. Hierdie fokus op die latere geskiedenis bepaal die wyse waarop die
vroeë geskiedenis binne die groter geheel bekyk word. Skrywers soos Feinstein,
Thompson en Ross sien dit veral as ‘n agtergrond tot die Westerse kolonisasie
van die land. Dit geld ook vir Parsons en Davenport en Saunders, hoewel
hulle die geskiedenis voor 1650 saam met latere ontwikkelinge as aanloop
tot die tydperk van blanke beheer beskou. Dit is eintlik slegs Van Aswegen
en Giliomee en Mbenga wat afwyk van hierdie interpretasie van die SuidAfrikaanse geskiedenis. Van Aswegen wil ‘n geheelbeeld gee van die geskiedenis
voor 1854 en sien die vroeë geskiedenis as ‘n belangrike deel daarvan, terwyl
Giliomee en Mbenga meer as een hooftema in die geskiedenis identifiseer.
Die inhoud van hulle afdelings oor die vroeë geskiedenis verskil nie drasties
van dié van die ander skrywers nie, maar hulle bied tog ‘n perspektief waarin
in groter mate wegbeweeg word van ‘n tydperk voor en ‘n tydperk na die koms
van die Westerse koloniseerders. Laasgenoemde indeling figureer nog steeds
in die meeste ander werke.

Slotbeskouing
Elphick is die enigste historikus wat werklik ‘n nuwe bydrae tot kennis
oor die vroeë Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis lewer. Dit is te betwyfel of ‘n
76 L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 31: “Chapter 2, The white invaders: The Cape Colony, 1652-1870”;
CH Feinstein, An economic history of South Africa…, p. 22: “2 Seizing the land: Conquest and dispossession”; R
Ross, A concise history of South Africa, p. 22: “2 Colonial conquest”.
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vergelykbare studie oor ‘n ander aspek van die vroeë geskiedenis deur ‘n
vakhistorikus gedoen kan word. Sonder die beskikbaarheid van reisverslae en
ander dokumente sou Elphick heeltemal afhanklik gewees het van publikasies
deur argeoloë en dan waarskynlik nie ‘n besliste nuwe bydrae kon lewer
nie. Peires het in sy studie van die Xhosa onder meer van dokumente en
mondelinge oorlewering gebruik gemaak, maar dit bied hoofsaaklik inligting
wat terugstrek tot die agtiende eeu. Soos reeds hierbo aangedui, is die enigste
ander publikasie deur ‘n historikus wat nie oor die hele vroeë Suid-Afrikaanse
geskiedenis handel nie, die boek van Maylam oor die geskiedenis van die
Bantoesprekendes, wat slegs op ander gepubliseerde werk gegrond is. Daar is
beslis ruimte vir geskiedwerke wat net oor ‘n provinsie of landstreek handel en
wat moontlik gedeeltelik gebaseer is op publikasies van ander wetenskaplikes,
waarby dan ook heelwat aandag aan die vroeë geskiedenis gegee kan word.
Tot dusver het daar net boeke oor die geskiedenis van KwaZulu-Natal en
Mpumalanga verskyn wat in hierdie kategorie val.77
Die historici wat geheeloorsigte van die vroeë geskiedenis gelewer het, gee
hoofsaaklik slegs ‘n samevatting van inligting wat hul in ander publikasies
gevind het. Dit blyk oor die algemeen nie duidelik dat hulle vraagstukke
vanuit die besondere perspektief van ‘n historikus benader nie. In sy tipering
van die vroeë Bantoesprekende samelewing as ‘n “frontier society”78 vergelyk
Thompson hierdie gemeenskappe implisiet met pioniersamelewings in die
grensgebiede van Noord-Amerika en Suider-Afrika gedurende die agtiende
en negentiende eeue. Dit is ‘n onderwerp waaroor hy as mede-outeur
‘n belangrike publikasie gelewer het.79 Die argeoloog Martin Hall, na wie
Thompson nie in die betrokke paragraaf verwys nie, het egter in 1987 ook
die uitbreiding van veeherders- en landbouersgemeenskappe in Suid-Afrika
binne die konteks van grensuitbreiding bespreek.80 Feinstein, ‘n ekonomiese
historikus, vergelyk vroeë ekonomiese ontwikkelinge in Suid-Afrika met dié
in ander wêrelddele en probeer dan die vraag beantwoord waarom daar nie
arbeidspesialisasie en groter toespitsing op handel in die Bantoesprekende
samelewings ontstaan het nie. Elphick en Thompson gee ook kortliks aandag
77 A Duminy & B Guest (eds), Natal and Zululand from earliest times to 1910: A new history (Pietermaritzburg,
University of Natal Press, 1989); P Delius (ed), Mpumalanga; History and heritage (Scottsville, South Africa,
University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2007). In albei werke is die afdelings oor die vroeë geskiedenis egter nie
deur vakhistorici geskryf nie.
78 L Thompson, A history of South Africa, p. 30.
79 H Lamar & L Thompson (eds), The frontier in history; North America and Southern Africa compared (New
Haven, Yale University Press, 1981).
80 M Hall, The changing past; Farmers, kings and traders in Southern Africa, 200-1860 (Cape Town, Philip, 1987),
pp. 32-45.
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aan hierdie vraagstukke. Die vraag waarom daar wel vroeg in die tweede
millennium groot politieke eenhede noord van die Limpopo ontwikkel het
maar, behalwe vir Mapungupwe, nie in Suid-Afrika nie, word nie in enige van
die werke wat hierbo bespreek is aan die orde gestel nie. Daar moet uiteraard
in gedagte gehou word dat die meeste van die werke wat in die artikel bekyk
word oorsigwerke is en dus nie veel ruimte bied vir diepgaande bespreking
nie.
Die besondere aard van die historici se interpretasies lê dus hoofsaaklik in die
wyse waarop hulle die vroeë geskiedenis deel gemaak het van hul oorsigwerke
van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis. Soos hierbo aangedui, bekyk die meeste
oorsigskrywers die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis veral vanuit die perspektief
van die agtergrond tot, aard van en beëindiging van Westerse kolonisasie.
Slegs Van Aswegen, Omer-Cooper en Giliomee en Mbenga beskou dit nie
as die dominerende tema van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis nie. Parsons
bly in sy oorsigwerk in die meeste opsigte by die konvensionele uitkyk op
die geskiedenis, maar verklaar in ‘n latere publikasie dat daar in die SuidAfrikaanse geskiedenis ‘n tydperk was waar die Engelse taal versprei en
Engelse kulturele hegemonie gevestig is. Dit het tot weerstand gelei. Daarvoor
was daar ‘n tydperk van “Afrikaans-Dutch hegemony and resistance to it”
en nog verder terug was daar “the post-1500 hegemonies of and resistance
to Nguni and Sotho-Tswana”.81 Die redakteurs van The Cambridge history
of South Africa skryf dat daar gedurende die afgelope twee millennia, sover
vasgestel kan word, pogings deur regeerders was “to set the social and political
relations between the various groups of society as firmly as possible”. Dit
was die geval “in the kingdom centred on Mapungupwe at about the turn of
the millennium”, in die groot Tswana- en Zoeloe-state van die agtiende en
negentiende eeue, en “in the colonial society that emanated from the Cape
from the mid-seventeenth century”.82 Ross is van mening dat die verspreiding
van die landbouersgroepe oor die oostelike helfte van Suid-Afrika gesien
kan word as ‘n kolonisasiebeweging, hoewel hy die saak nie verder bespreek
nie.83 Die Nederlanders was dus nie die eerste mense om dele van Suid-Afrika
te koloniseer en hul gesag oor ander groepe te vestig nie.84 Die koms van
81 N Parsons, “South Africa in Africa more than five hundred years ago: Some questions”, N Swanepoel, A
Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered; Southern African precedents and prospects
(Johannesburg, Wits University Press, 2008), p. 41.
82 C Hamilton, B Mbenga & R Ross, “Editors’ introduction”, C Hamilton, B Mbenga & R Ross (eds), The
Cambridge history of South Africa, Vol. 1, From early times to 1885, p. xvi. So ‘n perspektief kom egter nie
duidelik in die boek, waaraan ‘n aantal wetenskaplikes meegewerk het, na vore nie.
83 R Ross, A concise history of South Africa, p. 10.
84 Vergelyk P de Klerk, “1652 – die begin van kolonialisme in Suid-Afrika?”, Historia, 47(2), 2002, pp. 739-764.
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die Europeërs het ‘n ingrypende invloed op die ontwikkeling van die land
gehad. Selfs gesien teen die agtergrond van die duisende jare waaroor die
land se geskiedenis strek, was dit ‘n baie belangrike gebeurtenis. Daar was
tog ook voortgang van tendense wat reeds vroeër begin het, soos onder meer
die ontwikkeling van groter politieke eenhede onder die Bantoesprekendes.
Hierdie perspektief kom nog maar in beperkte mate in historici se interpretasies
van die vroeë geskiedenis na vore.
Historici kan slegs skryf oor aspekte van die geskiedenis waaroor daar bronne
beskikbaar is. Dit kom uit die werke wat in die artikel bespreek is, duidelik
na vore. Waarskynlik sal kennis oor die vroeë verlede nog heelwat toeneem.
Dit lyk of veral die moontlikhede om uit taalkundige kennis afleidings oor
historiese ontwikkelinge te maak nog meer benut kan word.85 Verder kan
meer vergelyking met ontwikkelinge in ander lande vrae na vore bring waarop
wetenskaplikes antwoorde moet probeer vind. Waarskynlik sal ons kennis van
die periode voor 1650 in die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika tog heelwat vaer
bly as die kennis wat van hierdie tydperk ten opsigte van lande soos Egipte,
Griekeland, China en Mexiko bestaan. Nogtans moet die beskikbare bronne
deeglik benut word om ‘n so duidelik moontlike beeld te verkry. Hiervoor
is samewerking tussen wetenskaplikes van verskillende dissiplines nodig.
Vakhistorici, met hulle besondere skoling en benadering tot die interpretasie
van bronne wat gebruik kan word om die verlede te ontsluit, kan hierby ‘n
belangrike bydrae lewer. Onder meer behoort hulle tendense en patrone in die
Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis wat in die vroeë periode begin het en deurloop na
die latere jare sterker na vore te bring. Gesien die feit dat historici maar sedert
1970 ernstig aandag gee aan die vroeë tydperk, is dit waarskynlik dat hierdie
geskiedenis in latere werke steeds meer tot sy reg sal kom.

85 C Ehret, An African classical age…, p. 228, skryf dat sommige argeoloë wat Suider-Afrika as studieveld het nie
baie waarde heg aan taalkundige metodes nie en dat bestaande taalkundige gegewens in groter mate verreken
kan word as wat tans die geval is. Vergelyk ook N Parsons, “South Africa in Africa more than five hundred years
ago: Some questions”, N Swanepoel, A Esterhuysen & P Bonner (eds), Five hundred years rediscovered; Southern
African precedents and prospects, p. 43.
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Abstract
Access to finance (cash/credit) is central to economic development and
improving the living standards of people. Faced with uncertainty about future
prospects, illiquid and irreversible nature of assets, the low-income households
become vulnerable to unpredictable events like illness and death. Traditional
requirements of formal collateral, asymmetric information and high transaction
costs used by the formal financial institutions are barriers to the provision of
credit. The low-income households therefore resort to township micro-lenders
to access credit in order to bridge the effects of these events. The objective
of this article is to assess the lending practices of the micro-lenders and their
impact on the households and to determine effective measures that need to
be taken to protect the households from such practices. The article adopts
a case study approach based on micro lending in the Mamelodi township
situated in the Gauteng Province in South Africa. Both random and snowball
sampling were employed to conduct personal interviews with micro-lenders
and households (borrowers). The findings reveal that these micro-lenders,
though easily accessible, exploit the households and place them in emotional
and financial distress (over-indebtedness). Based on the findings, this article
recommends the development of social self-regulatory mechanisms to protect
the households from exploitative practices of township micro-lenders.
Keywords: Micro Lending; Mashonisas; Regulation; Financial Institutions;
Low-Income; Credit.
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Introduction
Historically, applying for a loan (credit) at a financial institution in South
Africa requires one’s credit history which has an impact on one’s ability to
obtain a loan. This information is then used by the institutions to assess
the probability that you would default on your payments and whether
you are considered a low or high risk borrower. Song1 emphasises that any
classification of credit means allocating estimated risks of non-payment based
on the assessment of a borrower’s repayment capacity to meet his obligations
under the loan contract.
Access to cash or credit is essential in decreasing exposure to unpredictable
events like illness, diseases, food insecurity and death as well as smoothing
consumption. Without cash, it becomes difficult to bridge the effect of these
events and/or to survive. The majority of the low-income households who live
in townships are unable to access credit from the formal financial institutions,
especially banks, and therefore depend on the financial services of township
micro-lenders, popularly known as mashonisas, for a range of needs like food,
clothing, health care and funeral expenses.2 Low-income households are
described as those in Living Standard Measures (LSM) 1-3, that is, estimated
average monthly income of R1080 and R14853 or R1000-R1400.4 Low
levels of education condemn most of the households to very low skill jobs
outside the formal economy where they engage in informal jobs earning
insufficient income. According to Micro Finance Regulatory Council,5 63%
of the borrowers earn less than R4000 per month. These micro-lenders often
have fifteen to twenty clients borrowing an average of R150-R250 at a time.
Wilson6 points out that the clients earn quite small amounts of income
per month, normally in the range of R2000-3000. Aliber7 mentions that a
number of these households that mostly constitute women are pensioners,
domestic workers in the private homes and street traders earning very little
income. In many cases, the street traders are the unemployed who resort to
self-employment where they engage in informal and survivalist activities to
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

I Song, “Collateral in loan classification and provisioning”, IMF Working Paper (WP/02/122) (International
Monetary Fund, 2002) pp. 2-4.
G Wilson, Bank management (Washington, Mckinsey and Co, 1996), p. 15.
South African Advertising Research Foundation (SAARF), Living standard measures (South Africa, 2005).
Gauteng Provincial Government, Socio-economic review and outlook (South Africa, Department of Finance,
2010).
Micro Finance Regulatory Council, Finance on indebtedness (South Africa, Micro Lenders Association, 2005).
G Wilson, Bank management (Washington, Mckinsey and Co, 1996), p. 15.
M Aliber, Study of the incidence and nature of chronic poverty and development policy in South Africa: An overview
(South Africa, University of the Western Cape, 2001), pp. 44-58.
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cater for unforeseen circumstances and to survive. Survivalist activities are
activities by people unable to find a paid job or get into an economic sector of
their choice.8 Income generated from these activities usually falls short of even
a minimum income standard, with little capital invested, virtually no skills
training in the particular field and only limited opportunities for growth into
a viable business.
Despite the increasing need for credit or cash by the low-income households,
such credit from the formal financial institutions, especially banks, is
inaccessible due to collateral constraints, high interest rates and asymmetric
information. The households only need small amounts of loans to run their
day-to-day expenses and to survive but extending small amounts of loans
is perceived by the financial institutions as risky, costly, and unprofitable.
The concern of the institutions is that the unit costs of administering a large
number of small loans are high. The lack of sufficient collateral to secure loans,
lack of information (asymmetric information) about the creditworthiness
of the borrowers lead to high transaction costs of advancing credit to such
borrowers.9 The institutions hesitate to lend to people whose repayment
capacities seem uncertain and risky. This means that financial institutions
(or banks) will have little recourse against defaulting borrowers. As a result,
these households resort to the township micro-lenders known as mashonisas
in the black communities and who provide small loans for a range of needs.
These micro-lenders operate informal lending and borrowing businesses in
both townships and small cities and exist as the only and immediate sources
of credit available to the households. The importance of these micro-lenders
is ascribed to easy access to loans which is characterised by social aspects like
long-term relationships, reputation, respect and loyalty. These social aspects
remove the risks of collateral and asymmetric (incomplete) information and
lack of credit history in the lending and borrowing activities.
The underlying problem is that although the township micro-lenders appear
to be responsive to the credit needs of the low-income households, these
lenders use exploitative practices which place the vulnerable households in
debt spirals causing them emotional and financial distress. The objective of
this article is to assess the impact of exploitation by the township micro8
9

Department of Trade and Industry, Financial access for SMMEs: Towards a comprehensive strategy, A draft
discussion document (South Africa, Centre for Small Business Promotion, 1998).
P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap in South Africa’s small and micro credit market: An analysis of
major policy, legal, and regulatory issues”, Revised final report submitted to the Micro Finance Regulatory
Council of South Africa, (IRIS Center, University of Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19.
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lenders on the low-income households and to determine effective measures
that need to be taken to protect the households from such exploitation.

Research method and the field site
The research adopts a case study approach based on township micro-lenders
(mashonisas) operating lending activities in the Mamelodi, established in 1953,
which is primarily a black township situated about 20 kilometers on the north
eastern outskirts of the City of Tshwane (Pretoria) in the Gauteng Province
in South Africa with an unofficial population of close to one million people.10
Although Mamelodi township is well established with a large permanent
residential component with old four-roomed houses, a number of self-built
decent houses, Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) houses,
and low-cost housing and upmarket dwellings, there exists substantial informal
residential component or informal settlements comprising mostly of the poor
people who have built their own shacks made out of corrugated iron or plastic
sheets. Historically known as Vlakfontein farm, its name was changed to
Mamelodi in 1962. Mamelodi is bordered by Magaliesberg Mountain on the
northern and eastern sides and the Pretoria-Witbank highway on the South.
Watloo, East Lynne, Eersterust and Silverton are its closest neighbours with
the Moretele/Pienaars River running through it.11 The choice of Mamelodi
is informed by common practices, sociological conditions, relationships
and social dynamics of the general black population in the South African
townships. One is likely to find a high degree of connectedness in terms of
informal financial arrangements between mashonisas and borrowers which are
characterised by mutual social relations, trust, respect and reputation.

10 City of Tshwane, South African townships: Mamelodi (South Africa, Tshwane City Council, 2010), p. 2.
11 JT Pila, Mamelodi geographical information (Pretoria, KPT Media, 2011), p. 3.
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Image 1: Map of Mamelodi

Source: City of Tshwane, South African townships…, p. 2.

Micro-lenders (mashonisas) are generally prevalent in the South African
black townships and operate homogeneously with regard to lending practices
which include providing small scale credit to the local communities, especially
those that are marginalised by the formal financial institutions.12 These
communities depend on micro credit or mashonisas to meet basic needs such
as food, privatised services such as water, energy, housing and school fees.
To establish the lending practices of the micro-lenders and their impact on
the households, fieldwork was conducted between August and November
2011 in the Mamelodi township. The findings were based on the primary data
which was collected through interviews. Due to the nature of this research,
a sampling technique was used to ensure a good mix of participating microlenders (mashonisas). Both random and snowball sampling were employed
in this research. Random sampling helps to get unbiased and representative
sample of micro-lenders because it ensures that not only the micro-lenders
that are known are selected. Although the township micro-lenders are known
to the local community in which they operate, they can be difficult to reach by
others. Snowball sampling has, in this case, assisted in expanding a pool of the
12 D James, Money-go-round: Personal economies of wealth, aspiration and indebtedness in South Africa (South Africa,
LSE, 2010), p. 6.
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lenders to participate in the research. One or two key people who were also
micro-lenders have been requested to recommend other similar lenders who
would be willing to be interviewed. The information on which the research is
based has also been collected through a literature study having a bearing on
the research topic.
Unstructured personal interviews were conducted with 15 mashonisas to
guide explanations and discussions and thereafter with 37 borrowers drawn
from 27 families of which 1-2 family members utilise financial services of
mashonisas. Only ten mashonisas were randomly selected. The choice of these
was informed by the fact that their interest rates run in the range of 30-40%
per month (that is seven (46.7%) of them charge 30% interest rates and
three (20%) charge 40% interest on loans advanced to borrowers. Snowball
sampling was used to select the remaining five mashonisas (33.3%). These
are the few among those in Mamelodi who charge 50% interest rates. The
purpose of the interview is that it is most appropriate for asking questions of a
personal nature and it may result in more accurate and honest responses since
the interviewer can explain the purpose of the research as well as individual
questions. Additional probing questions can, in this case, also be asked. Data
analysis took place while the interviews were still underway as well as at the end
of the interviews. At the end, a detailed analysis of the information gathered
from the respondents (micro-lenders and borrowers) was done and compared
to discover the connections between themes and finally integrate these themes
into a theory that offered a comprehensive and accurate interpretation of
the lending practices of the township micro-lenders and how these practices
impact on the low-income households.

Historical overview of township micro-lenders (Mashonisas)
Mashonisas are informal sources of credit who provide credit to the households
who have been marginalised by the formal financial sector due to, for example,
collateral constraints and lack of credit history or who are not creditworthy.
Micro lending is, historically, not a new act, even before the advent of money,
people had borrowed, lent and saved.13 They have done this within their own
communities, using their own systems and methods without any external
assistance or resources. The difference today lies in the systems and resources
13 C Gardner, Assessing and improving the impact of micro credit (USA, Summit Financial Partners, 1998), pp. 1719.
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that have become available in response to the inability of commercial banks
and/or the formal financial sector to serve the financial needs of the lowincome (and poor) households. Historically, in the 1960’s, a micro-lender
was known in the South African black communities, as u-mashonisa, a
Zulu word, figuratively meaning a person who depletes or drain someone’s
financial resources through exorbitant interest rates, or translated by Greene
and Berroth14 as someone who continues to take money indefinitely. Smit et
al15 refer to mashonisa as a person who kills (i.e squeezes money from others)
because of the high interest rates charged and a loan agent with a good job
earning an above average income. The adverb “shonisa” is a Zulu word which
means to financially take someone down or drain his/her financial resources.
It has to be noted that in the history of black communities, the word was
and is still popularly known to many Sotho and Tswana speaking people as
mashonisa, and therefore the word is used as such in this article. Mashonisa,
as a proper noun, is known in colloquial terms as a loan shark. A loan shark
is defined by Cambridge Dictionary Online16 as a person who charges very
large amounts of money for lending money to someone or a person or body
that offers unsecured loans at illegally high interest rates to individuals, often
forcing repayment by blackmail or threats of violence or bodily harm. At that
time, during the preliterate era (the time relating to a society that has not
developed a written language or the period before written history),17 little
information on how mashonisas conducted their businesses was available18
and there was no documentation of information on events and activities
that took place or any regulatory framework or rules governing mashonisas,
especially prior to 1992.
According to Orute,19 these micro-lenders (mashonisas) were and still are
regarded as very helpful, especially to those who have been marginalised by
the formal financial sector and who experience financial distress and need
cash. The micro-lenders provide instant cash to their regular clients, which
the banks and other formal financial institutions cannot. They usually operate
at the premises of the owner or chosen member and most of them normally
14 A Greene and A Berroth, The kwa Khulisa project report: A study of how “Creative Africa South” can empower
women through creativity and business (South Africa, Wellensley College, 2002).
15 PC Smit, DJ Dams, JW Mostert, AG Oosthuizen, TC Van Der Vyver, and W Van Gass, “Economics: A South
African perspective” (South Africa, Jua & Co, Ltd, 1996), p. 592.
16 Cambridge Dictionary Online, Loan sharks (USA, Cambridge University Press, 2011); C Gardner, Assessing and
improving…, pp. 17- 19.
17 The Free dictionary, Preliterate (USA, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2000), p. 21.
18 PC Smit, et al, “Economics: A South African perspective” (South Africa, Jua & Co, Ltd, 1996), p. 592.
19 VO Orute, Living in the world of shylocks (Tanzania, Arusha Times, 2005), p. 2.
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run their businesses in mobile phone outlets or at corners of buildings in
rural areas, townships and cities. When there was no other alternative for
borrowers, mashonisas were the solution, and specialised in short-term
loans, generally for thirty days. These micro-lenders were respected people
in the black communities in which they operated and were viewed as rich
heroes. They were and still are most prevalent in townships and lend mostly
to people whose ability to repay can verify. Many households utilise the
financial services of township micro-lenders because of easy access and quick
processing of financial transactions or flexible lending terms. Money can
be borrowed at any time for any reason. Mashonisas may be well equipped
because of their local knowledge to respond to the financial requirements of
the marginalised households. This is due to the fact that the households (as
borrowers) and mashonisas (as lenders) live in the same areas and that it is easy
to get to know each other very well. In this case, familiarity at the personal
or community level therefore greatly reduces the normal transaction costs of
lending where borrowers are charged very low interest rates. Lenders do not
require collateral to secure credit and borrowers repay the loans mainly to
protect their reputation and to be able to access future credit. Lenders only
need assurance that the loan will be repaid on a certain date.
Mashonisas were, historically, violent and feared by colleagues and community
members and had powers to do anything to get their money back.20 Lending
and borrowing activities used to take place at a workplace without any contact
with the employer. The micro-lender (Mashonisa) would know exactly
how much, and to whom, the loan was granted without documenting any
transaction. At that time, no interest or very little was levied on loans and
borrowers would know how much to repay. However, honesty and trust played
an important role and colleagues were prepared to repay loans. Mashonisas
would wait at the employer’s gate at the end of the month to collect their
money from those who owed them. They were viewed as lenders of last resort
for financial assistance on emergencies like illness and funerals.
Today, mashonisas still play a pivotal role in the provision of credit to the
low-income and poor households in South Africa. Their existence is as a result
of inaccessibility of credit to the households who do not have credit histories
and/or collateral to secure credit. Although these micro-lenders are perceived
negatively because of their lending methods, their existence is however
20 C Gardner, Assessing and improving the impact of micro credit (USA, Summit Financial Partners, 1998), pp. 1719.
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attributed to their different capacities to provide credit to the marginalized
households and their ability to take advantage of the weaknesses of contract
enforcement.21 Micro-lenders’ strength lies in their ability to access and use
local information about borrowers, which makes them to reduce the problem
of asymmetric information and inaccessibility to credit. However, these
micro-lenders, though preferred by the low-income households in the black
communities, exploit the households by using methods which include, among
others, charging exorbitant interest rates and using violence or exploitative
measures to recover loans. The interest rates range between 30-60% per
month. Although most micro-lenders charge interest rates of between 30 and
40%,22 there exist those who take advantage of the households’ vulnerable
situations and exploit them by charging more than 50% interest rate on
loans. These micro-lenders use market power and inside knowledge to exploit
the households. Majority of the borrowers do not normally consider the cost
of lending but the fact that the lender is easily accessible and immediately
responds to their financial needs.
Despite the high interest rates they charge, these micro-lenders who are
unregulated and operate in an informal manner, are still highly preferred by
the households because of easy access and the positive atmosphere in which
they operate their lending and borrowing business. Majority of the borrowers
are illiterate and do not understand the intricacies involved in lending.
What is important to them is that credit is available at any time it is needed.
However, lending and borrowing are relationship-based, with borrowers
gaining reputation as they build a clean repayment record. According to
Finance and Enterprise,23 these micro-lenders often have fifteen to twenty
clients borrowing an average of R150-R250 at a time. Clients earn quite small
amounts of income per month, normally in the range of R2000-3000 and
mostly between R1200-R1700. The largest proportion of clients consists of
people who have jobs (low-income earners) or those who are self-employed
but live beyond their means. Schreiner24 points out that mashonisas and clients
are close to each other and loyalty, reputation and trust play an important role
in the lending and borrowing activities. Mashonisas have comprehensive and
perfect information on the creditworthiness of their clients based on longterm relationships they have with each other compared to the situation of the
21 M Schreiner, “Informal finance and the design of microfinance”, Development in Practice, 11, 2000, pp. 637640.
22 Finance and Enterprise, Report on costs and interest rates in the small loan sector (South Africa, 1999), p. 27.
23 Finance and Enterprise, Report on costs…, (South Africa, 1999), p. 27.
24 M Schreiner, “Informal finance…”, Development in practice, 11, 2000, pp. 637-640.
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formal financial institutions.

The past of micro lending
Historically, the concept micro lending is derived from numerous examples
of traditional informal financial systems that have existed around the world of
ages. Micro lending involves the distribution of small-scale loans or financial
services to the low-income and poor households or solidarity lending groups
including consumers and self-employed, who traditionally lack access to
banking and related services.25 Micro lending is an aspect of microfinance,
which is, more broadly, a movement whose object is a world in which as many
low-income, poor and near-poor households as possible have permanent
access to an appropriate range of financial services, including not just credit
but also savings, insurance, and fund transfer. Banks hesitate and resist effort
to service these kinds of households who have little or no cash income and
are therefore regarded as risky and unprofitable due to substantial costs
incurred by banks in managing clients’ accounts regardless of the sums of
money involved. Banks’ concern, according to Meagher and Wilkinson is that
the fixed cost of processing loans of any size is considerable as assessment of
potential borrowers, their repayment prospects and security, administration
of outstanding loans as well as collecting money from borrowers has to be
done in all cases. Micro lending can be traced back to the middle of the
1800s around the world when banking activities were conducted by private
individuals who had any additional capital and wished to lend it out.26 Small
credits were lent to entrepreneurs and rural farmers as a way of getting the
people out of poverty. In 1864 Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen’s village bank was
established in Germany and by the year 1901 the bank had reached 2 million
rural farmers. At that time, people could be relied on to repay their loans.
Moneylending/micro-lending, according to Brook27 is referred to as “usury”,
which is understood to mean excessive interest or illegal interest (which is
never defined). The actual definition is the practice of lending money at
interest. Even people who were not directly involved in the lending and
borrowing practice benefitted by means of access to the goods and services
25 P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap…”, pp. 12-19.
26 Y Brook, The morality of moneylending: A short history, paper delivered at second Renaissance Conference,
Anaheim, California, July 2001, pp. 7-9; A Perkin, A short history of microfinance (UK, Guardian, 2008), pp.
1-3.
27 Y Brook, The morality of moneylending: A short history, pp. 7-9; Mercy Corps, The history of microfinance
(Portland, Global Envision, 2009), pp. 1-5; A Perkin, A short history…, pp. 1-3.
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made possible by the practice.
In the early 1900s, moneylending models were implemented by government
agencies through privatised banks in parts of rural Latin America aiming at
increased commercialisation of the rural sector by mobilising idle savings and
increasing investments through credit and reducing oppressive feudal relations
that were enforced through indebtedness. These banks became inefficient and
abusive.28 Between the 1950s and 1970s, government interventions focused
on access to agricultural credit and emphasised targeted credit through stateowned development finance institutions that received concessional loans and
on-lent at below-market interest rates. However, these subsidised schemes
were unsuccessful due to subsidised lending rates and poor repayment rates
and that credit ended up in the hands of better-off farmers only while the poor
farmers were marginalised. During the Dark and Middle Ages in Europe,
(Germany, England and Holland) in the time of famine and plaque, when the
primary means of trade was barter, subsistence-level lending such as barterbased loans were used (by the Jews) to help people to survive. In this case,
most loans were made with goods and the interest was also charged in goods.29
However, around 1290, from the Christian perspective, the emphasis was
that one’s moral duty was to help those in need without expecting anything
in return and anyone lending upon usury was violently opposed and usury
was explicitly condemned as lenders were viewed as enriching themselves
(through profit) at the expense of the weak.30 Micro lending throughout the
world continued to exist around the 1960s and people had, within their own
communities and working environments, conducted lending and borrowing
activities with no regulatory framework or financial assistance from any
formal source.31
In the 1970s, organizations such as the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh started
shaping the modern industry of micro lending.32 At that time, micro lending
initiatives introduced many new innovations which, among others, removed
28 Mercy Corps, The history of microfinance (Portland, Global Envision, 2009), pp. 1-5.
29 Y Brook, The morality of moneylending: A short history, pp. 7-9.
30 Y Brook, The morality of moneylending: A short history, pp. 7-9; Mercy Corps, The history of microfinance
(Portland, Global Envision, 2009), pp. 1-5.
31 C Gardner, Assessing and improving the impact of micro credit (USA, Summit Financial Partners, 1998), pp. 1719.
32 MP Mashigo and CH Schoeman, “Micro credit and the transforming of uncertainty since 1976: International
lessons for South Africa”, New Contree, A Journal of Historical and Human Sciences for Southern Africa, 61, 2011,
pp. 149-175; D Porteous, Is Cinderella finally coming to the ball?: South African micro finance in broad perspective
(South Africa, FinMark Trust, 2001), pp. 1-3; J Murdoch, “The Microfinance Promise”, Journal of Economic
Literature, 37(4), 1999, pp. 1569-1614.
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the need for physical collateral and decreased asymmetric information and
people could be relied on to repay their loans using joint-guarantees. Today,
practitioners and governments are increasingly focusing on expanded financial
services to the poor and low-income in frontier markets on the integration
of microfinance/lending in financial systems development. In South Africa
today, the provision of credit by the formal financial sector, especially banks,
is hampered by collateral constraints, asymmetric information and high
transaction costs. Therefore micro lending emerged in its current form as
an alternative to conventional banking and has become a major tool of
development among the low-income (and poor) segments of society.33

The regulation of micro lending in South Africa
Since there was no regulatory body in South Africa in the past, especially
before 1992, micro-lenders conducted business in any way they liked and
many borrowers suffered from their exploitative nature. Micro-lenders used
illegal methods to conduct lending and borrowing activities, for example,
illegal provision of credit and collection methods were used. Micro-lenders
commonly charged exorbitant interest rates on loans, took their clients’
bank cards, personal identification numbers (PIN), pay slips and identity
documents as prerequisite for obtaining a loan, and so that they can draw
interest and redemption payments from the cash dispenser after pay has been
remitted to the borrower’s account.34
Since 1992, the micro lending industry in South Africa grew significantly
on the basis of focusing on consumer credit and experienced exponential
growth. It has become a mainstream development activity and a means of
deriving economic growth. According to the Press Release,35 1992 marked
the exemption of small loans from the interest rate limitation. The state issued
an Exemption to the Usury Act of 1992 that removed interest rate ceilings
on small loans under R6 000 with a repayment period of less than thirty33 P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap…”, Revised Final Report submitted to the Micro Finance
Regulatory Council of South Africa, (IRIS Center, University of Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19; MP Mashigo
and CH Schoeman, “Micro credit…”, New Contree, A Journal of Historical and Human Sciences for Southern
Africa, 61, 2011, pp. 149-175.
34 Micro Finance Regulatory Council, Registration of micro-lenders (Johannesburg, MFRC, 1999), pp. 1-8; M
Grenfell, “Overview of the market for micro lending in South Africa: Demand and supply”, (South Africa,
Finance and Enterprise, 1999), pp. 48-59.
35 Press Release, 2001. Inspections on unregistered micro-lenders, Micro Finance Regulatory Council: News Archives
(available at: http://www.mfrc.co.za/detail.php?s=112, as accessed on 20 April 2006).
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six months. The purpose of the Usury Act of 1992 was to place limitations
and responsibilities on micro-lenders to protect consumers from usurious
exploitation by micro-lenders. Grenfell36 mentions that this resulted in the
tremendous growth in the micro lending industry with a central focus on
providing short-term cash loans at very high interest rates on a large scale. Due
to aggressive lending by both formal and informal (township) micro-lenders
as well as the uninformed and vulnerability of borrowers, these borrowers
found themselves in a spiral of debts.
Although micro-lenders were forbidden by law to engage in harmful and
exploitative practices, some still do and the practice is very prevalent in small
cities, townships and/or rural areas. This provided the impetus for a second
and new Exemption to the Usury Act in 1999.37 This, therefore, resulted in an
establishment of the Micro Finance Regulatory Council (MFRC) in 1999 as
a regulatory body and the new regulations to govern the industry. This called
for revisions to the amount of small loans to be increased from R6 000 to R10
000. The main purpose of the MFRC was to promote sustainable growth of
the micro lending industry, serve the unserved credit needs, while ensuring
that consumer rights are protected. The lenders only focused on the lowincome borrowers who were formally employed so that their salaries could be
tapped to ensure repayment of the loans. The borrowers had to become bank
customers as repayment was guaranteed through the provision of a bank debit
card and personal identity number (PIN) to the lender. The vast majority (up
to 80%) of the South African low-income groups started to borrow funds
from micro-lenders as an alternative source of finance.
It was stipulated in the rules that the moneylender will only be permitted
to operate after registration with the Council on 15 September 1999.38 The
MFRC inspected all documents of registered micro-lenders to determine
whether they adhere to the registration criteria. The Council also monitored
all accredited institutions to ensure that they comply with the regulations.
Anyone lending money under the conditions provided for in the Act, who
was not a registered member of the MFRC would be acting illegally and the
Department of Trade and Industry would act against such a person.
36 M Grenfell, “Overview of the market…” (South Africa, Finance and Enterprise, 1999), pp. 48-59.
37 P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap…”, Revised Final Report submitted to the Micro Finance
Regulatory Council of South Africa, (IRIS Center, University of Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19.
38 Republic of South Africa, Micro Finance Regulatory Council, Registration of micro-lenders (Johannesburg,
MFRC, 1999), pp. 1-8; M Grenfell, “Overview of the market…” (South Africa, Finance and Enterprise, 1999),
pp. 48-59.
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Following the continuous exploitation of borrowers by micro-lenders, the
MFRC implemented a number of mechanisms which were intended to
modify micro-lender behaviour and reckless lending. These included the
establishment of the National Loan Register (NLR) which was responsible
for providing the micro-lenders with information with which to assess the
borrower’s level of debt and to also provide the MFRC with mechanisms
through reckless lending in order to take appropriate disciplinary action.39
A database of micro loans was created through NLR. Credit bureau also
provided the information regarding the borrowers’ debt position. The use of
credit bureau to check on the new clients encompassed the majority of the
short-term borrowers. This led to a more formalised modern micro lending
sector in the 30-day cash lending industry.
Additionally, the rules stipulate that to protect the rights of consumers when
they borrow money from micro-lenders, the requirements for disclosing all
terms of the contract including all amounts and charges (interest rates) to
be paid by borrowers, remained legally binding (Rule 2.4 (2.4.2), (2.4.3),
(2.4.4), in Annexure “A” of the Usury Act Exemption).40 This meant providing
the borrower with the exact loan amount and the amount repayable with
interest over a stipulated period. Micro-lenders, after having registered with
the MFRC, were required to lend within the Usury Act’s interest rate limits
which are between 29 and 33% per year.41 Failing to comply with the Usury
Act, they will be contravening the rules and will be subject to the penalties of
the Usury Act.
However, the continuous increase in reckless lending which placed the
low-income households in financial distress was cause for concern. Poor
information flow between the lenders and borrowers contributed to borrower
exploitation, that is, lenders not providing accurate information to the
borrower about the rules and regulations governing the micro lending business
and the implications of the cost of lending. This compounded the danger of

39 Press Release, 2004. Changing face in the micro finance industry, Micro Finance Regulatory Council: News
Archives (available at: http://www.mfrc.co.za, as accessed on 25 April 2006); Micro Finance Regulatory Council,
Submission to the portfolio committee on finance on indebtedness (Johannesburg, MFRC, 2003), p. 5.
40 Micro Finance Regulatory Council, Registration of micro-lenders (Johannesburg, MFRC, 1999), pp. 1-8; M
Grenfell, “Overview of the market…” (South Africa, Finance and Enterprise, 1999), pp. 48-59.
41 Press Release, 1999. The MFRC warns micro-lenders against the retention of bank cards and identity documents,
Micro Finance Regulatory Council: News Archives (available at: http://www.mfrc.co.za/detail.php?s=353, as
accessed on 11 August 2005); Micro Finance Regulatory Council, Submission to the portfolio committee…, p.
5.
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over-indebtedness. According to Baumann,42 the dependence of low-income
groups on micro-lenders leaves them deeply vulnerable to losing any scarce
assets they may have and to rising cycles of indebtedness.
The weakness of the micro lending sector, according to Schoombee43 is that
it was largely unregulated and even unscrupulous lenders who exploited the
low-income borrowers by charging them exorbitant interest rates and causing
them to be over-indebted, entered the sector. Disclosing personal identity
numbers and surrendering the bank cards violate the banking confidentiality
and increases the danger of fraud on the side of the micro-lenders because the
borrowers lack experience in personal finance and do not know exactly how
much is deducted from their accounts. According to Grenfell,44 the exemption
to the Usury Act of 1992 originally intended to protect the consumers from
such exploitation by micro-lenders who charge very high interest rates. High
interest differentials among different lenders with identical products indicate
lack of effective regulation. This exacerbates, instead of reducing, exploitative
practices of micro-lenders. The households are unable to afford high interest
rates and Meagher and Wilkinson45 point out that the households are micro
borrowers who need small loans for consumption, education and emergencies.
Furthermore, the 1999 developments brought about by the regulations were
also ineffective because the MFRC was unable to enforce the regulation on the
entire micro lending industry. Schoombee46 emphasises that there still exist
a large number of unregistered lenders who contravene the Act by offering
vulnerable borrowers loans of various amounts and at exorbitant interest rates.
The Usury Act also allowed the formal and registered lenders to operate with
the interest rate ceilings, and the usury restrictions led to limited access to
credit by the consumers such as the low-income who do not have established
relationships with the micro-lenders as well as credit records or collateral as
42 T Baumann, Microfinance and poverty alleviation in South Africa (South Africa, Bay Research and Consultancy
Services, 2001), pp. 13-19.
43 A Schoombee, South African banks and the unbanked: Progress and prospects (South Africa, University of
Stellenbosch, Department of Economics, 1998), p. 4; S Staschen, Regulation and supervision of micro finance
institution: State of knowledge (Netherlands, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ)
GmbH, 1999), p. 14.
44 M Grenfell, “Overview of the market…”, (South Africa, Finance and Enterprise, 1999), pp. 48-59.
45 P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap…”, Revised Final Report submitted to the Micro Finance
Regulatory Council of South Africa, (IRIS Center, University of Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19.
46 A Schoombee, South African banks…, p. 4; P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap…”, Revised Final
Report submitted to the Micro Finance Regulatory Council of South Africa, (IRIS Center, University of
Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19; RW Lindholm, “Money and banking: An introduction” ( USA, Adams & Co,
1958), pp. 4-9.
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security for loans to ensure repayment and are therefore marginalised.47 These,
according to Coetzee,48 increases transaction costs which make the loans to be
more expensive and inaccessible.
The challenge facing South Africa was to revise the legislation governing
micro lending. Given the weaknesses in consumer credit legislation in
South Africa, a regulatory framework, the National Credit Act No. 34 of
2005 (NCA), was introduced and came into force on 1 June 2007 repealing
numerous legislations, including the Usury Act of 1968 and related
subordinate legislation that allowed micro lending. The main purposes of
the NCA include improving accessibility of the credit market to all South
Africans, including the previously disadvantaged consumers, enhancing
consumer rights and education, consistent treatment of all consumers and
credit providers, as well as promoting responsibility in the credit market
by encouraging responsible borrowing, avoiding over-indebtedness and
discourages reckless credit granting by credit providers.49 This means the Act
provides for consumer rights including protection against discriminatory and
unfair credit market practices such as over-indebtedness and the right to be
given reasons for credit being refused or discontinued.
In order to achieve the purposes of the NCA, the National Credit Regulator
(NCR) has been established in terms of the Act to oversee the NCA and
to regulate and enforce consumer credit. In developing an accessible credit
market, the NCR will promote and support a credit market and industry that
is fair, transparent, responsible, efficient and accessible. In addition, the NCR
submits proposals related to regulatory or policy initiatives which would
improve access to credit for historically disadvantaged persons, low-income
persons and communities and sparsely populated or remote areas.50 Further
research on the National Credit Act has to be conducted to determine its
impact on the low-income households. However, majority of the low-income
households are unable to access credit from the formal financial sector and
therefore resort to township micro-lenders (mashonisas). The problem is that
although the township micro-lenders appear to be responsive to the credit
47 P Meagher and B Wilkinson, “Filling the gap…”, Revised Final Report submitted to the Micro Finance
Regulatory Council of South Africa, (IRIS Center, University of Maryland, 2001), pp. 12-19.
48 G Coetzee, “Regulation and supervision of micro finance institutions: The experience in South Africa”,
(Pretoria, University of Pretoria, Department of Agricultural Economics, 1998).
49 Republic of South Africa, National Credit Act (Act No. 34 of 2005) (Pretoria, Government Printers), p. 5;
Bankseta, National Credit Act (Pretoria, Teba Bank, 2006), p. 2.
50 Republic of South Africa, National Credit Act… (Act No. 34 of 2005) (Pretoria, Government Printers), p. 5;
Bankseta, National Credit Act … (Act No. 34 of 2005) (Pretoria, Government Printers), p. 2.
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needs of the low-income households, they use exploitative practices which
place these vulnerable households in debt spirals causing them emotional and
financial distress. It is evident that consumer protection, as espoused in the
objectives of the NCA, is less important in the townships due to relationships
and consistent service between micro-lenders and borrowers. Registration
and adhering to formal laws or legislation may therefore not be necessary for
these lenders.
In light of this, the legislation proved unable to enforce the regulation on the
activities and practices of informal and/or unregistered micro-lenders such as
mashonisas operating lending and borrowing businesses in the black townships
like Mamelodi. These lenders, according to Schoombee,51 contravene the
legislation and continue to do business as normal and impact negatively on
vulnerable borrowers by offering them multiple loans and at exorbitant interest
rates, causing them to be over-indebted. Mashigo52 found that the lenders
continue to confiscate vulnerable borrowers’ bank or ATM (Automated Teller
Machine) cards and using these to withdraw the money owed to them at the
end of the month. This, in itself, presents conflicting objectives between the
regulation and the operation of mashonisas. The regulation ignores the fact
that these informal lending practices in the townships are continuing and
intensifying and mashonisas are difficult to track and regulate.53

The operation of township micro-lenders and their impact on the lowincome households
Mashonisas (Micro-lenders) in the Mamelodi Township are an integral part of
the community and all the 15 Mashonisas (100%) who have been interviewed
indicated that they do not fall under the jurisdiction of monetary laws or
any form of financial regulation. According to Schoombee, the South African
legislation is unable to enforce against informal township micro-lenders who
are difficult to track or regulate. According to ECIAfrica Consulting,54 there
exists very little information about the overall size and scope of micro-lenders
51 A Schoombee, “South African banks…”, (South Africa, University of Stellenbosch, Department of Economics,
1998), p. 4; D James, Money-go-round… (South Africa, LSE, 2010), p. 6.
52 MP Mashigo, “Extending credit to the low-income and poor households in South Africa: A system of principles”
(Ph.D., University of Johannesburg, 2007), p. 77.
53 A Schoombee, South African banks…, p. 4.
54 ECIAfrica Consulting, “Overview of the market for micro lending in South Africa: Demand and supply”, A
report prepared for Micro Finance Regulatory Council (South Africa, MFRC, 1999), pp. 8-11.
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operating lending and borrowing businesses in township areas. The research
found that 53,3% of mashonisas are shebeen owners, 26,7% are formally
employed but indicated that they operate a joint micro-lending business and
augment their own money by borrowing from the bank (eg. African Bank).
Some of the mashonisas (20%) own and operate spaza shops. This is depicted
in the Pie Chart as in Image 2 below. ECIAfrica Consulting55 found that most
funding for the micro-lenders’ businesses comes from family members and
friends while few use retrenchment packages. None had any external funding.
The Pie Chart in Image 3 depicts the percentages of borrowers’ knowledge
of the micro lending regulations. It was found that 66% of the borrowers do
not have any idea about whether micro-lenders are regulated or not. On the
one hand, only 20% of the borrowers indicated that they heard about the
regulation of micro lending industry (they referred to the National Credit
Act) and that it is intended to protect consumers but do not have a slightest
idea how whereas, on the other hand, 14% of them know about the micro
lending industry and its regulation, however, these borrowers indicated that
they still prefer local mashonisas due to easy access for loans.
The majority of mashonisas (68%) need proof of employment (for example
payslips), residential address and the South African identity document from
the borrowers whereas 32% need verbal assurance from their regular clients
that money will be repaid on a certain date. Some mashonisas lend money to
new clients only if these clients are brought and introduced by regular and
trusted ones. When asked about record keeping, 69% of mashonisas indicated
that they keep a book where every single borrower signs the agreement with
them (mashonisas), i.e., date of loan issue, date of repayment, and the amount
requested whereas only 31% have computers/laptops where they record the
transactions and which are printed and signed. Majority of mashonisas, 82%,
request the borrowers to sign a written agreement which, upon default, is
used against the borrower and forceful measures are taken. Other mashonisas
present the book or computer records to the South African Police Services
(SAPS) for further action.

55 ECIAfrica Consulting, “Overview of the market…” (South Africa, Finance and Enterprise, 1999), pp. 8-11.
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Image 2: Percentages of micro-lenders (mashonisas)

Source: MP Mashigo, “Extending credit to the low-income and poor households in South Africa: A
system of principles” (Ph.D., University of Johannesburg, 2007), p. 79.

Image 3: Percentages of borrowers’ knowledge of the micro lending regulation.

Source: MP Mashigo, “Extending credit to the low-income...” (Ph.D., University of Johannesburg,
2007), p. 80.

The social structures followed by these mashonisas are that they have more
information on their clients regarding character, creditworthiness and
reputation than the formal financial sector. Lending and borrowing contracts
are relationship-based, with borrowers gaining reputation as they build a clean
repayment record. Mashonisas and clients are close to each other and loyalty,
trust and reputation play an important role in the lending and borrowing
activities. One may argue, given these social connections and the difficulty to
track township micro-lenders, how regulation in South Africa can be enforced
against these micro-lenders. Their clientele are mostly people from the
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neighbourhood. Mashonisas have comprehensive, almost perfect information
on the creditworthiness of their clients, based on long-term relationships
they have with them. To register and be regulated may not be worthwhile
for mashonisas. These social connections therefore deal with the problems of
high transaction costs, collateral and asymmetric information- a comparative
advantage which mashonisas have over the formal and registered financial
sector where acquisition of information about borrowers is costly and formal
collateral is a requirement to access credit. It may be that these township
micro-lenders need a very different approach in terms of the objectives as
espoused in the regulation/NCA.

Micro-lenders and interest charged
The research found that majority of mashonisas’ interest rates in Mamelodi
Township run in the range of 30-50% per month. Only 20% of mashonisas
charge 40% interest on loans advanced to clients, 46.7% charge 30% interest
whereas 33.3% of them charge 50% interest. When asked about lending and
borrowing contracts, 67% of the borrowers who were interviewed indicated
that they only sign the contracts with no idea of interest rate charged and
only discover when they have to repay the loans. The research found out that
micro-lenders do not explain the contract to their clients with the result that
clients sign the contracts with no idea of the interest rates and the duration of
the contract. When asked about the duration of the loan repayment they only
knew about paying at the end of the month but did not have any idea that
the interest rate accumulates over a month. Similar findings were made by
Campbell56 where 30-day loans were extended to term loans of, for example,
three-four months repayment which places the borrowers in debt spirals.
This is depicted in Image 3. In example A, by month 3, the pensioner’s loan
repayment of R659 amounts to 80% of his/her monthly pension of R820. By
month four, repayment of R856 exceeds his/her pension. In example B, by
month three, repayment of R1098 exceeds his/her wage of R1000. Borrowers
are caught in a debt spiral and end up in financial distress.
The households (borrowers) indicated that they do not normally consider
the costs of lending but the fact that the micro-lender is easily accessible and
instantly responds to their financial needs. Those that have been interviewed
56 J Campbell, “The cost of credit in the micro-finance industry in South Africa” (MA Dissertation, Rhodes
University, Law Department, 2006 ), p. 79.
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mentioned that they earn between R1200-R1700 per month. The small
proportion of clients consists of people who are self-employed but live beyond
their means. It was found that mashonisas do not assess the borrowers’ level
of debt hence the borrowers are able to access loans from more than one or
two mashonisas. This places the borrowers in debt spirals as repeated loans
are taken out to repay previous ones. Debt spiral or over-indebtedness means
using loans to pay off other loans and by allocating more than fifty percent of
monthly net income to loan repayments.57 It is a financial state that imposes
restrictions on the household’s ability to repay their total outstanding debt.
What exacerbates the problem is that some of the households (33%) (see
Image 4) access credit from banks (such as Capitec Bank).
Image 4: 30-day loan and resultant debt spiral: Extended to term loans – 3-4 months
repayment
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Source: J Campbell, “The cost of credit …”.

The households in the Mamelodi Township were used to determine the
level of indebtedness to township micro-lenders (mashonisas). This is depicted
in Image 5 below. The researcher found that among the causes of overindebtedness in South Africa is aggressive lending by micro-lenders. However,
the micro-lenders exploit borrowers by lending them more than they need or
want to borrow and charging them high interest rate.

57 Ebony Consulting International (ECI) and Development Policy Research Unit (DPRU), Impact of credit and
indebtedness of clients. A report prepared for the Micro Finance Regulatory Council, (Cape Town, University
of Cape Town, 2001).
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Image 5: The level of household indebtedness in Mamelodi Township
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Source: MP Mashigo, “Social structures and the delivery of financial services to the poor households in
South Africa”, Journal of Public Administration, 47 (1.1), 2012, pp. 330-343.

The results in Image 5 suggest that between 50% and 85% are loans from
more than 1 micro-lender. This, in the long run may put the borrowers
in a vicious circle of debt. Between 71% and 83% of their money is used
for social clubs (e.g burial). This kind of credit is termed “A double-edged
sword”.58 Over-indebtedness has in some extreme cases led to family suicides,
and propensity to commit theft. 63% of borrowers earn less than R4000
per month.59 60 The study conducted by Industrial Organisation and Labour
Studies (IOLS) Research Unit at the University of Natal Durban found that
some workers are resigning to get their provident payouts to help pay or settle
their debts with moneylenders.

Loan repayments and recovery methods in the past years
According to the micro-lenders, borrowers normally honour their obligations
by personally making monthly payments on pay day. Furthermore, known
and trusted borrowers with no pay slips but who only assured the lender that
money will be repaid on a specified date, always honour their obligation.
Mashonisas, however, also indicated that it sometimes happen when some
borrowers do not repay on time but plead and request to be given few more
58 J Campbell, “The cost of credit…”, p. 79.
59 Republic of South Africa, Micro Finance Regulatory Council, Registration of micro-lenders (Johannesburg,
MFRC, 1999), pp. 1-8.
60 Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC), “Household indebtedness in South Africa in 1995 and 2000”. A
report prepared for the Micro Finance Regulatory Council, (Pretoria, HSRC, 2003).
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days to make such repayment.
Retaining borrowers’ bank cards and identity documents is still practiced
by mashonisas and prevalent in township areas in spite of the regulation
forbidding the practice. The research found that 30% of mashonisas retain the
borrowers’ bank cards until they have fully paid their loans. In such cases, the
lender accompanies the borrower to the Automated Teller Machine (ATM) to
withdraw the money agreed upon.
The research further found that 62% confiscate the borrowers’ electrical
appliances, furniture and/or other belongings if the borrower defaults. Some
borrowers indicated that some mashonisas cut off electrical wires/connections
in the borrowers’ residences when they default on repayments whereas other
mashonisas expose borrowers to public shame by beating them. Mashonisas
have their own money collectors who also apply forceful recovery measures.
These money collectors’ other responsibilities include identifying and
recruiting new borrowers who are in need of loans. Mashonisas indicated that
they are sometimes forced by circumstances to apply these measures because
some borrowers default on repayments. Some borrowers mentioned that
they are afraid to report such cases to the police because if they do, they are
victimized or marked or even beaten. They also receive death threats which
make them not to report cases. Other borrowers indicated that even if such
cases are reported to the police, no arrests are being made due to reasons not
known to them.
According to mashonisas, it is very risky to operate their businesses, for
example, one mentioned that his unemployed client sold his personal
belongings like cell phone and television set which were pledged as security
for a loan and disappeared and could not be found.
While mashonisas are often accused of their exploitative practices and their
role subject to much criticism, they still play an important role of filling the
gap that the formal financial institutions are unable to and are preferred and
viewed by their clients (especially regular and honest ones) as being responsive
to their financial needs. Their services are convenient and fast, and can be very
flexible when borrowers experience financial difficulties.
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Conclusion
The article analysed the historical and present day lending practices of
township micro-lenders and how such practices impact on the low-income
households. It is evident that the low-income households in South Africa
have limited or no access to formal financial institutions, especially banks,
due to collateral constraints, asymmetric information and high transaction
costs. The article demonstrates that micro lending, through history, have
been viewed as important aspects of assisting the households or communities
through access to (micro) credit. Financial system approaches around the
world pragmatically acknowledge the richness of centuries of micro lending
history and the diversity of institutions serving the low-income and poor
households.
While there is no doubt that micro-lenders (mashonisas) in South African
townships like Mamelodi have been found to play an important role of
providing credit to the low-income households who are marginalised by
the formal financial institutions and/or banks, these lenders use exploitative
practices and methods of conducting lending and borrowing business.
Although mashonisas are subject to criticism due to these practices, it becomes
apparent that their services continue to be valuable as more low-income (and
poor) households continue to gain access to loans. The households are prepared
to pay high interest rates for quick loan disbursement and flexible repayment
schedules. Useful social connections like the long-term relationships between
borrowers and these micro-lenders, honesty, trust and reputation have been
found to supersede the traditional/formal collateral and high transaction costs
applied by formal financial institutions.
The question raised in this article is whether government legislation
in South Africa will be able to make it possible to effectively track down
informal township micro-lenders in order to improve their operation or deal
with reckless lending or their exploitative practices. Of importance is how
to maintain the social connections which justify and confirm the fact that
mashonisas have comparative advantage over formal financial institutions in
providing finance (credit) to the households.
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Abstract
This article explores two strategies to “re-imagine” Afrikaner identity in a
post-apartheid South Africa in which white Afrikaners, once politically and
culturally dominant, have become increasingly marginalized. One, using the
early meaning of “Afrikaner” as “African”, claims “indigenous” status, pressing
for limited autonomy as an African “tribe,” championing language rights
for all Afrikaans-speakers regardless of color, or embracing a larger “African”
identity, even joining the ruling African National Congress (ANC). The other
seeks to rebuild old links, broken under apartheid, to Flemish and especially
Dutch cousins, joined in a pan-Netherlandic community. The article explores
how, although in recent times the parochial and essentialist “official” Afrikaner
nationalist understanding of Afrikaner “ethnogenesis” had stressed its
shaping by the “original” “white” settlers’ struggles with Africans and British
latecomers, denying multiracial ancestry and even downplaying broader,
European (particularly Low Country) influences, a closer examination shows
that that this narrower model long contended with more multicultural and
transnational approaches. The evolution of these rival views of Afrikaner
identity and responses from the Low Countries and some ANC leaders to
these alternative models suggest that such ethnic “re-construction” could help
recast Afrikaner self-definition in promising contemporary yet historically
grounded terms, provided in the case of pan-Netherlandism that it is not
hijacked by the extreme Right, but instead presents Afrikaners as a bridge
between Europe and Africa.
Keywords: Afrikaner; Nationalism; Ethnic identity; Indigenous status;
Pan-Netherlanders; National Party; Apartheid; African National Congress;
Transnational; Far Right.
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Introduction
In 1961, as apartheid approached its zenith, Afrikaners, descendants of 17th
and 18th century Dutch, German, and French settlers, achieved their longsought South African republic, entrenching white rule and ending the last
vestiges of British control. Announcing a referendum on the republic, Prime
Minister and ruling National Party (NP) leader Hendrik Verwoerd presented
breaking with the monarchy as ending intra-white division to build a “unity
people” (eenheids-volk), which would surely be predominantly Afrikaner in
character.1 For Afrikaners, Verwoerd noted, were “so strongly tied to this own
fatherland”,2 unlike the less numerous English-speaking whites. The name
of the white suburb rising over the newly demolished Sophiatown African
township epitomized that era: “Triomf.”
Since 1994 a very different republic has emerged under African National
Congress (ANC) rule. Afrikaners became increasingly marginalized,
politically and culturally. Afrikaner control of the civil service disappeared as
did the NP; with Afrikaans one of eleven rather than two official languages,
English increasingly became the lingua franca. How could Afrikaners “reimagine” their identity in this new world? The degree and nature of interest
in Afrikaner identity varied: some sank into apathy, some joined with white
English-speaking liberals and likeminded others, some hoped for some kind
of group rights or withdrew into their community; younger Afrikaners
with transferrable skills began to emigrate.3 This article examines two quite
different, contrasting approaches to rethinking Afrikaner identity, both deeply
grounded in history: one claiming “indigenous” “African” status, the other
looking to re-build transnational links with Europe’s Low Countries broken
under apartheid.

1
2
3

See “Dr. HF Verwoerd kondig aan dat republiekwording praktiese politiek geword het, 20 Januarie 1960”, FA
van Jaarsveld, 100 Basiese dokumente by die studie van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis 1648-1961 (Cape Town,
Nasionale Opvoedkundige Uitgewery, 1980), pp. 254-261.
HF Verwoerd, “Feesrede by geleentheid van Krugerdag, Loubserpark, Kroonstad, 10 Oktober 1960”, AN
Pelzer (Ed.), Verwoerd aan die woord: Toesprake 1948-1966 (Pretoria, Afrikaanse Pers-Boekhandel, 1966), p.
389.
See for instance the nuanced, theoretically-grounded discussion of shifting, often multiple Afrikaner identities
in T Blaser, “A new South African imaginary; Nation building and Afrikaners in post-apartheid South Africa”,
South African Historical Journal, 51, 2004, pp. 179-198.
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The essentialist view of Afrikaner “ethnogenesis” and identity
Superficially, both last approaches were novel: essentialist, parochial
assumptions long undergirded “official” views on Afrikaner “ethnogenesis,”
stressing its shaping by the “original” white settlers’ struggles with Africans
and British latecomers. In 500 Years, a staple 1970s “approved” history
textbook, CR Kotzé claimed that when Britain occupied the Cape a second
time in 1806, the “Cape Dutch”, left by the Dutch East India Company to
open the interior and protect themselves from the indigenous peoples, “had
already acquired the characteristics of an embryo nation”.4 By 1908 Daniël
Malan, who as NP Prime Minister in 1948 introduced apartheid, was telling
the Afrikaanse Taalvereniging (Afrikaans Language Union) that in South
Africa, whereas complex Dutch had an unnatural, forced existence, Afrikaans
(its local variant, which had replaced it as a spoken language) lived in the
heart and mouth of the (Afrikaner) people.5 As Gerrit Schutte notes, despite
Afrikaners’ gratitude for Dutch help in the Anglo-Boer wars, they “moved
away from Holland” as Afrikaans replaced Dutch even in writing and they
increasingly stressed differences from the Dutch; the new Afrikaner histories
published in the 1920s and 1930s stressed the oppression of Company rule
and Dutch officials’ unpopularity in the old Boer Transvaal republic.6 When in
1940 Hitler invaded the Netherlands and Belgium, with its related Flemings,
the Cape Town NP daily Die Burger rejected Prime Minister Jan Smuts’s claim
that the Netherlands was Afrikaner “sacred ground”, arguing that, unlike
English-speakers, for Afrikaners, with as much German and French as Dutch
ancestry, such “home” sentiment was “unnatural”;7 Afrikaners purportedly
knew only one fatherland, unlike a British imperialist, or German or Dutch
colonist.8
As for being “indigenous Africans”, the post-1948 apartheid laws distanced
Afrikaners yet more than already was true even from their Afrikaans-speaking
mixed Coloured cousins. Even in the early 1960s, when the winds of change
in Africa led to repackaging apartheid as “separate development”, Verwoerd’s
newfound pragmatism was limited to accommodating English-speakers in a
4
5
6
7
8

CR Kotzé, “A New Regime, 1806-1834”, CFJ Muller (Ed.), Five hundred years: A history of South Africa (Pretoria
and Cape Town, Academica, 1969), p. 125.
DF Malan, “Dit is ons ernst”, 13 August 1908, SW Pienaar with JJJ Scholtz (Eds), Glo in u volk: Dr. DF Malan
as redenaar (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1964), p. 173.
GJ Schutte, “The place of Dutch historians in South African historiography,” African Historical Review, 39,
2007, pp. 29-30.
Editorial, “Nederland en Suid-Afrika”, Die Burger, 11 May 1940, p. 6.
Editorial, “Wanbegrippe”, Die Burger, 13 May 1940, p. 6.
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broader white nationalism.

A closer look: The fluid nature of early Afrikaner identity
Yet, a closer look shows that the construction of Afrikaner identity had
long been more fluid, oscillating between being “an outpost of Europe”,
focused on the Dutch, less so German or French stamland (land of origin),
and the literal meaning of “Afrikaner”: “African”. Peter Kapp has noted the
complexity of early identities at the Cape and the difficulty in determining
how much of later Afrikaner identity was evident before the 1795 first British
occupation.9 The contested nature of the emergence of “national” or “ethnic’
identity is hardly peculiar to South African studies.10 Nor, as Jeffrey Butler
points out, does the added class dimension which Marxist historians such as
Dan O’Meara have added to analyses of Afrikaner nationalism overcome such
problems in determining the emergence of identity: showing for instance how
Transvaal farmers abandoned the United Party for the NP prior to the 1948
apartheid election does not explain why it was Afrikaner farmers, rather than
all white farmers, who did so.11
Hermann Giliomee points out that Afrikaner ancestors in the 17th and 18th
century Cape usually called themselves “burghers” (citizens), “Christians”,
or “Dutchmen”.12 Adam Tas, the earliest Afrikaner nationalist hero, was a
newcomer who still saw the Netherlands as his homeland;13 he and his
supporters’ 1706 “complaint” against Governor WA van der Stel stressed
loyalty as “freeborn persons and subjects” of the Dutch Estates-General
(parliament).14 In 1778 the “Cape Patriots,” the next key actors in the
nationalist pantheon, expressed criticism of Company abuses as “free citizens
9
10

11
12
13
14

PH Kapp, “Die VOC-tydperk en die ontwikkeling van identiteitsbewussyne aan die Kaap”, Historia, 47, 2002,
pp. 709-738.
See for instance EJ Hobsbawm, Nations and nationalism since 1780: Programme, myth, reality (Cambridge and
New York, Cambridge University Press, 2nd ed. 1992); A Hastings, The construction of nationhood: Ethnicity,
religion and nationalism (Cambridge and New York, Cambridge University Press, 1997); PJ Geary, The myth of
nations: The medieval origins of Europe (Princeton, New Jersey, and Oxford, Princeton University Press, 2002).
See J Butler, “Afrikaner women and the creation of ethnicity in a small South African town, 1902-1950”, L
Vail, (Ed.), The creation of tribalism in Southern Africa (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press,
1989), p. 58.
H Giliomee, The Afrikaners: Biography of a people (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2009), p. 50.
“Introduction” in A du Toit and H Giliomee (Eds)., Afrikaner political thought: Analysis & documents,Vol. 1,
1780-1850 (Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California Press, 1983), p. xxx.
“Klagskrif van die Kaapse koloniste aan die Here XVII teen WA van der Stel,” FA Van Jaarsveld (Ed.), Honderd
basiese dokumente... pp. 12-24.
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of the united Netherlands.”15
Yet, as Giliomee notes, the term “Afrikaander”, “Afrikaner”, or “Africaan”,
applied to Cape-born settlers, had appeared already in 1707 when Hendrik
Biebouw, an unruly young man, protested as an “Afrikaander” against a
magistrate’s thrashing.16 However, the term usually meant an indigenous
African or child of Africans, non-indigenous slaves or “free blacks”; André du
Toit argues that into the 19th century “Afrikaander” usually meant a person of
“mixed race”, but increasingly in the 1800s outsiders used it, albeit pejoratively,
to describe a Cape-born Afrikaans-speaking colonist.17 Giliomee too notes
that it sometimes recurred in Biebouw’s sense, becoming quite common by
the late 18th century to designate settlers no longer seeing themselves as
Dutch, German, or French.18 Yet, given substantial partly “non-European”,
including Malagasy and East African, ancestry, chiefly via unions with slave
women,19 the earlier usage fit many settlers too - despite the increasing denial
of such mixed origins. As for the Dutch connection, settler identity, rooted
both in Africa and Europe, was so fluid that even the Cape Patriots called
themselves “Africaners”,20 or the Cape their “fatherland”,21 yet claimed that,
unlike the rebellious American colonists, redressing their grievances would
produce gratitude, “passed on from generation to generation. And so the free
name of the Netherlands will be perpetuated in Africa!”22
This fluidity persisted after the British occupied the Cape, leading to the
1830s Great Trek by many Boers (farmers), who set up the Orange Free State
and Transvaal republics in the interior. British immigration and the end of
Dutch rule increased the sense of being a distinct community, reinforced by
growing divergence between Netherlandic Dutch and “Afrikaans”, spoken by
Afrikaners and the mixed population which would become known as the
15 A Du Toit and HB Giliomee (Eds.), Afrikaner political thought..., pp. 252-253.
16 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners..., pp. 22-23.
17 A Du Toit, “‘Afrikaander circa 1600’: Reflections and suggestions regarding the origins and fate of Afrikaner
nationalism,” South African Historical Journal, 60, December 2008, p. 567.
18 Giliomee, The Afrikaners..., p. 51.
19 See H Heese, Groep sonder grense (Die rol en status van die gemengde bevolking aan die Kaap, 1652-1795)
(Bellville, Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, University of the Western Cape, 1984); H Giliomee,
The Afrikaners..., pp. 50-51; R Elphick and R Shell, “Intergroup relations: Khoikhoi, settlers, slaves and
free blacks, 1652-1795,” R Elphick and H Giliomee (eds.), The shaping of South African society, 1652-1840
(Middletown, Connecticut, Wesleyan University Press, 1988), pp. 194-204.
20 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners..., p. 52.
21 CFJ Muller, Die oorsprong van die Groot Trek (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1974), p. 210.
22 Letter in De Post van de Neder Rhijn, including copy of 1784 proposition, in A du Toit and H Giliomee, (Eds),
Afrikaner political thought..., pp. 262-264. On the mix of Patriot influences from the Enlightenment and Dutch
political developments as well as local Cape issues, see G Schutte, “Company and colonists at the Cape,” R
Elphick and H Giliomee (eds.), The shaping of South African society..., pp. 312-313.
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Cape Coloureds. However, the new states split loyalties between the various
territories, while language varied from something close to Dutch to the
patois of poor Afrikaners and “Coloureds”.23 Moreover, limited educational
infrastructure meant that Afrikaners long had to import most clergy, teachers,
lawyers, merchants, and journalists: most Cape Reformed Church clergy came
from Scotland, while most officials in the Transvaal “South African Republic”
came from the Netherlands.24

The Low Countries and nascent Afrikaner nationalism
Although hostility to such outsiders fed some pan-Afrikaner political
mobilization in an aspiring middle class, cultural and religious links to the
Low Country stamland survived and grew amid British imperialist pressure
on the republics. Visiting the Netherlands, even SJ du Toit, who led the
Cape Afrikaans language-based movement of “real Afrikaanders”, as opposed
to ones with “English” or “Hollands” hearts,25 was so impressed by Dutch
politician Abraham Kuyper,26 that the 1882 proposed program for Du Toit’s
Afrikaner Bond (Afrikaner Union) party was a near-copy of that of Kuyper’s
Anti-Revolutionary Party.27 When in 1880 Boers rebelled against British
occupation of the Transvaal and in 1899 again took up arms against Britain,
many Dutch backed the notion of a common “blood bond” advanced by the
Nederlandsch Zuid-Afrikaansche Vereeniging (Dutch-South African Union),
founded in 1881.28
Even in Catholic Belgium many Flemish companies and streets adopted
Transvaal names and Flemish nationalists raised funds for Boer war victims.29
23 I Hofmeyer, “Building a nation from words: Afrikaans language, literature, and ethnic identity, 1902-1924,”,
S Marks and S Trapido (Eds), The politics of race, class & nationalism in twentieth century South Africa (London
and New York, Longman, 1987), pp. 96-97.
24 “Introduction”, A Du Toit and H Giliomee (Eds), Afrikaner political thought..., p. xxiv.
25 See “Manifes: Die genootskap van regte Afrikaanders groet al hulle landgenote en wens hulle vrede”, published
in first issue of Die Afrikaanse Patriot, 15 January 1876, PJ Nienaber (Ed.), Notules van die genootskap van regte
Afrikaners 1875-1878 (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1974), p. 61.
26 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners..., p. 215.
27 GJ Schutte, “The place of Dutch historians in South African historiography”, African Historical Review, 39,
2007, pp. 28-29.
28 G Klein, “Nederland tegen apartheid: The role of anti-apartheid organisations 1960-1990”, Journal for
Contemporary History, 29, June 2004, 43-46; see also GJ Schutte, “The Vrije Universiteit and South Africa: 125
years of sentiments and good faith”, G Schutte and H Wels (Eds), The Vrije Universiteit and South Africa, from
1880 to the present and towards the future: Images, practice and policies (Amsterdam, Rozenberg, 2005), pp. 1314.
29 N Morgan, “‘Voor Vlaanderen Alles, Al Kwam het van de Duivel’: Verwysings na Afrikaner stambroers en
-verraaiers in Cyriel Verschaeve se `Oorlogsindrukken’ en ander tekste”, Historia, 48, May 2003, pp. 250-253.
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Many Afrikaner intellectuals and professionals, especially after the AngloBoer wars, now pursued higher education and, even after founding their
own universities, did at least their post-graduate studies in the Netherlands.30
The stamland link was strengthened by Low Country immigrants such as
Arnoldus Pannevis, who promoted Afrikaans, and JWG van Oordt, one
of several late 19th century Dutch historians who promoted an Afrikaner
national awareness.31 JBM Hertzog, who in 1914 would found the National
Party, had backed Transvaal president Paul Kruger’s appointing many Dutch
immigrants as officials precisely so as to build on Afrikaners’ Diets (panNetherlandic) background.32

“White” but not “European”: Redefining Afrikaner identity in the
apartheid era
After the 1910 unification of South Africa, sympathy in some Afrikaner
nationalist quarters with Germany threatened to eclipse the Dutch
connection, particularly in the 1930s, when nationalist figures such as Hans
van Rensburg, Nico Diederichs, and Piet Meyer were drawn to elements of
national socialism.33 During the Second World War, when the most militant
nationalists hoped for a German victory, such sentiments were in tension
with the views of others, such as Daniël Malan, who favored neutrality.
For the latter, South Africa’s interests “demanded that it keep itself far from
Europe’s wars”.34
In 1946 NP leader Daniël Malan asked Eric Louw, later his Foreign Minister,
to write a piece for overseas newspapers; Louw’s draft, framed around not
being dragged into conflicts by Britain, repeatedly stressed how, unlike most
30 GJ Schutte, “The place of Dutch historians...”, African Historical Review, 39, 2007, pp. 31-32; HB Thom, DF
Malan (Cape Town, Tafelberg: 1980), pp. 29-30; P Meyer, Nog nie ver genoeg nie: ‘n Persoonlike rekenskap van
vyftig jaar georganiseerde Afrikanerskap (Johannesburg and Cape Town, Perskor, 1984), p. 13; GJ Schutte, “The
Vrije Universiteit and South Africa...”, G Schutte and H Wels (Eds), The Vrije Universiteit and South Africa...,
p.14; C Marx, Oxwagon sentinel: Radical Afrikaner nationalism and the history of the Ossewabrandwag (Pretoria,
University of South Africa Press, 2008), p. 197.
31 GJ Schutte, “The Netherlands, cradle of apartheid?” Ethnic and Racial Studies, 10, October 1987, pp. 407-411;
GJ Schutte, “The place of Dutch historians...”, African Historical Review, 39, 2007, p. 26; FA van Jaarsveld, “Die
ontstaan van die Afrikaanse geskiedskrywing,”, FA van Jaarsveld (Ed.), Geskiedkundige verkenninge (Pretoria,
Van Schaik, 1974), pp. 48-50.
32 JH Le Roux, PW Coetzer, and AH Marais (Eds), Generaal J.B.M. Hertzog: Sy strewe en stryd, Vol. I (Johannesburg
and Cape Town, Perskor, c1987), pp. 15-24.
33 See PJ Furlong, Between crown and swastika: The impact of the radical right on the Afrikaner Nationalist movement
in the Fascist era (Hanover, New Hampshire and London, University Press of New England, 1991), pp. 78-82.
34 Editorial ,“Nederland en Suid-Afrika”, Die Burger, 11 May 1940, p. 6.
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English-speaking South Africans, the Afrikaner had “long since severed the
sentimental and racial ties which bound him to the lands of his forebears...
He is purely a South African”.35 Yet, Louw was too much the segregationist
to mean a South African identity which included blacks, likening Afrikaners
to European immigrants to the United States, who became “full-blooded
Americans”.36 Even the 19th century Afrikaans language movement had
rejected embracing “Coloured” Afrikaans-speakers.37
Under apartheid, from 1948 the NP would seek to segregate them almost as
rigidly as were black Africans. For instance, the Group Areas Act mandated
residential segregation even in areas of Cape Town in which Coloureds and
whites had long lived alongside each other. Similarly, the new government
expanded a 1927 law which had outlawed extra-marital sexual relations
between whites and Africans, prohibiting both marriages and sexual relations
between whites and all others; the vast majority of such relationships involved
whites and Coloureds.38
In the apartheid era defining the nature of Afrikaner “Africanness” remained
mired in the prejudices of white South African politics. Ex-President FW
de Klerk recalled how, as a 1950s leader in the Afrikaanse Studentebond
(Afrikaner Student Union), Afrikaner nationalists could not resolve
disagreement between hardliners chiefly loyal to the “Afrikaner nation”
and those wanting “balance between loyalty to South Africa and... to the
Afrikaans people”.39 Yet, as De Klerk concedes, “At that time we did not
regard non-white South Africans as part of the South African nation”.40 Piet
Meyer, who led the influential Afrikaner Broederbond (Brothers’ Union),
warned in 1966 that a new NP emphasis on Afrikaner-English integration
(subject to English-speaking whites backing apartheid and a white republic)
threatened a “liberalistic” Western influence, negatively affecting “survival of
the Afrikaner nation as an indigenous, separate and independent Western

35 JS Gericke Library, University of Stellenbosch, Special Collections, DF Malan Collection (DFMC), Reference
1/1/2241: Letter: E Louw to DF Malan, 3 September 1946, accompanying copy, typescript draft, “The
Republican issue in South African politics: The National Party’s viewpoint”, pp. 2, 3, 8.
36 DFMC: 1/1/2241, E Louw, draft ,“The Republican issue in South African politics...”, p. 8.
37 H Giliomee, “The beginnings of Afrikaner ethnic consciousness 1850-1915”, L Vail (Ed.), The creation of
tribalism in Southern Africa...., pp. 34-35.
38 D Joubert, Met iemand van ‘n ander kleur: Beskouings en wetgewing oor ontug (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1974), p.
3.
39 FW de Klerk, The last Trek: A new beginning (London, Macmillan, 1998), p. 27.
40 FW de Klerk, The last Trek..., p. 28.
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cultural community in Africa”.41 Thus, he sought to balance the notion of
Afrikaners being “indigenous” yet at the same time “Western” (provided that
“liberalism” was kept at bay).
Still, as NP apartheid replaced colonial-style segregation, official discourse
shifted from “European” and “non-European” to “white” and “non-white”. In
a 1924 speech NP founder JBM Hertzog had insisted that its policy was based
on maintaining “existence of the European population and of the European
civilization”, underlining the limits of Afrikaner “indigenization”.42 By the
time of the apartheid-oriented 1948 NP election manifesto, the language had
shifted to “maintenance and protection of the white population of our land
as a pure white race”.43 While the manifesto distinguished between whites
and “indigenous racial groups”, this clear shift in language perhaps reflected
growing estrangement from a Europe increasingly rejecting colonialism,
settler rule, and especially, “racial” segregation.
Afrikaner historian Floris van Jaarsveld argued that the post-1945 anticolonial pan-African tide at the United Nations gave white South Africans
an “Africa consciousness”.44 In the 1960s Verwoerd, then Prime Minister,
believed that a focus on “separate development” (offering autonomy and
eventual “independence” for the residual African reserves), while proclaiming
“white South Africa” an anti-Communist bastion of “Western civilization”
would improve critical Western countries’ views of his government.45 By 1975
NP hardliner Andries Treurnicht (who in 1982 led a far Right split from
the by then “reformist” NP) showed how much still further younger, more
moderate Afrikaners had moved when he complained that they were torn
between claiming to be as much of Africa as a Zambian or Congolese, part
of “an Africa people, the Afrikaner people”, yet wanting to belong to the
wider Western world, with which Afrikaners were in collision, due to what
he argued was the “liberalistic” tendency to deny a place for a specifically
Afrikaner consciousness.46
41 Annexure J, “Speech by Dr Piet J Meyer Chairman of the Broederbond at the Bondsraad Bloemfontein October
3, 1966”, JHP Serfontein, Brotherhood of Power: An Exposé of the Secret Afrikaner Broederbond (Bloomington,
Indiana and London, Indiana University Press, 1978), pp. 230-242.
42 JBM Hertzog, “Toespraak: Aanval op genl. JC Smuts en program van aksie van NP”, FJ du Toit Spies, DW
Krüger and JJ Oberholster, (Eds), Die Hertzogtoesprake, deel 4: April 1918-Junie 1924 (Johannesburg:, Perskor,
1977), p. 169.
43 WA Kleynhans, (Ed..), Suid-Afrikaanse Algemene Verkiesingsmanifeste 1910-1981 (Pretoria, UNISA, 1987), p.
335.
44 FA Van Jaarsveld, “Eietydse Geskiedenis”, FA Van Jaarsveld (ed.), Geskiedkundige verkenninge, p. 113.
45 RF Kenney, Architect of apartheid: HF Verwoerd: An appraisal (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 1980), p. 246.
46 A Treurnicht, Credo van ‘n Afrikaner (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1975), p. 106.
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In a post-colonial world many Afrikaners concluded that the only hope for
preserving an Afrikaner-dominated state was to reaffirm their not being just
“settlers”, who could be persuaded to go “home”, like elsewhere in Africa,
but Africa’s “white tribe”, with no other home, living alongside other African
communities, however separately. Already in 1960 Verwoerd, replying to
British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan’s “Winds of Change” speech, had
declared that “We call ourselves Europeans but in reality we represent the
whites of Africa” and that the trend toward independence in Africa meant not
only being just to the “black man of Africa”, but also to the “white man of
Africa.”47 By 1971 Prime Minister BJ Vorster could go so far as to tell a rural
NP rally:48
...for too long we described ourselves to the world outside as Europeans. We
are not Europeans, we are of Africa like any other person is of Africa. Africa is
our land of birth. Here in Africa we shall die.

Yet, no matter how much such Nationalists upheld both an “African”
identity and Afrikaner rule, justifying “independence” for poor, fragmented
black African “homelands” as “separate freedoms” for other Africans,
they could not similarly mask the sentiment behind excluding mixed race
“Coloureds”, lacking even such territory, from a common polity. Treurnicht
complained that some “thoughtlessly” termed them “brown Afrikaners”, but
that they could not overcome “ethnological, psychological, and sociological”
differences, expressed, he argued, also in different Afrikaans, even among
the well-educated.49 However, by the 1980s limited reforms promoted by
NP leader PW Botha forced Nationalists to work with an accommodating
minority of “Coloured” and Indian-descended politicians in a “tricameral”
parliament. Pragmatists such as Botha’s successor FW de Klerk, who from
1990 oversaw the NP shift to non-racialism, were becoming convinced that
the former not only spoke Afrikaners’ language, but shared their culture,
opening the way for accepting far greater changes after De Klerk announced
the unbanning of the ANC and other restricted political groups in 1990.50

47 AN Pelzer (Ed.) Verwoerd aan die Woord..., p. 319.
48 O Geyser (Ed.), Adv. BJ Vorster: Geredigeerde toesprake van die sewende eerste minister van Suid-Afrika: Deel 1
1953-1974 (Bloemfontein, Instituut vir Eietydse Geskiedenis, 1976), p. 179.
49 A Treurnicht, Credo van ‘n Afrikaner, p. 19.
50 FW De Klerk, The last Trek..., pp. 96-97.
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The post-apartheid crisis: Reclaiming “Africanness”
The Botha era reforms did not halt the growing global isolation of South
Africa, as even the United States imposed economic sanctions against it. The
Dutch, despite their old links to South Africa, had taken a notably hard line.
One reason was that many Dutch opponents of apartheid believed, despite
the many differences between the two political systems, that it echoed the
Nazism which they had experienced under German wartime occupation.51
Not until 1998, four years after the first post-apartheid elections, did the
Dutch government renew its 1953 cultural accord with South Africa, which
the Netherlands had terminated in 1981 in protest against Pretoria’s policies.52
Such isolation, along with the ANC-led liberation struggle, the end of the
Cold War, and demographic reality, as low birth rates made whites a shrinking
minority, forced an end to merely “reforming” apartheid. President De Klerk
made a dramatic break with the past when in 1990 he initiated the unbanning
of the black liberation movements and the release of ANC leader Nelson
Mandela, leading to the end of international isolation as negotiations with the
ANC and other parties got underway. The negotiations led to beginning the
dismantling of apartheid, a new interim constitution, and the first non-racial
elections in April 1994, following which De Klerk agreed to serve as a deputy
to Mandela, his successor as president, in an ANC-dominated government.
The 1990-1994 transition to black majority ANC-led rule created a crisis
for Afrikaners, who lost control of the civil service and the many parastatal
corporations, which had employed a great number of Afrikaners. Yet, in one
respect they were better positioned than the more cosmopolitan Englishspeakers. Although in more recent years Afrikaner emigration has come
to equal that of English-speakers, before 1994 the latter predominated in
the growing white exodus. For instance, in the 1980s most South Africans
emigrating to Australia (which today has many Afrikaner immigrants) were
English-speaking whites;53 as late as the 2006 Australian census, the home
51 See G Klein, “Nederland tegen Apartheid? Government and anti-apartheid movements” (available at http://
www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/history/aam/nederland.html, as accessed on 9 March 2009); Nederlands Instituut
voor Zuidelijk Afrika, “Webdossier ‘Nederland tegen apartheid: Historisch oversicht’” (available at http://
archive.niza.nl/detail_page.phtml?&username=guest@niza.nl&password=9999&groups=NIZA&workgroup=
&groups=NIZA&workgroup=&&text10=daahome&nav=n2, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
52 E Jansen, “De Culturele Relatie Nederland--Zuid-Afrika: Vroeger en Nu”, Ons Erfdeel, 41,1998, pp. 678-680
(available at http://www.dbnl.org/tekst/_ons003199801_01/_ons003199801_01_0146.php, as accessed on 3
August 2010).
53 See M Polonsky, D Scott and H Suchard, “A profile of emigrants from South Africa: The Australian case”,
International Migration Review, 23, 4, 1989, p. 943.
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language of 81.2% of South African-born inhabitants of that country reported
their home language as English, as opposed to 14.5% who listed Afrikaans.54
In the aftermath of the coming of majority rule, Afrikaners could reaffirm
claims to being “indigenous”, with far deeper roots in South Africa as its
“white tribe” than English-speakers, but now without seeming to use such
claims to justify an oppressive system. As shown below, those who espoused
this position found common ground with several top ANC leaders, at least in
the latters’ speeches, even though the growing number of Afrikaner emigrants
since 1994 has shown that many were too pessimistic about their future to
put much stock in this line of argument.
In 1991 the NP became a multiracial party; it drew approximately two-thirds
of “Coloured” and half of Indian-descended voters in the 1994 election.55
In 1993 the Afrikanerbond replaced the Afrikaner Broederbond, opening its
membership to women and black Afrikaans-speakers. In its new “Credo” it
described Afrikaners as “the only people on the continent of Africa” which
had “spontaneously” and “of its own accord” named themselves after the
continent on which they and their ancestors were born.56 Afrikaner champion
Afriforum, linked to the Afrikaner trade union Solidarity, insisted: “we know
no other home” than the southern end of Africa;57 the related website Blynet
(Stay-net) declared Afrikaans “an indigenous Africa-language”.58
This insistence on being an “indigenous” community helps explain the
gradual rapprochement between the ANC and “New” NP (NNP), as the NP
was renamed in 1997. Even many ANC leaders came to accept Afrikaners’
“African-ness.” Addressing the Afrikanerbond in 1999, President Thabo
Mbeki insisted that “Afrikaners are Africans,” urging that “the Afrikaans idea”
be broadened to became part of an “African Renaissance”.59 In 2001 ANC
electoral strategist Peter Mokaba argued that the NNP and ANC had much
in common as “African parties” and that supporters of the NNP would have
54 Australian Government, Department of Immigration and Citizenship, “The South African-born community”
(available at http://www.immi.gov.au/media/publications/statistics/comm-summ/_pdf/South-africa.pdf, as
accessed on 24 December 2012).
55 H Giliomee, The Afrikaners..., p. 647.
56 Afrikanerbond, “Kerndokumente: Credo” (available at http://www.afrikanerbond.org.za/credo.htm, as accessed
on 26 October 2011).
57 See opening lines of Afriforum “Burgerregtemanifes” (Civil Rights Manifesto) (available at http://www.
afriforum.co.za/oor-afriforum/ burgerregtemanifes/, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
58 Blynet, “Verklaring” (Declaration) (available at http://www.blynet.co.za/verklaring, as accessed on 1 August
2012).
59 T Mbeki, “Statement to the Afrikanerbond”, 27 July 1999 (available at http://www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/history/
mbeki/1999/tm0727.html, as accessed on 3 September 2009).
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less far to go in joining the ANC than those of the “liberal international”
Democratic Alliance.60 The 2004 NNP-ANC “Reconciliation” agreement
had as a strategic goal “the recognition that South Africa is an Africa land”.61
When the NNP dissolved itself in 2005, its remaining leaders joined the ANC.
At a seminal subsequent meeting between the ANC and the Afrikanerbond,
Mbeki quoted the above passage from the latter’s “Credo” in his weekly online newsletter, declaring that they could work together precisely “because
they share common African roots and are tied to our country by an emotional
bond....”62
In a controversial speech to Afrikaner leaders before the April 2009 election,
ANC leader Jacob Zuma, praising Afrikaners’ historical role, insisted they
were regarded as an indigenous African tribe and that:63
... of all the white groups in South Africa it is only the Afrikaner who is really
South African in the true sense of the word.

In a February 2011 interview with the Afrikaans daily newspaper Beeld,
Zuma expounded further on how Afrikaners differed from other whites,
declaring them the only white group which could claim that they too fought
for their freedom against the British and died in concentration camps. This,
he asserted, was the kind of group which carried not two passports, but one.64
Such efforts may have promoted more than mere co-operation with the ANC,
as some Afrikaners at least appeared to continue in the steps of the former NP
leadership. In August 2010 Deputy Police Minister Fikile Mbalula claimed in
a media briefing that one sign of the ANC’s continued wide support was that
the Afrikaners in particular were joining the ANC.65
President Zuma also embraced conservative Afrikaners who identify as
Africans, naming as a Deputy Minister Pieter Mulder, leader of the small
60 T Lodge, Politics in South Africa: From Mandela to Mbeki (Cape Town, David Philip, 2002), p. 155.
61 NNP pamphlet, Versoening: Oorkom die verdeelde verlede - aanvaar ons gedeelde toekoms (available at http://www.
nnp.co.za/ HTML/home,asp, as accessed on 13 August 2004), p. 3.
62 “Letter from the President: Never Again the Divisions of April 1952”, ANC Today, 15-21 April 2005 (available
at http://www.anc.org.za/ docs/anctoday/2005/at15.htm, as accessed on 2 August 2012).
63 “Afrikaners ‘ál wit stam”, Die Burger, 3 April 2009 (available at http://www.dieburger.com/Stories/
News/19.0.1434008628.aspx, as accessed on 6 April 2009).
64 “‘Dáár is jou tuiste’ – Zuma aan Afrikaner: En dit is nie ‘n Orania nie,” Beeld, 17 February 2011 (available at
http://152.111.88/argief/ berigte/beeld/2011/02/17/B1/1/B1News001-StoryC-B2-02html, as accessed on 17
February 2011), p. 3.
65 “Afrikaners joining the ANC, says Mbalula”, Mail & Guardian Online, 12 August 2010 (available at http://
www.mg.co.za/printformat/article/2010-08-12-afrikaners-joining-the-anc-says-mbalula, as accessed on 12
August 2010).
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Freedom Front Plus Party.66 Like many Afrikaner nationalists today, Mulder
promotes using indigenous African tongues (among which he includes
Afrikaans), rather than English, which is increasingly displacing the other
languages in government, broadcasting, and education. He has built ties
to indigenous minorities such as the Lakota and Tibetans, noting that the
green in Freedom Front Plus colors is in ninety percent of African countries’
flags.67 The African bloc in the Brussels-based Unrepresented Nations and
Peoples Organization, dominated by indigenous minorities, even backed the
successful 2008 FFP application for Afrikaner membership.68
Although such claims of being indigenous “Africans” may find resonance
well beyond the ranks of Afrikaners themselves, it certainly is possible to
read too much into Afrikaners describing themselves as such. A recent study
by two psychologists, Cornel Verwey and Michael Quayle, based on private
conversations with eleven male and four female middle-class Afrikaners,
most in their twenties and thirties, does offer a note of caution. During
two evenings in the setting of informal braais (barbeques), the authors
found that their informants rejected many longstanding identifiers of being
“Afrikaner,” including apartheid as a policy, the importance of the Great Trek,
“traditional” Afrikaner dress such as safari suits, and even retaining Afrikaans
as a dominant language in South Africa. However, while several embraced the
notion of Afrikaners being “African,” this did not imply embracing a broader
identity, as they drew sharp distinctions between themselves and black
Africans, whom they viewed as threatening, whereas they felt a greater affinity
with other whites. Most viewed “Africa” as a dangerous continent in which
declining numbers of whites led to a general deterioration in standards.69
This insubstantive understanding of being “African” and “indigenous” clearly
hearkens back to the earlier, tortured apartheid-era connotations discussed
earlier in this article, despite the formal rejection of apartheid as a system.
Leaders such as Mulder or Mbeki seemed to have something more genuinely
inclusive and optimistic in mind.
66 P Mulder, “Deputy minister’s position for FF+”, 11 May 2009 (available at http://www.vryheidsfront.co.za, as
accessed on 1 August 2012).
67 P Mulder, Kan Afrikaners toyi-toyi? (Pretoria, Protea-Boekhuis, 2008), pp. 115-126, 203-205, 245. The FF Plus
website includes extensive links to international bodies promoting minority rights (available at http://www.
vryheidsfront.co.za/index.asp?|=e, as accessed on 26 October 2011).
68 See “Afrikaner issues brought to international level”, 20 May 2008 (available at http://www.unpo.org/content/
view/8156/236/, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
69 C Verwey and M Quayle, “Whiteness, racism, and Afrikaner identity in post-apartheid South Africa”, African
Affairs, 111, 445, 2012, pp.551-575.
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Post-apartheid crises moments: Reconnecting to the Low Countries
Mulder has also embraced the pan-Netherlandic option in “re-imagining”
Afrikaner identity. In 2002 he visited the Netherlands and Belgium to build
“closer ties with members of the Afrikaans language family in these lands”,
albeit insisting to a warmly receptive Flemish Antwerp audience that Afrikaners
were “now of Africa”.70 Afriforum, seeing strength in numbers, has promoted
the place of Afrikaans in the Netherlandic language group.71 The Solidarity
Afrikaner trade union announced in a news release that as part of a 2010
campaign which it was backing to promote Afrikaner “Africa identity” with
the theme “Enough! Our Footprints are in Africa!” singer Gerrie Pretorius
was taking his footprint cast to Oudorp, his Dutch ancestral town.72
Those yet further Right also sought such links, aided by a nationalist antiimmigrant backlash in Europe. Henk van de Graaff, who promoted the “Boer
heritage,” led a South African branch of the militant Diets (pan-Netherlandic)
Dutch and Flemish nationalist organisation Voorpost; in 2003 he addressed
the annual Ijzerwake (Yser vigil), which uses the commemoration of World
War I battles near the Ijzer River to promote radical Flemish nationalism.73
In January 2009 he and his Paardekraal branch of the militant Afrikaner
nationalist organization, the Verkenners (“Scouts”), offered to host Geert
Wilders, a leading far Right Dutch politician, to show a controversial film on
Islam.74 In 2010 the website of the small Afrikaner Volksparty, advocating oldtime apartheid, had a regular link entitled Nederlandse Nuusflitse (Netherlands
Newsflashes), updating viewers on Wilders, Muslim immigration, and other
major concerns of the Dutch populist Right.75
70 P Mulder, “Kulturele bande tussen SA en België”, 20 May 2002 (available at http://www.vryheidsfront.co.za/
index.asp, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
71 Afriforum, “Nouer bande tussen Afrikaans en Nederlands gelê”, 20 July 2009 (available at http://www.
afriforum.co.za/ nouer-bande-tussen-afrikaans-en-nederlands-gele/, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
72 Solidarity, “Basta, Ons voetspore is in Afrika!”, 2 January 2010 (available at http://www.solidaritysa.co.za/ Tuis/
wmprint.php?ArtID=3555, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
73 On Van der Graaff’s role as Afrikaner cultural nationalist, see “Monument changes ‘akin to grave-desecration’”,
3 June 2006 (available at http://thenewsouthafrica.wordpress.com/2006/06/04/monument-changes-akin-tograve-desecration, as accessed on 1 August 2012); on his ties to Voorpost, see G de Wit, “Wat Schrijft Rechts?”
(available at http://ww.xs4all.nl/~afa/alert/3_8/wat38.html, as accessed on 11 March 2009); see also “Ijzerwake
2003: Trouw aan het Ijzertestament” (available at http://ijzerwake.org/index.php?option=com_content&vie
w=article&id=165:ijzerwake-2003-trouw-aan-het-ijzertestament&catid=46:geschiedenis&Itemid=234) and
“Groet uit Zuid-Afrika door Henk Van de Graaff” (available at http://ijzerwake.org/ index.php?option=com_co
ntent&view=article&id=169&Itemid=238), both accessed on 1 August 2012.
74 Anon., “Geert Wilders na Suid-Afrika genooi”, January 2009 (available at http://paardekraalverkenners.
blogspot.com/2009/01/geert-wilders-na-suid-afrika-genooi.html, as accessed on 1 August 2012).
75 See link “Nederlandse nuusflitse” (available at http://www.afrikanervolksparty.org/ index.php?option=com_co
ntent&view=category&id=38&Itemid=33, as accessed on 28 July 2010).
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Interest has been mutual. During an official 2008 visit Dutch Deputy
Foreign Minister Frans Timmermans (as a member of the Dutch Labour
Party, no rightist) expressed support for improving the position of Afrikaans,
which needed to be freed of its past association with apartheid, and which
he puzzlingly described as “the lingua franca” of Netherlanders, Flemings,
South Africans and Namibians.76 Flemish Foreign Minister Geert Bourgeois,
a mainstream Flemish nationalist, worked in mid-2008 with Timmermans
to promote cultural cooperation with South Africa, including regarding
the position of Afrikaans (Bourgeois left office later that year).77 In 2005
the largest hardline Flemish nationalist party, Vlaams Belang (VB), raised
the murders of many Afrikaner farmers in the Belgian Parliament,78 and in
the Flemish Parliament,79 where VB championed preserving Afrikaans and
preventing Pretoria’s name being changed to the Sesotho “Tshwane”.80
When Afrikaner rights activist Dan Roodt, who compares the Flemish
secessionist movement to the Boers’ struggle against Britain, visited the Low
Countries in 2010, he was a guest and speaker (in Afrikaans) at a fund-raising
dinner at the home of the Vlaams Belang leader, Filip de Winter.81 Dutch
cultural nationalist Marcel Bas edits a Dutch/ Afrikaans website, De Roepstem
(“for Great-Netherlandic and Afrikaner identity”), he has ties to conservative
Afrikaner activists and promotes what he views as the common Dutch-Flemish-

76 Dutch Government press release, “Timmermans wil positie van het Afrikaans versterken”, 7 February 2008
(available at http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/nieuws/2009/07/27/timmermans-wil-positie-van-het-afrikaansversterken.html, as accessed on 6 August 2012).
77 O Terblanche, “Vlaandere en Suid-Afrika: Normalisering van politieke en kulturele betrekkinge sedert 1990”,
New Contree, 59, May 2010, p. 134.
78 “Guido Tastenhoye in resolutie: Gruwelijke ‘plaasmoorde’ op blanke Zuid-Afrikaanse boeren moeten stoppen”,
21 February 2005 (available at http://www.vlaamsbelangkamerfractie.be/a/index.php?option=com_content&t
ask=view&id=302&Itemid=31, as accessed on 26 October 2011).
79 L van Nieuwenhuysen, Question, “‘Plaasmoorden’ Zuid-Afrika – Vlaamse houding”, 19 September 2003
(available at http://docs.vlaamsparlement.be/docs/bva/atomiseringen/ato20032004/nr03.pdf/ceysens/137.pdf,
as accessed on 26 October 2011); J Vrancken, Question, “Samenwerking met Zuid-Afrika - ‘Plaasmoorden”,
26 October 2005 (available at http://www.vlaamsparlement.be/Proteus5/showSchriftelijkeVraag.
action?id=421072, as accessed on 26 October 2011).
80 See “Commissie voor buitenlandse en Europese aangelegenheden vergadering van 22/10/1998: Vraag om uitleg
van de heer Luk Van Nieuwenhuysen… over de toekomst van het Afrikaans in Zuid-Afrika en het beleid terzake
van de Vlaamse regering” (available at http://www.vlaamsparlement.be/Proteus5/showVI.action?id=258527,
as accessed on 26 October 2011) and “Stuk 364 (2004-2005) – Nr.1, ‘Voorstel van Resolutie van de heren
Christian Verougstraete, Herman De Reuse, Karim van Overmeire, en John Vrancken – betreffende het behoud
van Pretoria als officiële naam voor de bestuurlijke hoofdstad van Zuid-Afrika’”, 1 June 2005 (available at http://
jsp.vlaamsparlement.be/docs/stukken/2004-2005/g364-1.pdf, as accessed on 26 October 2011).
81 D Roodt, “Afrikaner-‘sagtemag’ in die Lae Lande”, 1 June 2010 (available at http://roodt.org/?m=201006, as
accessed on 1 August 2012).
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Afrikaner struggle for language and culture.82 In 2010 the website of the small
Pan-Netherlandic group, Dietse Kameraden, a “Nationalist Volk Movement
for Volk and Fatherland”, listed links to like-minded groups, including Vlaams
Belang, Voorpost - and the Afrikaner Volksparty.83 Voorpost has viewed
Afrikaners as part of “our volk”, supported their struggle “for their culture
and language”,84 and in a 1999 Voorpost “action” demonstrated against the
University of Leiden’s giving President Nelson Mandela an honorary doctorate
with a banner proclaiming: “MANDELA MOORDENAAR [Murderer]”.85
Voorpost’s Revolte, “the struggle magazine for Netherlands and Flanders”,
had as its cover article “The death of a nation and of Eugène Terre’blanche”,
following the 2010 murder of the leader of the ultra-Right Afrikaner
Weerstandsbeweging (Afrikaner Resistance Movement); the magazine pictured
him on the cover with the Afrikaans motto “Ons Vir Jou Suid-Afrika” (“We
For You South Africa”).86 Vlaams Belang echoed this same sentiment with a
piece in its on-line magazine, in which it depicted Terre’blanche’s death as
part of an alleged pattern of widespread killings of Afrikaner farmers.87
Potential for furthering pan-Netherlandic relationships seems to go beyond
“just” hardline nationalists. In the months following Terre’blanche’s death,
several hundred Afrikaners joined a “Right of Return” campaign to persuade
the Dutch authorities to enact a Jus Sanguinis (right of blood law) to allow
Afrikaners to obtain asylum in the Netherlands as their “original” home.
Although there was no official response, Kees van der Staiij, a Dutch Member
of Parliament and chairman of the conservative-Protestant StaatkundigGereformeerde Party (Political-Reformed Party), argued that the Netherlands
had a “special responsibility towards the often very religious South Africans
of Dutch descent”.88 Another example is the interest in new Afrikaner music
82 See main page and “Bezoek aan Zuid-Afrika in 2007: Verslag van een nieuw Afrikaner cultureel reveil”, “Het
Oostenrijks corporatisme”, and “Het Portuguees corporatism,” (available at http://roepstem.net/index.html, as
accessed on 26 October 2011).
83 Anon., “Verwijzingen” (Links) (available at http://www.dietsekameraden.com/, as accessed on 4 August 2010).
84 Anon., “Meer info over… Zuid-Vlaanderen en Zuid-Afrika: Voorpost laat ze niet los”, 13 October 2009
(available at http://www.voorpost.org/16/5, as accessed on 4 August 2010).
85 Anon., “Nieuws: Actie tegen Nelson Mandela”, 12 March 1999 (available at http://www.voorpost.org/1/82, as
accessed on 4 August 2010).
86 Anon., “Nieuws: Revolte nr. 146 is uit,” 1 July 2010 (available at http://www.voorpost.org/1/8, as accessed on
4 August 2010).
87 Anon., “Kill die Boer,” Vlaams Belang, April 2010 (available at http://www.vlaamsbelang.org/0/7137/, as
accessed on 1 August 2012).
88 Ian Evans, “White South Africans use Facebook in campaign to return to Holland”, The Christian Science
Monitor, 17 May 2010 (available at http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Africa/2010/0517/White-SouthAfricans-use-Facebook-in-campaign-to-return-to-Holland, as accessed on 24 December 2012).
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in the Low Countries, as is the support for Afrikaans language rights by a
centre-left Dutch politician such as Frans Timmermans. Since 2002 the
satellite television channel Het Beste van Vlaanderen en Nederland has been
available on the South African DStv network.89 A May 2010 conference in
Amsterdam to promote Afrikaans and Afrikaans literacy (not only among
white Afrikaners, but all Afrikaans-speakers) was co-sponsored by the quasigovernmental Nederlandse Taalunie (Dutch Language Union), the trade
union Solidarity, and the Foundation for the Empowerment of Afrikaans;
representatives of the Dutch and Flemish governments were also present.90
There was a major post-1990 revival in cultural exchanges between
Afrikaans-speakers and the Netherlands and Flanders. For instance, four
Dutch and four Flemish writers and poets visited South Africa for two weeks
in 1996, giving readings and workshops, and appearing on the main program
at the Little Karoo National Arts Festival; six prominent Afrikaans writers
undertook a similarly unprecedented trip to Flanders and the Netherlands
the next year, sponsored by the Nederlandse Taalunie. Ten Flemish musical
theatre productions were presented at the Little Karoo festival in 2001, while
Afrikaner and Flemish music groups began to perform in cultural exchanges
at festivals in South Africa and Belgium. As early as 1993, Afrikaans was
featured as a “daughter language of Dutch” in the Dutch and Flemish
exhibition at the Frankfurt Book Fair, the largest such event in the world. The
divergence over time between Afrikaans on one hand and Dutch/Flemish on
the other has, however, admittedly limited the sales of Afrikaans books in the
Low Countries.91
By 2000 the only African land among the six countries where the regional
Flemish government had diplomatic representation was South Africa.92
Conversely, even late “alternative” Afrikaner musician Ralph Rabie, alias
“Johannes Kerkorrel” (“Johannes Church Organ”), whose anti-Afrikaner
establishment music was very popular in the 1990s in the Low Countries,93
declared that he increasingly felt drawn more to them than to South Africa.94
89 O Terblanche, “Vlaandere en Suid-Afrika: Normalisering van politieke en kulturele betrekkinge sedert 1990”,
New Contree, 59, May 2010, p. 123.
90 Europeërs bereid om Afrikaanses to help”, Die Burger, 4 June 2010 (available at http://152.111.1.87/argief/
berigte/dieburger/ 2010/06/04/SK/8/sake4junie.html, as accessed on 3 September 2010).
91 O Terblanche, “Vlaandere en Suid-Afrika…,”, New Contree, 59, May 2010, pp. 122-1315.
92 O Terblanche, “Vlaandere en Suid-Afrika…”, New Contree, 59, May 2010, p. 121.
93 See biography, “A Tribute to Johannes Kerkorrel” (available at http://www.kuleuven.be/iccp/2004/iccp14/
biography.htm, as accessed on 1 September 2010).
94 M du Preez, Oranje blanje blues: Vrye Weekblad, 88-94 – ‘n Nostalgiese trip (Cape Town, Zebra Press, 2005), p.
36.
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Conclusion
Afrikaners face a challenging future. Amongst other issues, affirmative
action aiding historically disadvantaged groups has replaced practices favoring
whites, especially Afrikaners, in employment, promotions, and admission to
universities, Afrikaans-medium schools and universities have increasingly
adopted English, which is in greater demand, and appalling violent crime rates
afflict all South Africans; now even many younger, more educated Afrikaners
are emigrating, while others fall into apathy and some into deep poverty.95
Some black political activists echo the Afrikaner far Right in keeping alive
old enmities. Still, many, especially younger, Afrikaners seem committed to
an over-arching “South Africanness,” assuming an “African,” not a “European
settler” identity. To the extent that the ANC leadership recognizes the
potential from drawing on this identification with “Africanness”, rather than
demonizing them for past sins, Afrikaners may succeed in at least one respect
in the new South Africa: making their case as its “white tribe” .
As for pan-Netherlandic ties, the relationship was always complicated by
distance, early divergence between their societies and languages, and very
different socio-political contexts. Nevertheless, except perhaps in the heyday
of apartheid, there probably was more love than hate between these longseparated cousins. Rebuilding those links allows Afrikaners to enjoy a
different sense of wider belonging or even to act as a possible transcontinental
bridge between the peoples of Europe and Africa.
It is of course always possible to use such ethnic re-construction of Afrikaner
identity as “African” or “pan-Netherlandic” cynically, or as a means of harnessing
ethnic grievances to promote extremism, or in a hollow, meaningless fashion,
as shown by some of the examples cited above. Nevertheless, to the extent that
such “re-construction” is genuine in recasting Afrikaners’ self-definition in
contemporary multi-cultural and transnational terms, it could make the most
(and best) of Afrikaners’ much changed circumstances.

95 See for instance Dean Saffron, “Afrikaners Hit Bottom”, New Internationalist Magazine, 429, January 2010
(available at www.newint.org/columns/essays/2010/01/01/afrikaners-hit-bottom/, as accessed on 2 August
2012).
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Abstract
The introduction of public education for blacks in 1953 and the withdrawal
of state subsidies from mission schools were among the most controversial
measures that the National Party (NP) government took. In introducing
Bantu Education the NP government was within the broad parameters of
white interests and thinking at the time. There was no strong support in either
the NP or United Party (UP) for large scale state spending on black education,
no real demand from employers for well-educated black workers and a general
concern among whites that educated blacks would become politicised if they
were unable to find appropriate work. The state’s priority in introducing
Bantu education was to reduce widespread black illiteracy. While Minister of
Native Affairs Hendrik Verwoerd spelled out in crude and offensive terms that
blacks would not be able to perform high-level jobs in “white South Africa”, it
is wrong to assume that this was based on the assumption of black intellectual
inferiority. Bantu education always lagged far behind white education with
respect to per capita spending and the ratio of teacher to pupils in the class
room. After 1994, ANC (African National Congress) leaders criticised the
introduction of Bantu education in ever more strident terms, suggesting
that it should be considered as a destructive intervention. The article argues
that, viewed against the state of education that existed before 1953, it can be
considered as part-reform in that it brought primary education to a far greater
number of black children than was the case before 1953. The extensive use of
mother tongue education was contentious, but several comparative studies
show that the use of such a system in at least the first seven or eight years of
the child’s education is superior to other systems. The school-leaving pass rate
of 83.7% for black students in 1976 is the highest pass rate to date.
Keywords: Apartheid; Black education; Teacher training; South Africa;
Mother tongue education; National Party; Soweto uprising; Black resistance.
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Introduction
In 1954, under National Party (NP) rule, the state took over most of the
coloured and black schools that had been under the control of missions and
churches. It created a special state department to control black education.
Among commentators strongly opposed to apartheid there were two different
responses to what became known as Bantu education. On the one hand there
were those who regarded it as a policy conceived in bad faith. They believed
that it should be considered as a destructive form of intervention, leaving the
education of blacks in a worse state than before. They asserted that Hendrik
Verwoerd, its political architect, deliberately starved black education of funds
to make certain that black children remained poorly educated. In 1962,
Albert Luthuli, President of the African National Congress (ANC), described
Bantu education as “a huge deceit”. IB Tabata, leader of the Non-European
Unity Movement, called the policy “education for barbarism”.1 Although it
is conceded that under Bantu education there was a strong increase of black
pupils, these commentators considered the policy as a destructive form of
intervention.
Opposed are those who point out that while spending on Bantu education
was highly unequal to that on white education, the policy’s effects were not
universally negative, and that some aspects could be considered as part-reform.
They stress that the previous system of education, provided by churches and
missions, was close to collapse by the early 1950s. The black labour force in
the cities was unsettled, lacking housing, transport and proper wages, and
youths were seen to be uncontrollable. As Jonathan Hyslop notes, Bantu
education succeeded in drawing the youth into a mass system of primary
education that provided a better quality labour force. It was, he emphasises,
“grossly inegalitarian and racist”, but “parents supported it and the attempts
to boycott it failed for nearly two decades.”2 This article’s point of departure
is similar to that of Hyslop in highlighting the need for appropriately trained
labour as a major consideration of governments, like the South African one,
which introduced mass education at a time of rapid industrialisation.3

1
2
3

A Luthuli, Let my people go (London, Fount Paperbacks, 1962), pp. 176-177.
J Hyslop, “‘A destruction coming in’: Bantu education as a response to social crisis”; P Bonner et al. (eds.)
Apartheid’s Genesis, 1935-1962 (Johannesburg, Ravan, 1993), pp. 393-410. See also his The Class Room Struggle
cited further on.
This article builds on a previous contribution by me: “A note on Bantu Education”, South African Journal of
Economics, 77(1), pp. 190-198.
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Senior officials in Department of Bantu Education found conditions in the
pre-1954 system shocking. Some of the churches and missionary societies
insisted on baptising children before admitting them to their school. Some
used this as a device to boost their membership. There was very little parental
involvement. A Bantu language was only rarely used as a medium of instruction.
Illiteracy was rife. The Department considered wiping this out as its priority.
Given what a director-general of the department called “overwhelming black
numbers”, it was impossible to introduce compulsory school attendance.
Instead, the Department asked parents to commit themselves to enrol their
children for at least four years.4

Different perspectives
In the treatment of the policy there is a significant difference between those
writing in the first ten years after it had been introduced and those who
published their work after 1994. In the former instance, scholars generally
did not suggest that the issue of racial inferiority was an important concept in
Verwoerd’s line of argument. Eric Walker, for instance, quotes him as stating
that the government wanted education to meet two demands: Its roots had
to be in “the spirit and being of Bantu society”, and the system had to take
into account the fact that for blacks there was “no place in the European
community above certain forms of labour.”
Walker notes Verwoerd’s statement that while there was no limit to the
educational heights that the pick of black pupils might attain, teachers
should not teach the rank and file as if they were all destined to go as far as
Standard VI.5 Verwoerd, in other words, did not say that blacks generally
were intellectually inferior, but that they could not expect to perform skilled,
clerical or professional jobs outside the homelands. Gwendolen Carter, a wellregarded Africanist, wrote: “There was much that made sense in the Nationalist
arguments. It is obvious that the lack of opportunities in the South African
context for Africans with advanced training makes them frustrated and bitter.
Moreover, it is hard to deny the importance of basing education on the
culture of the particular group”.6 She refers without criticism to Verwoerd’s
4
5
6

J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoe-onderwys”, WJ Verwoerd (compiler), Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom (Pretoria,
Protea, 2001), p. 175.
E Walker, A history of Southern Africa (London, Longmans Green, 1975), p. 900.
G Carter, The politics of inequality: South Africa since 1948 (London, Thames and Hudson, 1958), pp. 104-105.
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vision of the homelands as areas where job opportunities would arise to which
blacks could not aspire elsewhere.7 But Carter, an American scholar, was not
affected by the bitter political rivalries between the two white communities
and between whites and blacks during the 1950s.
Fifty years later the situation had changed dramatically. In 2000 the fifth
edition of the most widely read general history of South Africa of Thompson
and Wilson was published. Here it is argued that both the Eiselen report, on
which the policy was based, and Act 47 of 1953, which introduced Bantu
education, operated on the “assumption of an inferior potential in African
minds” and were “explicitly designed to prepare blacks for an inferior place
in society”.8 In a previous edition (published in 1987) there is no reference
to such assumptions or designs. The 2000 edition is a reflection of the fact
that a new government preoccupied with white racism had come to power.
Apartheid was no longer seen only as a wrong or misguided policy, but as evil.
This view is absent in most of the writings of the 1950s and 1960s.9
By 2012, with an ANC government completing its second decade in power,
it was no longer possible to deny the crisis in black education. Instead of
examining the systemic faults dispassionately, the tendency in the ranks of
ANC politicians and black commentators has been to seek the roots of the
failure in the system of Bantu education introduced fifty or sixty years earlier.
Addressing the education department’s failure to deliver textbooks to some
schools in Limpopo, President Jacob Zuma said:
What is happening today is what Verwoerd did, where the black majority
were historically not given education. We are dealing with a system that had
put black people back for centuries.

According to Zuma, Verwoerd was responsible for the textbook crisis in
Limpopo. 10
Redi Tlhabi, who interviewed Zuma on Talk Radio 702, expressed outrage
over the president’s remark that he did not know who was to blame for the
textbook scandal, but she agreed with him about Verwoerd.

7
8

G Carter, The politics of inequality, pp. 102-103.
TRH Davenport and C Saunders, South Africa: A modern history (London, Macmillan, 2000), p. 674. Compare
TRH Davenport, South Africa: A modern history (Johannesburg, Macmillan, 1987), p. 375.
9 See, for instance, M Wilson, “The growth of peasant communities”, LM Thompson and M Wilson (eds),
Oxford history of South Africa (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1969), 1, pp. 78-79.
10 The Citizen, 23 July 2012.
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The president was right in that Verwoerd worked to create a system that
was intent on stifling the black child and making sure that she or he did not
thrive …Today, in 2012, I did not expect that the “liberation party [the
ANC] would want to further Verwoerd’s goals: to keep the black child poor,
uneducated and deprived.11

President Zuma’s comments attracted a retort from Mamphela Ramphele,
a product of Bantu education and a former University of Cape Town ViceChancellor. Speaking at an education conference she commented on the
current state of black education: “The monumental failure in South Africa
was not Hendrik Verwoerd’s fault but that of the current government”. She
continued:12
Children under apartheid’s ‘gutter education’ were better educated than
children are today.

In the course of 2012 other leading black politicians also blamed Verwoerd
and Bantu education for failures in black education. An interviewer pointed
out to Angie Motshekga, Minister of Basic Education, that while the education
system in South Africa has a budget that is higher than most African counties,
its results were poorer. She responded that this was due to the “massive backlog
that we inherited going back to 1948.”13 Senzo Mchunu, MEC for Education
in KwaZulu-Natal, declared:14
One of the points we found was a problem in Maths and Science. It was
Verwoerd who made the subjects difficult because he thought blacks would
be a threat to him.

In Parliament, ANC deputy chief whip Mmamoloko Kunbayi stated that
“proper education has been withheld from blacks since 1948. It is the fault of
apartheid that our education system is now so poor.”15 It is true that education
for blacks remained inferior to that of whites until 1994, with a huge gap in
per capita spending that only started to narrow after 1970, but to suggest that
blacks were denied any education under NP rule represents a travesty of the
truth.
Outside the ranks of politicians, the views of Bantu education is more
nuanced. A recent study drew on interviews of a sample of retired teachers who
11
12
13
14
15

Sunday Times, 29 July 2012.
SA Time, 25 July 2012.
Sunday Times, 9 December 2012, “So many Questions by Chris Barron.”
X Press, 25 July 2012.
Die Burger, 17 November 2012, p. 13.
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were employed in the Bantu education system. They stress the discrimination
and inequities, but also mention positive aspects. The teaching principles were
sound, their training appropriately equipped teachers to teach, and teachers
were respected and were good role models.16
This article does not attempt a comprehensive investigation of Bantu
education but seeks to examine the main charges against the policy made by
those who regard the policy as a destructive form of intervention. They are:
•

Verwoerd closed down a functioning system of black education that included
some good mission schools such as Lovedale and Healdtown.

•

He stunted black development by insisting on mother-tongue education.

•

His policy was based on “the assumption of an inferior potential of African
minds” and was “explicitly designed to prepare blacks for a subordinate place
in society”.17

•

He discouraged the teaching of Mathematics and Science.

•

The policy deliberately starved black education of funds.

•

The system did not train enough black teachers, giving rise to large classes,
which negatively affected the quality of teaching.

It is important to go back to the founding years of the Bantu Education
system to establish whether these charges are true. Put in quote marks, they
are discussed in the following subsections.

Bantu Education: “Based on racist assumptions”
Those who charge Verwoerd with implementing a policy with racist
assumptions usually base it on a reading of his speech in Parliament in 1953,
when he introduced the policy. He attacked the existing policy, which, in his
words, showed the black man “the green pastures of the European but still did
not allow him to graze there.” He said:
Education should have its roots entirely in the Native areas and in the Native
environment and the Native community… The Bantu must be guided to
serve his own community in all respects. There is no place for him in the
European community above the level of certain forms of labour. Within his
16 CS le Roux, Post-graduate education students oral history research: A Review of retired teachers, experiences
and perspectives of the Bantu education system”, Yesterday&Today, 8, December 2012.
17 R Davenport and C Saunders, South Africa: A modern history, p. 674.
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own community, however, all doors are open.

This comment is often distorted by quoting only the first part – “There is
no place for him in the European community above certain forms of labour”
– and by omitting the qualifier that Verwoerd added: “Within his own
community, however, all doors are open.”18 The first part of the quote sounds
very harsh, but it was not out of line with the policy that the UP government
followed up to 1948. A study states:19
“The overwhelming demand among urban employers was for workers with
basic literacy, who could be employed as unskilled labour. In most cases ‘tribal
labour’ was preferred.”

There was little demand for black workers who had completed the more
advanced standards. Unlike the 1970s, there was no rush among employers
to break down the colour bar in industry. The Financial Mail reported that
“non-white” workers took over only 36 000 “white’’ jobs during the 1950s.20
The previous United Party (UP) government had also seen little need for the
training of large numbers of black artisans for employment in the common
area. The policy emphasised the training of whites for skilled labour in the
so-called “white areas”. Blacks could only expect to do skilled work in the
reserves. In terms very similar to those Verwoerd would use later, the secretary
of the Department of Native Affairs told the De Villiers Commission on
Technical and Vocational Training in 1947 that “the unfolding of extensive
government development schemes” in the reserves would produce a large
number of skilled posts.21 Verwoerd’s formulation in 1953 affirmed what was
already the situation on the ground. Blacks had always been excluded from
skilled or other advanced jobs in the private sector and in the central state
bureaucracy. What was new was the creation of new opportunities for blacks
in the homelands and what was called “serving their own people”.22
It is ironic that Verwoerd is today branded as a racist when he is on record
explicitly rejecting biological racism. In his lecture notes at Stellenbosch
University he dismissed the idea of biological differences among the big
races, adding that because there were no differences, “this was not really a
18
19
20
21

AN Pelzer (ed.), Verwoerd speaks (Johannesburg, APB, 1968), p. 83.
D Posel, The making of apartheid (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1997), p. 186.
Financial Mail, 14 July 1967, Supplement, p. 43.
J Hyslop, The class room struggle: Policy and resistance in South Africa (Pietermaritzburg, UN Press, 1993), pp.
4-5.
22 G Carter, The politics of inequality, pp. 102-103.
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factor in the development of a higher civilization by the Caucasian race.” He
also rejected the notion of different innate abilities. He observed that what
appeared to be differences in skills in the case of Europeans and Africans
were simply differences in culture as a result of historical experience.23 In the
first few weeks of his term as Minister of Native Affairs, Verwoerd made an
astounding proposal, which historians have surprisingly ignored. It shows that
he initially did not intend to limit opportunities for blacks to do advanced
jobs to the homelands. On 5 December 1950, six weeks after he had become
a minister, a meeting took place at his request with the members of the Native
Representative Council (NRC). Among whom there were several leading
ANC figures. Stating that he expected large numbers of blacks to remain
in the big cities for many years, Verwoerd announced that the government
planned to give blacks “the greatest possible measure of self-government” in
these urban areas. All the work in these townships would have to be done by
their own people, enabling blacks to pursue “a full life of work and service.”
Blacks had to be educated to be sufficiently competent in many spheres,
the only qualification being that they would have to place their knowledge
exclusively at the service of black people.
Verwoerd invited the NRC members to meet him after the session for a
“comprehensive interview” about these matters and to put forward proposals,
offering a prompt reply from government to their representations.24 The
NRC did not take up the offer and it is easy to see why. The urban black
elite demanded representation on all levels of government in common with
whites. Verwoerd’s proposal fell far short of that. It was made in the context of
complete segregation and Verwoerd spoke as a representative of a government
that they viewed with grave suspicion. This moment signalled a fateful turning
point in South African politics. A new field for black politics could have been
opened up if Verwoerd’s offer had been accepted, particularly if it set in motion
a political process that led to talks between the government and the urban
black leadership on the election of black urban councils, the formula for the
allocation of revenue, the staffing of the local councils’ bureaucracy, property
ownership and opportunities for black business. It would have opened up a
whole new area for the development of black managerial and administrative
capacity, something that the country would sorely lack when whites handed
23 R Millar, “Science and society in the early career of HF Verwoerd”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 19, 4,
1993, pp. 636-646.
24 AN Pelzer (ed.), Verwoerd speaks, pp. 28-30.
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over power in 1994.25 After his meeting with the NRC members Verwoerd
embarked on his policy that singled out the homelands as the only places
where blacks could fulfil their political and professional aspirations. He tied
the education system closely to the political system. Black high schools would
not be built in urban areas, and the training of black teachers should preferably
take place in the homelands.26

Bantu Education “closing down a functioning system”
Missionary societies dominated the provision of black and coloured
education before the National Party came to power in 1948. In 1939 the
Minister of Education in the United Party government admitted that two
thirds of black children were without any school experience whatsoever.27
During the war years the government improved the provision of education to
blacks considerably, but by 1950 less than half of black children between the
ages of 7 and 16 were attending school, and only 2.6% of black pupils were
enrolled in post-primary standards. The average black child spent only four
years in school.
Among the mission schools there were a few well-performing high schools
but, as Hyslop commented, the renowned reputation of these schools “should
not obscure the fact that most mission schools were poor primary schools
with large dropout rates” and that the “mission system was breaking down at
all levels.”28 With the demand for education growing rapidly, schools had to
take in far more children than they could teach effectively. The state helped
by providing salaries for approved teaching posts, but overall state aid was
insufficient to modernise the entire system. School buildings were dilapidated
and classes overcrowded. Most schools were understaffed and there was a
severe shortage of competent teachers.
After the Second World War, both the United Party government and the
NRC, the main body for articulating black opinion, sensed that the system of
black education was in need of drastic overhaul. But there were some important
sticking points. Most important was the question of funding. ZK Matthews,
the leading black authority on education and a prominent member of the
25
26
27
28

H Giliomee and B Mbenga (eds.), New History of South Africa (Cape Town,Tafelberg, 2007), pp. 420-432.
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ANC, pleaded for a programme of modernisation in terms that, implicitly at
least, meant apportioning resources for equal educational opportunities. But
whites baulked at the expense. RFA Hoernlé, a leading liberal, observed that
while a large number of the white voters did not mind “native education” as
such, it would be suicide in most constituencies for a Member of Parliament
“to advocate, let alone vote for, the proposal that whites should be taxed in
order that natives could be educated.”29
Apart from opposing an increased tax burden, there was a general sense that
white supremacy was clearly incompatible with a better educated black labour
force steadily moving up to strategic levels of the economy. Recognising this,
JG Strijdom, Transvaal NP leader, warned NP leader DF Malan in 1946 that
it would be impossible to maintain racial discrimination if the level of black
education was steadily improved. “Our church ministers,” he added, “were
far too eager to compete with other missionary societies in trying to provide
the most education to blacks.” It would lead to demands for equal rights
from educated people, which, if refused, would lead to “bloody clashes and
revolutions.”30
To put it in non-racist terms, by modernising the provision of education to
subordinates, however incompletely, the apartheid state ran the risk of sowing
the seeds of its own destruction. An opinion survey conducted years later
in 1981 (See Image 1) showed that black children’s rejection of segregation
steadily increased with higher education levels. About half of the children
with only 4 years of schooling said whites could keep their own housing areas
and schools, against only a third of those in Standards 7 to 9 (Grades 9-11),
and only one tenth of those in Std. 10 (Grade 12) and higher.31

29 RFA Hoernlé, South African native policy and the liberal spirit (Johannesburg, Witwatersrand University Press,
1939), p. 18.
30 HB Thom, DF Malan (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 1980), p. 279.
31 H Giliomee and L Schlemmer, From Apartheid to nation-building (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1989),
p. 119.
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Image 1: Black political responses (%) according to education (1981 survey)
Level of Education
Std. 2 or
below
Std. 3 to 6

Std. 7 to 9

Std. 10

[Grades 4
and below]

[Grades 5-8]

[Grades
9-11]

70

65

45

18

62
53
47
41
36

52
34
38
26
26

32
26
29
18
18

15
13
11
2
2

[Grade 12]

Whites can have their own
Laws against mixed
marriages
Own housing areas
Own schools
Farmlands
Recreation facilities
Transport and buses

Note: Only percentages accepting segregation are given.
Source: H Giliomee and L Schlemmer, From Apartheid to nation-building, p. 119.

Yet, for the Afrikaner nationalists to deny subordinates a proper education
would undermine their self-conception as people committed to the uplift
of the subordinate population. Verwoerd expanded black education greatly,
with the provision that well qualified blacks had to seek advanced jobs in the
homelands.
Verwoerd did not abruptly end the state subsidy to mission schools, but
phased it out over a period of four years.32 The governing bodies had a choice:
They could become state schools or they could remain private schools. The
phasing out of subsidies of those schools that did not fully privatize, together
with the new emphasis on instruction in the mother tongue, was a bitter
blow to members of the urbanised black elite, intensifying its resolve to reject
Bantu education outright.
Verwoerd did not consider well-educated blacks a threat as long as the
political and the educational system directed their aspirations to their
respective “homelands” and to serving the different black “communities”. He
severely limited black or coloured access to the liberal white universities and
established five university colleges for blacks and coloured people. Questioned

32 J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoe onderwys”, WJ Verwoerd (samesteller),Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom (Pretoria,
Praag, 2001), p. 172.
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about the wisdom of establishing university colleges for blacks, he replied:33
We shall have to negotiate frequently with [blacks] in the future over many
issues, including education and politics. It would be better to negotiate with
people who are well informed and educated.

Despite its flaws, Bantu education signalled the introduction of a modern
system of mass primary education for blacks, albeit one that was heavily skewed
racially. For twenty years after its introduction the new system encountered
little black opposition, with black parents failing to heed the calls for school
boycotts. This opposition only surfaced in the mid-1970s after the policy had
been adapted to enable large numbers of black children to advance to much
higher standards than was possible in the preceding decades.34

“Deliberately starving Bantu education of funds”
Strong criticism has been directed at the insufficient and discriminatory
funding of black education. The common assumption is that the blame lies
squarely with the policy as announced by Verwoerd. He stated in 1953 that
the state’s allocation to black education would be pegged at R13 million and
that any additional money had to come from direct taxes that blacks paid (R2
million). As a result, the gap in the ratio of white to black per capita spending
widened from 7 to 1 in 1953 to 18 to 1 in 1969.
But pegging funding for black education was not implemented as announced
by Verwoerd. From the table below it can be inferred that the policy was
adhered to only between 1957 and 1962, when there was an increase of only
2% on spending. In the next five years, between 1962 to1967, spending
increased by nearly 50%. The government had accepted that the great increases
in the enrolment of black pupils had made the policy quite unrealistic.
According to Joubert Rousseau, later a Director General of Bantu Education,
Verwoerd secured approval for the amount allocated to black education to be
supplement from the loan account. The loans were never paid back.35
Spending on school buildings for blacks, along with other capital spending,
was not brought onto the budget of the education department, as was the
33 G van de Wall, “Verwoerd, die hervormer”, WJ Verwoerd (compiler), Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom, p. 166.
34 Hyslop, “A destruction coming in”, pp. 393-410.
35 J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoe-Onderwys”, WJ Verwoerd (samesteller), Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom (Pretorria,
Praag, 2001), p. 172.
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case in white education, but on that of the Department of Public Works.
Especially during the first fifteen to twenty years of Bantu education, a large
part of state spending consisted of expenses related to the construction of
school buildings.36 Without taking this into account, no proper comparison of
per capita spending on white and black education can be made. The increases
in spending are given in Image 2 below:
Image 2: State spending on education 1952 to 1987 in real 1987 rands (‘000s)*
Year

White

%
change

Coloured

%
change

Indian

%
change

1952

874 582

n/a

99 706

n/a

27 319

n/a

1957

969 553

10.9%

122 561

22.9%

38 213

39.9%

32.0%

146 742

19.7%

49 960

30.7%

36.5%

289 399

97.2%

97 031

94.2%

55.6%

357 346

23.5%

152 092

56.7%

17.0%

523 088

46.4%

220 598

45.0%

28.8%

807 884

54.4%

390 698

77.1%

1 007
569

24.7%

404 647

3.6%

1962
1967
1972
1977
1982
1987

1 280
105
1 747
764
2 719
104
3 181
656
4 098
822
3 320
700

-19.0%

Black
144
385
165
776
169
532
254
344
476
671
640
922
1 959
922
3 400
250

%
change
n/a
14.8%
2.3%
50.0%
87.4%
34.5%
205.8%
73.5%

Note: Black figures include TBVC states.
Source: H Giliomee and L Schlemmer, From Apartheid to nation-building, p. 106. *Researched and
compiled by Monica Bot.

What should also be taken into account was the major increase in the number
of black pupils. The number of blacks in schools increased from 800 000 in
1953 to 2, 750 000 in 1970. This drastically affected the per capita spending
on blacks.
Narrowing the large gap in the per capita spending on white and black
education proved to be exceptionally difficult. There was firstly a large
demographic disparity between whites and blacks. In the 1950s and 1960s
the average childbearing black woman had 6,3 children compared to 3,3 in
36 Interview by author of Dirk Meiring, Director-general of Education and Training during the early 1990s, 16
December 2012.
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the case of white woman.37 Secondly, white teachers received much higher
salaries not only because of racial discrimination but also because they were
generally much better qualified.38

Black Education “providing insufficient teachers”
A serious problem affecting the implementation of the policy was the
inability to attract a sufficient number of black teachers to meet the growing
demand for education. A recent study passes this judgement on the system:39
The experience of black schooling during the 1950-70 period was one of
partial modernization, generating a higher enrolment of black pupils, without
providing additional teaching resources at a comparable rate.

The study found that with respect to the latter issue, “white educational
opportunity … was consistently and considerably better than black
educational opportunity.”
Other major problems were very large classes and a very unfavourable pupil
teacher ratio. The pupil teacher ratio in white government schools never rose
above the mid-20 level; by contrast, the pupil teacher ratio in black schools
remained in the range 50:1 to 70:1 for a protracted period from 1957 to
1993.40 White teachers were consistently better qualified than their black
counterparts. An interesting finding is that black matric pass rates did not
respond positively to higher teacher qualifications.41

Black Education “discouraging the teaching of mathematics and science”
In his 1953 speech Verwoerd also remarked that it made little sense to
teach mathematics to a black child if he or she could not use it in a career.
Probably taking its cue from these words, a recent study alleges that as a result,
mathematics was no longer taught as “a core subject in black schools”.42 In
37 Communication to author by Prof Flip Smit, ex- Vice Chancellor, University of Pretoria, and demographer), 25
June 2012.
38 See discussion in the next section in which source references utilised confirm this observation.
39 JW Fedderke, R de Kadt and J Lutz “Uneducating South Africa: The failure to address the need for human
capital”, International Review of Education, 46, 3, 2000, pp. 257-258.
40 JW Fedderke et al., “Uneducating South Africa…”, International Review of Education , 46, 3, 2000, p. 259.
41 JW Fedderke et al, “Uneducating South Africa”, International Review of Education, 46, 3, 2000, p. 262.
42 F Wilson, Dinosaurs, diamonds and democracy (Cape Town, Umuzi, 2009), p. 88.
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fact, the policy did not change and mathematics continued to be a school
subject.43 From 1958 to 1965 a total of only 431 black matriculants passed
mathematics.44 The number of blacks who matriculated with a school-leaving
certificate remained steady. The main problem was a lack of qualiﬁed teachers
in key subjects, not only in mathematics but also the natural sciences.
Liberal scholars writing in the 1960s and 1970 criticised some aspects of
the Bantu education but also noted the improvement in the provision of
mass education and the general standard of literacy. A 1968 study by Muriel
Horrell, of the SA Institute of Race Relations, was critical of Bantu Education,
especially its use of mother-tongue instruction, but wrote approvingly of
the syllabi. Those for primary classes were “educationally sound” and an
improvement on the previous syllabi, while those for the junior and the senior
certificate were the same as those used for white children.45 Ken Hartshorne
also states that the syllabi of some subjects were “very much the same as those
used in white provincial schools and were an improvement on those in use
previously”.46

Bantu Education “stunting black development through mother-tongue
education”
Another major point of conflict between the government and the urbanised
black elite was over the extent to which traditional black culture had to be
made part of the school syllabus. ZK Matthews argued for the “preservation
of the African heritage and for using the powers of the vernacular languages
to effect social rejuvenation”.47 Other ANC leaders, however, rejected any
“Bantuization of native education”: Blacks had to be educated “to live side by
side with Europeans”.48

43 J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoe onderwys”, WJ Verwoerd, (samesteller) Verwoerd: so onthou ons hom (Pretoria,
Praag, 2001), p. 172.
44 M Horrell, Bantu Education to 1968 (Johannesburg, SAIRR, 1968), p. 72; J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoeonderwys”, W Verwoerd (compiler), Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom, (Pretoria, Protea, 2001), p. 177.
45 M Horrell, Bantu Education to 1968, pp. 58-59, 71.
46 K Hartshorne, Crisis and challenge: Black Education, 1910 –1960 (Cape Town, Oxford University Press, 1992),
p. 41.
47 C Kros, “Deep rumblings: ZK Matthews and African education before 1955”, Perspectives in Education, 12, 1
(1990), p. 35.
48 P Walshe, The rise of African Nationalism in South Africa (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1971), pp.
150-152.
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Both Verwoerd and Werner Eiselen, who headed the commission that laid
the groundwork for the Bantu Education policy, believed in mother-tongue
education as the best form of education. A Professor of Anthropology before
he became a chief inspector of native education in the Transvaal, Eiselen had
a great respect for the particular culture of blacks and genuine concern about
the preservation of the Bantu languages.49 His commission dismissed the idea
that there were inherent differences between whites and blacks in intellectual
ability. The commission report strongly argued that the education for blacks
had to be tied to “a Bantu culture and a Bantu society”.50
Verwoerd received his secondary school education in the medium of English
in Milton Boys School in Bulawayo before enrolling at the University of
Stellenbosch. He became the first student in the country to write his doctoral
dissertation in Afrikaans. In 1924 he received his doctoral degree, a year before
Afrikaans was proclaimed an official language. Afrikaans quickly developed
from a low-status language to one that could be used in all walks of life.
Afrikaans speakers, along with English speakers, now began to experience
what Neville Alexander called “the benefits of mother-tongue education from
cradle to university”.51
Bantu education, as introduced by Verwoerd in 1954, entailed the provision
of eight years of mother-tongue education (MTE). In addition, English
and Afrikaans were taught as second languages. In the ninth year of school,
students were expected to switch to learning through Afrikaans and English,
the official languages.
The department laid down the principle that it would not use African
languages as medium of instruction in the two highest school standards until
the black community requested it. An education advisory council, which was
established in terms of the policy, polled the boards of control of black school
all over the country to assess their support for different options. It provided
the following result:52
•

Afrikaans and English 64%

•

Only Afrikaans 5%

49 TD Moodie, The rise of Afrikanerdom (Berkeley, University of California Press), 1975, p. 272.
50 JD Shingler, “Education and political order in South Africa, 1902-1960” (Ph.D., Yale University, 1973, pp.
279-280.
51 Cited by D Braam, “A Boost for Mother-tongue education”, Mail&Guardian, 16 March 2012.
52 J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoe onderwys”, WJ Verwoerd (samesteller) Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom (Pretoria,
Praag, 2001), p. 175 (The source notes that the percentages were rounded off).
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•

Only English 31%

•

Mother tongue 1%

The scant support for MTE on an advanced level is a significant indication
that blacks – unlike Afrikaner nationalists – were not convinced of the merits
of mother-tongue instruction.
In 1974 the Department of Bantu Education instructed schools in Soweto
and other townships in the southern Transvaal to teach mathematics and
social studies in the medium of Afrikaans in Standard Five and upwards. This
had to start in 1975. The minutes of cabinet reveal that it had not discussed
the instruction before the Department had sent it out. The Department’s
disastrous action triggered the youth uprising in Soweto in 1976.53 It now
became easy for the black resistance movement to rally against not only
Afrikaans as medium of instruction but also against mother-tongue instruction
after the very first years in school.
Yet, MTE was not out of line with what many Western scholars regarded as
the best educational practice. Kathleen Heugh, an acknowledged authority
on language use in education, remarks that developed countries teach their
children in the mother tongue because they are convinced that such a policy
is pedagogically much sounder. They also believe that it helps people to make
a greater contribution to the economy than those taught in a second or third
language. Developing countries, by contrast, tend to use the colonial language
of instruction because they believe, incorrectly as it happens, that it is a short
cut to a good education and job opportunities.54
In South Africa the result of Bantu Education between the mid-1950s and
mid-1970s was positive, measured by pass rates. Heugh writes that:55
… between 1955 and 1975, there was a steady improvement in the
achievement in literacy and numeracy… Eight years of MTE resourced
with terminological development, text-book production, competent teacher
education and competent teaching of English, resulted in a school-leaving
pass rate of 83.7% for African students in 1976. This is the highest pass rate
to date.
53 J Kane-Berman, Soweto: Black revolt, white reaction (Johannesburg, Ravan, 1978), pp. 12-16.
54 K Heugh, “Languages, development and reconstructing education in South Africa”, International Journal of
Educational Development, 19, 1999, pp. 301-302.
55 K Heugh, “Multilingual education policy in South Africa constrained by theoretical and historical
disconnections” (Article scheduled to appear during the second half of 2013 in Annual Review of Applied
Linguistics), Vol. 33, 2012.
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Heugh concludes that the education policy of the apartheid government
consisted of two phases: the first part, up to 1976, worked to the educational
advantage of black students; the second part, from 1976 on, to their
disadvantage, with mother-tongue education being limited to three or four
years.56 In 1983 the NP government accepted the principle equal opportunities
for education, including equal standards, regardless of colour or race. The
amount spent on a white pupil was still seven times more than the amount
spent on each black pupil.57 By 1990 the gap had narrowed to 5:1.58
When the ANC came to power in 1994, South Africa suddenly found itself
in a situation where blacks as members of the new dominant political group
had to compete with better educated whites, who seemed destined to remain
economically dominant for quite some time. Although per capita spending
and the class room size were quickly equalised, black education remained in
the doldrums.
At the end of a conference, held on 5 September 2012 in Cape Town, to
launch the third Carnegie inquiry into poverty, Deputy President of the
ANC, Kgalema Motlanthe, argued that the legacy of Bantu Education
hampered rapid progress in the battle against poverty and inequality. There
was a dramatic moment when a young black student asked quite a question:
“How come the government constantly talks about Bantu Education, Bantu
Education, Bantu Education? I didn’t grow up under Bantu Education and
I’m not sure what it has to do with me - I feel it cannot be blamed for my
problems.”59

Conclusion
When Hendrik Verwoerd introduced Bantu education in 1953 the state for
the first time assumed chief responsibility for black education. He took special
care to address two main concerns of the NP’s constituency and the larger
white electorate. First, mass education for blacks would have a radicalising
political effect. His provincial leader, JG Strijdom, had warned that this
could happen. This was why he emphasised that blacks would only have the
opportunity for advanced jobs in the homelands.
56
57
58
59

K Heugh, “Languages, development and reconstructing education”, pp. 301-313.
CH Feinstein, Economic history of South Africa (Cambridge, Cambridge University, 2005), p. 243.
K Hartshorne, Crisis and challenge: Bantu Education, 1910 to 1990, p. 42.
Comment by conference participant to author, 29 August 2012.
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Second, the fast growing black population would demand an increasing
share of the budget at a time when the economy was not growing particularly
fast. Verwoerd addressed this concern when he announced at the outset that
the government would put a ceiling on funding by allocating a fixed sum to
black education, which would be supplemented by taxes blacks paid.
For years, commentators had assumed the policy was carried out as
announced, and gave this as reason why a gap of 1:20 had opened up by 1970
in white black per capita spending. But the practical implementation of the
policy took a different course. By 1962 the idea of a ceiling on spending had
been discarded. Between 1962 and 1967 funding jumped by more than a
third. More importantly, without telling the electorate, the costs of building
schools and other capital expenditure were not brought on to the department’s
budget but on that of the Department of Public Works.
Given the electoral and budget constraints, the Department of Bantu
Education went far in realising its policy objectives in the first fifteen years.
Syllabi, textbooks and other study material were prepared in nine indigenous
languages. Incentives were given to teachers to improve their generally low
qualifications. Afrikaans and English, the two official languages, were made
compulsory subjects for the first time.60 Between 1950 and 1970 there was an
impressive growth of black pupils from 800 000 to 2,75 million.61The target
set in the Eiselen report of doubling secondary school enrolment ten years
after the introduction of Bantu education was achieved in 1959, the numbers
rising from 20 000 to 43 496. Between 1960 and 1966, black children in
secondary school increased from 54 598 to 66 568 and the number in Matric
grew from 717 to 1608.62
Several misconceptions about the Black Empowerment (BE)-Policy must be
noted. The use of mother-tongue education for seven of eight years was not a
backward step, as some assumed, but a more successful way of teaching and
learning. The syllabi in most subjects were the same of those for white children.
Verwoerd’s words that better blacks would not be able to get higher-level jobs
in the so-called white areas were harsh but in line with the policy followed by
the previous government. There was no assumption of the inferior potential
of black minds. The most important shortcoming in policy implementation
60 J Rousseau, “Iets oor Bantoe-Onderwys”, WJ Verwoerd (samesteller) Verwoerd: So onthou ons hom (Pretoria,
Praag, 2001), pp. 172-173.
61 JW Fedderke et al., “Uneducating South Africa…”, International Review of Education , 46, 3, 2000, p. 262.
62 Giliomee and Schlemmer, From Apartheid to nation-building, p. 118.
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was the lack of teachers, giving rise to large classes, which negatively affected
the quality of teaching. Yet, compared to the current state of black education,
Bantu Education could hardly be considered an unmitigated failure. In 1976
there was a school-leaving pass rate of 83.7% for black pupils, which is the
highest pass rate to date.63 It should be stressed, however, that the Matric
numbers were very low.
Opposition within the ranks of the black urban elite did not last long and the
masses did not take Bantu Education up as a major issue. It was only after the
mid-1970s, when the struggle for state control entered a new phase, that the
education of blacks became a major issue. It was then that cabinet ministers
dealing with black education for the first time realised how deeply black
activists, from one generation to other, resented Verwoerd’s fateful words,
expressed in 1953, that blacks could not rise above a lowly station in jobs
they held outside the homelands.64 The activists aspired to a unified system of
education and a common citizenship – in their eyes the very opposite of the
thrust of Bantu education.

63 K Heugh, “Multilingual education policy in South Africa constrained by theoretical and historical
disconnections” (Article scheduled to appear during the second half of 2013 in Annual Review of Applied
Linguistics).
64 This was communicated several times to the author by Dr Gerrit Viljoen, who became minister responsible for
black education in 1980.
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Abstract
This article concentrates on the life and times of Molly Fischer, wife of the
renowned Communist and struggle-activist Bram Fischer. Molly and Bram’s
life was not only woven together by their love for each other, but also by their
love of Socialism and Communism coupled with their sincere endeavours to
uplift the black community. She was as fervent a Communist and activist as
Bram and in these circles was applauded for the unselfish manner in which
she took up the cudgels for the oppressed people in the country. Molly is
probably one of the few white women in the struggle-history of South Africa
who had an Afrikaans background and who made a notable contribution to
this cause. Her contribution remained rather obscured to the general public
when compared with that of her famous husband. Therefore, the purpose of
this article is to emphasise how she played her part as a struggle-activist and
how she, as her husband’s soul mate, supported him throughout his public
and political life and, in the interests of their cause, never backed away
from the mistrust which they were obliged to endure from their Afrikaner
compatriots. Also her role as mother, and for that matter homemaker, is taken
into consideration. A great deal of Molly’s everyday life centred on their son’s
welfare who suffered from cystic fibrosis.
Keywords: Molly Fischer; Bram Fischer; Struggle; Communist Party;
Rivonia Trial; Nelson Mandela; Struggle Activists; Equal Rights; Wife; Mother.

Introduction
It is usually the renowned South African struggle-activist, Communist
and Afrikaner Bram Fischer (1908-1975) who is placed in the forefront
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of the struggle historiography of this era. Through the years the following
works were published containing comprehensive studies on the life of Bram
Fischer: S Clingman, Bram Fischer – Afrikaner revolutionary (Cape Town,
David Philip, 1998); H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram (Cape Town, Umuzi,
2011); M Meredith, Fischer’s choice – A life of Bram Fischer (Johannesburg,
Jonathan Ball, 2002); G Frankel, Rivonia’s children – Three families and the
price of freedom in South Africa (London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1999) and
N Mitchison, A life for Africa – The story of Bram Fischer (London, Merlin
Press, 1973). In 2007 a documentary on his life, titled Love, Communism,
Revolution and Rivonia: Bram Fischer’s Story, was produced for TV.
Rightly so, as it was indeed he, who, as an advocate during the apartheid
years, spearheaded the defence in several of the foremost struggle court cases
in the country, amongst others, the Rivonia Trial (1963-1964) defending
well-known persons such as Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, Govan Mbeki,
Ahmed Kathrada, Rusty Bernstein and Denis Goldberg, so saving them from
the death penalty. On a personal and political level, Bram’s sincere efforts
to promote struggle interests made a deep impression on Nelson Mandela.1
Many a black freedom fighter was and remains of the opinion that it was
Bram Fischer who checked their radical black nationalism in favour of a nonracial democratic South Africa.2
In addition, Bram as leader of the South African Communist Party (SACP)
operating underground, played a significant role in the years of struggle and
achieved international respect, particularly during his own court appearance
when he was sentenced to life imprisonment because of his Communist
activities and support for sabotage. Furthermore, attention was focussed on
him as a sufferer of cancer while in prison and there were attempts worldwide
to have him released as an act of clemency to allow him to die with dignity
at home.

1
2

N Mandela, Long walk to freedom – The autobiography of Nelson Mandela (London, Macdonald Purnell, 1994),
pp. 462, 742, 748.
M du Preez, “Wat rym met Bram?”, BY (Volksblad), 21 July 2007, p. 20.
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It is not generally known, accept in struggle circles and those who read the
biographies on Bram Fischer, that his wife, Molly,3 was an equally fervent
Communist and activist and that she wholeheartedly stood at her husband’s
side in the cause of the struggle. Up to now no scientific article was published
on Molly Fischer. Therefore, this article concentrates on the life and times of
Molly; how she played her part as a struggle-activist and how she supported
her husband throughout his public and political life and, in the interests of
their cause, never backed away from the mistrust which they were obliged
to endure from their Afrikaner compatriots. Also her role as mother and
homemaker is taken into consideration.
It is important to realise that Molly Fischer usually worked behind the
scenes to further struggle interests, being involved in activities such as fund
collecting, supporting her husband and helping those in their circle who were
harassed by the security police.4 Furthermore she seldom appeared on stage to
be part of public Struggle-rhetoric. Her low-profile tendencies resulted in her
actions not always being as well documented as were those of her husband.
It can, therefore, be difficult to present a clear description of her life as a
struggle-activist in the fullest sense. Nevertheless, letters she wrote to family
and friends, personal interviews with her two daughters, as well as Clingman’s
well-documented book titled Bram Fischer – Afrikaner revolutionary and
other biographies of Bram in which Molly also figures, were most useful for
reconstructing the life of this remarkable woman.

3

4

Molly, christened Susanna Johanna, descended as did her husband, from a distinguished family. Her father
was PS Krige who, during the First World War served as adjutant to General JC Smuts and thereafter, worked
as a surveyor. Her mother, Emmy, was the eldest of five children of the Rhenish missionary F Bernsmann and
his wife, Emilie. Molly’s father’s sister, Isie, was married to General Smuts. Despite this family tie, the Krige’s
were an ordinary family, not at all wealthy, who lived on a small-holding in Silverton, Pretoria, where Molly was
born on 23 February 1908. Molly attended an English school, the Pretoria Girls’ High School. At school she
excelled at gymnastics and hockey and completed her matriculation at the age of sixteen, the year in which she
was also elected a Prefect. However, her status as a prefect was revoked after she had bunked school to watch
a rugby match. Molly was a sparkling, energetic and sporty person whose characteristics were occasionally
restrained by a shy and pensive nature. Above all, she had a rather mischievous streak which could catch many
unaware (available at: http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/fischer_m.htm, accessed 17 May 2011); S
Clingman, Bram Fischer – Afrikaner revolutionary (Cape Town, David Philip, 1998), pp. 2–4, 61; H Haasbroek,
“Die advokaat se vrou”, Rooi Rose, July 2008, p. 206.
M Meredith, Fischer’s choice – A life of Bram Fischer (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2002), pp. 43, 71, 87-88.
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Molly Krige’s marriage to Bram Fischer
Molly Krige met Bram Fischer5 for the first time in 1927 when, on a visit
to Bloemfontein as a member of the Transvaal University College’s (later the
University of Pretoria) hockey team, she played a match at the Ramblers
Club. Because of the lack of the necessary funds to pursue her first choice of
career namely that of a veterinary surgeon, she was obliged to turn to a career
in teaching.6
Three years after they first met, Bram who had studied law and was
serving as Registrar of the Circuit Court, coincidently reunite with Molly
in Bethlehem where she was teaching. Her carefree nature made her popular
amongst the pupils but offended the school administration.7 At night, she
sometimes quietly also visited the Bethlehem cemetery to meditate about life.
It was, in fact, one night in January 1931 in the cemetery in Bethlehem that
Bram declared his love for Molly.8 Her rather darker side was indeed one of
her characteristics which appealed to him. Subsequently a fairly vacillating
relationship developed, strengthened by copious correspondence.9 Each of
them had a strong personality which resulted in a fairly complex relationship.10
Although Bram held anti-imperialistic views, this did not prevent him
from pursuing the family tradition which was to study overseas and acquire
knowledge of the world after he had been awarded a LL.B degree at the
University College in Bloemfontein in 1931.11 In December 1931 he boarded
a ship for England to continue his studies in law at Oxford.12 Molly and
Bram were to correspond regularly while he was abroad.13 A world of new
influences awaited the Free Stater. It was a time of ideological turbulence
in Europe when Capitalism and Communism were being weighed against
each other. Oxford accommodated sundry diverse liberal and progressive
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Bram was the eldest son of the well-known Bloemfontein couple Percy and Ella Fischer. Percy was the Judge
President of the Free State and son of the eminent Free State politician and leader Abraham Fischer (Prime
Minister of the Orange River Colony 1907-1910). Ella, who came from the influential Fichardt family, was a
well-known community leader and novelist. H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram (Cape Town, Umuzi, 2011), pp.
8-9.
Available at: http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/fischer m.htm, accessed 17 May 2011.
At a later stage, Molly was dismissed from the Domestic Science School in Bethlehem, apparently because she
was too much of a free spirit. See S Clingman, Bram Fischer..., p. 69.
H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., p. 60.
Free State Provincial Archives, Bloemfontein (FSPA), Accession ( A), Reference 750 (unarranged): Love, Politics
and Marriage: The Fischer Letters 1930-1937 (by Stephen Clingman), 1984.
S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 60-67.
Jaarboek van die Grey-universiteitskollege (Bloemfontein, 1932), pp. 115; 1933, 230.
M Meredith, Fischer’s choice, pp. 16-19.
FSPA, A, Reference 653/4, 3: Letter, E Fischer/B Fischer, 6 January 1932.
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associations. His interest was also aroused by the Soviet Union. During the
summer of 1932 Bram, with three Oxford students, toured Russia. In his
letters, amongst others to Molly and his family, he gave his impression of his
whirlwind tour in these foreign parts and it was clear that he was impressed
with the Soviet Union.14
Bram was keen to see Molly again and to strengthen their relationship. Instead
of establishing himself in Bloemfontein where the Fischer name enjoyed great
esteem which would undoubtedly have benefitted his legal career, Bram
decided to start his career as an advocate in Johannesburg from January 1935.
He would also be nearer to Molly who was working in Pretoria.15
Bram, very much in love as revealed in his many romantic letters to Molly,16
was shaken by her decision to take a teaching post in Windhoek, South
West Africa (now Namibia) for a year from April 1936. As had happened
in Bethlehem, her unconventionality and spontaneity disturbed the school
authorities, but she was very popular amongst the school girls. Before long,
Molly let Bram know that she would marry him at any time. The final snag
prior to the wedding was Molly’s decision to visit Europe once her contract
in Windhoek had expired. Molly visited England, Germany, France and the
Netherlands. In August 1937, she was back in South Africa and Bram insisted
that they were to marry at once.17
Bram and Molly, who was precisely two months older than he, were married
in the garden of his parents’ house, Harmonie, in Bloemfontein on 18
September 1937.18 Percy and Ella took an instant liking to Molly.19 From the
start, there was a strong bond between Molly and her well-known parents-inlaw with their nationalistic views. Her letter to Ella from Windhoek on 26
February 1937 in fact read:20
I’ve always been terribly sorry for any girl who couldn’t marry Bram, now I
am beginning to feel sorry for any girl who can’t have such nice parents-in-law.
I just adore you for letting me marry Bram and spoiling me so much on top
of it all.
14 FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/2, 2: Letter: B Fischer/P Fischer, 19 August 1932.
15 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 103-104; G Budlender, “Bram Fischer – The man and the lawyer”, Consultus,
November 1995, p. 161.
16 FSPA, A, Reference 750: Love, politics and marriage: The Fischer Letters 1930 – 1937 (by Stephen Clingman,
1984).
17 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 115, 124.
18 FSPA, A, Reference 653/10: Wedding invitation: Bram/Molly, 18 September 1937.
19 FSPA, A, Reference 653/4, 3: Letter: E Fischer/B Fischer, 6 January 1932.
20 FSPA, A, Reference 653/2/1, 2: Letter: M Fischer/E Fischer, 26 February 1937.
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Amongst family, friends and acquaintances, the bond of love between Molly
and Bram was legendary.21 When, at one stage, Molly experienced a pain
in one of her breasts, it was feared that she might have breast cancer as this
condition had been the cause of her mother’s death. Bram, extremely distressed
about his wife’s condition, let his parents know that he, in this “first miserable
night of our married life”, realized what to him was of importance in life
and this was not the situation in Europe.22 Fortunately Molly’s condition was
not serious. Uys Krige, the well-known poet and author and Molly’s second
cousin, once remarked that Bram’s and Molly’s marriage was to him one of
the happiest and most exemplary unions that he had known in his long life.23

Molly as mother
In Johannesburg the newly-wed couple settled down in a flat on the Westcliff
ridge with a view stretching northwards to the Maggaliesberg mountains.24
Molly’s prospects to raise her first child in a flat fortunately did not materialise.
Instead, she would have experienced motherhood in a comfortable home.

12 Beaumont Street
It was the advocate’s intense desire to present his wife with a real home. In
April 1939, a pregnant Molly moved into a recently completed double storey
dream home at 12 Beaumont Street, Oaklands, in the northern suburbs
of Johannesburg.25 They had three children: Ruth (born in 1939), Ilse (in
1943) and Paul (in 1947, died 1971). To be children of parents supporting
the Communist ideology in South Africa was not easy for them. Molly and
Bram explained everything in the simplest terms to their children: they did
not approve of the government and the government was hostile towards the
Communists and the struggle.26
21
22
23
24
25
26

G Bizos, Odyssey to freedom (Houghton, Random House, 2007), p. 285.
FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/3, 2: Letter: B Fischer/E Fischer, 7 September 1939.
Rapport, 6 May 1973
M Meredith, Fischer’s choice..., p. 25.
FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/3, 2: Letter: B Fischer/P Fischer, 28 April 1939.
FSPA, A, 653/10, 3: Letter: B Fischer/E Fischer, undated; S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 126, 168, 184, 223.
Ruth, and especially Ilse, supported the progressive political sentiments of their parents and were very openminded about political matters as they were allowed to speak freely on this subject in their parents’ home. See S
Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 222-224, 233, 265-267, 347-348. Today Ruth (Rice) lives in Cape Town and
Ilse (Wilson) lives in Johannesburg.
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Robert Smith, who as a young boy lived with his parents diagonally opposite
the Fischers in Beaumont Street and often played with the Fischer children,
particularly with Paul, remembers them as friendly people, although Molly
could be hot-tempered when discipline had to be maintained.27 Ruth confirms
this: “As children our friends were very keen to come to our home … My
mother was similarly sincere and warm-hearted.”28
A great deal of Molly’s everyday’s life as homemaker centred on Paul’s welfare.
From an early age, her son suffered from a short-windedness from which he
could not recover.29 Paul was diagnosed with cystic fibrosis, a recessive genetic
condition which, amongst others, results in the lungs filling with thick mucus
which would not lessen.30 Paul’s life expectancy was six years, but he battled
on bravely and died at the age of twenty-three. In all probability he reached
this age because of the painstaking support he received from his parents.31
With patience and love, obstacles were overcome. There was always a fear
that he could die suddenly.32 Ruth remembers that her mother had a sense
of fun and enjoyed life, but that the endless care she gave Paul often left her
exhausted.33
Although the Fischer home appeared to radiate an atmosphere of cheerful
camaraderie, it was in fact a meeting place for leftists and anti-apartheid
activists of all racial groups. Many parties were held there such as those which
commemorated Communist activities and it was a place where family and
friends could visit whenever they wished and were hospitably welcomed, but
there were times when an atmosphere of solemnity prevailed. By means of the
power at its disposal, the National Party government and its security police
continued in the 1960’s to ruthlessly suppress the underground opposition as
27 R Smith (Personal Collection), interview, H Haasbroek (Historian, National Museum, Bloemfontein), 1
December 2011.
28 W Brümmer, “’n Pa soos Bram” (interview with R Rice), BY (Volksblad), 25 June 2011, p. 6.
29 FSPA, A, Reference 653/10, 3: M Fischer/E Fischer, 13 November 1959.
30 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 218.
31 H Haasbroek, “Bram Fischer en ‘n seun soos Paul”, Culna, 63, November 2008, p. 23.
32 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 217-220. As a result of the progress made in the sphere of medicine and the
more effective medication available, someone suffering from cystic fibrosis can be kept in reasonable health and
have a longer life expectancy today provided that a strict diet is adhered to. In 2008 Peter Laird, at the age of
fifty-one, was the longest surviving patient suffering from this disease which had been diagnosed when he was
six months old. Despite the progress made in this field, experts agree that even today to bring up a child with
cystic fibrosis, requires an exerted effort on the part of the family. Cf. G Warren-Brown, “Living with Cystic
Fibrosis”, Life (Healthcare), Autumn, 2008, pp. 39-41.
33 W Brümmer,”‘n Pa soos Bram” (interview with Ruth Rice), p. 7. In the late 1950’s, when an old friend of
Bram’s was standing for election to the Johannesburg City Council as an independent liberal, Molly broke her
ban to serve at an election table but did not speak about politics, but quietly about Paul. See S Clingman, Bram
Fischer…, p. 223.
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embodied in the South African Communist Party. In fact, as early as 1953, the
first police raid took place on the Fischer home in search of illegal documents
and pamphlets.34
When Molly was detained in April 1960 for her Communist activities, it
had a disruptive influence on the Fischer home. Ruth was in Cape Town at
the time and at home, Ilse, now in her final year at school, had to stand in and
assist with the housekeeping and keep an eye on Paul.35
It was these tendencies which to an increasing extent tarnished the cordial
atmosphere in the Fischer home.

The case of Nora Mlambo
The adoption by Molly and Bram of the black child Nora Mlambo in the
1940s required adjustments in the Fischer household. The adopting of Nora
was an extremely unusual way of doing at the time in which they lived. She
was more or less of Ilse’s age and the child of a deceased sister of the Fischer’s
maid, Mary Mlambo. A home had to be found for Nora and because of
their progressive political views, Molly and Bram spontaneously came to
the decision to adopt her. Mary was a little hesitant as she wished the child
to grow up in accordance with traditions and customs of her tribe. Molly
and Bram convinced her that with the means at their disposal, they could
provide Nora with a better education. In every respect, Nora was brought up
in their home with the other children as their own child. She called Molly and
Bram by their first names. In spite of this, close friends of the Fischers stated
afterwards that it always seemed that Nora did not feel at home in the white
Fischer household, particularly so when there were guests.36
Nora’s case created uneasiness during the apartheid era. Her aunt was the
maid in the Fischer home where she lived and she and Ilse were required to
attend different schools. By means of the necessary explanations and goodwill,
obstacles were overcome.37 Naturally there were those who perceived this state
34 M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, pp. 36, 43.
35 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 265-266.
36 Dagbreek, 8 May 1966; Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram…, p. 196. Apparently Nora was adopted by Molly and
Bram when she was three years old and until then had lived in the then Vlakfontein Township in Pretoria. See
Dagbreek, 8 May 1966.
37 I Wilson (née Fischer)/R Rice (née Fischer) (Personal Collection), interview, D du Bruyn (Historian, National
Museum, Bloemfontein), 4 May 2007.
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of affairs as an unholy Communist experiment and considered it as nothing
less than an attempt to provoke the government.38
The opinions of those of other persuasions who found it difficult to come to
terms with this situation were taken into consideration. In Beaumont Street,
Molly and Bram usually avoided any uneasiness by having their own children
eat with Nora in the kitchen while the adults ate in the dining room. For
instance, when Ella was on her way to pay a visit, Molly would usually quietly
mention to Bram something to the effect that “Ouma is coming, what about
the girls, she is too old to change her ways”.39
Nora became pregnant at school. Molly paid for her to complete her
schooling by correspondence. With a baby boy and with a husband, Nora
was essentially back within her own culture so that she and the Fischers
became estranged. Furthermore, in the prevailing political milieu Bram’s and
Molly’s lives became ominously complex which drew their attention away
from Nora.40

Family relations
As a rule, Molly and Bram, never tried to hide their leftist views from their
family, particularly not from his parents with their nationalistic sentiments
although they naturally did not disclose everything. Ella and Percy probably
had difficulty in coming to terms with the Communist views of their son
and daughter-in-law, particularly in view of their prominent status in the
Afrikaner community. Nevertheless, they resigned themselves to this and
always received them with open arms.41
Despite political differences, Molly and Bram always had the interests of
their family at heart and issued friendly invitations to them to visit.42 The
enduring close bond which existed between them, particularly between Bram
and his mother, sometimes tended towards interference, but did not bother
Molly. In many respects, Ella was a dear person with an overwhelming love
38 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 171.
39 I Wilson (née Fischer)/R Rice (née Fischer) (Personal Collection), interview, D du Bruyn (Historian, National
Museum, Bloemfontein), 4 May 2007.
40 H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., p. 197.
41 I Wilson (née Fischer)/R Rice (née Fischer) (Personal Collection), interview, D du Bruyn (Historian, National
Museum, Bloemfontein), 4 May 2007; FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/3, 8: Letter, B Fischer/E Fischer, 28 January
1945.
42 FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/3, 15: Letter: B Fischer/Parents, 30 April 1952.
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for her family.43 For this reason, her excessive attachment to her family did
not really bother anyone, simply because she meant so well.44 After a visit
to the Fischer farm near Bloemfontein Molly wrote to her mother-in-law,
saying: “We had a lovely weekend & we returned home refreshed & in high
spirit … Thank you so much for a lovely weekend.”45
Molly and Bram enjoyed the visits of their family, especially those of their
parents, as well as of friends, colleagues and acquaintances who did not share
their political views and were unaware of their underground activities, but
these visits were to them clearly stressful. Bram’s busy underground activities
and legal work required careful planning. In the politically open Beaumont
home, they went out of their way to create a perfectly normal atmosphere in
order not to give unnecessary offence. They could always claim that the visits
of members of other racial groups were, in fact, those of Bram’s clients.

Molly as struggle-activist
Member of Communist Party
Disappointed by the lack of action on the part of white leftists in their
opposition to the separation of the races, Molly and Bram moved ever closer
to the Communist Party of South Africa (CPSA) as this was the only party
which could comfortably accommodate all races.46 It was apparently Bram’s
influence which persuaded Molly to enter into politics.47 Although there is
some uncertainty regarding the exact date of their becoming members of the
Communist Party of South Africa, it would seem that by 1942, they were
both members of this party.48

Growth as a leader: Municipal candidacy
Molly also spread her wings. Riding the crest of the wave, Hilda Bernstein
of the Communist Party won the municipal election in Hillbrow in 1944 –
43 I Wilson (née Fischer)/R Rice (née Fischer) (Personal Collection), interview, D du Bruyn (Historian, National
Museum, Bloemfontein), 4 May 2007.
44 H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., pp. 186-196.
45 FSPA, A, Reference 653/2/2, 5: Letter: M Fischer/E Fischer, 24 March 1954.
46 D Welsh, The rise and fall of Apartheid (Johannesburg, Jonathan Ball, 2009), p. 45.
47 Available at: http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/fischer_m.htm, as accessed on 17 May 2011.
48 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 149.
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the first and only Communist candidate ever to be voted onto the Council
in Johannesburg by white voters. Bram and Molly had thrown their full
weight behind her. In 1945 Molly was also courageous enough to stand for
the Communist Party in the Johannesburg municipal elections. She was a
candidate for Ward Three (Hospital/Braamfontein).49
Although Molly began her campaign rather reticently, her self-confidence
grew to such an extent that she fought a fierce campaign for improved local
facilities.50 She made use of her own two daughters to pose for a photograph
featured on an election pamphlet, with the caption “Secure their future”.51
Regardless of The Guardian’s prediction that Molly would defeat her
opponents convincingly and make the fascist Transvaler look sheepish, Molly
lost badly. None of the candidates put up by her party achieved any success.
Molly drew 461 votes, the least number of votes of the four candidates who
stood for election in that ward. The United Party (UP) candidate drew 2387
votes.52

Enthusiastic activist and Communist
Throughout the years, Molly was as enthusiastic an activist and Communist
as was her well-known husband.53 Membership of the Communist Party, so
she believed, infused their lives with so much more meaning in the oppressive
political system which existed in South Africa. Walter Sisulu indeed remarked
that Molly was particularly outspoken about her Communist views and that,
other than was the case with other Communist hotheads, one could engage in
a meaningful argument with her.54 Mandela described Molly as “impressive,
considerably more aggressive than Bram and having a warm personality”.55
Bram and Molly worked untiringly to arouse public support for the Soviet
Union during its conflict with Germany during the Second World War
(1939-1945). In South Africa, the Soviet Union, as an ally of the Allied
Forces against the Nazi’s, was regarded at that time with sympathy from some
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

The Guardian, 26 July 1945; 25 October 1945; S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 176.
FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/3, 8: Letter: B Fischer/Parents, 22 June 1945.
The Guardian, 25 October 1945.
S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 176- 178.
M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, pp. 28, 31.
H Haasbroek, “Die advokaat se vrou”, Rooi Rose, July 2008, p. 206.
N Mandela, Long walk to freedom …, p. 462
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quarters, even from the government. Hundreds of new members joined the
party in South Africa.
Molly and Bram otherwise kept themselves busy with addresses, lectures
and fundraising by means of fetes and jumble sales to further struggle and
Communist interests. In organisations such as the Friends of the Soviet
Union, Medical Aid for Russia and especially the Left Club, Molly and Bram
played key roles. Molly was somewhat amused when she discovered that
people were surprised to meet Communists who were without knives, beards
and red scarves. She told Ella and Percy that the public were shocked to see
how perfectly ordinary and respectable Communists could be. 56
After the apartheid government had banned the Communist Party of South
Africa (CPSA) in 1950, which had been legal until then, a new highly effective
underground party named the South African Communist Party (SACP) was
established in 1953 as opposed to the old legal CPSA. In practice it was
no more than a continuation of the old party. Practically all the previous
leaders and members of the party joined the new organisation. In addition
to Molly and Bram, there were other well-known couples such as Rusty and
Hilda Bernstein, Joe Slovo and Ruth First, Brian and Sonya Bunting, Ben
and Mary Turok, Eli and Violet Weinberg and Jack and Rica Hodgson. The
Central Committee was re-established. The party’s headquarters would be in
Johannesburg and the Secretariat of the region began to meet regularly. Less
than one hundred members formed the nucleus of the party and most of these
were from the Transvaal. They usually met in secret in small cell groups of four
or five members but national gatherings also took place without the police
becoming suspicious. A sort of cat-and-mouse game developed between the
Communists and the security police. In large part, Molly belonged to all the
organisations with which her husband was associated and actively participated
in Communist cell activities, particularly the SACP’s women’s group. She was
also a member of the Federation of South African Women.57
56 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 159, 168.
57 R Bernstein, Memory against forgetting – Memories from a life in South African Politics, 1938-1964 (London,
Penguin, 1999), pp. 130-131; G Frankel, Rivonia’s children – Three families and the price of freedom in South
Africa (London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1999), p. 86; M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, p. 44 (available at:
http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/fischer_m.htm, as accessed on 17 May 2011). In 1954 the
Federation of South African Woman (FDSAW) was established presenting some 230 000 women drawn largely
from the Congress Allience, but especially from the ANC’s Women’s League. The federation had two primary
aims: To work for majority rule and end the policy of apartheid, and to build a multiracial women’s organization
that would also work for the rights of, and freedom for, women (available at: http://www.anc.org.za/show.
php?id=4667&t=Women%60s%20Struggles; http://www.sahistory.org.za/topic/womens-struggle-1900-1994,
both accessed on 7 December 2012).
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The Communist Party had been banned but the police remained suspicious.
The government’s special security police unit functioned independently of the
police and had the authority to crush political opposition at their discretion.
Telephone calls and meetings were monitored, post intercepted, activists kept
under surveillance and photographed, gatherings infiltrated and registration
numbers on vehicle number plates recorded.58
Because the Fischers were being targeted by the security police, they became
more vigilant about their movements. In July, 1954 when Molly, as Secretary
of the South African Society for Peace and Friendship with the Soviet Union
(SASPFSU) departed on a trip abroad, ostensibly to take a break from the
stressful circumstances in which they were living, but evidently also to raise
funds for the struggle, Bram appealed to his parents to remain silent about
this trip and under no circumstances to refer to it in correspondence. During
the four months Molly was abroad, she visited England, and with the help of
anti-apartheid contacts, also visited China and the Soviet Union. Her travels
took her through Eastern Germany, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Wherever
she went, Molly was welcomed with open arms by friends of the struggle and
exposed to the socialist culture. During the parade in Peking commemorating
the Chinese Revolution on 1 October 1954, Molly took her place with other
delegates on the podium just below Mao Tse-tung. She was stunned by the
overwhelming scale of the parade.59
On her return to South Africa, Molly’s movements were also restricted by
the government and she was ordered to resign as secretary of the SASPFSU
while, in addition, she was not permitted to attend any gatherings for the
following five years.60
In 1955, the liberal and revolutionary fronts as the Congress of the People
held a vast gathering on an open piece of land or sports field at Kliptown near
Johannesburg. The most important role players on this occasion were the
African National Congress (ANC), the South African Indian Congress and
the Coloured People’s Organisation, as well as the Congress of Democrats –
together they formed the Congress Alliance. Naturally, several of the members
of these organisations were also members of the clandestine Communist Party.
This “congress of the people” discussed the Freedom Charter in which an
58 H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., p. 213.
59 Available at: http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/fischer_m.htm, as accessed on 17 May 2011; H
Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., p. 213.
60 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 202-210.
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appeal was made for a multi-racial, democratic society – South Africa belongs
to all who live in it, black and white. As Molly’s and Bram’s movements had
been restricted, they were unable to attend the congress. They demonstrated
their support by watching the proceedings at a distance. Because they suspected
treason was being planned, the heavily armed police abruptly terminated the
gathering. The ANC adopted this Charter formally the following year.61
In terms of the General Law Amendment Act of 1962 which included the
new offence of Sabotage, the Minister of Justice, John Vorster issued decrees
of silence in public on one hundred and two individuals in that year. Molly
and Bram were among them. This Act virtually gave the Minister unlimited
power to counter the resistance movement in the country. People were placed
under house arrest and branded as Communists, the Congress of Democrats
was disbanded, protest marches prohibited and a left-wing newspaper such as
Spark closed.62

Fischer home an oasis for struggle associates
As the tentacles of apartheid carved ever deeper into South African society,
the Fischer home in Beaumont Street gradually became a real home, an oasis,
for their struggle associates, friends and acquaintances of all racial groups who
shared the ideal of a non-racial world.63 George Bizos remarked: “Everyone
knew that Bram and Molly were absolutely committed to the struggle.”64
Nelson Mandela and Communists such as Moses Kotane and Michael
Harmel, the Bernsteins, the Slovos and the Hodgsons visited there regularly.65
At the Fischer house black and white could therefore talk to each other to
their hearts content and for a while experience the freedom of association to
which they all aspired. It was “a home with no racism” Ruth also recalled.66
In March 1954, Bram and Molly had a swimming pool built at their
home. Apparently this was built primarily for Paul’s benefit so that he could
exercise his lungs and his body.67 Bearing in mind the Fischer’s hospitality,
61 H Giliomee & B Mbenga (eds.), Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika (Cape Town, Tafelberg, 2007), pp. 328-329; M
Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, pp. 44-45.
62 H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., pp. 237-239.
63 N Mitchison, A life for Africa – The story of Bram Fischer (London, Merlin Press, 1973), pp. 69, 120-121; M
Meredith, Fischer’s choice..., p. 35.
64 G Bizos, Odyssey to freedom..., p. 285.
65 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 220, 223.
66 Love, communism, revolution and Rivonia: Bram Fischer’s story (DVD-M-Net), 24 September 2007.
67 H Haasbroek, “Bram Fischer en ‘n seun soos Paul”, Culna, 63, November 2008, pp. 23-24.
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it was inevitable that the swimming pool would contribute to a congenial
atmosphere at Beaumont Street where all racial groups would be at ease.68
The home and swimming pool increasingly became a struggle-symbol, a place
where they could socialise freely notwithstanding colour.
By the time the swimming pool was complete, the Communist Party had
already gone underground but remained very active with Bram as one of the
leaders. Although, by and large, the lifestyle of the Fischer family could be
described as very ordinary and middle-class as was that maintained by many
others in the northern part of Johannesburg – a comfortable double storey
house with a large garden and a swimming pool, several retainers in service
and holidays at the sea or in the game reserve - the security police did not trust
the peace. Indeed, Beaumont Street became a sought after target for police
spies. The gathering of so many black people at the Fischer’s swimming pool
also offended several of the neighbours in the vicinity, but Molly and Bram
ignored them.69
Although most members of the party, including Molly and Bram, were
known amongst members of the public to be former Communists, nobody
suspected that, in fact, they were members of an active, well-organised and
disciplined underground Communist organisation.70

Welfare work

Molly spent a great deal of her time on welfare work among black children.
She always had a soft spot for the poor, for beggars and the oppressed and
she enjoyed helping her fellow beings. When black customers in a shop
were ignored while preferential service was given to a white, Molly was
prepared to challenge the shopkeeper immediately. When black pupils and
teachers boycotted schools in the 1950’s because of their dissatisfaction
with, amongst others things, the Bantu Education Act, Molly was prepared,
as a teacher, to throw her weight behind the so-called private black schools
(because the government would not permit such schools, they were

68 H Haasbroek, “Die Fischer-woning en -swembad in Beaumontstraat 12, Johannesburg: Simbool van
rasseharmonie in apartheid Suid-Afrika”, Journal for Contemporary History, 36(1), 2011, p. 180.
69 Love, communism, revolution and Rivonia: Bram Fischer’s story (DVD - M-Net), 24 September 2007.
70 M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, p. 42.
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known as ‘Culture Clubs’) so that they were not deprived of education.71

In prison
At the beginning of the 1960s, the police continued to arrest activists in
terms of the state of emergency in the country proclaimed after the Sharpeville
massacre, bringing the number of detainees to thousands.72
It was generally thought that it would be Bram who would be arrested for
his Communist activities, but it was Molly who was detained in April 1960.
The authorities were determined to detain all dissidents on their list. The
crackdown on Beaumont Street took place in the early morning. It would
seem that Bram was overlooked because, as the advocate for the defence in
the treason trial which was still in progress, his arrest would have caused the
government considerable international embarrassment.73 For the first time in
her life, the 52 year old Molly Fischer was on her way to prison.
Molly was held in the Fort situated on a hill near Johannesburg Central as
Number 417/60. The Fort had been a Boer fortress which dated from 1899.
Many well-known persons such as Walter Sisulu and his wife, Albert Luthuli,
Winnie Mandela, Barbara Hogan, Joe Slovo, Mahatma Ghandi and Nelson
Mandela would find their way to this prison over the years. The 1914 rebels,
including General CR de Wet, also served prison sentences here.74
Molly and her activist friends, several from prominent social circles, as white
prisoners were given comfortable quarters in the old hospital section. Initially,
Molly resigned herself to her situation. In her letters to her family she put on a
brave front saying that all was well and that they need not be concerned about
her. At a later stage and under considerable protest, Molly and her friends
were transferred to a prison in Pretoria. Now they were further away from
their loved ones. A hunger strike followed which was intended to force the
government to release them. The strike did not exactly have the desired effect
71 L Callinicos, Oliver Tambo – beyond the Engeli mountains (Cape Town, David Philip, 2004), pp. 210-212; H
Haasbroek, “Die advokaat se vrou”, Rooi Rose, July 2008, p. 206 (available at: http://www.sahistory.org.za/
pages/people/bios/fischer_m.htm, as accessed on 17 May 2011).
72 H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., p. 217.
73 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 265-266 (available at: http://www.sahistory.org.za/pages/people/bios/
fischer_m.htm, as accessed on 17 May 2011).
74 HDB de Villiers, “Johannesburgse Fort”, Restorica, 18, October 1985, p. 6 (available at: http://www.ekala.co.za/
constitution-hill.html, as accessed on 11 February 2010). Today the prison section is a museum while a new
building housing the Constitutional Court has been built on the grounds.
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but at least news of this leaked out which, in turn, led Helen Suzman to ask
uncomfortable questions in Parliament.75
As time went by it was understandable that Molly would become more
emotional about her incarceration. She worried continuously about her son’s
health.76 It would seem that cheerful letters from Paul put her mind at ease
about her son who had now reached his teens.77 She let her son know that his
letters really cheered her up: 78
I at last received your letter yesterday, after nearly two weeks … It cheered
me up tremendously, as there is very little to break the monotony of our lives
except visiting days twice a week … I must be the slowest knitter amongst the
lot of us, but I have finished your jersey except for the polo neck … I loved
getting special love from my family. So I send love to the household by the
most special, specialist love to you. Look after yourself. Bram tells me that
you now regulate your own insulin. That’s wonderful and I’m terribly proud
of you.

On 14 May 1960, approximately thirty white and black children of political
prisoners between the ages of five and seventeen held a protest gathering
which they organised themselves on the steps of the Johannesburg City Hall.
Placards bearing words such as “I want my Mummy” and “Give us back our
parents” were brandished around. Curious passers-by soon gathered around
them and television teams from abroad got wind of sensation and rushed to
the scene.79
Ilse Fischer was one of the organisers of the protest and also participated in
the rally. Together with a couple of other hotheads, they walked into the City
Hall in an effort to convince the Mayor to intercede with the authorities on
their behalf to have their parents released. In Cape Town, Ruth arranged a
procession of children to Parliament where a petition to have the detainees
released was handed over. Had publicity been the object of this exercise, it
undoubtedly proved most successful.80
On 1 July 1960 Molly, along with 1 200 other detainees, was released. Bram,
Ruth and Ilse arrived in Pretoria to find Molly waiting for them outside the
75
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S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 270.
S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 266-273.
FSPA, A, Reference 653/5, 9: Letter: P Fischer (Molly’s son)/M Fischer, 28 April 1960.
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prison gate, sitting on her suitcase.81

Molly, pillar of strength for her husband and the struggle
Throughout the years, Molly Fischer appears to have been a splendid pillar
of strength for her husband. Many were concerned that Bram’s workload as
an advocate and as a fervent Communist campaigner, together with all his
other activities and his willingness to help those in need, would lead to a
breakdown.82 However, Molly’s wholehearted support carried him through
many a crisis.
Molly and Bram’s lives were indeed caught up in the political machinations
of the day. From 1957 until 1961, Bram, as one of the leading members
of the defence team, was involved in the exhausting high treason trial. All
the advocates involved in the trial acquired special offices in Hillbrow from
where they could work on the case undisturbed.83 Notwithstanding Molly’s
observation that the judges were partisan and tended to favour the State,84 all
charges against the accused were eventually withdrawn in March 1961.85
As also happened later during the Rivonia Trial which would claim all Bram’s
attention, Molly felt her husband’s continual absence profoundly making her
feel lonely and neglected. Pouring out her heart in a letter to Ella, she wrote: 86
Ruth … writes that the Cape spring is so lovely … with Ilse in Durban &
Bloem sometimes sleeping over in Pretoria, Paul & I rattle in the empty house.
So we both enjoy the weekends when Bram is home … I only wish Bram had
a few minutes to spare for a walk round the garden, but mostly he is kept far
too busy.

In July 1961 the SACP acquired a small-holding, Lilliesleaf Farm in
the Rivonia area, at that time approximately fifteen kilometres north of
Johannesburg. The party bought the property as a safe haven and headquarters
for its underground operators and those of the ANC, while in time Umkhonto
81 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 273-275; M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, p. 56.
82 FSPA, A, Reference 653/1/3, 5: Letter: B Fischer/E Fischer, 29 January 1942.
83 FSPA, A, Reference 653/2/2, 9: Letter: M Fischer/E Fischer, 9 January 1958. Included in this number of people
arrested were Nelson Mandela, Helen Joseph, Walter Sisulu, Rusty Bernstein, Joe Slovo, Ruth First and Piet
Beyleveld. See M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, p. 56.
84 FSPA, A, Reference 653/2/2, 10: Letter: M Fischer/E Fischer, 27 February 1959.
85 N Mandela, Long walk to freedom…, p. 247.
86 FSPA, A, Reference 653/2/2, 10: Letter: M Fischer/E Fischer, 14/15 August 1959.
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we Sizwe would also make itself at home here.87 As chairman of the Central
Committee at the time and therefore in fact, leader of the party, Bram was a
regular visitor to Lilliesleaf.88
Using information acquired from detainees and informants, the security
police raided Lilliesleaf on 11 July 1963. A number of leading conspirators
were arrested amongst whom were Walter Sisulu, Govan Mbeki, Denis
Goldberg and Ahmed Kathrada. Fortunately for Bram, he was absent on
that day because as a rule he visited Lilliesleaf daily and sometimes twice a
day. Numerous documents with revolutionary connotations, including the
offensive Operation Mayibuye (‘Return’, meaning Africa returns to the black
people), were confiscated. Several of the documents related to Bram.89 Both
Bram and Mandela were later to inform the court that Mayibuye had merely
been a proposition which had also been considered impracticable.90
The raid on Rivonia and the subsequent arrests shook the entire resistance
movement. Panic stricken, Bram and Molly spread the word to targeted
activists to mind their step and lie low.91 In the meantime, they had also
to give their attention to other fleeing activists. Counsel, solace, methods of
escape, hideouts and the provision of supplies was constantly on their agenda
and despite all the obstacles, Bram Fischer was quite fanatical about the
reconstruction of the Communist Party.92
As leading counsel, Bram would represent the accused in the Rivonia Trial.
What most people, apart from a few of the conspirators, did not know was that
Bram was actively involved in the sabotage campaign and held a prominent
position as underground Communist leader.93 The Rivonia Trial took place
from October 1963 until June 1964 in the Palace of Justice in Pretoria under
strict police guard and Nelson Mandela became one of the accused.94
Once again, Molly’s assistance was indispensable to her husband and his
team. He relied on her heavily, not only for practical help in the case, but
also for her emotional support. At one stage, Molly observed that Bram was
87 H Haasbroek, ‘n Seun soos Bram..., p. 237.
88 TKN Easton, “The daring life of a radically different Afrikaner”, The Boston Globe, 12 July 1998, p. c3.
89 A Sampson, Mandela – The authorised biography (Johannesburg, Harper Collins, 1999), p. 184; G Frankel,
Rivonia’s children…, p. 86.
90 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 313.
91 A Wolpe, The long way home (Cape Town, David Philip, 1994), p. 90.
92 M Benson, “Abram Fischer: Afrikaner on the left”, The Guardian, 14 November 1964, p. 5.
93 J Joffe, The Rivonia story (Bellville, Mayibuye Books, 1995), pp. 14-15.
94 M Meredith, Fischer’s choice…, p. 83.
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working himself to death because, as leader of the defence team, he was the one
primarily to carry the burden of the trial. Bram’s workload, which increased as
the case progressed, meant that Molly felt increasingly lonely. Furthermore,
many of her friends were either in exile or were in prison or could not be
reached for fear of their being incriminated. Apart from the fact that Molly
continued to attend to activists and comrades who visited Beaumont Street,
she also had to see to the needs of the detainees and their families. And to
top it all, she assisted Bram in his research for the trial.95 Clingman writes as
follows in this regard:
They were all continually aware of Molly’s presence – sitting on the floor
clipping newspaper reports, looking up legal references. Bringing tea or
something to eat, touching hands for a moment with Bram.96

The strain began to take its toll on both of them. Worst of all was, and this
must have exacerbated the tension, that Bram had to defend his comrades
in the dock without batting an eye while, ironically enough, he could at any
time have been unmasked and revealed as one of the leaders of the people he
was defending.97
At one stage, Molly complained that they no longer planned ahead but lived
from day to day. She was a strong woman and like Bram usually kept her
emotions under control. They knew that on Bram’s performance in court
depended the life or death of Mandela and his comrades. Indeed, during
sleepless nights, Bram was tormented by the fear that death sentences would
be passed on the accused.98 That the security police could at any moment
uncover their clandestine promotion of the interests of the illegal Communist
Party at their home in Beaumont Street was also very stressful. Moreover
Beaumont Street was also frequently used as the meeting place for Bram’s
team when the Rivonia case would be discussed.99 Molly remarked that
Johannesburg was an exciting place in which to live but she sometimes wished
she could go to Timbuktu to find rest and peace.100
For many months the Rivonia Trial, which was dubbed “the political trail
of the century”, dragged on amid vast national and international public
95 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 298, 309-310.
96 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 307.
97 G Ludi & B Grobbelaar, The amazing Mr Fischer (Cape Town, Nasionale Boekhandel, 1966), p. 46.
98 J Joffe, The Rivonia story..., pp. 37-38.
99 H Bernstein, “A gallant symbol of resistance to Apartheid”, National Guardian, 5 June 1965, p. 7.
100 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 310.
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interest.101 To a large extent, it rested on Bram’s shoulders to save the accused
from the death sentence, which with the help of his team and international
pressure, he eventually accomplished.102

Tragic death
On Saturday, 13 June 1964, Bram, Molly and a very good friend Elizabeth
(Liz) Lewin departed for Cape Town. The trip was undertaken on one hand as
a respite after the exhausting Rivonia Trial and on the other, to celebrate her
21st birthday with Ilse, a final year student at the University of Cape Town.
Everyone was in a jovial mood as a result of the outcome of the trial.
Approximately ten kilometres from Ventersburg on the road to Winburg, at
the bridge over the Kool Spruit, Bram lost control of the car when he swung
out to avoid an animal. The car left the road and landed in the water.103 Bram
and Liz Lewin survived unhurt, but Molly drowned. A panic stricken Bram
tried in vain to save Molly.104 After a great deal of effort, the police finally
succeed the following day in hauling the car and Molly’s body out of the
water.105
Family, friends, comrades and acquaintances - white, black and Indian came from far and wide to express their sympathy. Molly was cremated a week
after the conclusion of the Rivonia Trial.106 Bram and the children wanted
a small family funeral, but activist friends were of the opinion that Molly
belonged to all of them. She was a role model for thousands. So it was that
hundreds of mourners arrived at the funeral in addition to all Molly’s family,
notwithstanding their aversion to Communism. Molly’s ashes were strewn in
a Johannesburg Garden of Remembrance.107 Because of the apartheid system,
the letter in which Mandela, imprisoned on Robben Island, expressed his
condolences did not reach Bram.108

101 J Joffe, The Rivonia story..., p. 143; N Mandela, Long walk to freedom ..., p. 418.
102 J Joffe, The Rivonia story..., pp. 212-222; Ludi & Grobbelaar, The amazing Mr Fischer…, p. 5.
103 H Haasbroek, “Die advokaat se vrou”, Rooi Rose, July 2008, p. 208; C Smith, “Bram Fischer se vrou ook in
watergraf in Vrystaat dood”, Volksblad, 27 May 2011, p. 5.
104 G Bizos, Odyssey to freedom..., p. 285.
105 The Friend, 15 June 1964.
106 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, pp. 326-327, 330.
107 G Bizos, Odyssey to freedom..., pp. 286.
108 A Sampson, Mandela..., p. 206.
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Bram missed his wife immeasurably and for the rest of his life, he was to
reproach himself for the accident which claimed her life.109 George Bizos
remembers that the vacuum that Molly’s death left and the setback which
the struggle suffered were all etched on Bram’s face.110 In an emotional letter
to Ilse, Bram poured out his heart and told her of his love for Molly, his selfreproach in regard to the accident in which she had died, the happy times
they had enjoyed with their family at home and the wonderful support they
had always given him. Extracts from this letter read: 111
Ours has been a lovely home with a beautiful garden … But to me the garden
and home have always been much more than a showpiece. They have been a
sort of epitome of all that Molly was and what she stood for: Friendliness and
warmth, strength and love. God, what a terrible thing I did when I had that
accident. At times I could nearly go mad with remorse & despair. I would
have done so, I think, but for the help which you & Ruth & Paul give me …

In September 1964 Bram was arrested and allowed out on bail. Because of
the damning evidence led in court regarding his undermining Communist
activities, Bram vanished from society at the beginning of 1965. Each day
that he spent in freedom was considered by black and white activists as a
symbolic victory for the struggle. Ruth and Ilse were of the opinion that their
father would never have gone underground had their mother still lived.112
At the end of that year, he was hunted down in Johannesburg after an intensive
police search. In 1966 Bram Fischer was sentenced to life imprisonment for
conspiracy to overthrow the Nationalist Party government, sabotage and
activities on behalf of the banned SACP. The local prison in Pretoria became
his home. Riddled with cancer, he was released on humanitarian grounds
in 1975 to spend his final days with his brother in Bloemfontein where his
daughters visited him regularly.113

Conclusion
Molly Fischer, like her well-known husband, Bram, made a significant
contribution to the struggle. At a time when empathy with the struggle, not
109 S Clingman, Bram Fischer…, p. 334.
110 G Bizos, Odyssey to freedom..., p. 296.
111 FSPA, A, Reference 750: Letter: B Fischer/I Fischer (strictly private & confidential), 23 January 1965.
112 F Wilson (ed.), “Bram Fischer: Son of Africa”, South African Outlook, 105 (1248), May 1975, p. 67; S Clingman,
Bram Fischer…, pp. 353, 357.
113 H Haasbroek, “Die laaste 60 Dae van Bram Fischer”, Journal for Contemporary History, 33(3), 2008, pp. 81-95.
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to mention Communism, by Afrikaners was exceptional, both of them were
prominent in this sphere and, in the historiography on the subject, enjoyed
recognition for their sustained opposition to the apartheid government.
But Molly and Bram’s ideological views differed radically from those of
their Afrikaner compatriots and the courageous manner in which they put
these into practise in order to bring about a just racial system in the country
resulted in a great deal of tension in their lives. Because of their empathy with
Communism and being atheists besides, they were often typified by their own
people as arch-terrorists, as Anti-Christ and wicked. However, they kept their
heads up high, lived with this denunciation and, with wills of iron, with stood
the pressure.
Many Afrikaners denounced them as traitors who had betrayed their
Afrikaner heritage. Those individuals found it difficult to accept that they
were ordinary people who also experienced the joys and sorrows of family
life. For so many years their public image was that which was placed in
the forefront that few people know of the inner conflict they experienced in
regard to their youngest child and only son’s illness.
Nelson Mandela attributed these descriptive words to Molly Fischer which
sum up her stature in the struggle: “Molly was a wonderful, unselfish woman,
one without pretence, an absolute pillar of strength for her husband and the
struggle.”114

114 N Mandela, Long walk to freedom…, p. 374.
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Image 1: Bram and Molly Fischer on their wedding day in Bloemfontein in 1937

Source: National Museum, Bloemfontein.
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Abstract
This article focuses on the socio-economic and political experiences of the
artisanal diamond miners and the various communities within the hills of
Chiadzwa situated in the Marange area of Manicaland Province in Zimbabwe.
The diamond rush by Magweja which can be traced back to 2006 ended in
2009 with the violent expulsion of Magweja in January 2009 under operation
“dzokera kumusha”. This phase in the country’s mining history has popularly
been characterised by the miners as a “free for all” period. Although there
is a lot of emerging literature focusing on different aspects of Chiadzwa
and indeed the activities of magweja, none has focused on the physical and
corporeal dimensions operating within that landscape and how this was
informed by shifting political, economic and social conditions. Using at
different times, law enforcement, state security and military apparatus, the
state increasingly assumed a secure hold over the area as a way of protecting
the natural resources of the country from exploitation. The magweja felt they
were not only being subordinated to a strong and powerful state, but they
were being deprived, since the inception of Chiadzwa, of the right to enjoy
the wealth that naturally flows from a diamond mining activity located in
their district. This is what propelled the miners to devise adaptation and
survival strategies which in turn engendered the relationship of conflict
between the state and the artisanal mining community in Chiadzwa from
2006 to 2009. The article explores this interaction and its intricacies with
particular reference to the material conditions that affected the magweja as
part of their negotiation for space within the diamondiferous landscape. In
1

Dr Nyandoro is also a senior Research Associate in the PARSED Research sub-programme: Water -CuDyWat
group, NWU, Vaal Triangle Campus.
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the beginning, entry into this lucrative mining enterprise was relatively easier,
but later it became increasingly difficult culminating in the eventual expulsion
and exclusion of magweja from diamond extraction. In the entire period from
2006 to 2009, magweja could not construct any settlement or living structures
in this habitat which had become a home for many of them. Ironically, for a
place that had vast economic potential for all involved, Chiadzwa came to be
identified simply as “musango” (bush or thicket) or “kumunda” (the field)
where the artisanal miners sought to eke out a living under the literally open,
unsheltered landscape. The article thus characterises magweja’s entry into the
highly policed and increasingly militarised Chiadzwa fields as acquiescing to
voluntary confinement. It also traces the trajectory of individual and collective
experiences and memories of magweja as a specific and important factor in
the early diamond extraction narratives. State involvement is perceived and
portrayed as a bane to the economic well-being of the local community.
Keywords: Zimbabwe; State; Police and army; Chiadzwa; Artisanal mining
community; Magweja; Diamond mining; Water; Health and disease.

Introduction
Using primary sources and oral interviews held mostly with informal diamond
miners but also with traders, state security and law enforcement agents as well
as residents of Chiadzwa (See Image 4 - Area Map of Chiadzwa in Marange)
and its surrounding areas, the article focuses on the experiences of the highly
transitory artisanal mining community that emerged and inhabited the hills
of Chiadzwa between 2006 and early 2009. Some of the miners were artisanal
(Magweja and magwejelina - colloquial for male and female informal artisanal
miners respectively) in the sense that they employed relatively cheap, easily
accessible and rudimentary most common digging tools such as mugwara
(iron rod). New miners easily learnt its usage and became more efficient with
experience. This tool was more appropriate and portable in comparison to a
pick given that Magweja had to evade law enforcement officers at a moment’s
notice. The Magweja also tended to be highly transient or temporary as
their mining activities were increasingly criminalised leading to violent
influx-control and authority asserting operations. Aware of impending law
enforcement or military operations which often expelled the miners from the
area, the traffic to and from Chiadzwa therefore tended to be highly mobile. It
must be noted that at times, especially in the early days of the commencement
of the diamond rush in 2006, the activities of the miners were tolerated and
even encouraged by different arms of the state such as the Ministry of Mines
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and the Minerals Marketing Corporation of Zimbabwe (MMCZ)2 - one
of the role players with overarching influence on the world of the artisanal
diamond miners. As Image 1 shows, mining which relied mainly on the use
of shovels was carried out in an environment of relative freedom because at
this stage the activity was not perceived as illegal.
Image 1: Zimbabwe’s Marange Diamond Miners in 2006

Source: P Hunt, “Zimbabwe’s ‘Conflict Diamonds’ Controversy and the Flawed Kimberley Process in
Marange Fields”, p. 1, The New York Times, December 2011.

However, police action after 2006 increasingly suggested that the operations
of the informal miners were illegal. To negotiate their space and navigate the
landscape, the communities of miners inhabiting the hills of Chiadzwa, in
digging as well as marketing the precious mineral, tended to be cautious in
their approach because they were suspicious of the political intentions of the
arms of the state that wielded authority in the mining sector.
Drawing on concepts such as anti-structure and anti-society3 as well as
focusing on survival strategies adopted to cope with the harsh conditions of

2
3

The MMCZ was established as the sole marketing and selling agent for all minerals produced in Zimbabwe with
the exception of Gold and Silver. However, with the recent economic policy overhaul, the marketing of minerals
is no longer restricted to MMCZ only. Any miner can sell their product as they wish.
These concepts are borrowed from MAK Halliday, Language as social semiotic (Baltimore, University Park Press,
1978) and R Saunders, “Geologies of power: Blood diamonds, security politics and Zimbabwe’s troubled
transition”, M Clarke & C Bassett (eds.), Legacies of liberation: Post-colonial struggles for a democratic Southern
Africa (Cape Town, HSRC Press, 2011); S Nyota & F Sibanda, “Digging for diamonds, wielding new words:
A linguistic perspective on Zimbabwe’s ‘Blood Diamonds’”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 38(1), March
2012, pp. 129-144.
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artisanal mining4 the article investigates from a multidisciplinary perspective
how the Chiadzwa mining community navigated and interacted with the
diamond mining landscape. Anti-society is applied to those communities
whose practices are generally regarded by the wider society as not conforming
to accepted norms of legal and social codes of conduct. The article also
examines the role of the State in facilitating the rush onto Chiadzwa and how
it employed systemic violence to control the influx of people and establish
boundaries of habitation, movement and operation within the mining fields.
In response, the miners employed various tactics such as evasion of police and
army officers, bribing authorities, forming syndicates with the police and army
officers stationed to guard the boundaries of the fields or locals who knew how
to navigate the area. Their tactics also included partnering with powerful and
influential politicians to seek protection, as well as other strategies involving
circumspect tactics utilised in other artisanal mining activities such as gold
panning. These survival strategies which were employed to evade state power
illustrate how the miners were able to “organise” and “build” some fortresses
in this environment. In affirming their agency, the miners however struggled
to constantly contest and negotiate their space in a terrain that attracted so
much political attention. Ultimately, the daily operating environment in the
field affected the Magweja in terms of such issues as hygiene, injury, illness,
death and spirituality as well as altering notions of humanity and society for
their mobile and transient communities.
The article is divided into two sections. The first section focuses on the
“discovery” of diamonds (ngoda) in Chiadzwa, mineral extraction and analyses
how the rush into Chiadzwa produced an artisanal mining community which
stimulated some intended and unintended responses from the State. In a
article published in 2012, Nyamunda and Mukwambo examine how the
Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF) government
appealed to the indigenisation discourse to justify their initial support for this
informal mining community from which they hoped to gain both political
mileage and reap material benefits.5 However, the state’s failure to effectively
4

5

We also borrowed this approach from L Renshaw, “The scientific and affective identification of Republican
civilian victims from the Spanish civil war”, Journal of Material Culture, 15(4), 2010, pp. 449-463; See also J
Fontein, “Between tortured bodies and resurfacing bones: The politics of the dead in Zimbabwe”, Journal of
Material Culture, 15(4), 2010, pp. 423-448 and C Krmpotich, J Fontein & J Harries, “The substance of bones:
The emotive materiality and affective presence of human remains, Journal of Material Culture, 15(4), 2010, pp.
371-384.
T Nyamunda and P Mukwambo, “The state and the bloody diamond rush in Chiadzwa: Unpacking the
contesting interests in the development of illicit mining and trading, c. 2006-2009”, Journal of Southern African
Studies, 38(1), March 2012, pp. 145-166.
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regulate and extract profits from the country’s rich mining sector saw it
increasingly shifting towards criminalising mining activities. Its intervention
in this nascent community became increasingly characterised by violence. The
artisanal miners settled in open spaces where they could not construct any
shelter because of the security threat of doing so. They also could not access at
least the basic social services to which they were generally accustomed in their
places of origin. Exposed to a literally open and rather hostile environment,
the emerging community was conceived, in Halliday’s conceptualisation, as
an “anti-society” because they were forced to adopt new modes of survival
and societal interactions dictated by the insecure conditions prevailing in the
diamond fields.6
The second section evaluates the experiences of this community and its
relationship with the Chiadzwa landscape. Although driven by largely
economic reasons, the lived experiences of the Magweja in Chiadzwa produced
very interesting corporeal dynamics - a major justification of this study.
Within this community different categories and classes of people emerged as a
consequence of the proliferation of the artisanal mining activities. There were
buyers, transient artisanal miners hoping for a quick strike and those who
regarded themselves as relatively permanent and seasoned Magweja (some of
them were makorokoza - a term used for illegal artisanal gold miners that had
also operated in the Kadoma, Chimanimani and other areas) the majority of
whom had adopted various means of survival and the “rules” of the “game”
in the field.7 State security and law enforcement personnel largely determined
the Magweja’s living patterns and operations.
The police and army officers were also directly or indirectly responsible for
limiting the Magweja’s access to basic amenities such as clean water, decent
food, sanitation, health delivery and other essentials. Because of the cordoning
of Chiadzwa, it was difficult for Magweja to access the nearby Odzi River for
drinking and bathing water because there was often a heavy police presence.
As such, they would go for days, even weeks without bathing and sometimes
they would have to buy drinking water from informal traders who infiltrated
the hills. This forced them to have recourse to whatever was available, for
instance, polluted or contaminated water from unprotected shallow wells,
“bush” toilets, outdoor camping, smuggled and sometimes stale food brought
6
7

M Haliday, Languages as social semiotics (London, Edward Arnold, 1978).
Interview with Musweweshiri, Chakohwa shopping centre, 9 August 2008. NB Musweweshiri is not his real
name. All names of respondents interviewed for this article are pseudonyms. Makorokoza (plural) and korokoza
(singular).
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in by informal traders or “vendors”.8 These conditions compromised their
general state of health, especially during the cholera outbreak of 2008-2009.9
Within Chiadzwa, where no direct attention was given to amenities provision,
the situation was bad. Such experiences took their toll on the community
of Magweja with long-lasting physical, spiritual and emotive legacies. These
experiences reveal, on the one hand, state efforts to interact with the miners
and on the other, the artisanal mining community in Chiadzwa’s resilience in
coping with an otherwise difficult operating environment. While the central
state appeared at times to tolerate and include artisanal mining activities in
Chiadzwa, it did so under the conditions it determined. These conditions
involved heavy police control and the Magweja had to be excluded from
normal society to operate in a secluded cordoned area. Although the human
boundaries installed through police and army presence were relatively fluid as
these state personnel asserted their own agency by sometimes exploiting the
Magweja through demanding bribes or using their position of authority to
demand proceeds from the miners’ successful strikes, they would be forced
to comply with their call for duty when operations were announced. For
the Magweja, the option was to be “voluntarily confined”, in the field while
mining and navigating authority as Givemore (a gweja) noted, then leave
once a strike has been made or after realising that they were not so lucky.

The State, the diamond rush and the emergence of Magweja in Chiadzwa
Before 2006, the existence of diamonds was known by a few individuals
that may have included high level state officials. Existing evidence shows that
a mining conglomerate known as De Beers10 (a corporation set up by Cecil
John Rhodes for the purpose of exploiting diamond mines in South Africa,
and in Zimbabwe during the period of this study) operated in Chiadzwa
from 1994 to 2006 under three-four year prospecting licenses. Upon the
expiration of the last one in early 2006, another company called the African
Consolidated Resources (ACR)11 - an AIM-listed multi-commodity resource
8
9

Interview with Musweweshiri, Chakohwa shopping centre, 9 August 2008.
M Nyandoro, “Historical overview of the cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe (2008-2009)”, Journal for Contemporary
History, 36(1), 2011, pp. 154-174.
10 The establishment of De Beers consisted as a parallel effort of setting up a cartel with other producers in order
to control international prices of diamonds.
11 The ACR utilises its first mover advantage to establish a formidable balance sheet of world class assets at various
stages of development. With over 12 key mining projects covering gold, nickel, platinum, copper, phosphate
and diamonds, the Company is focussed on developing these important strategic assets for the benefit of all
stakeholders.
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development company focused on Zimbabwe since 2004 - briefly took over
until its operations were disturbed in early 2007 by powerful ZANU-PF
politicians who were campaigning for the harmonised elections of 2008.
Appealing to empowerment and indigenisation discourses as part of their
election strategy, Chris Mushowe and his campaign team accused the ACR
of being dominated by British capital and encouraged local villagers to start
mining in place of “foreign” mining capital “as long as it benefited the local
inhabitants’ families”. This move opened up the diamond landscape to a huge
influx of Magweja.12 The period that witnessed the massive influx of Magweja
and magwejelina was generally regarded as the “free for all” phase as depicted
in Image 2. These mining activities that were initially sanctioned by the state
were however increasingly criminalised by 2007, hence the generic reference
to the miners as “illegal”.
Image 2: Artisanal diamond miners (Magweja & magwejelina), Chiadzwa, Marange

Source: C Hove, “The many diamonds of Chiadzwa”, 25 November 2008 at http://www.newzimbabwe.
com/pages/mines44.19067.html, Accessed on 14 December 2012.

The diamond rush was in part prompted by the economic crisis that
manifested itself through the first hyperinflation of the twenty-first century
and one of the worst in global history. It was also compounded by an increasing
unemployment rate that reached a peak of about over 94 percent by 2009.13
These factors culminated in a political crisis in the post-2000 period whose
negative consequences included, among others, violence, displacement and
insecurity.14 The political intolerance of the state was visible through political
12 See T Nyamunda and P Mukwambo, “The state and the bloody rush in Chiadzwa”, p. 7.
13 B Raftopolous, “The crisis in Zimbabwe, 1998-2008”, B Raftopolous & AS Mlambo, Becoming Zimbabwe
(Harare, Weaver Press, 2009), p. 219.
14 D Potts, “Internal migration in Zimbabwe: The impact of livelihood destruction in rural and urban areas”, J
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persecution, a good example being operation Murambatsvina15 (clean the
filth) of 2005 as well as the growing food insecurity in the rural areas. Given
the worsening circumstances, some people found Chiadzwa to be an attractive
economic alternative.
Some of the local people involved in mining supported the government of
Zimbabwe’s black empowerment for various reasons. These included some
support, but not dominant support for ZANU-PF for personal aggrandizement
and for others, an alternative opportunity to earn a living. One supporter of
the policy who was also a gweja indicated how “the government favored us
[Black Zimbabweans] to mine” instead of the ACR which was perceived to be
a foreign mining corporation - a claim the ACR officially denied.16 However,
some villagers viewed this as populist rhetoric and others like one of our
interview respondents, Morgan, who was skeptical about the polcy as “just
politicking which we had to exploit as long as it lasted”.17 Morgan was aware
that they had to be involved in chigweja (the process of informal mining)
because the ZANU-PF government sometimes sympathised with the activity.
In the ensuing election, Mushowe nonetheless lost to the Movement for
Democratic Change (MDC) representative.18 Notwithstanding the electoral
defeat, the political populism of the Mushowe campaign team partly resulted
in a frenzied diamond rush which led to new “communities” of artisanal
miners and dealers being forged at Chiadzwa.19
In response to the sudden rush onto Chiadzwa, different arms of the
state, particularly the law enforcement agencies, were deployed to monitor
and sometimes flush out some Magweja. Whilst some sections of the state
appeared to support the Magweja, others apparently feared the transformation
of this group into an organised and autonomous mining force. These different
approaches to Chiadzwa point to the fragmentary nature of the state. The
politics surrounding Chiadzwa was partly summarised by Saunders as literally
Crush & D Tevera (eds.), Zimbabwe’s exodus crisis, migration, survival (Cape Town, Unity Press, 2010).
15 Operation Murambatsvina literally meant “clean the filth” or as it was known in official circles, “operation
restore order”. Apparently it was meant to displace the growing mass of urban opposition to prevent them from
voicing their discontent and also to reduce their capacity and access to vote. It has also been argued that the
operation was also meant to conceal the deteriorating housing situation and social service provision in the city.
For detail on Murambatsvina see F Musoni, “Operation Murambatsvina and the politics of street vendors in
Zimbabwe”, Journal of Southern African Studies, 36(2), 2010.
16 Interview with Robert, Chaseyama, Chimanimani, 10 February 2007. See also T Nyamunda and P Mukwambo,
“The State and the bloody rush in Chiadzwa”.
17 Interview with Morgan, Nyanyadzi, 10 February 2007.
18 T Nyamunda and P Mukwambo, “The State and the bloody diamond rush in Chiadzwa”, p. 7.
19 S Nyota and F Sibanda, “Digging for diamonds, wielding new words”, p. 2.
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depicting “geologies of power” in reference to the centrality of Chiadzwa
diamond deposits to the national political-economic discourse from 2006.20
ZANU-PF intended to ensure that the proceeds of diamonds were gradually
under the control of powerful members of their establishment in case of any
political power shift following the elections of 2008. The Party managed
to secure the diamond fields in early 2009, just before the creation of the
Government of National Unity (GNU). As such, media reports indicated
how the very miniscule proceeds from the sale of diamonds contributed to
the fiscus. It is assumed that only a few powerful politicians, clients of the
companies that were eventually granted control of the fields such as Canadile
Holdings and Mbada Diamonds, benefitted directly from the mineral
exploitation. Although different arms of the state, notably the MMCZ, the
Zimbabwe Mining Development Corporation (ZMDC) - a state enterprise
created to exploit any mining opportunities that may arise - law enforcement
agents and security forces, among others, expressed contesting interests at
different levels, official policy was expressed through the initial ambivalence of
the central state whose concern for Chiadzwa only increased after the March
2008 elections. Nonetheless, whatever the shifting position of the state, the
one constant thing from 2006 was the relative confinement of Magweja and
their interaction with other groups in the field. Magweja activities were to
some degree monitored and influenced by the occasional use of state violence
as a control measure. The community of informal miners and traders that had
been allowed to thrive was eventually violently jettisoned with the tenacity
only comparable to operation Murambatsvina when ZANU-PF decided to
effectively harness the fields for their own purposes.
Certainly, negotiating with different arms of the state as well as shifting
policies of the central state defined the boundaries of the transitory community.
Some Magweja were very aware of this situation. One Peter, of Chaseyama
village, observed that:21
The government only allowed us to mine hoping to benefit somehow. We
knew this but we only came here because of hunger and nothing else. Although
some people hoped the situation was permanent, we had the feeling that we
were fooling ourselves, and … Chiadzwa was never meant to last for Magweja.

20 R Saunders, “Genealogies of power: Blood diamonds, security politics and Zimbabwe’s troubled transition”,
M Clarke & C Bassett (eds.), Legacies of liberation: Post-colonial struggles for a democratic Southern Africa (Cape
Town, HSRC Press, 2011).
21 Interview with Peter, Chaseyama, 9 August 2007.
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Another gweja, Agrippa, noted that:22
... diamonds were a gift from the ancestors who realised our economic
suffering but we knew that the government would eventually dispossess us of
this heritage.

While Magweja constantly negotiated for space within the Chiadzwa
landscape, utilising the evolving networks with some degree of success, it was
clear from the start that the state was steadily assuming hegemonic influence
and that the relationship between the two parties was very unstable and
sometimes unpredictable.
The artisanal mining community thus found itself operating within a harsh
and tightly monitored political environment in which it had to navigate
the deliberate power relations and client networks in order to survive. As
Katsaura has noted, the Magweja quickly evolved codes to evade and
negotiate with authority and utilise the networks availed to them by shadow
state elements.23 Just like some state officials, they also “instrumentalised” the
perceived “disorder” or informal arrangements24 - a key feature of shadow
networks - to survive in Chiadzwa. Some local Magweja simply masqueraded
as ordinary villagers going about their daily chores when in actual fact they
were on mining expeditions, but this deceptive strategy was rarely effective.25
It faltered due to the tight control and surveillance that was maintained by the
Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) who were sometimes complemented by the
army. In controlling the influx of the Magweja, the police closely scrutinised
people’s identity particulars in order to limit the number of “outside visitors”.26
However, some corrupt police officers often solicited for bribes from all-toowilling would-be informal miners and seasoned makorokoza from other areas
such as Kwamusanditevera on Roy Bennett’s former farm in Chimanimani
or from as far as Kadoma who hoped to strike it rich in Chiadzwa. Once
admitted to the hills of Chiadzwa, however, the Magweja were confined
22 Interview with Aggripa, Chakohwa shopping centre, 9 August 2007.
23 O Katsaura, “Socio-cultural dynamics of informal diamond mining in Chiadzwa, Zimbabwe”, Journal of
Sustainable Development in Africa,12(6), 2010. See also LM Sachikonye, The social impact of diamonds extraction
in Chiadzwa, Marange (Johannesburg, Southern Africa Resource Watch, 2009).
24 The concept of the “instumentalization of disorder” was critically applied by Nyamunda and Mukwambo
in their article, “The State and the Bloody Diamond Rush in Chiadzwa”. They argue that although Chabal
and Daloz, the architects of the concept, overgeneralised the idea that Africa defied the notion of order and
instead harnessed disorder as a basis for accumulation and political instrument by powerful politicians, it is
nonetheless a useful analytical tool if properly and contextually applied. For a more comprehensive discussion
on instrumentalisation of disorder, see P Chabal & JP Daloz, Africa works: Disorder as a political instrument
(Oxford, James Currey, 1999).
25 Interview with Kusena, Harare, 9 November 2009.
26 “Police seal off Marange”, The Herald, 9 October 2007.
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there and had to evade authority. Unless syndicates were formed with some
police officers, the instances where bribes were paid indicated that these
were occasional transactions. In this case, the relationship with authority
was temporary, and afterwards, the Magweja were on their own. Magweja
indicated that they preferred very temporary transactions with police or army
officers in which they paid bribes as opposed to forming more permanent
syndicates as power-relations usually meant that they would be exploited. The
price of buying protection was too high as the officers would demand a higher
share of the proceeds from diamond sales - in some cases half the money, and
in others more than that. Whatever the outcome, the Magweja would thus be
confined as they carried out mining operations with little freedom to move in
and out of the fields and moreover, they also had to be very careful about their
movement within the fields which were consistently monitored by security
and law enforcement personnel.
Testimony to the shady and clandestine deals that went on in this area has
been provided by Mapaso, a korokoza, who said in Shona:27
... mapurisa tamajaira. Vanotamburawo sesu saka tiri tose munhamo
nematambudziko. Tave kuziva matauriro nekudhiza kwacho.

This means, we are now used to the police. They are also economically
suffering like us. We now know how to engage them and grease their palms.
The police found themselves in this predicament and ready to accept bribes
because they earned Zimbabwe dollars which at that time, due to escalating
inflation, translated to less than US$5 per month in a country where
unemployment was also around 94 percent. One police officer who called
himself Gringo (after a famous Harare dramatist and comic TV character)
remarked that:28
Mbudzi inodya payakasungirwazve. Asi kana nguva yebasa yasvika, basa
rinotongoitwa zvisinei nekuti tinozivana.

The officer implied that, we (the police) have to exploit the opportunity
of working in this area to our benefit and enrich ourselves through bribes.
However, as state agents we are always cautious to maintain a balance between
our police operations mandate and our covert relationship with our Magweja
allies.
27 Interview with Mapaso, Chakohwa shopping centre, 10 August 2008.
28 Interview with Gringo, Chakohwa shopping centre, 10 August 2008.
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This illustrates the uneasy and exploitative relationship between the police
and the Magweja as police officials displayed split allegiances between their
desire for bribes and their commitment to their jobs - a situation that was
compounded by poor remuneration on their part and rising unemployment
levels in Zimbabwe.
Aware of this situation, the central State displayed a large measure of
ambivalence, only intervening with draconic police operations when the
situation was getting out of hand. This was because the state hoped to benefit
from revenue accruals collected by such statutory institutions as the MMCZ.
This state agency is the sole marketing entity for minerals in Zimbabwe
and it is justified, among other things, on the grounds that any illegal sale
of minerals compromises the revenue that is intended to flow to the state.
However, this institution was heavily undercapitalised to the extent that it
could not compete with the many private and clandestine buyers that invaded
Chiadzwa and Mutare between 2006 and 2009. Some were middlemen29
or cohorts of international smugglers stationed in Mozambique and South
Africa. Others bought diamonds for resale, while yet others were proxies for
big local politicians.30 In this context, two popular buyers known as Bothy
or Jangola,31 acquired a reputation for paying well compared to the MMCZ.
Of the two, Jangola came to be so popular that every diamond strike came
to be associated with him. If a gweja exclaimed “Yafa mari, yafa na Jangola”32
(trans-literally meaning, the money is dead, the money is dead with Jangola)
it was simply a code expressing that their find would get them a good profit.
This did not apply only to this particular buyer, but also every fair dealer
was invariably compared to him. Therefore, since doing business with
29 The use of African middlemen or trader-producers in the marketing of produce has been a common practice for
many years in colonial and post-colonial Zimbabwe. The colonial administration always insisted that a wouldbe trader-producer had to be formally registered through the Native Commissioner (NC). The Grain Marketing
Board (GMB) also only allowed one to buy, as a trader-producer, any maize or grain after receiving a registration
certificate from their office. However, since independence in 1980 this requirement has not always been insisted
upon, thereby giving rise to numerous informal middlemen in the Chiadzwa diamond trade and other sectors
of the economy. TV Ncube, “Peasant production and marketing of grain crops in Zimbabwe 1890-1986: An
overview”, Henderson Seminar Paper, (72), 1987 has produced a comprehensive analysis of the operations of
trader-producers in the country. See also National Archives of Zimbabwe (Records Centre) hereafter referred
to as NAZ (RC), Ministry of Internal Affairs, Box 22867, Location 18.5.3R, File: Cancelled Leases: Sanyati:
Ngezi, Warnings Re: Buildings, Secretary, Grain Marketing Board, Causeway, Salisbury to Native Jaison (X
8546 Urungwe, Madiro Stores, Karoi, 18th January 1954 and M Nyandoro, Development and differentiation:
The case of TILCOR/ARDA irrigation activities in Sanyati (Zimbabwe), 1939 to 2000 (Saarbrucken, VDM Verlag
Dr Muller, December 2008), pp. 22 & 82.
30 Interview with Matiyashe, Mutare, 12 August 2008.
31 Interview with Bothwell Hlahla, Mutare, 13 February 2010. Unfortunately, Bothwell was killed in a car
accident in 2011.
32 Interview with Bothwell Hlahla, Mutare, 13 February 2010.
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Jangola was lucrative it was difficult for the state to outwit the Jangolas. As
the state failed to compete with the Jangolas, it shifted its approach from
ambivalence to criminalising the diamond procurement activities across the
field thereby creating a very dangerous habitat in which to conduct business.
From 2006, the state commissioned the entrance of Magweja onto Chiadzwa
from 2006 through appealing to and loosely applying populist discourses of
black empowerment for political expediency. However, the trajectory of the
developments in Chiadzwa espoused a need for the state to monitor and try
to control operations in the area. It was a decision meant to avoid a direct
clash with possible voters in the crucial elections of 2008 and it was also
meant to be a political diversion from the worsening economic crisis and a
source of relief for both the state and the mass of unemployed people. In the
end, by 2008, under conditions dictated by the presence of state apparatus,
specifically the army and the police, Magweja became an important feature
of the Chiadzwa landscape which they tactfully navigated as they also evaded
and negotiated with authority at various levels. The next section discusses how
they reformulated ideas of society and evolved survival strategies as they lived
in the period they were invariably confined to the fields or hills of Chiadzwa.

Magweja experiences in the hills and diamond fields of Chiadzwa
There was a new and emerging structure to the largely transitory communities
who lived in the Chiadzwa Mountains. The gweja population reconstructed
ideas about their areas of origin, perhaps to maintain nostalgic perceptions
of the comforts of home in this unstable terrain. The illicit nature of their
operations allowed them to re-create innovative and basic infrastructure to
define these societies. Their identities were, therefore, not linked to some local
(Chiadzwa) place names, but to their original homes. According to Amos, there
were the Bhuheras (i.e. people from Buhera), Bochas; Shurugwis (Karanga)
and the Gonzoni. The latter were artisanal miners from Musanditevera in
Chimanimani and other adjoining areas. Those whose origin was Shurugwi
came to be stereotypically associated with murderers who seized Magweja
suspected “of having struck diamonds and swallowed them to protect the
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find”.33 It was commonly believed that they “disemboweled their gweja victim
to recover the diamond gems”.34
High density suburbs in Harare such as Mufakose, Mbare and Mabvuku
came to be associated with certain Magweja who claimed to have come from
there and these often recreated their makeshift settlements in Chiadzwa
typifying their origins. Tonderai, a gweja, recounted how working with those
from Mbare where he came from reflected his intimate association with home.
He identified with that group because he was familiar with its customs, habits
and manners. Besides, “we relate better compared to a stranger coming from
some communal area I do not even know”.35 It was on the basis of these ties
that some, not all, mining syndicates were created. The Sindalos (syndicates)
were the practical avenue for the actual mining that occurred mostly at night
or under cover of darkness.
In their article on how new words were wielded or coined as an outcome
of the activities that went on in the mining community, Nyota and Sibanda
use anthropologist Turner’s notion of anti-structure and anti-society.36 It
posits that, it is a temporary alternative which ultimately reaffirms the
larger dominant structures of society within which it is located.37 Indeed,
these prototype transient settlements fall within this framework as they
grew to assume dominance and a state of permanence. However, the origin
differences around which syndicates were formed and defined initially on the
basis of similar ethnic background (i.e. the Bhuheras and Karangas) tended
to lose effectiveness as time went on as evidenced by the fact that they were
deconstructed by 2009. It can be noted that sharing a common origin was
definitely a basis for stronger trust networks, but it was not a guarantee for
good working partnerships. There were instances where strangers formed
temporary but effective partnerships for purposes of work and instances
where people from the same area failed to achieve this. In an effort to curb
the illicit trade in diamonds in Chiadzwa, the police conducted sporadic raids
aimed at breaking the Magweja networks. Such intermittent raids eventually
33 Interview with Amos, Mutare, 16 February, 2009.
34 Interview with Amos, Mutare, 16 February, 2009. See also S Nyota and F Sibanda, “Digging for diamonds,
wielding new words”, who discuss the linguistic culture that partly informed communities emerging in
Chiadzwa. They also capture a lot of these stereotypes. It can be noted however that the terms thieves and
murderers were not confined to just mabhuhera stereotypes, but a more general term, magombiro was evolved to
generally depict such elements.
35 Interview with Tonderai, Chirasika village, Chiadzwa, 9 September 2008.
36 V Turner, The ritual process: Structure and anti-structure (New York, Aldine, 1969).
37 S Nyota and F Sibanda, “Digging for diamonds, wielding new words”, p. 9.
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rendered constructs of locating or recreating ideas of home less useful. In
spite of the raids, the Magweja continued to exhibit high levels of agency
in a complex environment. As the Magweja’s struggle to evade authority (in
particular the police and the army) persisted, the structures and societies they
were responsible for creating in Chiadzwa became convoluted with elements
of solidarity becoming more pronounced. Gweja solidarity became very strong
against the backdrop of the violence instituted by state security details which
in many ways was not dissimilar to the violence and thuggery perpetrated by
the magombiro (thieves and murderers who operated in the diamond mining
communities of Chiadzwa) which was a common problem.
The physical environment, however, was also harsh on all categories of
people in the area. The cold weather in winter, hunger, fatigue, insecurity,
lack of access to the Odzi River that supplied “clean” bathing and drinking
water, the prevalence of malaria, cholera and reproductive ill-health affected
everyone regardless of who they were or where they came from.38 Exposure to
common economic and health pestilences intensified gweja group allegiances.
Ultimately, the Chiadzwa confinement effectively rendered individual
identities less important, forging a nascent community united by common
challenges that were more pronounced than differences based on origin. For
Nyota and Sibanda, a unique anti-language incidentally emerged to re-enforce
this new identity.39 The miners, for instance, created uniform language codes
that became necessary for their very existence. Just as the differences and
prejudices they brought from their original homes were undermined by bigger
common challenges, their new realities or corporeality came to characterise
and define the Magweja.
Within the confines of the hills, limited and risky navigation assumed
corporeal dimensions. In any community, there are numerous constructs
of the individual, hygiene, health and death which were transformed in
Chiadzwa. Ideas about these were interpreted and re-interpreted to portray
life in Chiadzwa - a society that came to resemble a life of cruelty and
38 Interview with Makoti, Chakowha shopping centre, 9 August, 2007. N.B. Pandemics such as cholera which are
a consequence of lack of safe and clean water have a deleterious impact on economic growth and development.
The diamond mining activities by the Magweja though illegal, should not recluse the state from its social
responsibility of providing a safe and healthy environment around Chiadzwa. If the threat of this old scourge
(cholera) and other mine-related diseases is not addressed with more urgency, great progress in the public health
of ordinary Zimbabweans cannot be achieved. For detail on this see M Nyandoro, “Historical overview of the
cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe (2008-2009)” and M Nyandoro, “Rethinking hydropolitics: Water governance
in post-colonial Zimbabwe from 1980 up to 2012”, Forthcoming.
39 S Nyota and F Sibanda, “Digging for diamonds, wielding new words”.
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hostility. In fact, these notions and representations of Chiadzwa, including the
incidences of violence, revealed a society that was far from “normal”. Actually,
the violence associated with this landscape is reminiscent of ideas about life
and death one would find under war circumstances. Reinshaw shows how
life was no longer respected during the American Civil War (1861-1865)
and how the dead bodies were mutilated for mementos of the victorious
soldiers.40 The materiality of the dead was not as affective to the estranged
enemies as opposed to a death in a community where one lived and was
well known. The dead in Chiadzwa were not the responsibility of the wider
community. The state on the other hand was preoccupied with establishing
measures to prevent the illegal diamond mining in the area. In this context,
the major way in which the state attempted to control events in Chiadzwa
was through the use of violence. While hostility by the state apparatus was an
everyday and usually fatal occurrence especially for the Magweja, the violence
escalated when security “operations” were instituted to flash out Magweja
and at the same time “protecting” this natural mineral resource. Notable state
measures included what was termed “Operation Chikorokoza Chapera” (No
more illegal panning)41 mounted in early 2007, “Operation Hakudzokwi”
(You will not return)42 instituted in late 2008 and “Operation Dzokera
Kumusha” (Go back home) the decisive flashing out operation introduced
in January 2009.43 The 2009 operation was by far the bloodiest of all as it
was characterised by instances where people were tortured and killed. The
situation was compounded by the very material conditions under which these
people lived which often led to illness, injury, hunger and ultimately death.
During these operations which were not only limited to Chiadzwa but
also spilled over to surrounding shopping centers in Chirasika, Chakohwa,
Chaseyama, Hot Springs and Nyanyadzi to name a few, the state security
forces randomly assaulted people and looted personal valuables like cell
phones and money (in all available currencies) from business people and
the villagers. These events preceded the demonetisation of the Zimbabwean
dollar culminating in the adoption of a multi-currency system in the
country in February 2009. Some Chiadzwa villagers tending their fields were
40 L Reinshaw, “The scientific and affective identification of Republican civilian victims”.
41 Sokwanele, “Operation Chikorokoza Chapera (No Illegal Panning): Zimbabwe’s blood diamonds - transcript”,
Sokwanele, 31 October 2009.
42 “Operation Hakudzokwi”, The Herald, 24 November 2008. This was an operation jointly carried out by security
personnel to restore sanity at Chiadzwa diamond fields by decisively dealing with illegal diamond dealers and
panners.
43 T Nyamunda and P Mukwambo, “The state and the bloody diamond rush in Chiadzwa”, p. 14.
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brutally assaulted, whilst others were robbed of their money and diamonds.
The methods of assault ranged from the use of fists, boots, assault sticks,
gun butting, mossback shooting and the unleashing of police dogs against
defenseless people. To this end, the Magweja who had become so familiar with
police violence branded one particular vicious police dog “Bruno”. They even
printed and wore t-shirts with pictures of “Bruno” as a stark reminder of police
brutality on the diamond fields. There was also a ruthless and infamous police
official, Chief Superintendent Johannes Gowo, who allegedly was notorious
for shooting and killing Magweja on sight. This prompted responses which
were not only anti-police brutality, but also anti-state. The challenge for the
authorities was that they could not always distinguish easily between those
who were ordinary villagers not involved in mining and trading activities.
Indeed, Magweja would sometimes find refuge among the villagers. Moreover,
the locals also largely took up the lucrative opportunities as they emerged and
thus the brutal force of the police and soldiers simply swept through the area.
This partly explains why in the post-2009 period, villagers were summarily
evacuated from their traditional homes to be resettled in the Agricultural and
Rural Development Authority (ARDA) Transau area along the ODZI River
in order to give way to formal mining operations.
One respondent, Richard, narrated the story of one of his friends who was
caught by soldiers whilst coming from the mining fields on his way back
home to Harare. He had not been successful in finding diamonds and only
had enough money for his transport. Richard claims that the man was
thoroughly beaten by the soldiers, who, in the hope that he would reveal the
whereabouts of his diamonds cut the soles of his feet with their bayonets and
only left him for dead after they were satisfied that he was not in possession of
diamonds. The virtually incapacitated man had to be ferried in a wheelbarrow
to the nearest clinic which is more than 20 km away. At the clinic, the nurses
required a police report before they could treat him of the wounds he had
sustained, but he could not get such a report as he was involved in illegal
diamond mining. Richard also told the story of a fellow gweja who was
caught by the soldiers during one of these operations and because he did
not have diamonds, it is alleged that they let the police dog bite him, leaving
him ravaged and bleeding.44 Numerous stories were narrated of the horrors
perpetrated by state officials in the diamond fields. State responses, instead of
curbing the illegal practice, made the Magweja to become hardened as they
44 Interview with Richard, Hot Springs shopping centre, 2 January 2007.
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strove to adapt to difficult mining conditions. To a large extent, it was this
situation that shaped the character, way of operation and resilience of the
Magweja in Chiadzwa.
Because of the constant running battles the Magweja had with law enforcement
officers,45 they could not create a community with the necessary supportive
infrastructure. They lived in fear of being displaced from Chiadzwa and its
confines at short notice. Thus the inhabitants of this nascent community, who
lived in makeshift shelter, were exposed to the vagaries of nature. Since their
settlement in the Chiadzwa hills was illegal and their work hazardous, they
hardly kept decent clothes and blankets to protect them from the cold. They
also lacked fresh food supplies and often relied on food prepared and sold by
people from the surrounding areas or food “vendors”. Such food was usually
prepared under unhygienic conditions and it was a health risk.
Magweja did not only suffer from lack of clean food provisions and clothing.
They were also easily identifiable because of their filth resulting from many
days spent looking for diamonds without bathing or changing clothes. The
nearest place where they could get ample water supplies for a bath or laundry
was the Odzi River which was 18 km away. Walking to the river to bath was
not an attractive option because the probability of encountering patrolling
security forces was very high. In an interview with Samuel, he revealed that
personal hygiene was not a priority for the artisanal miners. Magweja and
magwejelina had to be “content” with sweaty and dusty work clothes during
the process of digging for diamonds as Image 3 illustrates.
Image 3: Magweja & Magwejelina in Chiadzwa, Marange (Zimbabwe)

Source: “Small-scale diamond production in Chiadzwa, Mutare West, Zimbabwe” at
marangediamondszimbabwe.blogspot.com/, Accessed on 14 December 2012.
45 “Panners at war with cops”, Manica Post, 28 December 2007.
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At night, the same clothes served as pyjamas. Sneakers got worn out quickly
as they were worn 24 hours a day. In this risky business, they were not taken off
during sleep as one “could wake up and start running”.46 Samuel stated that a
bath was only taken along with a new set of clothes when one was visiting the
nearby shopping centers. At the shopping centers, successful Magweja were
identified by new clothes and shoes as well as a generally reckless spending
attitude while the unsuccessful ones were identified by their dirty “work
clothes” and they sometimes longed to permanently return home.
These inhuman living conditions were compounded by the lack of proper
meals as the Magweja did not create time to cook their own food as they
were always absorbed by extracting diamond from the ground. They ate food
sold by “vendors” who brought it from nearby homes to the hills. The food
was expensive and the “vendors” ran the risk of running into police patrols.
The police usually confiscated or mixed the food with sand thereby making
it inedible.47 This was an insurgency tactic meant to force the Magweja out
of their hiding confinements in the hills from either arrest or exploitation
by the police who were using their authority to achieve accumulation. This
food often went bad quickly due to the high temperatures in Chiadzwa,
but a combination of the vendors’ desire to make a profit and the Magweja’s
desperation for food meant that even food in a questionable state was
consumed. Cases of food poisoning and diarrhoea were common but went
untreated and unrecorded as there were no health facilities nearby and it was
also dangerous for the sick to access them. With or without fresh food and
good sanitary conditions, the major focus of Magweja was finding as much
diamond as possible. Everyone within the gweja community was trying to
survive by any means possible (“kukiya kiya” in Shona), which as Jones has
noted, was becoming a key characteristic of the Zimbabwean economy in the
post-2000 period.48
The lack of reputable or respectable sanitary conditions was confirmed by
one of our interview respondents, Mike, who explained how Magweja had
to rely on the “bush system” or “bush toilets” as there were no proper toilets.
Sometimes, makeshift toilets were erected, but these were communal and
without proper sanitary ware. The indiscriminate use of the area for toilet
purposes posed a health hazard to the community as the “bush system”
46 Interview with Samuel, Chakohwa shopping centre, 15 December 2008.
47 Interview with Faith, a food vendor, Chakohwa shopping centre, 11 December, 2008.
48 JL Jones, “‘Nothing is straight in Zimbabwe’: The rise of the Kukiya‐kiya economy 2000‐2008”, Journal of
Southern African Studies, 36(2), 2010, pp. 285‐299.
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encroached onto areas originally demarcated for village settlement.49 Potable
water was also not easily available and Magweja relied on either dirty water
from shallow wells or expensive bottled water sold by “vendors”. The scarcity
of water meant that whatever water was found was used sparingly and in most
cases for drinking, with little or none used for bathing or washing hands - a
recipe for cholera and diarrheal diseases. What was emerging in Chiadzwa,
therefore, was something that had all the tenets of an anti-society.50
Given the unhygienic conditions that prevailed in Chiadzwa, some cases of
cholera were reported in 2008. These were not isolated cases, but they were
part of the broader medical emergency that reached unmanageable levels in
2008-9 due to crumbling health infrastructure in Zimbabwe.51 Because of the
illicit nature of diamond mining activities in Chiadzwa, no official statistics of
cholera victims or deaths were kept. However, interviews with the Magweja
and health personnel from the surrounding areas reveal a limited number of
reported cases as only a few managed to navigate their way to the surrounding
clinics such as Chakohwa which actually became a cholera center. From the
interview with Sister Mbano, the nursing sister in charge at Chakohwa clinic,
several Magweja were admitted at the Chakohwa cholera centre.52
The working conditions in the diamond fields were also unfavorable and
remained as such since no one was directly responsible for improving the
Magweja’s operating conditions because of the illicit nature of the activity.
Given the criminalisation of the mining activities by the state, there was no
proper infrastructure put in place. For example, there were no roads, carriage
equipment, safe and proper tunnels. Thus, the mining tunnels (matonera as
they were called by the Magweja) constructed by the diggers were fragile and
liable to cave in. This was one of the most common causes of Magweja deaths
in Chiadzwa as the diggers were sometimes crushed or trapped and suffocated
underneath. Although Nyota and Sibanda depict Magweja as having celebrated
the deaths of syndicate colleagues as a sign of good things to come,53 the
diggers had respect for their dead. According to one respondent, the diggers
were naturally touched by coming across a dead body in the tunnels, but this
would not make them abandon the activity as they were seeking to survive.54
49
50
51
52
53
54

Interview with Mike, Chakohwa shopping centre, 11 December 2008.
MAK Halliday, Language as social semiotic.
M Nyandoro, “Historical overview of the cholera outbreak in Zimbabwe (2008-2009)”.
Interview with Sister Mbano, the sister in charge at Chakohwa clinic, 15 December 2008.
S Nyota and F Sibanda, “Digging for diamonds, wielding new words”.
Interview with Richard, Hot Springs shopping centre, 2 January 2007.
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They believed that disrespecting those who perished in the process of extracting
diamond or ngoda would bring ill-fate or prompt misfortune to an individual
and his family culminating in death or ngozi - a Shona word referring to
restless and sometimes avenging spirits or the return of the spirit of a dead
person for the purpose of haunting and tormenting those who wronged her/
him in life. As such, the Magweja respected their departed companions. There
was usually solidarity and empathy with colleagues who perished while trying
to survive in the diamond fields. Of course, the emotions ascribed to close
companions did not always prevail where strangers were concerned, but the
death of fellow Magweja was always a traumatic experience. The emotional
impact of death however became lessened for the Magweja confined to the hills
of Chiadzwa because of worsening state brutality. Nonetheless the unclaimed
and “unclaimable” bodies, lying and wasting away from home without a proper
burial, had an affective presence.55 This is because of the central importance
generally attached to death in Zimbabwe African culture. A body has to be
committed to the ancestors through traditional burial and any failure to
undertake such ceremonies can result in ngozi or can bring instability to the
family of the deceased until the corpse of the dead has been found, retrieved
and laid to rest. This can be compared to an instance in Zimbabwe’s recent
history where the state attempted to repatriate the bodies of people who were
bombed and killed by Rhodesian security forces in 1979 so that they could be
laid to rest in their country of origin. This incident occurred towards the end
of Zimbabwe’s liberation struggle. The exercise entailed bringing their restless
souls “home” to be laid to rest. However, the same affection was not shared
by magombiro and some state officials in Chiadzwa.
Reports of brutality in Chiadzwa were not one-sided. The soldiers and police
did not just assault pacified Magweja. There were cases of Magweja retaliating.
Comparatively, while cases of gweja violence on the police and soldiers were
fewer, they were no less brutal.56 Using whatever instruments at their disposal,
the Magweja, given a chance, would strike back. Samuel jokingly said that
the security forces needed to stay in groups, especially during one of their
“operations” because if one got separated from the others with a group of
Magweja nearby, “tinomuita party” (we will have a field day with him).57 This
is reflective of the kinds of resistance, both covet and overt, employed by the
55 J Fontein, “Between tortured bodies and resurfacing bones”.
56 “Panners at War with Cops”, Manica Post, 28 December 2007.
57 Interview with Samuel, Chakohwa shopping centre, 15 December 2008.
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weak in order to counteract state measures.58
Although these random acts of violence against the security forces attracted
serious reprisals from the law enforcement agencies, the Magweja considered
it a small price to pay as the security forces were going to beat them anyway.
Acts of violence became so entrenched that ideas of bodily injury were
transformed. For example, brutality became an accepted tool of negotiating
space. This is not to say that Magweja and the police were always at war.
Sometimes uneasy alliances were forged as both parties worked together to
procure diamonds. In some cases, the police solicited bribes from Magweja
to enter the diamond fields for a limited time to collect diamondiferous soil
(mutaka) which they carried out of the field after their allocated time was
up and proceeded to sift (kusketa) for diamonds elsewhere. At other times,
the police would tip off their Magweja allies on safe areas to dig as well as
warn them of an impending operation against them.59 Mathew, a Zimbabwe
National Army (ZNA) soldier, stated that:60
... we also want diamonds (ngoda), but at the same time we need to do our
work. If we do not do our work we lose the opportunity to make money.

Within Chiadzwa and its surrounding areas, violence was not limited to that
between Magweja and the state security forces. There was violence among
individual Magweja, syndicates and magombiro who meted attacks on other
diggers. Some Magweja disagreed on modes of operation, women (quarrels
over women) or even the sharing of proceeds. Similarly, syndicates had
conflicts over territory or claims over tunnels and sometimes diamond finds.
While there was solidarity between the generality of the diamond diggers,
there were some unsavory elements, particularly magombiro. In most cases,
these were failed Magweja who resorted to plundering successful diggers. In
extreme cases, they went as far as murdering their victims for refusing to give up
their wealth, or for genuinely not having found diamonds. Because of the fear
of security forces and magombiro, successful Magweja sometimes swallowed
their diamonds to avoid detection and in this way “safely” transported them
to potential buyers. However, aware of this discreet strategy of transporting
the precious mineral from the diamond fields, the magombiro sometimes
waylaid the Magweja, killed them and then disemboweled them to retrieve

58 JC Scott, Weapons of the weak: Everyday forms of peasant resistance (New Haven, Yale University Press, 1985).
59 Interview with Samuel, Chakohwa shopping centre, 15 December 2008.
60 Interview with Martha, a soldier, Chakohwa shopping centre, 16 December 2008.
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the diamonds.61 Such gruesome acts of violence became “accepted” risks of
the job, making Magweja very hardened people. These experiences also help
explain their psycho-social character. For example, when they made money,
they spent it recklessly as a form of rehabilitating, re-humanising, cleansing
and re-conscientising themselves. All these elements, however, combined to
depict them as social and moral morons.
A perennial challenge in the Chiadzwa wilderness was reproductive health
which was totally sidelined as it was subordinated to the primary interest of
making a quick profit. Reproductive health is defined as:62
A state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing … in all matters
relating to the reproductive system and to its functions and processes (such as)
satisfying safe sex life [in which people] have the capability to reduce and [the]
freedom to decide, if, when and how often to do so.

The unavailability of reproductive health support structures meant that
there was little or no effort to ensure safe effective protection from unwanted
pregnancies and Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs), curb gender-based
violence related to reproductive health especially in relation to adolescents,
ensure satisfactory contraceptive choices and treatment of STIs.63 All this
is believed to have severe negative implications on health especially in the
context of Zimbabwe’s high HIV prevalence rate. According to the Ministry
of Health and Child Welfare, HIV prevalence among those in the 15-49 years
reproductive age group is currently at 13.7%.64 In Chiadzwa, most of our
interview respondents testified to an increase in prostitution, cohabitation
and sexual activities as part of the outcome or social effect of diamond
mining activities. Health challenges, however, did not preclude people from
encroaching on the Chiadzwa landscape in search of diamonds. The diamonds
created untold social problems for the local community and the money was
not as easily obtained as romantic versions portray especially for those on
the ground. The population in Chiadzwa comprised both men and women
(single, married, divorced or widowed) and in a few extreme cases, whole
families, including small children.65 Whenever possible, women were mostly
engaged in selling food and providing sexual services or entertainment while
61 Interview with Mike, Chakohwa shopping centre, 11 December 2008.
62 International Conference on Population and Development, 1994.
63 Interview with Sister Mbano, Sister in Charge, Chakowa clinic. Similar sentiments were expressed in numerous
discussions we had with different groups of Magweja.
64 Central Statistical Office (CSO), Multiple Indicator Monitoring Survey, Harare, Government Printer, 2009.
65 Interview with Givemore, Chiadzwa, 15 December 2008.
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a few were involved in the actual diamond panning as well. The latter were
known as “magwejelina”. Most adolescents of school-going age, both male
and female, dropped out of school from the surrounding areas to join in the
mining activities.66
In some cases, because of the relatively smaller ratio of women compared
to men, there were several instances of women with concurrent multiple
partners. In most instances, payment for sexual services was in diamond form
and to a less extent in cash (US dollars) and other goods. One prominent
gweja, Givemore, recounted how during his stay in Chiadzwa he had three
different sexual partners with whom he inconsistently used condoms and how
sometimes he paid his female clients with meat because it was very scarce.
Sometimes, he was entertained on a deferred payment basis, promising to pay
them only when he had “found” sufficient diamonds to do so. However, more
often than not, he never honored his side of the bargain which eventually
forced the women to stop asking for payment and cohabited with him or
opted for Magweja who were willing to pay.67 Another gweja, Samuel,
admitted to contracting an STI (whose variety he did not know) twice. In
the first instance, he treated it using maguchu (home-made traditional herbal
concoctions) and the second occasion forced him to visit a clinic. In his view,
other than distance, a major deterrent from using recognised or formal health
facilities was the negative treatment that they received from health personnel
at clinics because they were Magweja.68
Research that has been conducted on some African societies has revealed that
adolescents and young adults often engage in pre-marital sexual relationships,
either sequentially or simultaneously because of economic need but this has
both socio-economic and health risks and Chiadzwa is a prime example of
how economic forces shaped reproductive behaviour.69 Mhloyi and Basset, for
instance, argue that many young African women only have a limited ability to
reduce the risk of HIV infection because limiting the number of their sexual
partners would be equivalent to their social and economic demise.70 Among
66
67
68
69

Interview with a group of Magweja, Chakohwa Shopping Centre, 23 December 2008.
Interview with Givemore, Chiadzwa, 15 December 2008.
Interview with Samuel, Chakohwa shopping centre, 15 December 2008.
A Carael & C Allen, “‘Main’ girlfriends, girlfriends, marriage and money: The social context of HIV risk
behavior in Sub-Saharan Africa”, PSI Research Division Working Paper, 5, Social Marketing and Communications
for Health, 1997.
70 M Mhloyi & J Basset, “‘Main’ girlfriends, girlfriends, marriage and money: The social context of HIV risk
behavior in Sub-Saharan Africa”, PSI Research Division Working Paper, 5, Social Marketing and Communications
for Health, 1997.
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our female respondents were commercial sex workers (CSW) who spoke of
kumunda kwaifaya or how the diamond fields were very rewarding.71 These
women stated that they usually entertained several partners in one night who
would pay in diamonds and that by the end of the night, they would have
realised a sizeable cache. They argued that commercial sex work paid more
than the actual mining because sometimes the miners came back empty
handed. Therefore, commercial sex assured them of cash every night as most
of them had a big client base.
Most of the female respondents, a number of whom were in some form of
domestic and legal union outside Chiadzwa ranging from formal marriage,
cohabitation or customary union, were young and doubled as commercial sex
workers as well as providers of goods like clothes and food. In some instances,
these women entertained male clients who were reluctant to use protection
and therefore charged them more by adding a “risk fee” to the normal price
after conducting a “visual AIDS test (VAT)”.72 The women did not lack
knowledge of the dangers associated with reproductive health as Adamchak
and other scholars have noted. They state that:73
Knowledge about HIV/AIDS is not sufficient to protect individuals.
Knowledge must be translated into personal assessment of risk and subsequently
into behavioral change. Perceived risk is an individual determination which
may be based on a correct identification of very real, actual danger.

The women involed in Chiadzwa commercial sex work were more concerned
with survival at that time than they were worried by issues of long-term
sustainability. Their actions were shaped by the conditions that impelled a
self-imposed confinement on their part in a terrain where hygiene and access
to contraception were severely constrained. In the circumstances, ideas of
morality were non-essential as sex and sexuality were not sacrosanct and
became commonplace. Thus, a combination of material and moral poverty
became one of the biggest factors behind arbitrary sexual relations.
It can be noted that the riches amassed from the exploitation of diamonds
created an avenue for upward social mobility as well as numerous social
challenges resulting in one journalist commenting that, families were broken,
71 Focus group discussion with magwejelina (illegal female diamond miners) and commercial sex workers,
Nyanyadzi shopping centre.
72 Focus group discussion with magwejelina and commercial sex workers, Nyanyadzi shopping centre.
73 SE Adamchak et al., “Knowledge of STIs and AIDS, risk awareness and condom use”, Zimbabwe Further
Analysis (Maryland, 1997).
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while some unwanted pregnancies were conceived, all because of the power
of the diamond.74 There were several reported cases of unwanted pregnancies
that resulted in illegal abortions and these only came to light as the women
hemorrhaged or sustained internal damage and had to be rushed to clinics
in the surrounding areas.75 Faith, one of our female respondents, revealed
the problems arising from these abortions as girls aged less than 16 years are
considered minors in Zimbabwe and cannot be arrested in cases of abortion.76
She recounted the story of a 15-year old schoolgirl (name not provided) who
became the household head after the death of her mother which was also
followed by her father moving away. In order to fend for the household, the
girl started selling food in the Chiadzwa diamond mining community as
well as engaging in commercial sex. She then fell pregnant and the would-be
father of the child (a gweja) denied responsibility, causing the girl to abort
while at school. The fetus was dumped in the school blair toilet where it was
subsequently discovered because of the blood stains found in the toilet. The
girl, who was taken to the local clinic for treatment or rehabilitation, was
later sent home after receiving a stern warning, but the issue was eventually
forgotten.77
Chiadzwa appeared to be a source of economic salvation for many who had
learnt of the “discovery” of diamonds and possible riches to be accrued there.
Yet the narratives from the Magweja who were involved in the mining of
diamonds are far from romantic. Generally, people outside Chiadzwa were
either obsessed by the romantic tales of the rich and famous Jangolas or
were exposed to the lavish and extravagant lifestyles of successful diamond
dealers. Within the hills and diamond fields of Chiadzwa, the scenario was
less appealing. The environment was informed by the constant presence of
military and law enforcement officers to monitor Chiadzwa on behalf of
the State. If called upon to do so, they would implement violent operations
against different categories of people exploiting opportunities that arose in
Chiadzwa, especially the Magweja. These developments imposed corporeal
effects of a major magnitude to those stationed or confined within Chiadzwa.
They risked, among other things, illness, injury and death in pursuit of a
lucrative diamond find. While some degree of cooperation between the police
and army personnel with Magweja sometimes existed, their relationship
74
75
76
77

“Is Marange the biblical Canaan?” The Manica Post, 9 November 2007.
Interview with Sister Mbano, the sister in charge at Chakohwa clinic, 15 December 2008.
Interview with Faith, a food vendor, Chakohwa shopping centre, 11 December, 2008.
Focus group discussion with magwejelina and commercial sex workers, Nyanyadzi shopping centre. Faith was
one of the respondents.
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tended to be increasingly informed by violence. As such, Magweja evolved
navigational skills to evade authority in the hills. They also utilised their
influence to manipulate ZANU-PF political anxieties and bribe poorly paid
soldiers and police stationed at Chiadzwa to negotiate entrance and operate
in the diamond fields. The process of gaining access to this arena was akin to
voluntary confinement as any activities within the hills and fields of Chiadzwa
were informed by a violent co-existence with state monitoring and control
apparatus.

Conclusion
In conclusion, therefore, this article has demonstrated that the lifestyles of
the artisanal diamond miners are perfect examples of new survival strategies
by people who had no previous training in complying with their chosen
profession. The Magweja’s adaptation and survival strategies were informed
by the conditions that obtained in the diamond fields. They devised skills of
adjusting to difficult mining conditions, but these were however matched if
not exceeded by various responses from state policing agents. Thus, although
the adaptation of the Magweja in creating an income which emerged in the
context of some state agencies’ misuse of power in Zimbabwe had the effect
of tarnishing the image of the state, it nevertheless revealed great resilience by
these informal miners who were striving to navigate the hills that imposed
voluntary confinement on them. It also illustrates gweja tenacity in their
socio-economic and political negotiation for space in the diamond mining
landscape of Chiadzwa in the period 2006 to 2009.
The nascent community which was expelled in early 2009 had to reformulate
their perceptions of humanity, health, reproductive health, spirituality and
other societal values given the conditions they were subjected to. Chiadzwa
altered these realities and created negative legacies with long lasting effects.
Children were forced to become adults as they found themselves working
indefatigably in Chiadzwa hoping to make a diamond find to take back home.
The violence associated with the activities in the diamond fields occurred at
various levels which included being exposed to an open environment and the
vagaries of the weather for extended periods of time, the violence unleashed
by the police, soldiers, and magombiro coupled with the sheer stress of
sometimes staying in the fields without making a find. The state ignored these
challenges, but those coming out of Chiadzwa tended to face many psycho137
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social and physical challenges that the government and scholars interested in
the economic history of mining have not generally considered. There is also
the issue of the many deceased Magweja whose bodies were lost and buried
kuminda yengoda (diamond fields). These bodies are yet to be repatriated to
the deceased’s home areas for decent burial to avoid ngozi. As Renshaw has
noted, bodies are “an object of mourning”,78 but in the case of the Magweja
who perished whilst seeking a fortune in Chiadzwa, traditional death rituals
have not been performed thereby making the dead potentially restless souls
and possibly subject to ngozi.79
Using various methodological approaches, this article has analysed how
the artisanal mining community in Chiadzwa emerged to formulate and reformulate ideas of society and belonging. Built on the initiative of Magweja
to eke out a living at the height of Zimbabwe’s economic crisis and hostile
State response, the wilderness was rough and excruciating, accommodating
elements that were driven by the desire to make a quick profit. What emerged
was a social identity within the anti-society most vividly identified as Magweja
but which was exposed to the triumvirate form of violence. The environment,
state law enforcement and security agents and the magombiro all unleashed
violence on Magweja who were the principal victims of these experiences.
There were other challenges such as injury, illness both generally and related to
reproductive health, death and issues of spirituality. In the end, the individual
experiences of the Magweja in Chiadzwa molded an oft hardened individual
who needed time to be rehabilitated from the ravages of the environment in
which they had to exist for so long.
Image 4: Chiadzwa Area Map

Source: G Mwonzora, “‘Diamond Rush’ and the Relocation of the Chiadzwa Community in
Zimbabwe”, MA dissertation, ISS, 2011, p. 20.
78 L Renshaw, “The scientific and affective identification of Republican civilian victims from the Spanish civil
war”, p. 12.
79 J Fontein, “Between tortured bodies and resurfacing bones”.
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Abstract
An analysis is made in this article of responses in the South Korean media
to the rise of Barack Obama, starting with his appearance on the scene as
presidential contender, then being nominated as the official candidate of
the Democratic Party, en then being elected to the office of President of the
USA. At the outset the context is outlined of relations between South Korea
and the USA. Then the opinions and attitudes of South Korean politicians,
economists, editors, academics and letter writers from the general public at
key moments during 2008 and 2009 in the American presidential election
campaign are analysed. The focus is on expectations of Obama among the
South Korean citizens mainly with regard to his economic policy and his policy
on US foreign relations with South Korea. For the South Koreans Obama’s
stance towards North Korea on its development of a nuclear capability and the
future of the foreign trade agreement between the USA and South Korea was
crucial. The analysis in this article of the reactions to Obama’s rise expressed
in the South Korean newspapers confirms that globalisation and glocalisation
are concurrent processes in the contemporary world. On the one hand a set
of liberal moral values has become dominant among moderates all over the
world that unites them in their attitudes towards global events. On the other
hand those generic values only assume real significance for people when they
are applied to local issues.
Keywords: Barack Obama; US presidential election 2008; South Korean
newspapers; Foreign relations USA-ROK (Republic of Korea); KORUS FTA
(Korea-United States Free Trade Agreement); Nuclear disarmament North
Korea.
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Introduction
Barack Obama, formerly a lawyer, constitutional law lecturer, Illinois State
and United States (US) senator, became the 44th President of the United States
of America (USA) at noon US East Standard Time on January 20, 2009. His
inauguration followed a dream campaign. He had announced his candidacy
for the presidency on February 10, 2007, emerged as a main challenger for
the Democratic Party presidential candidacy in the course of 2007, secured
the support of enough delegates to become his party’s presumptive nominee
on June 7, 2008 when Hillary Clinton formally ended her candidacy. Obama
was duly nominated by the Democratic Party on August 27, 2008 as its
candidate for the 2008 presidential elections. Obama won the presidential
election against the Republican candidate, John McCain, on November 4,
2008 to become President-elect. His election was confirmed at the meeting
of the Electoral College on December 15, 2008. The vote of the Electoral
College was certified by the joint session of the US Congress on January 8,
2009 and he was declared to be the elected President of the United States. His
inauguration, with the theme “A New Birth of Freedom”, set an attendance
record for any event in Washington, D.C., and marked the commencement
of his four-year term in office.1
The progressive growth in the support for Obama during the presidential
election campaign can be ascribed partly to the disillusionment among US
citizens with the Bush administration and partly to the public image of Obama
as a fresh breeze in American politics. He was the first African-American to be
nominated as a presidential candidate by one of the major parties. Although
there were questions whether he was “black enough”, he used his biracial
background to his political advantage by rallying black support without
alienating white voters. As a senator, he voted along Democratic Party lines
and was rated as one of the most liberal senators. However, Obama’s perceived
combination of political savvy, calm and even temperament secured support
for him even in more conservative circles.
Polls showed that not only in the USA, but also in countries around the
globe, Obama received strong and increasing support in the run-up to his
election and inauguration as President of the United States of America. In
most countries people expected relations between the USA and the rest of
1

See e.g. KT Walsh, “Barack Obama’s inauguration is one for the history books”, U.S. News and World
Report, 20 January 2009. A video of the inaugauration ceremony (available at http://www.c-spanvideo.org/
program/283479-1, as accessed on 31 January 2013).
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the world to improve in the case of a victory for Obama. Towards the end
of the presidential election in 2008 support for Obama in countries on all
continents was overwhelming, on average four times that of McCain, with
the most favourable scores for Obama coming from Asian, European and a
few African countries.2
It is the purpose of this article to focus on the reaction in South Korea to
Obama’s nomination by the Democratic Party as its presidential candidate,
his election and inauguration as President of the USA. This is mainly a
newspaper study, focusing on the South Korean media during the periods
3-15 June 2008 (when Obama secured the Democratic Party’s presidential
candidacy), 4-16 November 2008 (when he was elected President), and 20
January-1 February 2009 (after his inauguration as President), because these
were the periods when the newspapers focused on Obama. Media coverage in
South Korea, including editorials, regular columns, articles and reports, was
analysed. Special attention was given to responses to Obama by politicians,
economists, editors, academics and letter writers representing the general
public. The main focus was on the expectations of Obama by South Korean
citizens in terms of economic policy and foreign relations. Background
information on the foreign relations context involving South Korea and the
USA was obtained from a literature study.

Before Obama: South Korea’s need for close ties with the USA
Good relations with the USA as superpower with enormous political and
economic power have been of great importance to South Korea (the Republic
of Korea, ROK). The USA developed special strategic relationships with this
country during the Cold War period (1945-1989). At the heart of this special
relationship was anticommunism.3
ROK-USA relations took the form of a formal security alliance in terms
of the Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT), concluded between the two states
after the Korean War (1950-1953). The USA agreed to help the ROK defend
2
3

“World citizens prefer Obama to McCain by more than 3-to-1”, Gallup World, 28 October 2008 (available at
http://www.gallup.com/poll/111253/world-citizens-prefer-obama-mccain-more-than-3to1.aspx, as accessed 27
October 2009).
See O Il-Whan, “Anticommunism and the national identity of Korea in the contemporary era: With a special
focus on the USAMGIK and Syngman Rhee Government Periods”, The review of Korean studies, 14, 3,
September 2011, pp. 61-100.
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itself against external aggression and maintained a strong military presence
in South Korea. A Combined Forces Command (CFC) was established in
1978. During the Cold War anticommunism was the first priority of the
South Korean government and it was in the country’s interest to maintain and
strengthen the alliance with the USA. Pro-alliance elites, backed by the most
influential newspapers, dominated South Korean politics.4
Apart from anticommunism economic considerations was another key
element of US relations with South Korea. South Korea’s remarkable economic
growth made the country a significant international player. Increased trade
with the USA and foreign direct investment (FDI) by American business
would further strengthen the ROK’s economy and enhance its status as a
major trading nation. Improved access to South Korea’s expanding market
and investment opportunities for American business would benefit the USA.
Trade between the two countries steadily increased.5 The main commodities
exported from South Korea to the USA after 2000 were machinery, motor cars,
mineral fuel and oil, and iron and steel products and the main commodities
exported from the USA to South Korea were machinery, optic and medical
instruments, aircraft, oil and agricultural products (coarse grains, red meats,
hides and skins, wheat and cotton).6
In the post-Cold War period democratisation brought political change to
the ROK. These changes did not seriously threaten bilateral relations, but
altered their nature as explained below.
After 32 years of military rule Kim Young-sam became South Korea’s first
civilian president in 1993. Democratisation in South Korea weakened rather
than strengthened the USA-ROK alliance. Rising nationalism caused the
new democratic elites to demand an autonomous, equal relationship with
the USA regardless of the de facto power disparity between the two countries.
During the presidencies of Kim Young-sam, Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo4

5
6

US Department of State, Bureau of Public Affairs: Electronic Information and Publications Office, “Background
notes, countries of the world: South Korea” (available at http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2800.htm, as
accessed 30 March 2009). For the text of the MDT, see “Mutual Defense Treaty between the United States and
the Republic of Korea, 1 October 1953”, The Avalon Project, documents in law, history and diplomacy, Lillian
Goldman Law Library, Yale Law School (available at http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/kor001.asp, as
accessed 27 October 2009).
In 1989 the USA exported goods to the value of $13.5 billion to and imported goods to the value of $19.7
billion from South Korea. See US Foreign Trade Department statistics, “Trade with Korea, South: 1989”
(available at http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c5800.html#1989, as accessed 6 October 2010).
Office of the United States Trade Representative, Executive Office of the President, “Korea” (available at http://
www.ustr.gov/countries-regions/japan-korea-apec/korea, as accessed 28 January 2013).
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hyun differences surfaced from time to time between the USA and ROK over
the latter’s policies of engagement with North Korea (Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea, DPRK) and the US-South Korean alliance was showing
signs of fraying (see next section). Old pro-alliance elites in South Korea
managed to retain enough political clout to proscribe a radical shift in foreign
policy away from the alliance. Pro-alliance views were supported by influential
conservative newspapers such as Chosun Ilbo, Donga Ilbo and JoongAng Daily.7
In 2008, a year before Obama’s inauguration as president, the pro-alliance Lee
Myung-bak of the conservative GNP became president of South Korea. He
pledged to repair the alliance with the USA and relations between Seoul and
Washington were expected to improve.8
Despite intra-alliance friction on a diplomatic level USA-ROK trade
continued to expand in the post-Cold War period. The USA became South
Korea’s second biggest trade partner after China. South Korea was the USA’s
seventh biggest trading partner. Trade between the USA and South Korea
stood at $84.7 billion in 2008.9
In 2006 the two countries started negotiating a Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
between them, which would lift tariffs, boost bilateral trade and investment
and significantly increase both countries’ GDPs.10 It was hoped that an FTA
would help to shore up the US-South Korean alliance. After hard bargaining
about various sensitive trade issues KORUS FTA (the Republic of Korea –
United States Free Trade Agreement) was signed in June 2007. Being the
USA’s first FTA with a major Asian economy and by far the largest FTA
concluded by South Korea it was the most significant agreement between the

7
8

DS Lee, “Democratization and the US-South Korean Alliance”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, p. 469.
The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, “South Korea country report: Outlook for 2008-2009”, February
2008, p. 4.
9 M Gwang-lip, “Korus FTA hangs over the abyss”, JoongAng Daily, 1 July 2009 (available at http://joongangdaily.
joins.com/article/view.asp?aid=2906805, as accessed 27 October 2009); WH Cooper and ME Manyin, The
proposed South Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement (KORUS FTA), Congressional Research Service (CRS) report
for Congress, 23 January 2007, p. i (summary). For USA-South Korea trade statistics see Cooper and Manyin, p.
3; JJ Schott, “The Korea-US Free Trade Agreement: A summary assessment”, Peterson Institute for International
Economics, policy brief PB07-7, August 2007, p. 2.
10 USA, Office of the Executive President, Office of the United States Trade Representative, “Korea - U.S. Free
Trade Agreement” (available at http://www.ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/korus-fta, as
accessed 27 October 2009); B Klingner and D Markheim, “KORUS FTA strengthens the U.S. economy and
alliance with Korea”, The Heritage Foundation, WebMemo # 2485, 15 June 2009 (available at http://www.
heritage.org/Research/tradeandeconomicfreedom/wm2485.cfm, as accessed 27 October 2009); M Gwang-lip,
“Korus FTA hangs over the abyss”, JoongAng Daily, 1 July 2009. See also KORUS FTA Resource Center home
page (available at http://www.keia.org/korus.php, as accessed 27 October 2009).
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two nations since 1953.11 However, on both sides there were several obstacles
to the ratification of the FTA and when Obama became president it still
awaited formal approval by the US Congress and South Korea’s National
Assembly and there was no indication if and when it would be implemented.
It seemed unlikely that KORUS FTA would revitalise the ailing USA-ROK
alliance and reverse the trend of South Korea’s expanding economic relations
with the DPRK and China.12

Increasing anti-Americanism
The official foreign policy stance of the South Korean government of
maintaining good relations with the USA disguised the fact that a variety of
attitudes towards the USA existed among different sections of the population
and that anti-Americanism was emerging.
In the 1980s anti-American sentiments started surfacing in South Korea.
When about 2,000 civilians were killed or wounded by paratroopers in the
Kwangju Massacre of 1980 and Chun Doo-hwan’s military regime (19801987) was established, some South Korean intellectuals expressed the opinion
that the USA supported the authoritarian regime for its own national
interests.13 As a result of crimes committed by staff attached to the U.S. Forces
Korea (USFK) anti-American xenophobia was intensified. The fairness of the
U.S.-Korean Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) was questioned. The younger
generation of South Koreans at that time had not experienced the Korean War
and its aftermath and were less inclined to view the USA as their saviour from
communism. Leftist ideology and emerging Korean nationalism, expressed in
the form of Juchesasang (self-reliance) or “Kim Il-sungism”, influenced that
generation at a time that a process of democratisation was taking place in
the ROK. A section of the South Korean media facilitated a surge of anti-

11 “South Korea – United States free trade agreement”, Wikipedia (available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S.Korea_Free_Trade_Agreement, as accessed 27 October 2009).
12 M Gwang-lip, “Korus FTA hangs over the abyss”, JoongAng Daily, 1 July 2009; DS Lee, “Democratization...”,
Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, p. 490. See also Korean Alliance against KorUS FTA, “Stop KORUS FTA
right now!”, 22 October 2006 (available at http://kctu.org/3270, as accessed 27 October 2009).
13 For more details about the Kwangju massacre, see DM Plunk, “South Korea’s Kwangju incident revisited”, Asian
Studies, Backgrounder No. 35, 16 September 1985; L Jai-Eui (ed.), Gwangju Diary, University of California,
1999; S Bok-jin, H Chong-gun, K Jun-tae, N Kyung-taek, K Nyung-man, K Myung-jin (eds), May, The
Triumph of Democracy, May 18 Memorial Foundation, Gwangju, 2004; History of the 5.18 Democratic Uprising,
The May 18 Memorial Foundation, Gwangju, 2008.
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Americanism.14
In the post-Cold war period anti-American feelings in South Korea were
aroused mainly by Washington’s approach to the North Korean issue and,
more recently, opposition to the KORUS FTA.
After the Korean War the nature of relations between the two Koreas was a
crucial factor in USA-ROK relations. Korean nationalism played a significant
role in this regard. For the more nationalistically inclined section of the
South Korean population the reunification of Korea was an important goal.
Nationalist elites emphasised the shared national identity of all Koreans,
deemphasised the security threat from North Korea and advocated an
unconditional engagement policy with the DPRK. These nationalists were
suspicious of US foreign policy objectives and accused Washington of
inflating the threat of North Korea to prevent inter-Korean reconciliation
and reunification. In the periods when nationalistic leaders such as Presidents
Rhee Syng-man and Park Chung-hee ruled tensions between South Korea
and the United States increased.15
In the last twenty years official relations between South and North Korea
have gone through a cycle of warming and cooling of relations. The US and
South Korean governments have not always agreed on the nature of these
relations.
The South-North Basic Agreement, which stated that the reunification of
Korea was the goal of both the ROK and DPRK, was signed in 1991. After
his election as the President of the ROK in 1997 Kim Dae-jung pursued a
“Sunshine Policy” of engagement with the DPRK, comprising reconciliation
and economic co-operation. It culminated in June 2000 in an inter-Korean
summit between Kim Dae-jung and the North Korean leader, Kim Jongil.16 Although the Clinton administration supported the “Sunshine Policy”
there was a measure of resentment towards the “unrealistic” policies of
the South Korean nationalist elites in some US government circles. In
the new millennium the “Sunshine Policy” caused friction, because it was
not compatible with the Bush administration’s hardline “comprehensive
14 B-K Jhee, “Anti-Americanism and electoral politics in Korea”, Political Science Quarterly, 123, No. 2, 2008, pp.
307-309.
15 DS Lee, “Democratization...”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, pp. 480, 482.
16 US Department of State, Bureau of Public Affairs: Electronic Information and Publications Office, “Background
notes, countries of the world: South Korea” (available at http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2800.htm, as
accessed 30 March 2009).
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approach” to North Korea. At the 2001 US-ROK summit Bush was critical of
Seoul’s unconditional engagement policy, which his administration viewed as
misguided “appeasement” and a betrayal of the alliance. President Kim Daejung’s response was to disapprove of Washington’s uncompromising posture
toward Pyongyang.17
In the 2002 presidential election in the ROK Roh Moo-hyun, the Democratic
Party (DP) candidate, defeated his more pro-American rival, Lee Hoi-chang
of the Grand National Party (GNP). According to Jhee anti-American public
perceptions marginally contributed to his electoral success, although Roh did
not seek fundamental changes in the ROK-USA relationship in response to
increasing anti-Americanism.18 After his election President Roh resorted to a
pragmatic approach to USA-ROK relations. He did not deny the importance
of the MDT and America’s military presence. On the contrary, his government
officially objected to the reduction of the American military presence in South
Korea. Roh expressed strong support for the war on terrorism and sent Korean
troops to Iraq, stationing in that country the third-largest foreign armed force
in support of the US occupation.19
Roh and Bush did not always see eye to eye on relations between the two
Koreas. Like his predecessor Roh pursued a policy of reconciliation, called
the “Peace and Prosperity Policy.” Korean reunification remained the longterm goal. Seoul’s engagement policy ran counter to the Bush administration’s
hawkish stance towards North Korea.20
From 2002 relations between North and South Korea became tense because
of North Korea’s programme to enrich uranium for nuclear weapons. South
Korean nationalists, still hoping to promote inter-Korean cooperation despite
Pyongyang’s pursuit of nuclear weapons, openly expressed their displeasure
when Bush referred to North Korea as part of “an axis of evil” and claimed
that North Korea had become a victim of aggressive US policy. At meetings
between Roh and Bush in 2003 and 2006 they reaffirmed their commitment
to the bilateral alliance and agreed to follow a common approach toward the
17 DS Lee, “Democratization...”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, pp. 480-482; US Department of State,
Bureau of Public Affairs: Electronic Information and Publications Office, “Background notes, countries of the
world: South Korea (available at http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2800.htm, as accessed 30 March 2009).
18 B-K Jhee, “Anti-Americanism and ...”, Political Science Quarterly, 123, No. 2, 2008, pp. 314, 317, 318.
19 DS Lee, “Democratization...”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, pp. 483-485.
20 DS Lee, “Democratization...”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, pp. 480-482; US Department of State,
Bureau of Public Affairs: Electronic Information and Publications Office, “Background notes, countries of the
world: South Korea (available at http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/2800.htm, as accessed 30 March 2009).
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North Korean nuclear issue based on a “shared vision” for the future of the
Korean Peninsula and Northeast Asia. Bush described the relationship between
the USA and South Korea as a “strong and vital relationship”.21 However, it
was common knowledge that ROK-USA interactions were uneasy. Although
the ROK sought the elimination of the DPRK’s nuclear weapons through
the so-called Six Party Talks (involving the USA, People’s Republic of China,
ROK, Japan, Russia and DPRK) Roh was cautious not to link his policy
toward North Korea too closely with demands for nuclear disarmament.
When Lee Myung-bak succeeded Roh in 2008 he pledged to implement
a tougher policy towards North Korea. His preference was to continue
engagement with the North, but to link Southern aid to nuclear compliance
by the North, and to co-ordinate better with the US. This elicited a vitriolic
response in North Korea, which put all official ties between the Koreas “on
ice”. Despite Lee’s pro-American approach, his position on North Korea was
not welcomed in the USA, because of Bush’s keenness to strike a nuclear deal
with North Korea. After their meetings in April 2008 Bush and Lee pledged
their commitment to resolve the North Korean issue through the six-party
talks.22
Although the KORUS FTA contained the promise of a massive boost to
USA-ROK trade relations it also contributed to friction between the two
countries. The reaction in both the USA and South Korea to the FTA ranged
from bipartisan support to skepticism and even outright opposition. The
demand for a revision of the auto clause by the American automotive industry
was the biggest stumbling block for the Korus FTA. It was condemned by
its South Korean opponents as favouring corporate profits over the good of
people, especially the good of smaller-scale farmers and producers.23 At his
meetings with Bush in 2008 Lee Myung-bak agreed to partially lift the ban
on US beef imports and thereby remove one of the main obstacles in the
way of US ratification of the FTA. However, this sparked huge protests in

21 DS Lee, “Democratization...”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, pp. 483-5; S Mon-soon, “Northeast Asia
and the ROK–U.S. Alliance: Why the Alliance is vital for the region and for the United States”, American Foreign
Policy Interests, No. 30, 2008, p. 61; USA, Weekly compilation of presidential documents, Administration of
George W Bush, 2006, p. 1602. Remarks following discussions with President Roh Moo-hyun of South Korea
and an exchange with reporters, 14 September 2006.
22 The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, “South Korea country report: Outlook for 2008-2009”, Monthly
Report February 2008, p. 4.
23 C Ahn, “Debunking five myths about the Korea-U.S. Free Trade Agreement”, The Oakland Institute fact sheet,
2007, p. 1.
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the ROK.24 Mounting opposition by South Korean farmers and civic groups
put its ratification in doubt. A Korean Alliance against KORUS FTA was
formed. Because the FTA would create not only winners who would benefit
from it, but also losers (e.g. South Korean farmers) whose interests would be
adversely affected, it stimulated anti-American sentiments among a section of
the South Korean population.25
Despite the strong alliance between the USA and South Korea during the
Cold War, anti-American sentiments have openly surfaced in specific circles
in South Korea over the last years. There is a group of radical nationalists in
South Korea who harbour strong anti-American sentiments and who have
engaged in emotional public protests against alleged US violations of the
sovereign rights of the ROK. They have burnt American flags and attempted
to bring down the statue of General Douglas MacArthur, which they regard
as a “symbol of foreign occupation”, contrary to Korean conservatives’ view of
MacArthur as the saviour of the ROK from communist invasion.26
Thus, in South Korea anti-Americanism has existed in significant sections
of the population. A survey conducted in 2002 found that in South Korea
53.0 percent of the respondents held favourable attitudes towards the USA
and 44.2 percent unfavourable attitudes. Of the 44 countries included in
the survey South Korea ranked 7th in the index of unfavourable attitudes
towards the USA.27 During the Cold War South Korea was regarded as one
of the most pro-USA countries in the world. The overriding perception
of the USA among the South Korean population was that of saviour from
communism. However, in the recent past negative sentiments towards the
USA have increased in South Korea. The percentage of South Koreans holding
predominantly unfavourable views of the USA rose from less than 15 percent
in 1994 to 44 percent in 2002. This constitutes a remarkable change in public
perceptions in less than a decade.28
Anti-Americanism in South Korea was part of a broader pattern of antiAmericanism that reached a climax during the second term of the Bush
24 The Economist Intelligence Unit Limited, “South Korea country report: Outlook for 2008-2009” (February
2008), p. 4; “A year for economic heartache”, Joongang Daily, 31 December 2008.
25 M Gwang-lip, “Korus FTA hangs over the abyss”, JoongAng Daily, July 1, 2009; DS Lee, “Democratization...”,
Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, p. 490. See also Korean Alliance against KorUS FTA, “Stop KORUS FTA
right now!”, 22 October 2006 (available at http://kctu.org/3270, as accessed 27 October 2009).
26 DS Lee, “Democratization...”, Journal of East Asian Studies, 7, 2007, p. 482.
27 B-K Jhee, Pew global attitudes survey, 2002, p. 306.
28 B-K Jhee, “Anti-Americanism and ...”, Political Science Quarterly, 123, No. 2, 2008, pp. 305, 307.
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administration. It was reported in 2005 by the Pew Global Attitudes Project
Survey that anti-Americanism was “’deeper and broader now than at any time
in modern history.”29 Strong anti-Bush sentiments did not necessarily seriously
imperil the traditionally strong USA-ROK relations. Jhee argues that antiAmericanism should be viewed as an expression of “democratic maturity” and
that increasing anti-Americanism will not lead to fundamental changes in the
traditionally pro-American foreign policy of the ROK.30

South Korean expectations of improved international relations under
Barack Obama
Most South Koreans joined the rest of the world in hailing Obama’s
ascendancy as a moment of hope for positive change in the world. In this
article responses to Obama in the country, as reflected in the media, are
analysed in terms of perceptions about his role in international, regional and
bilateral (i.e USA-ROK) relations.
During the whole nomination and election process in the USA strong
anti-Bush sentiments were expressed in the media in the ROK. Newspapers
reflected a sense of relief among the majority of citizens that the rule of Bush
was finally nearing its end. There did not seem to be any praise for Bush. He
was accused of “folly” and “expediency” and his eight-year term described as a
“nightmare”, mainly because of the USA’s military adventures in Afghanistan
and Iraq. Disapproval was expressed of American arrogance under Bush,
who divided the world according to America’s standard of good and evil and
attempted to force America’s will onto other countries. It was stated that the
Bush era was marked by the US pursuit of global hegemony based on military
superiority and self-righteous ideology. Furthermore it was noted that the
Bush administration had unsuccessfully tried to fight one fundamentalism
with another fundamentalism, thereby plunging the USA and the rest of the
world into unnecessary insecurity. Newspapers agreed that because of the
blunders of Bush, especially the war in Iraq, the image of the USA abroad
was at an all-time low. Bush was also blamed for having allowed conditions to
develop that plunged the USA and the whole world into an economic crisis.
Obama’s election was interpreted by those strongly opposed to Bush and his
29 B-K Jhee, “Anti-Americanism and ...”, Political Science Quarterly, 123, No. 2, 2008, p. 301.
30 B-K Jhee, “Anti-Americanism and ...”, Political Science Quarterly, 123, No. 2, 2008, p. 317.
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policies as a judgement on the eight years of the Bush administration.31
In contrast to the generally harsh assessment of the Bush administration
strong pro-Obama sentiments dominated coverage of the election campaign.
After Bush’s two terms there was a perception that the time was ripe for
change. Obama fought his nomination and election campaigns on a ticket
of change. Unsurprisingly “change” was the buzz word most often associated
with Obama in the media. He was portrayed as a symbol and personification
of change. When he was nominated as presidential candidate the possibility
of Obama becoming president was regarded as a prospect harbouring hope
for welcome change from the staleness of the Bush presidency, that would
be good for America and the world. When he won the presidential election
it was stated that the mere fact of his election had already made the world a
better place and reversed the trend of anti-Americanism. Obama’s image as
a citizen of the world would improve the USA’s international relations. His
election had also changed the global geopolitical game, because it would no
longer be possible for other powers to hide their belligerence behind America’s
unpopularity.32
Expectations were that Obama’s election would not change only the United
States, but the whole world. There was agreement among commentators in
South Korea that Obama’s nomination and election heralded a “brave new
world”. He was regarded as a visionary leader who could guide the USA and
the world into a more humane and prosperous era of global peace.33 Hope
was expressed in the media that under his leadership the USA would be less
self-centred and arrogant, and would realise that in the 21st century, with
the myriad social, economic and environmental challenges facing the planet,
the future of the USA was inextricably linked to the rest of the world. It was
hoped that Obama would lead the USA away from the unilateralism of the
Bush administration and back to respect for the role of the United Nations.34
In South Korean newspapers Obama was compared to great leaders of the
past. A professor of history wrote that Obama’s spirit, expressed in his “Yes
31 See e.g. “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6
November 2008; “A New Beginning for America” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009.
32 See e.g. “Good luck, President Obama”, Joongang Daily, 21 January 2009.
33 “New US leader: First black president should exemplify spirit of age”, The Korean Times, 5 November 2008;
“Rebirth of America: New leader calls for sense of responsibility, sacrifice”, The Korea Times, 21 January 2009.
34 “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; “High expectations” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 6 November 2008; “A new beginning for America”
(editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009.
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we can” slogan, was similar to that of the founding fathers, frontier explorers,
immigrants, and John F Kennedy. Despite his shortcomings, such as scant
diplomatic and administrative experience, Obama was a new-style leader who
offered hope. He possessed the intellect and passion necessary to address the
onerous tasks facing the USA and the world.35
When the Obama campaign was gathering momentum, building up to
fever-pitch, occasional warnings against unrealistically high expectations of
Obama and “o-phoria” were sounded in the media. Editors acknowledged that
Obama possessed the leadership qualities to overcome the global economic,
political and environmental problems, but pointed out that he was only
human and that there were many obstacles which would make it difficult for
him to meet the impossibly high expectations of him that had been created. It
was expected that his honeymoon would be over before it could even begin.36
Obama’s ability to change the world was directly linked to American power.
Editorial comments made it clear that there was a range of opinions among
the South Korean media staff on exactly what America’s role in global affairs
should be. Some editors emphasised that the USA would remain the world’s
most powerful nation for a significant length of time and expressed the hope
that Obama would restore America’s leadership in global affairs.37 Others
were of the opinion that America’s global leadership was coming to an end
and that a global shift was taking place as a result of a re-emergence of Asian
power. Economic power was already multipolar, with the USA, Europe, Japan
and China as the major players. The global political map would be redrawn
by the way in which Obama handled the competition for global hegemony.38
Editors and political analysts in South Korea identified priorities for Obama’s
agenda. They accepted that Obama’s first loyalty would be to the USA and
his first priority to try and save the American economy. Most South Korean
editors agreed that economic recovery could be achieved only through global
cooperation and not by unilateral US action. The USA would have to mobilise

35 K Kyu-hyung (Professor of History, Myongji University), “Obama’s past, present and future”, The Chosun Ilbo,
5 November 2008.
36 “Rebirth of America: New leader calls for sense of responsibility, sacrifice”, The Korea Times, 21 January 2009.
37 “A new beginning for America” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009.
38 “New US leader: First black president should exemplify spirit of age”, The Korean Times, 5 November 2008.
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international coalitions to address shared threats and challenges.39
In foreign policy it would be Obama’s task to change the bellicose image of
the USA, to restore respect for the USA as a guardian of freedom and human
rights, and to switch to “a flexible form of diplomacy that utilizes both the
dynamics of alliances and soft power”. It was expected of him to continue
Bush’s anti-terrorism strategy, but to endeavour to achieve peace in Iraq and
withdraw American troops as quickly as possible. The military campaign in
Afghanistan needed to be intensified. The Israeli-Palestinian crisis in Gaza
as well as the North Korean and Iranian nuclear issues had to be resolved. It
was not expected that Obama would be able in the short-term to resolve the
intractable issues of the Middle East and it was not quite clear how he would
respond to the changing roles of China and Russia in world affairs. Obama
was advised, in his efforts to resolve these issues, to resort to dialogue and
cooperation with both the allies and adversaries of the USA.40
In terms of environmental policies it was hoped that Obama would attend to
climate change and lead the development of alternative energy. He would have
to invest into enhancing the energy efficiency of existing fuel and developing
renewable types of energy, such as wind, solar and geothermal resources.41
Thus an overriding sense was expressed in the South Korean media that
Obama’s rise to the most powerful office in the world was a momentous
occasion that would have an impact on the entire world. Although Obama
himself cautioned that global change could not be effected overnight, there
was, nevertheless, a sense of optimism about the prospects of positive change.
Anti-American groups, including extremist minorities, did not necessarily
share the euphoria about Obama’s election and the prospects for a better
world so boldly expressed in the media and shared by the majority of the
39 “New US leader: First black president should exemplify spirit of age”, The Korean Times, 5 November 2008;
“Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; K Kyu-hyung (Professor of History, Myongji University), “Obama’s past, present and future”, The Chosun
Ilbo, 5 November 2008; “High expectations” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 6 November 2008; “A new beginning
for America” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009.
40 “New US leader: First black president should exemplify spirit of age”, The Korean Times, 5 November 2008;
“Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; “A new beginning for America” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009; “Good luck, President
Obama” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 21 January 2009; “Rebirth of America: New leader calls for sense of
responsibility, sacrifice”, The Korea Times, 21 January 2009.
41 K Kyu-hyung (Professor of History, Myongji University), “Obama’s past, present and future”, The Chosun Ilbo,
5 November 2008; “Good luck, President Obama” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 21 January 2009; “Old growth
strategy: Seoul’s green new deal ‘green’ in name only”, The Korea Times, 30 January 2009.
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population.

Regional considerations in South Korea
As far as Obama’s potential role in regional affairs was concerned the South
Korean media had a narrow focus on the Korean Peninsula rather than the
entire East Asia. A greater role for East Asia in the world was propagated. There
was consensus that Asia should reclaim its historical share in international
affairs.42 When Obama assumed office it was not quite clear in which direction
his administration’s policy on East Asia would develop. South Korean editors
were not sure what he meant when he said that he would work to ensure that
China plays by international rules.43
The North Korean nuclear issue, around which the future of the alliance
between the ROK and the USA revolved, was the major focus of South
Koreans in their assessment of Obama’s potential role in regional affairs. At
the time of the American presidential elections Lee Myung-bak’s government,
responding to a Korean public mostly opposed to a policy of confrontation
with Pyongyang, was not in favour of a return to the restrictive policies towards
North Korea of the early years of the Bush Administration, but strongly
supported the six-party talks with North Korea and also sought direct SeoulPyongyang dialogue.44
During the election campaign, especially in its early stages, there was some
scepticism in the South Korean media about Obama’s attitude towards the
Korean peninsula. His commitment to the ROK-USA alliance and the US
military presence in South Korea was questioned and it was mentioned that
his position on North Korea was more conciliatory than that of Senator
McCain.45 Reference was made of Obama’s lack of experience in foreign
affairs in general and in matters of the Korean peninsula in particular.46

42 “Swiftly adapting to America’s transformation” (editorial), Mail Business News, 4 November 2008; J Nye (former
U.S. assistant secretary of defense), “Barack Obama and American power”, The Chosun Ilbo, 7 November 2008.
43 “Obama and Korea” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 20 January 2009.
44 L Gordon Flake, “Obama and U.S.-ROK relations”, The Chosun Ilbo, 16 June 2008.
45 “Obama and McCain” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 7 June 2008; “Obama effect” (editorial), The Korea Herald,
11 November 2008.
46 “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008.
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There was no doubt that an election victory for Obama would lead to a
change in the US policy regarding the Korean peninsula. It was clear that,
in dealing with North Korea, Obama would be more flexible than the Bush
administration, which demanded a complete, verifiable and irreversible
elimination of the North Korean nuclear programme.47 During his election
campaign Obama, as part of his foreign policy approach in favour of directly
engaging in negotiations even with countries and leaders with whom the USA
did not agree, made it clear that he wished to improve US relations with
North Korea. He expressed himself in favour of direct dialogue with North
Korea and of meeting Kim Jong-il, the North Korean leader.48 Officials in
the Obama camp mentioned the possibility of establishing formal diplomatic
relations with North Korea.49 In response the chief of the American section of
the North Korean Foreign Ministry, Ri Gun, met the head of Obama’s Korea
policy team, Frank Jannuzi, and Sung Kim, the US special envoy on North
Korean affairs.50
Obama’s direct dialogue approach was going to be a diplomatic challenge
for both Koreas. It was received with mixed feelings in South Korea. It caused
some concern among conservatives, because direct Washington-Pyongyang
talks could block Seoul-Pyongyang dialogue, could lead to North Korean
demands for more concessions from the USA, and could be exploited by left
wing politicians in South Korea to argue that the ruling GNP was unable to
counter North Korea’s strategy of isolating South Korea.51
However, President Lee chose not to reject Obama’s position. In an
interview he stated that he was not opposed to a summit between Obama
and Kim Jong-il if it could help to denuclearise North Korea. He believed
that Obama would value the views of Seoul and that the two allies would
consult over the inter-Korean issue.52 Lee’s stance was supported by most
political commentators in the South Korean media, especially the editors of
pro-government newspapers, who welcomed the idea of direct Washington47 “Korea’s new challenges to be solved in Obama administration” (editorial), Mail Business News, 5 November
2008; “Obama and the peninsula” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 6 November 2008.
48 “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; “Obama and the peninsula” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 6 November 2008.
49 “Obama’s N. Korea policy will need the South” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 7 November 2008.
50 “N. Korea should not misread the new U.S. administration” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 10 November 2008.
51 “Obama and the peninsula” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 6 November 2008; “Obama’s N. Korea policy will need
the South” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 7 November 2008; “Obama-Kim summit: Pyongyang should give up
bid to sideline Seoul”, The Korea Times, 11 November 2008.
52 “Obama-Kim Summit: Pyongyang should give up bid to sideline Seoul”, The Korea Times, 11 November 2008;
“N Korea will need the South soon enough” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 11 November 2008.
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Pyongyang dialogue as a move that could stimulate North Korea to open
up, while it did not necessarily constitute a threat to South Korea’s role in
negotiations about the future of the peninsula.53
Editors of pro-opposition newspapers also welcomed Obama’s move away
from Bush’s confrontational approach to leaders of countries regarded as the
“axis of evil” as an option more likely to produce a breakthrough in efforts
to peacefully resolve the nuclear standoff with Pyongyang. However, they
were sceptical about the Lee administration’s North Korea policy, which was
blamed for the marginalisation of Seoul in regional diplomacy. They appealed
to the government to solidify the ROK-USA alliance and to take advantage of
the change in US political power to regain lost diplomatic leverage.54
The consensus was that Obama was not deviating from the US foreign
policy principles of the prevention of nuclear proliferation and the complete
abolition of the North Korean nuclear programme, but was only using a
different method to achieve them. Flexible but decisive action was expected of
Obama. In the foreign policy section of his campaign website a call was made
for a crackdown on nuclear proliferation by strengthening the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty so that a country like North Korea, that was breaking
the rules, would automatically face strong international sanctions. Obama
had warned during the election campaign that if North Korea rejected
thorough nuclear verification Washington would have no choice but to stop
energy aid, re-impose sanctions and consider a new set of restrictions. Direct
dialogue between Obama and Kim would succeed only if Pyongyang could
convince the Obama administration that it was indeed abolishing its nuclear
programme and weapons. It was expected that, once in the White House,
Obama would be willing to deal severely with provocation by North Korea.55
In the media mention was made of the mistakes made in 1993 by the newly
inaugurated administrations in Seoul and Washington when North Korea

53 “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; “Obama’s N. Korea policy will need the South” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 7 November 2008.
54 “Historic US elections: Seoul needs to prepare for various scenarios”, The Korea Times, 5 June 2008; “Obama
and the peninsula” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 6 November 2008; “Odd man out: Seoul should hurry to restore
lost diplomatic leverage”, The Korea Times, 7 November 2008; “Obama-Kim summit: Pyongyang should give
up bid to sideline Seoul”, The Korea Times, 11 November 2008; “N.K. policy review” (editorial), The Korea
Herald, 13 November 2008.
55 “N. Korea should not misread the new U.S. administration” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 10 November 2008;
Kang Chun-suk, “N. Korea on the rampage” (column), The Chosun Ilbo, 14 November 2008; “Obama should
warn N. Korea against crossing the line” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 14 November 2008.
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withdrew from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.56 Appeals were made to
the Lee government not to lose confidence that South Korea’s cooperation was
the key to resolving the North Korean nuclear issue. It should be proactive by
working hard on its cooperation with the incoming US administration and
by comprehensively reviewing the ROK-USA alliance and Seoul’s role in the
six-party talks.57
In the face of widespread criticism Obama was forced to backtrack with
regard to the idea of a summit with the North Korean government. He made
it clear that it was not his intention to sideline Seoul. He was in favour of
cooperative diplomacy, by which the USA could resolve problems together
with friends. He stated that a joint vision had to be worked out with South
Korea in order to deal with regional challenges.58 In a congratulatory message
after Obama’s election President Lee Myung-bak referred to the strength of
the strategic alliance between the ROK and the USA. Obama, well aware that
for South Korea the complete scrapping of North Korea’s nuclear programme
was the sole option, stated that there should be no concessions with regard to
denuclearising the Korean Peninsula. He promised Lee to closely cooperate
with South Korea to try and achieve the nuclear disarmament of North Korea.
Arrangements were made for Lee to meet key officials in the Obama camp to
discuss policies involving Asia and the Korean peninsula. This was regarded as
the start of policy coordination between the two governments.59
For South Koreans it was an absolute priority to live in peace with North Korea,
free from a nuclear threat. Fears that the North Korean nuclear issue would
be pushed down the order of priorities for the incoming US administration
by other issues, such as the global financial crisis and the problems in the
Middle East, Afghanistan and Iran, was understandable.60 When Obama was
inaugurated the South Korean media reflected the desire of the population
that in his term a peninsula peace structure could be negotiated.61

56 “A new beginning for America” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009.
57 “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; “Obama’s N. Korea policy will need the South” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 7 November 2008; “N. Korea
will need the South soon enough” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 11 November 2008.
58 “Can Obama fulfill his promise of change while the world watches?” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 6 November
2008; K Chun-suk, “N. Korea on the rampage” (column), The Chosun Ilbo, 14 November 2008.
59 “Obama’s N. Korea policy will need the South” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, November 7, 2008.
60 K Chun-suk, “N. Korea on the rampage” (column), The Chosun Ilbo, 14 November 2008.
61 “Audacity of hope on Obama’s Korea-U.S. alliance” (editorial), Mail Business News, 20 January 2009.
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US-ROK bilateral relations
At the start of the presidential election campaign in the USA some observers
of Korean-American relations, remembering the inability of Kim Dae-jung
and George W. Bush to see eye to eye, wondered in the light of the fact
that President Lee Myung-bak was heading a conservative GNP government
whether the election of a Democrat in the USA might result in a renewed
misalignment in ROK-USA relations because of ideological differences.62
Opposing views with regard to the two candidates existed in the South Korean
media. Newspapers supporting the conservative GNP government seemed
to prefer McCain’s economic and foreign policies as being more favourable
towards the ROK, whereas papers supporting the more liberal opposition
parties were inclined to take a pro-Obama line. In mid-2008 views expressed
in the media were rather tentative, because editors realised that the policies of
the contenders were bound to change during the campaign.63 As the election
process progressed it was pointed out that there were only minor differences
between the two candidates’ policies regarding the ROK. Therefore there was
no great anxiety in Seoul about the outcome of the election.64
When it became clear that Obama was going to win the election the South
Korean media seemed to be cautiously optimistic about the prospects of an
Obama presidency. On the one hand no dramatic change to the existing good
relations between the USA and ROK was expected, but on the other hand it
was realised that there would inevitably be subtle changes in foreign policy
under a new US administration, which would have a profound impact on
the Korean Peninsula. The editor of the Korea Herald reminded readers of
former president Kim Dae-jung’s disastrous first encounter with George W.
Bush and warned Seoul officials not to be complacent and indifferent to the
US election results. President Lee Myung-bak’s government was called upon
to watch political trends in the USA closely, to make preparations for possible
changes in US foreign policy and to start forging ties with the new leadership
in Washington.65

62
63
64
65

L Gordon Flake, “Obama and U.S.-ROK relations”, The Chosun Ilbo, 16 June 2008.
“Obama and McCain” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 7 June 2008.
“Election in America” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 4 November 2008.
“Historic US elections: Seoul needs to prepare for various scenarios” (editorial), The Korea Times, 5 June 2008;
“Swiftly adapting to America’s transformation” (editorial), Mail Business News, 4 November 2008; “Election in
America” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 4 November 2008.
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Obama regarded South Korea as one of the USA’s “closest allies and greatest
friends”. After his election in November 2008 Obama phoned Lee, who was
one of only nine leaders around the world to be honoured by a personal
call from the president-elect. This was regarded as proof of the importance
Obama attached to ROK-USA relations. In a friendly telephone conversation
both leaders stressed the importance of the alliance of more than fifty years
between their countries and agreed to meet as soon as possible. Obama
committed himself to strengthening the alliance between the USA and the
ROK, which he regarded as a cornerstone of peace and stability in Asia, and
promised to closely cooperate with South Korea. His words were interpreted
as an expression of his hope that Seoul would play a positive role in Asia.66
Obama’s wish, expressed in the Obama-Biden Plan, to build a new type of
relationship with the ROK and other countries in the region that would go
beyond bilateral agreements, occasional summits and ad hoc agreements was
welcomed in the South Korean media. Because there were no insurmountable
obstacles to forging a new partnership it was hoped that South Korea and the
USA would be able to upgrade their alliance. Despite ideological differences
it would be possible for the conservative Lee administration to find a modus
operandi with the liberal Obama administration. Foreign Minister Yu Myunghwan stated that the ROK was working on a “forward-looking” declaration
of the ROK-USA alliance and would consult with Washington on the future
of the alliance. It was realised that Obama’s first priority would be to attend
to policies designed to revitalise the US economy and that actions to bring
the USA closer to its allies would have to be postponed. The first meeting
between presidents Lee and Obama was scheduled for April 2009 in London
during the G20 conference on the global financial crisis.67
For USA-Korea relations the Obama era was accompanied by both hope
and risk. At the time of Obama’s inauguration concern was expressed by the
Chosun Ilbo’s correspondent in Washington that the ROK-USA alliance was
weakening. Both Condoleezza Rice, Bush’s secretary of state, and Hillary
Clinton, Obama’s secretary of state-designate, had shown preference for the
USA’s “alliance” with Japan over its “partnership” with South Korea. It was
regarded as disturbing evidence of Seoul’s loss of credibility in the USA that
South Korea was regarded as a mere partner rather than a sworn ally. The
66 “Odd man out: Seoul should hurry to restore lost diplomatic leverage”, The Korea Times, 7 November 2008;
“Cooperation and trust” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 8 November 2008; “Auto trade with U.S.” (editorial), The
Korea Herald, 11 November 2008.
67 “Obama and Korea” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 20 January 2009.
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agreement at Camp David in April 2008 to upgrade the ROK-USA relationship
to a “21st century strategic partnership”, after the strained relations during
the Roh Moo-hyun administration, had not been acted upon and seemed to
be mere rhetoric. An appeal was made to the South Korean government to
guard against neglecting the ROK-USA alliance.68 There was the possibility,
according to the Mail Business News, that the Obama administration would
focus on Japan and China in the Asian region and that USA-Korean relations
would receive less attention. Special efforts from the Korean side would be
required to stay on the radar of US foreign policy.69
At the time of Obama’s election and inauguration the first major issue that
dominated relations between Washington and Seoul was the USA’s policy
toward North Korea and particularly the North Korean nuclear issue, which
was discussed in the previous section. The second major bilateral issue, the
pending KORUS FTA and trade relations between the two countries, is
discussed here.
As far as the KORUS FTA was concerned, there was during the presidential
election campaign much scepticism among South Koreans about how
Obama’s economic views would impact on US-Korean trade relations. It was
noted that the USA had a long history of protectionist trade policies and that
the Democratic Party was more pro-protectionist than the Republican Party.
The Federation of Korean Industries expressed concern in a report that tradeprotectionism of the steel, textile, and other industries was anticipated in the
event of a Democratic Party victory in the presidential election. The Korean
economy would be hard hit when the USA, the biggest market in the world,
implemented protectionist policies on Korean products.70
During the campaign Obama described the KORUS FTA as being “badly
flawed” and stated that it was unfair that South Korea exported 700,000 cars
a year to the USA and imported only 5,000 American cars. He was in favour
of the revision of the FTA. South Korean newspapers regarded Obama’s
statement as a strategic comment aimed to win support from the labour
unions in the automobile industry. In the South Korean media the imbalance
in the car trade was attributed to the failure of the US automotive industry to
meet the needs of Korean consumers. It could be offset by promoting the sale
of American beef in South Korea. Warnings were sounded that a renegotiated
68 L Ha-won, Korea-U.S. alliance needs constant care” (column), The Chosun Ilbo, 20 January 2009.
69 “Audacity of hope on Obama’s Korea-U.S. alliance” (editorial), Mail Business News, 20 January 2009.
70 “Obama’s protectionism” (opinion), The Dong-a Ilbo, 3 June 2008.
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FTA that was less than favourable to South Korea could boost anti-American
sentiments in the country.71 Hope was expressed that the KORUS FTA could
achieve a “win-win situation via free and fair trade”.72
In the National Assembly the ruling Grand National Party (GNP) was in
favour of a prompt ratification of the KORUS FTA in an effort to lessen the
pressure on renegotiation. However, the Democratic Party (DP) and other
opposition parties, backed by former president Roh Moo-hyun and his last
foreign minister Song Min-soon, blocked the FTA’s passage, because they
believed that ratification by the ROK and non-ratification by the USA under
an Obama administration might cause conflict between the two states and
limit Seoul’s room for manoeuvre. Following party lines some South Korean
newspaper editors were in favour of and others opposed to early ratification.73
Obama’s leaning towards protectionism to prevent job losses in the American
auto industry was sharply criticised in the South Korean newspapers. Editors
reminded their readers of the Korean foreign exchange crisis in 1997 as a result
of US trade protection measures and expressed concern that protectionism
might once again endanger the spirit of the Korea-US alliance.74 They argued
that the global economic crisis was not caused by free trade and could not be
solved by protectionism. Although it was acknowledged that it was natural
for Obama to prioritise US interests appeals were made to him to encourage
global cooperation rather than to focus only on US short-term national
interests. By doing so ways could be found for America and the world to
prosper together.75
When Obama was elected the South Korean media started focussing on what
his economic policy would be and what effect it would have on the ROK. It
was expected that “Obamanomics” would mean “big government”. Because
the deregulation of the Bush administration was blamed for the financial
crisis, it was expected that Obama would tighten screening and supervision
71 “Obama and the Korea-U.S. FTA”, The Dong-a Ilbo, 7 November 2008; “Obama is wrong about trade with
Korea” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 7 November 2008.
72 “Audacity of hope on Obama’s Korea-U.S. alliance” (editorial), Mail Business News, 20 January 2009.
73 “Korea’s new challenges to be solved in Obama administration” (editorial), Mail Business News, 5 November
2008; “Obamanomics or MB-nomics? Government must not go against global economic stream” (editorial),
The Korea Times, 7 November 2008; “Free trade ruckus: Parties should find targets not inside but outside”
(editorial), The Korea Times, 10 November 2008; “Is this the right time to ratify the FTA?” (editorial), The
Chosun Ilbo, 11 November 2008; “Roh should keep out of the FTA debate” (editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 12
November 2008.
74 “Dangers of protectionism” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 12 November 2008.
75 “Good luck, President Obama” (editorial), Joongang Daily, 21 January 2009.
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of financial institutions and increase government intervention in the market.
It was hoped that he would be successful in turning around the sagging US
economy, which would benefit the global economy.76
However, at the time of his election and inauguration there were still fears in
the ROK that Obama’s protectionist stance might trigger trade conflict and
worsen the global recession. These fears were exacerbated when his Korean
issues advisor, Frank Januzzi, and his nominated Secretary of State, Hillary
Clinton, repeated the earlier call for a renegotiation of the KORUS FTA to
protect the American auto industry.77 Criticism of Obama’s view that KORUS
FTA should be revised before ratification was expressed in those South Korean
newspapers that supported the GNP government’s demand that it should be
ratified without any alteration.78
Conclusion
The analysis of responses in South Korea to Barack Obama’s ascendance to the
American presidency is revealing of the impact of contemporary globalising
processes and underlines some of the findings of the study of globalisation.
On the one hand it is remarkable that among elites in South Korea the
fundamental moral response to major international events seems to be very
similar to that in many other countries. We have done a study of responses
to Obama in South Africa as well, and although South Korea and South
Africa are located in regions and spheres of influence which are very far
apart, with populations that are culturally very different, the anti-Bush and
pro-Obama sentiments expressed in the media in the two countries agree to
such an extent that they are totally interchangeable. Globalisation has caused
such a convergence of liberal democratic values, associated with post-Cold
War political culture, that media coverage provides evidence of remarkable
homogenisation of thinking across cultures.79 The international media, as
part of global information networks, has played a crucial role in this regard.
Editors, political analysts and commentators seem to speak exactly the same
76 “Obamanonics” (opinion), The Dong-a Ilbo, 7 November 2008.
77 “Auto trade with U.S.” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 11 November 2008; “A new beginning for America”
(editorial), The Chosun Ilbo, 21 January 2009.
78 “Obama and Korea” (editorial), The Korea Herald, 20 January 2009. The KORUS FTA has subsequently been
revised and entered into force as the U.S.-Korea Free Trade Agreement on 15 March 2012.
79 The perception of the emergence of one homogenised culture as global extension of Western culture is discussed
by John Tomlinson, “Globalised culture: The triumph of the West?”, Culture and global change, T Skelton and
T Allen (eds) (London, Routledge, 1999).
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language, an easily discernable type of globalspeak. This homogenisation,
of course, is restricted to the moderate sections of populations represented
by the mainstream media. In both countries fringe groups of religious
fundamentalists, nationalist extremists and anticapitalists exist, who do not
subscribe to the majority viewpoint.
On the other hand it is evident from the way in which the media in South
Korea reflected the expectations of Obama in local communities, that events
of global import are clearly linked to the hopes of local people. In the first
instance the writers of reports, editorials and columns are assessing events
on the global stage in terms of their significance and relevance for the local
audience. To the same measure that responses in the media of the ROK and
other countries converged with regard to the universal moral values inherent
in the process of Obama’s election, they diverged with regard to the application
of what was happening in the USA to the local situation.
In South Korea the media spotlight was on how the position of the country
could be consolidated when Obama became president of the USA. In their
response to Obama’s nomination and election the South Korean media focused
above anything else on what impact his rise to power would have on interKorean relations and the KORUS FTA. This reflects the overriding concern
for regional security and economic development among South Koreans.
Nationalist aspirations for the reunification of Korea received more attention
in right-wing newspapers, but lurked in the background in the mainstream
media, because it is a long-term rather than an immediate ideal.
This linking in the media of a major global event to local aspirations and
needs shows that globalisation and glocalisation are simultaneous processes
in the contemporary world.80 A set of moral values have emerged in the postCold War world to which the majority of moderate citizens in countries,
that may be very far removed from one another in terms of location and
culture, are prepared to subscribe. However, these generic values only assume
real significance when they are made applicable to the local situation with its
unique features.
80 The idea that a globalising culture is essentially a hybrid culture receives attention in many post-1990 studies,
e.g. B Ashcroft, Post-colonial transformation (London, Routledge, 2001); J Tomlinson, Globalization and culture
(Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1999); RJ Lieber and RE Weisberg, “Globalization, culture, and identities
in crisis”, International Journal of Politics, Culture and Society, 16, No. 2, Winter 2002; D Birch, “Transnational
cultural studies: What price globalisation?”, Social Semiotics, 10, No. 2, 2000. For an Asian perspective see S
Ge, “Globalization and cultural difference: Thoughts on the situation of trans-cultural knowledge”, Inter-Asia
Cultural Studies, 2(2), 2001 p. 261.
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Abstract
Rastafari as a movement originated in the Caribbean Island of Jamaica
during the 1930s. From Jamaica, it spread to other parts of the world including
South Africa. It is argued in this article that the ideological foundation that
formed the base upon which the movement emerged in South Africa was
laid long before its formal introduction in 1997, comprising Ethiopianism1
and Garveyism.2 The ideology of Ethiopianism in South Africa gained its
expression when groups of some Black Christians broke away from missionary
authority during the late 18th century. Garveyism, on the other hand can be
traced back to 1920, in the wake of the International Conference of Negro
Peoples of the World. This article further traces the formalisation and spread
of Rastafari in South Africa and argues that its development in the country
took place through three phases, namely, Ethiopianism and Garveyism as
the foundation period, the period of the apartheid government (i.e. between
1948 and 1994), and the post-apartheid era (after 1994). There are significant
differences between the Rastafari that existed before 1994 and that of the postapartheid period. This article thus identifies these differences, explains why
and how the transformation took place after 1994, and the current state of this
Movement in South Africa. Their impact (“positive” and “negative”) certainly
should be considered.
Keywords: Ethiopia; Rastafari; Garveyism;
Dreadlocks; Marcus Garvey; South Africa.

1
2

Ethiopianism;

Ganja;

SV Davidson, “Leave Babylon: The trope of Babylon in Rastafarian discourse”, Black Theology: An International
Journal, 2008, 6, 1, pp. 46-60. Ethiopianism is the belief that the modern state of Ethiopia fulfills biblical
prophecy of the rise of a dominant black state interpreted to be Africa or Zion.
CR Reed, “Garveyism”, The electronic encyclopedia of Chicago, 2005. Garveyism is described as the body of
thought and organizational activities associated with Marcus Mosiah Garvey of Jamaica. This body of thought
has come to be called Ethiopanism. His organisational activities culminated in the formation of Universal Negro
Improvement Association and African Communities League (the UNIA) in 1914.
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Introduction
From its inception in the Caribbean Island of Jamaica during the 1930s,
Rastafari grew into an international movement. Though the movement can be
said to have formally originated after 1994 in South Africa, its informal roots
can be traced to the introduction of Ethiopanism during the 18th century
and of the philosophy of Marcus Garvey (Garveyism) during the late 18th
and early 20th centuries respectively.3 It was only after 1994 (after the demise
of apartheid) that Rastafari became an organised movement in South Africa,
but apart from these two ideologies there are various other factors and events
that contributed to its formalisation in South Africa in 1997.
Supplementing secondary sources with personal observation and oral
interviews,4 this article traces the ideological origin and development of
Rastafari in South Africa, focusing on the reasons the movement was not active
or noticeable before the end of apartheid, and why it emerged as a formidable
group in the post-apartheid South Africa. Since its emergence, Rastafari has
managed to position itself as an important pressure group, challenging and
sometimes complementing the prevailing social, cultural, economic and
political dispensation. However, in post-apartheid South Africa, adherents
are faced with a number of challenges, which this article will discuss.5

Rastafari: Origin and Nature
Rastafari originated in Jamaica as a social religious cult which developed
into a dynamic social movement from whence it spread to other parts of the
world acquiring a status of global movement.6 Rastafari owes its origin to
Haile Selassie and Marcus Garvey. The word Rastafari is derived from Haile
Selassie’s (the Ethiopian King) original name Ras (Ethiopian word for Prince)
Tafari Makonnen who in 1930 was crowned as His Imperial Majesty, King
of Kings, Lords of Lords, Conquering Lion of the Tribe of Judah, Elect of God,
Light of this World, and King of Zion. Haile Selassie was reported to be the
3
4
5
6

JM Chirenje, Ethiopianism and Afro-Americans in South Africa, 1883-1916 (Louisiana State University Press,
London), 1987, pp. 1-2.
Rastafari is comparatively a new phenomenon in South Africa. The result of this is that there is a lack of
written documents. This is the reason why the study relies more on information obtained through participant
observation and oral sources.
Anon., “Should we smoke dope?”, Pace Magazine, July 1995.
A Kebede and JD Knottnerus, “Beyond the pales of Babylon: The ideational components and social Psychological
foundations of Rastafari”, Vol. 41, Issue 3, 1998, p. 8.
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225th restorer of the Solomonic Dynasty and to represent one of the oldest
thrones on earth, more than three thousand years old.7 For the Jamaicans,
the coronation reaffirmed the ancient roots of Ethiopia and its independent
place in Judea-Christian religions.8 By identifying with the new black king,
the powerless become powerful. Because Selassie was a black emperor of
virtually the only African nation to successfully resist colonialism, he evoked
black nationalist sentiments and provided hope for an eventual triumph over
racism.9
The name Rastafari is literally derived from the Amharic language: Ras means
“prince” and Tafari “Head Creator”.10 Ras Tafari was the birth name of His
Imperial Majesty (H.I.M as he is called by adherents of Rastafari movement)
Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia, who is also the divinity of the Movement.11 Thus,
the word Rastafari can be taken to refer first to Haile Selassie himself as head
of the movement. The word Rastafari also refers to the creed, religion, and
movement or organisation. When used within this context the word Rastafari
is preferred as opposed to “Rastafarianism” because it implies ism and schism
(which in turn implies division), to which adherents are strongly opposed.12
In this article, Rastafari(anism) is seen as a convergence of the heritage of
the Maroons,13 Ethiopianism and the emergent Pan-African movement that
culminated in Garvey’s United Negro Improvement Association (UNIA).14 In
another sense, the word Rastafari is also used to refer to adherents as opposed
to frequently used terms such as Rastas or Rastafarians, as one Rastafari
clearly put it during reasoning (which takes part during religious gatherings)
that “His followers shall be called by his name.”15 In short, the word Rastafari
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

P Napti, “Jamaicans of Ethiopian origin and the Rastafarian faith” (available at http://web.syr.edu/~affellem/
napti.html, as accessed on 23 September 2003), p. 3. The Chinese throne is considered to be also one of the
oldest in history.
B Chevannes, “New approach to Rastafari”, B Chavannes (ed.), Rastafari and other African-Caribbean worldviews
(The Hague: Institute of Social Studies, 1998), pp. 20-41.
JA Johnson-Hill, “Rastafari as a resource for social ethics in South Africa”, Journal for the Study of Religion, Vol.
9, 1996, pp. 3-39. Selassie is also considered by Rastafari adherents as Jah (Rasta word for God).
Anon., Jahug, 1992, p. 4.
T Gondwe, “Positive vibration: The story of Rastafari”, Design Indaba Magazine, 12 February 2002, p. 9. In
return to the recognition, in 1948 Haile Selassie donated part of his private land to allow Rastafarians from
Jamaica to repatriate to Africa. The back to Africa movement as propagated by Marcus Garvey was one of the
major preoccupation of most Rastafarians.
T Bosch, The making of I-story: Rastas in Cape Town (Honours Research, University of Cape Town, 1996), p. 7.
R Price Maroons: Rebel Slaves in the Americas (available at http://www.folklife.si.edu/resources/maroon/
educational_guide/23.htm, as accessed on 29 January 2013).
T Gondwe, “Positive vibration”, Design Indaba Magazine, 12 February 2002, p. 9.
Participant Observation, MH Chawane (Researcher, University of Johannesburg), 20th April 2002. Rastafarians
do not prefer to be called followers of Rastafari or Selassie but to be called his children. That is why they also
object to being called Rastafarians but prefer to be called Rastafari.
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can be used to refer to either Haile Selassie, the Movement itself or to the
adherents.16
Marcus Garvey, a descendant from the Maroons, was born in 1887 in the
town of St. Ann, Jamaica. At the age of fourteen he noticed that there were
differences between human races and eventually became conscious that
his Jamaican roots could be traced to Africa.17 Garvey travelled extensively
throughout the Caribbean and Central America, where he reoriented Blacks
towards self-respect and self-reliance, telling listeners that a black skin was not
a symbol of shame but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness of which
they should be proud.18 Among Rastafarians and some people in South Africa
(Ethiopianists), Marcus Garvey was seen as a “Black Moses” who would lead
them out of Babylon (slavery and colonialism). Primarily, he was concerned
with what he described as the black man’s inferiority complex and he made a
number of predictions about their greatness when he prophesied that a black
king would be crowned, for the day of deliverance was near. When Selassie
was crowned in Ethiopia in 1930, many of his followers felt that it was the
fulfilments of that prophesy.19 From Jamaica, Garvey’s ideas spread to other
parts of the world including South Africa. In South Africa, the majority of
the political activists of the 1920s who were influenced by the ideas of Marcus
Garvey included members of the Industrial and Commercial Workers Union
(ICU), the Communist Party and the African National Congress (ANC).20
In 1914, Garvey founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association
(UNIA), his vision being to support and identify with a free and independent
Africa, Black unity and the establishment of a united Africa. The latter was
encapsulated in the slogan “Africa for Africans at home and abroad”, which
became a rallying point for oppressed Blacks around the world. In contrast
to the notion of “Back to Africa”, a move to repatriate African Americans,
with which he is most commonly associated, the nucleus of his ideology was
freedom for black people to guide their destiny, based primarily on racial
nationalism and freedom from colonial domination for Africa and all people
16 It should be noted that in this study, however, the word Rastafari is used to refer to Haile Selassie, ‘Rastafarians’
to the adherents, and ‘Rastafarianism’ to the Movement, in order to avoid confusion.
17 JA Johnson-Hill, “Rastafari as a resource for social ethics in South Africa”, Journal for the Study of Religion, 1996,
Vol. 9, pp. 3-39.
18 ED Cronon, Black Moses: The story of Marcus Garvey and the Universal Negro Improvement Association (University
of Wisconsin Press, Wisconsin), 1987, p. 4.
19 S Pragg, “UN recognises Rastafari; Move praised and criticised”, The Jamaican Observer, 24 November 1996, p.
2.
20 N Worden, The making of modern South Africa; conquest, apartheid and democracy (Blackwell, Oxford, 2012), p.
62.
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of African descent.21
Internationally there are three distinct orders of Rastafari; namely, the
Nyabhinghi Order, Bobo Ashanti and the Twelve Tribes of Israel.22 Although
these groups differ in terms of their beliefs and symbols, they agree on two
common principles. They all exalt the status of Haile Selassie and reject the
white Eurocentric images of divinity.23 They also believe that ganja is a sacred
herb that has been part of the Jewish Sabbath service since the days of King
Solomon’s Temple. That it was the holy smoke from the burning bush of
Mount Sinai, and was the sweet weed that was growing from King Solomon’s
grave.24
There is widespread disagreement among scholars concerning the nature
of the Rastafari movement; that is whether the movement is a religion or
something else. Some notable scholars writing on Rastafari (such as Rex
Nettleford, Barrington Chavennes and Jahlani Niaah) refrain from calling
Rastafari a religion and argue that to do so the movement would be narrowly
defined. These scholars prefer to define Rastafari as a creed, movement,
tradition, way of life or a phenomenon. This is based on the fact that Rastafari
as a movement draws on all indexes of culture known to mankind – language,
religion, kinship pattern, artistic manifestations, political organisation, and
system of production, distribution and exchange.25
On the other hand there are those scholars who see the movement differently.
These include amongst others who describe Rastafari as a “liberation theology”
or “black Theology”, but differentiate it from other religions; this marks it
as unique.26 Leonard E Barrett (a Jamaican sociologist) as cited by Kebede
and Knottnerus, has described Rastafari as a Messianist-millenarian cult and
argues that:27
Its Messianism resides in the Rastafarians’ faith in the divinity of the late
Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia. The Rastafarian movement, Barrett argues, is
21 J Smith-Irvin, Marcus Garvey’s footsoldiers of the Universal Negro Improvement Association (New Jersey, Africa
World Press, 1989), p. 3.
22 Anon., The Rastafarian orders, 2003. It is important to note that in South Africa there the fourth denomination
called Milchezedec Order. This is a very new denomination which is trying to find its roots.
23 Anon., The Rastafarian Orders, 2003.
24 DT Siwek, “Zion riddims” (available at http://0web21.epnet.com.raulib.rau.ac.za/citation.asp?tb=1&_
ug=sid+3700D3A5%2D89E, as accessed on18 January 2006).
25 Anon., Article presented, The inaugural Rastafari conference, 17 August 2010.
26 T Witvleit, A place in the Sun: Liberation Theology in the Third World (New York, Orbis Books 1985), p. 5.
27 A Kebede and JD Knottnerus, “Beyond the pales of Babylon: The ideational components and Social
Psychological foundations of Rastafari”, Vol. 41, Issue 3, 1998, p. 9.
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millenarian because of the followers’ expectation that heaven will be “realized”
on earth or more specifically in Ethiopia. From this perspective, Ethiopia
is awaiting the racial redemption of the black person from the shackles of
Babylon, which, in their opinion, are those societies in which black people
are held captive.

Some authors, such as Campbell (1987) view the movement as a revolutionary
force, and Yawney sees it as a popular front.28 Some prefer to appreciate
Rastafari as a political movement with a religious component because of its
emphasis on the ideology of Pan Africanism and African Nationalism and
argue that:29
To simply define the Rastafari as a religious movement, however, is
misleading. We suggest that the Rastafari is primarily a political movement
with a very strong religious component. It is a collective enterprise whose
political motivations and goals are intertwined with religious symbolism and
interpretations.

It is difficult to classify Rastafari as a particular form of a movement. Though
it started off as a religious movement, it has developed to encompass all aspects
of lives of its members, which makes it a way of life. Ideological Foundation
of Rastafari in South Africa
The origin of Rastafari in South Africa (as elsewhere in Africa) can be
linked to two important movements. The first, Ethiopianism, is the notion
that the modern state of Ethiopia fulfills a biblical prophecy of the rise of a
dominant nation, as represented primarily in Psalm 68:31 and interpreted
to be a reference to Africa. This idea places Ethiopia either as symbolic or
actual homeland and, therefore, functions both as a source of identity and a
destination for repatriation for Africans living outside of Africa. The second,
Garveyism, lays out an argument for the creation of this black homeland,
Ethiopia or Zion.30
The ideology of Ethiopianism originated in the United States of America
(USA) during the late 18th century with the establishment of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church (AME). Formed in 1787, when Richard Allen
broke away from the predominantly white Methodist Episcopal Church in
Philadelphia in response to the depressing lot of Africans in the Americas, the
28 JA Johnson-Hill, “Rastafari as a resource…”, pp. 3-39.
29 A Kebede and JD Knottnerus,. “Beyond the pales of Babylon…”, p. 9.
30 TJ Campbell, Songs of Zion: The African Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States and South Africa (Oxford
University Press, Oxford), 1995, pp. 304-305.
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AME was equated with Ethiopianism because of its aim to establish churches
across the entire African continent. The term “Ethiopia” was used in the
biblical sense, by which Africans were referred to as Ethiopians.31
As in the USA, Ethiopianism in South Africa was the product of missionary
teachings, its roots having been laid in 1849 by the Tswana chief Sechele
after his suspension from the London Missionary Society (LMS) by David
Livingston (head of LMS in South Africa) for refusing to divorce four of his
wives.32 Sechele’s approach to Christianity was to use Christian and African
religious practices to enhance the wellbeing of his people by interpreting the
scriptures in the light of their experiences.33 Sechele saw Livingston’s demand
and his subsequent suspension to be in conflict with African culture.34
The first serious secession was a breakaway church organised by Nehemia
Tile in 1884 in Tembuland, a region in present-day Eastern Cape Province
inhabited by the Thembu people, one of the sub-groups of the Xhosa
nation. Ordained in 1880, Tile was one of the groups of African leaders of
the Wesleyan Mission Church who, after quarrelling with his white superior
Theophilus Chubb over racial discrimination and criticism for his strong
Tembu-nationalistic sympathies, was rebuked and left the church to form an
independent church with Ngangelizwe (chief of the Tembu clan) as its visible
head. Tile maintained that “as the Queen of England was the head of the
English Church, so the Paramount Chief of the Tembu should be the summus
epicospus [visible head] of the new religious organisation”. The Taung clan
in the North West Province made another attempt to break away in 1885,
and their chief, Kgantlapane, took an active part in founding the Native
Independent Congregational Church. The movement for an Independent
African Church then spread to other parts of South Africa.35 By the time
of Tile’s death in 1891, Ethiopianism was starting to gain ground in the
province of Transvaal, as well as in Natal, where the leader of the secessionist
movement was Mbiyana Mgidi, a convert of the American Zulu Mission,
who because of what he perceived as racial discriminatory practices of the
mission launched an independent church, the Zulu Mbiyana Congregational
Church, in 1890.36
31 JM Chirenje, Ethiopianism and Afro-Americans in South Africa…, pp. 1-2.
32 It was and still is customary and traditional in Africa for a chief, a rich man or man of high status to have more
than one wife.
33 JM Chirenje, Ethiopianism and Afro-Americans in South Africa…, pp. 16-17.
34 JM Chirenje, Ethiopianism and Afro-Americans in South Africa..., p. 2.
35 B Sundkler, Bantu prophets…, p. 38.
36 JM Chirenje, Ethiopianism and Afro-Americans in South Africa…, p. 17.
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On the Witwatersrand (part of the former Transvaal province), a group of
Christians and their ordained minister, Mangena Makone, unhappy with
what he perceived to be racial segregation within the church where white
and black were attending different conferences, had broken away from
the Wesleyan Missionary Society in 1892. He resigned from the Wesleyan
Church and together with other disgruntled members formed a new religious
organisation,37 calling themselves Ethiopians after the prophesy of African
redemption in Psalm 68, which reads: “Princes shall come out of Egypt;
Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hand unto God”.38 In 1895, they met
with the leaders of the AME Church and in 1896 their church was formally
incorporated as its South African arm.39
In South Africa during the mid-1920s, Wellington Buthelezi,40 who was a
disciple of Marcus Garvey, had announced that a day of reckoning was at hand
in which black Americans were coming to liberate Africans from European
bondage. In Pondoland (in present day Eastern Cape Province), Garveyism
and the idea of Wellington combined with indigenous prophetic traditions
and the activities of the young established ICU ignited a typical millenarian
movement,41 involving a charismatic prophet-figure and a day of reckoning.
Garvey’s influence reached Wellington through a West Indian, Ernest Wallace,
a representative of Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association
and African Communities League.42 Thus: Wellington did not initiate his
movement in a vacuum since Garveyism had caught hold in Southern Africa
after the First World War and its fundamental concepts - the emphasis on
the creative capabilities of African peoples, the potential for unification of
peoples of Africa and of African descent, and the hope of reclaiming Africa
from Europeans - were well received by Africans. The Wellington movement
exhibited an indecisive attitude toward European culture. Europeans were to
be driven away, while at the same time Africans were to share in their material
wealth. Factories were to spring up overnight; clothing was to be distributed
37 B Sundkler, Bantu prophets…, p. 38.
38 This Psalm is one of the Psalms that Rastafarians recite in their prayers during the opening and closure of
whatever gathering that they hold. This shows a connection between Rastafari and Ethiopianism.
39 TJ Campbell, Songs of Zion…, p. 306.
40 N Worden, The making of modern South Africa…, p. 62. Wellington Buthelezi was a leader of the Willington
movement. As a result of Garvey’s influence, the Movement rejected integration into white society and called
for “Africa for Africans”.
41 N Worden, The making of modern South Africa…, p. 63. This is one reason Rastafarianism shares some features
with millenarian movements. Some people even go to an extent of classifying it as a millenarian movement
which is refuted by Rastafarians.
42 B Sundkler, Bantu prophets…, p. 38.
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to everyone; Africans were to have their own government.43
Wellington preached in English, dressed in ministerial garb, and his
meetings usually began with prayer, scripture reading and hymn singing.
The hymns his congregation sang reinforced the themes of African freedom
and unity.44 Thus, based on similarities between the two Movements, the
Wellington movement served as a springboard for the Rastafarian movement.
In some senses, both Rastafari and the Wellington movement are based on
the fundamental concepts of a united and free Africa, and the rejection of
European culture (albeit selectively) and the existing order of things.
Garveyism is the philosophy of Marcus Garvey. This ideology was not,
however, new in Africa, or in South Africa in particular. In the wake of the
International Conference of Negro Peoples of the World held in Liberty Hall,
New York, on August 1, 1920, administrators across Africa were bombarded
with rumours of the imminent arrival of African American colonists, even of
Garvey himself. During the same year, South Africa awoke to the widespread
circulation of both The Negro World and The Black Man newsarticles (its
local version). The government reacted by invoking the 1913 Immigrants
Regulation Act, which prohibited the entry of blacks who were not domicile
in the Union of South Africa, as it was then called.45 This in essence meant
that the government of that time could do anything possible to prevent the
spread of Garveyism.
Garvey can thus be regarded as an immediate contributor to an Afro-centric
reading of the Bible that some breakaway churches in South Africa and
Rastafarians inherited. Garvey built upon these ideas and presented for them
a model of an African-centered approach to biblical interpretation that starts
with critical reflection upon the social and political conditions of persons of
African descent. His Afrocentric interpretation of the Bible, his Ethiopianist
vision and philosophy of Blackness influenced the emerging Ethiopianism
ideology and the Rastafari movement.46

43 R Edgar, Because they chose the plan of God: The story of the Bulhoek massacre (Ravan Press, Johannesburg, 1988),
pp. 159 and 161.
44 R Edgar, Because they chose the plan of God…, p. 161. This is the same with Rastafarians. During congregation
which they call groundation, Rastafarians priests preach in Jamaican English, dressed in ministerial gown, read
the scripture, and sing hymns that enforce the themes of African freedom and unity.
45 TJ Campbell, Songs of Zion, pp. 304-305.
46 SV Davidson, “Leave Babylon…”, Black Theology: An International Journal, 2008, 6, 1, pp. 46-60.
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The other most important link between Rastafarianism and South Africa is
found in the Holy Piby (Rastafarian bible) authored by Athlyi Rogers. This
text, which came to be known as the “Black man’s bible”, was banned in
South Africa but was smuggled to the Kimberly diamond fields, where it had
a great impact on Black diamond mine workers, the effects of which remain
to this date.47

Rastafari in South Africa before 1994
From the introduction of Garveyism and Ethiopianism since the late 18th
century to 1994, Rastafari in South Africa existed only as a philosophy rather
than an organisation or a formal movement. It was however during this period
that the seeds of Rastafari that were to geminate and flower after apartheid
were sown. Even though there was no Rastafarian organisation, individual
wearing dreadlocks and the colours of Marcus Garvey’s thoughts could be
traced since or in the late seventies.48 A lack in organisation was probably due
to lack of freedom of expression and censoring of information during the
apartheid era. There is no recorded history of when Rastafari entered South
Africa. Academic work on the movement started in 1986 with Oosthuizen’s
Rastafarianism. According to Oosthuizen, it was only during the late seventies
that South Africans became aware of the presence of individual Rastafarians,
mainly in Soweto where he was able to interview some. The general public
became aware of their presence when the first person to be killed during a strike
in Uitenhage was referred to as a Rastafarian by the press media.49 During
the 1970s and 1980s, Rastafarians in South Africa were mainly unemployed
black youth with an average age of nearly 26 and an average schooling of just
over Std 6 (Grade 4).50
The distorted of information becomes apparent when one looks at responses
given to Oosthuizen by some Rastafarian interviewees. For example, one

47 Anon., “Establishment of the Rastafari forum”, Founding Article of the Rastafari Forum in South Africa (NorthWest University Mafeking Campus, 27 November 2006).
48 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism (Honours Research, University of Zululand, 1990), pp. 46-47. Garvey used
these colours for the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) flag which were black, green and red.
With permission from Garvey, they added the colour yellow or gold. According to Garvey, black symbolises the
skin colour of the black man, green for nature, red for the blood of blacks that has flowed in oppression, and
yellow, which, according to Rastafarians, stands for wealth.
49 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 34.
50 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 38.
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responded said, when asked about the history of the movement:51
Somewhere in those days there was a man by the name of Haile Selassie
who moved from America, where he was a slave, to Ethiopia. In Ethiopia he
became an emperor. As a leader he tried to promote his religion…

Another example is of a Rastafarian informant who had this to say about
Bob Marley:52
Bob Marley used to live close to a certain Island…when Bob was in the USA
the military wanted to conscript him to the army but he refused. After his
refusal he decided to go back to Jamaica.

According to Johnson-Hill the large-scale transfer of Rastafarianaism from
Jamaica to South Africa, as in other parts of the world, was caused largely by
reggae music,53 which preached Garveyism and Ethiopianism, the bedrock
of the Rastafarian movement. Of the early stages of the movement in Cape
Town, Papa Sam (one of the Rastafarian elders) says that because there were
not many Rastafarians or reading materials then, reggae was the main source
of information.54 Reggae music also became popular amongst freedom fighters
(those involved in the struggle against apartheid), including those in exile and
the township youth.55
The first reggae artist Jamaica to visit South Africa was Jimmy Cliff who
performed in Soweto, Cape Town and Durban in 1976. This was at the
height of apartheid. His tour was controversial because it was during the era
of international cultural boycotts in protest against the apartheid system.56 In
spite of the prevailing conditions, Cliff’s performance did much to familiarise
black South Africans with reggae music which sings against oppression in
tracks such as House of Exile which sings:57
51 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 34. The informant seems not to know the history of Rastafari, that
Haile Selassie was never a slave in the Americas, and that Selassie was not a Rastafarian and did not promote
Rastafarianism as a religion.
52 GC Oosthuizen, p. 35. This informant shows lack of knowledge amongst early Rastafarians in South Africa.
For example, Bob Marley was and lived in Jamaica not close to a certain Island. There were never attempts to
conscript him to the army when he was in the USA.
53 JA Johnson-Hill, “Rastafari as a resource…”, Journal for the Study of Religion, 1996, Vol. 9, pp. 3-39. Reggae is
characterised by deep bass rhythms punctuated with heavy drumbeats. Reggae music has the function of what
is called musica franca for Rastafarians internationally, transcending ethnic, national and regional boundaries.
54 N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14 October 2011.
55 JA Johnson-Hill, “Rastafari as a resource…”, pp. 3-39.
56 DM Collins, “Jimmy Cliff: boom! smash! it went smash!” (available at http://larecord.com/
interviews/2012/04/09/jimmy-cliff-boom-smash-it-went-smash, as accessed on 5 November 2012).
57 Anon., “Jimmy Cliff: House of exile lyrics – absolute” (available at Lyricswww.absolutelyrics.com › Jimmy Cliff
Lyrics, as accessed on 29 January 2013).
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There’s a day of feasting and a day of famine
Day of sadness and a day of joy
You could see in the day of feasting
Life isn’t just a little play-like toy.
So the day arrived when you least expected
Cos you always thought you were well protected
Now you feel like a fish out of water
So now you’re wondering what’s the matter.

The song is warning to the oppressor and gives hope to the oppressed that
the days of oppression will come to an end one day. According to the song,
there are good days and bad ones, days of plenty and those of inadequacy
which translates to days of oppression and days of freedom. When the days of
oppression comes to end, the oppressor will feel unprotected.
The visit by both reggae superstars, Peter Tosh and Bob Marley to Southern
Africa in the early eighties contributed to the spread of Rastafarianism in
South Africa. Peter Tosh performed in Swaziland during Christmas of 1983.
Bob Marley performed at the independence celebration of Zimbabwe on 17
April 1980. These two visits contributed greatly towards drawing the attention
of youth in Southern Africa to the movement.58
In South Africa, the 1980s also saw the emergence of local reggae musicians
such as Carlos Jeje, Dr Victor and the band called Haile and the Rasta Family.
More than any of the above musicians, it was Lucky Dube (sometimes
considered the “father” of reggae music in South Africa) who had the greatest
impact. Dube released his first album entitled Rastas Never Die, but keen to
suppress anti-apartheid activism, the ruling National Party banned the album
in 1985.59 By the time of his death in 2010, Dube had released 12 albums and
was an internationally acclaimed reggae artist.60 Today there are many reggae
artists in South Africa such as Bufallo Soulja, Zoro, Crosby aka Digi Analog,
Jahnett- Tafari, Dabangpro and a lot more others.61 These artists play a great
part in promoting Rastafari in South Africa through reggae music.
58 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 14.
59 Anon., “Lucky Dube biography” (available at http://www.luckydube.net/biography.htm, as accessed on 20
November 2012).
60 Anon., “Lucky Dube biography” (available at http://www.luckydube.net/biography.htm, as accessed on 20
November 2012).
61 Anon., “South African reggae artists”, 23 September 2008 (available at http://mafled.blogspot.com/2008/09/
south-african-reggae-artists.html#!/2008/09/south-african-reggae-artists.html, as accessed on 20 November
2012).
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Despite the “injection” to Rastafarian ideas via the above-acclaimed Reggae
artists, supporters of Rastafari did not form an organised movement in
South Africa before 1994. A possible explanation is that the movement was
overshadowed by political organisations fighting against apartheid with the
liberation movement being the only channel through which people fought
for freedom. This explains why the role played by Rastafarians in the struggle
against apartheid remains unclear. Some people such as Oosthuizen are of the
view that Rastafarians did not take part in the fight for liberation. This view
is fostered by Rastafarians themselves who believe that their movement is
apolitical and non-violent. Oosthuizen goes on to argue that while Rastafarians
in Jamaica have been politically active like when they took up arms in the
Grenadian Revolution,62 the same cannot be said about Rastafarians in South
Africa in the struggle against Apartheid. For Oosthuizen, this explains why
the Rastafari movement in South Africa acquired more of a cultural and/or
religious than a political form. The Movement remained an expression of,
and struggle for, black identity.63
Some Rastafarians argue that it is difficult to determine the involvement
of Rastafarians in the fight against apartheid injustices because they did not
form a Rastafarian organisation. According to Jah Power,64 the reason why
they could not organise themselves was that “it would be difficult because the
government could have simply classified us as terrorists thereby forcing them
to operate an underground organisation.”65 Thus, most of them participated
as individuals under different political organisations. Most people who were
Rastafarians or who later joined the movement were preoccupied with the
struggle for liberation, with most belonging to the African National Congress
(ANC), Pan African Congress (PAC) or the Azanian People Organisation
(AZAPO). This was the case with Ras Bongane and Jah Power.66 They
were politically active before they decided to become Rastafarians. Because
Rastafari is a leaderless organisation, members converted into the movement
individually and became official members after its formalisation in 1997.
62 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 14.
63 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 15.
64 Jah Power can be regarded as one of most knowledgeable and experienced members of the Rastafari movement.
He was present when the Movement was formalised in Grasmere in 1997. In addition, he was the most educated
amongst my informants as he was busy with his law studies with the University of Pretoria. He also had a lot of
reading materials on Rastafari.
65 J Power (Rastafarian), Interview, MH Chawane (Researcher, University of Johannesburg), 7 January 2003.
66 B Masuku and J Power (Rastafarians), Interview, MH Chawane (Author, University of Johannesburg), 7
January 2003. Bongane met a Rastafarian during a political demonstration while Jah Power was a member of
the Pan African Congress before he became a Rastafarian.
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A common trend amongst those who were to become Rastafarians is that
those who were politically active before their conversion lost interest in party
politics when they accepted Rastafari. One informant said the ideology of Pan
Africanism influenced him; he became aware that politricks (Rastafarian word
for politics) was a “dirty game” and then turned to Rastafari:67
Before the general elections of 1994, I was a member of the African National
Congress Marshal structure. During the same year, I wanted to join the
Umkhonto we Sizwe (a military wing of the ANC) cadres. When I was called
upon to join the cadres, I was already a member of the Pan African Congress
of Azania after having being inspired by the philosophy of Robert Mangaliso
Sobukwe of Africanism. After realising that politics was full of tricks I quit and
I was introduced to reggae by Ras elder Bafana.

This is a similar position to that of Bongane Masuku, whose politicisation
was later followed by conversion to Rastafari. Bongane indicated a profound
disillusionment with formal politics. It seems to be a common sentiment,
confirming that the general attitude towards politics and other religions is
that Rastafarianism is a non-political and non-religious movement.68 This in
a way concurs with Oosthuizen’s assertion that as Rastafarians, they did not
take part in the fight against Apartheid.
Lack of structural organisation amongst early Rastafarians in South Africa
meant that they did not congregate for spiritual purposes. Rastafarians in
Soweto and Durban only came together to listen to reggae music, recruit
others, and to listen to their generals (leaders).69 This happened without any
formal structure, constitution or knowledge of what should be done during
congregation. The most important thing during this time was that some of
those who joined the movement were recruited, something that was not the
case after 1994 (as it will be seen later).
In the 1990s, Rastafarians started to comprise of a wide range of social classes.
It no longer consisted of only the poor, youths, illiterates or only the blacks.
There were also wealthy middle-class (for names of middle-class Rastafarians,
see page 9 of this article) and whites (such Ras Bruno from Auckland Park)
who adamantly asserted their identity as Rastafarians.70
67 J Power, Interview, MH Chawane, 7 January 2003.
68 B Masuku (Rastafarian), Interview, MH Chawane, 7 January 2003.
69 GC Oosthuizen, Rastafarianism, p. 39. It must be noted here that this was during the early days when
Rastafarians did not have any idea on how they should be organised structurally. As a result they established
their own structures and positions.
70 T Bosch, The making of I-story: Rastas, p. 10.
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The formalisation of Rastafarian movement in South Africa
Attempts at formal organisation amongst South African Rastafarians started
during the early 1990s. In Knysna, Cape Town, Rastafarians decided to
form their own community in the Nekkies location in 1993 called Judah
Square.71 This became even more possible in 1994 when South Africa became
a democracy. Thus, the emergence of the movement in South Africa was a
direct result of the fall of the Apartheid regime, with the year 1994 marking
a turning point for followers. The dawn of a new South Africa stimulated a
desire to constitute a formal organisation. The start of a new era also made
communication and interaction possible, because members could now move
from one township to another as a group, with little police harassment.
Meanwhile, Rastafarians could visit South Africa from overseas.72
When Rastafarianism emerged in South Africa it was in the form of the
Nyahbinghi Order. By 2012 there were three Rastafarian denominations in
South Africa. Following the international trend, these denominations are the
Nyahbinghi itself, the Twelve Tribes of Israel and Bobo Ashante.73 The name
Nyahbinghi, which means black victory, is derived from Queen Nyahbinghi,
who is believed to have ruled Uganda in the 19th century and fought against
the colonialists there. Nyahbinghi operated as a revolutionary order during
the early years of European colonial occupation with the aim of banishing the
Europeans from Africa and preserving the spiritual and cultural integrity of
the ancient African way of life.74 The Bobo Ashante was found by Emmanuel
Charles Edwards in Jamaica in 1958. Edwards is believed by his followers to
be the reincarnation of Jesus Christ. Followers of this sect believe in black
supremacy and the repatriation of blacks to Africa. They can be identified
by their dress codes of long flowing robes and turbans.75 The Twelve Tribes
of Israel was formed by Dr. Vernon “Prophet Gad” Carrington in 1969.
Members are free to worship in a church of their choosing. Each member
of this sect belongs to one of the 12 Tribes which are Reuben, Simeon, Levi,
71 B Zeb, “Living in harmony with nature: Rasta Earth Festival 2011” (available at http://www.rastaearthfestival.
co.za/, as accessed on 13 November 2012). Judah Square is refuted to be the largest Ratafarian community in
South Africa consisting of about 30 families. Every year the community organises and hosts a Rastafarian Earth
festival, which kicks off with a big celebration every July 23 and involves live bands, ceremonies and plenty of
activities. The Rasta Earth Festival draws in Rastafarians from South Africa and abroad and is currently rated
300 out of the world’s best festivals.
72 J Power, Interview, MH Chawane, 23 September 2003.
73 Anon., The Rastafarian Orders/Sects and N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14
October 2011.
74 N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14 October 2011.
75 Anon., The Rastafarian Orders/Sects.
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Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, Dan, Gad, Asher, Naphtali, Joseph and Benjamin.
Bob Marley was from the tribe of Joseph, and Haile Selassie from the tribe
of Judah. These Rastafarians consider themselves more of an ethnicity rather
than religion.76 They believe that Haile Selassie was the descendent of Kings
David and Solomon. Based on the 12 sons of Jacob, a member of the tribe
assumes the name of Jacob’s son that correlates with the month of his birth.77
Image 1: Rastafarians of the Nyahbinghi Order

Source: Personal collection (MH Chawane), Kingstone Jamaica, 20 August 2010.

The Rastafari of the Nyahbinghi Order was introduced formally in South
Africa, on 28 December 1997 when Rastafarians from most provinces attended
a meeting in Elder Sipho’s house in Grasmere,78 south of Johannesburg. The
aim was to establish a Rastafari National Council (RNC) for the entire country.
Elder Joseph from London and Bongo Time (Congo Wattu)79 from Jamaica
attended, as did representatives from all other provinces except KwaZulu76 Anon., The Rastafarian Orders/Sects.
77 N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14 October 2011.
78 Elder is a position given to a person in consideration of his/her age. From that time onwards, Grasmere has
become an important centre where provincial and sometimes national gatherings are held.
79 The two elders are well known and respected by all members of the Nyahbinghi Order worldwide.
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Natal, with no reason given for their absence. Rastafarians from Cape Town
(Knysna) and Gauteng (especially those from Yeoville and Soweto) hosted
the visitors, not only because they were the ones who seemed to know most
about the movement, but also, according to Jah Power, they appeared to be
“upful in the ways of the Most High”, implying that they knew how the
binghi (process of congregation) was conducted and could sing the anthem
and chants, recite the creed and play drums, things that most of the people
who attended the gathering did not know. Bongo Time chaired the gathering,
which proceeded to shed light on what Rastafari entails. His message was
very clear to those who attended, for the representatives to go back to their
branches to organise, unify and centralise the members in preparation for the
next gathering. Documents such as the Nyahbinghi constitution, guidelines
and hymnbook were distributed. The Constitution distributed was for the
International Nyahbinghi Order. It was only in 2001 that the South African
version was drafted.80

Organising according to the Nyahbinghi Order
In South Africa, the Rastafari movement in the form of the Nyahbinghi
Order is organisationally divided into national, provincial, regional and
local houses,81 in accordance with the Constitution of the Order (Drafted
on 15 May 2001 in Phillipi, Cape Town). The National Nyahbinghi has its
headquarters in Cape Town and is known as the Marcus Garvey Tabernacle,
under the control of the Rastafari National Council (RNC). The RNC is
constituted of the National Office in Cape Town, the National Council of
Priesthood in Knysna/Cape Town, the National Chair in Kimberley, the
Secretaries in Southern Cape/Mpumalanga, Public Relations Office (PRO)
in Cape Town, and the Financial Advocate in Port Elizabeth (Constitution
of the Nyabhinghi Order), its main duty being to pass on information to the
provincial houses, which in turn pass it on to the regional and from there to
local houses.82

80 J Power, Interview, MH Chawane, 23 September 2003. It was, according to the informant, not clear how many
members to be attended because they were counted per province represented.
81 Following the Nyabhinghi Constitution, Rastafari in South Africa is thus hierarchically organised. The
International Nyahbinghi in Jamaica is the supreme structure with the National Nyahbinghi in various countries
falling under it. The National Nyahbinghi consists of the Provincial Nyahbinghi which is in turn divided into
regional and local houses.
82 Constitution of the Nyabhinghi Order, 2001.
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The Provincial Nyahbinghi is situated in all the provinces of South Africa
and is under the control of the Provincial Executive Administration (PEA).83
It is the responsibility of the PEA to communicate with representatives of all
regions, who must know the Regional and Local Administration Executives
as well as where the land is to be used as Hailfari Ground (or where the
Tabernacle is located). It is also the duty of the PEA to introduce the way
of the Rastafarian syllabus, to identify locations or buildings for Rastafarian
schools, and to obtain sites for commercial and industrial development.84
From the time of its formal inception, members of the Nyabhinghi Order
have been in communication with each other through the national, provincial
and regional gatherings.85 The number of registered Nyahbinghi members
fluctuates between 200 and five hundred per province. A large number is
those of unregistered and members of the other two denominations. The
importance of these types of gatherings, especially the national gathering, is that
they serve as a channel through which Rastafarians can express themselves as a
group. These expressions are open in a way that they can reflect international,
national and local sentiments. The language of expression can be Rastafarian,
any African language or a mixture of both.86 Regional and provincial meetings
are usually held in preparation for a national gathering, with announcements
from the National Council and other houses made during them. For example,
an announcement may be about the opening of a new house that requires the
presence of whoever can attend. The National gathering takes places twice
a year under the auspices of the RNC, and is attended by representatives of
houses from all provinces. The provinces alternate in hosting the gathering,
the purpose of which is to review progress and discuss issues affecting all
Rastafarians at the national level, such as membership and registration. It
is during the meeting of the National Executive that general policies and
demands of Rastafarians directed at government are formulated.
Regional religious and administrative gatherings usually take place every
second week of the month where members from different houses from around
83 B Bunny (Rastafarian Priest), Interview, MH Chawane, 5 January 2003. Not all provinces have a provincial
Nyahbinghi branch. The known ones are the Cape, Gauteng, Free State, Mpumalanga and North West. The
aim of the National Nyabhinghi is to make sure that all provinces establish Provincial Nyahbinghi.
84 Rastafari National Council, Constitution of the Nyabhinghi Order, Phillipi, Cape Town, 15 May 2001 and
Participant Observation, M H Chawane (Researcher, University of Johannesburg, 20 April 2002. Rastafarians
in South Africa believe that their children should attend Rastafarian school where they would be taught a
Rastafarian syllabus in Amharic language (the official Ethiopian language).
85 B Bunny, Interview, MH Chawane, 29 January 2013.
86 Participant observation, MH Chawane, 7 February 2004.
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the region gather. Each house in a particular region is given an annual chance
to host the gathering. The gathering lasts the entire night, starting on Saturday
evening and ending on Sunday morning.
The Rastafari movement in South Africa is grounded on the following
religious rights:87
•

It shall abide by the Bible (King James Version), Holy Piby, all teachings and
speeches of His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I.

•

The first Saturday of every month shall be the official day of worship for all
houses.

•

The holy herb (marijuana) shall be used at all gatherings of Nyahbinghi Holy
sessions.

•

No youth (under18) shall be permitted to smoke ganja unless used in another
form with parental supervision.

•

All members must be married especially the Priesthood and those who live with
the Queen.

•

Members of the Nyabhinghi shall not be persecuted or discriminated against
for wearing dreadlocks, as it is a holy vow.

•

No polygamy is allowed in the House of Nyabhinghi Order.

•

No fornication is allowed.

Rastafarians of post-apartheid South Africa have developed their own ways
of performing certain rituals, such as burials, marriages and sanctifications. In
addition, they have devised their own way of celebrating important events,
such as earthday (birthdays) within the house. Performing and celebrating
these in their own way is very important in that it confirms the completeness
of their separate identity. Their inability to do these things on their own means
that they need to depend on Rastafarian leadership but not on priests from
other churches who would perform the rituals without any consideration
of the Rastafarian way of life. The value of these events, especially burials
and marriages, lies in their ability to attract a large number of Rastafarians
and non-Rastafarians at the same time. It is during such occasions that other
people come into direct contact with Rastafarians.88

87 Rastafari National Council, Constitution of the Nyabhinghi Order, 15 May 2001.
88 Participant Observation, MH Chawane, 7 February 2004. It is during celebrations of these occasions that
Rastafarians come into contact with each other. Important announcement are also made here.
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Unlike pre-apartheid Rastafarians, those of the post-apartheid congregate
to give ises (praises) to the Jah or Rastafari. The gathering takes place on
Saturdays or Sundays depending on the decision taken by the local house. The
congregation of Rastafarians is called groundation or grounation. The word
grounation is derived from the word ‘ground’, which means the place where
Rastafarian gatherings take place for spiritual purposes. In other words, is
where the divine assembly (congregation) takes place. Among members of the
House of Fire, the ground is also known as the binghi. The Jahug describes the
process of grounation:89
... [as] a congregation of Rastafari in Ivine Issemble which is the serious and
sincere duty of the Nyabhinghi Order which commemorates the origin coming
together to chant down Babylon and to give Jah glory. For one man alone is
but a voice in the wilderness, but the congregation of man is omnipotent.

Grounation takes place in a tabernacle90 and is presided upon by the priest.
The process of grounation is divided into three sessions, which Rastafarians
refer to as churchical, reasoning and governmental. This is the first session
of grounation; it is characterised by singing, drumming and dancing. As the
words churchical or ises (for praises) suggest, it is a sort of church sermon where
Rastafarians give praises to Jah.91 Reasoning, which is the second session, is
an ad hoc dialogue on virtually any topic, ranging from religion or the Bible,
politics, education, social problems, ancient African history, current news,
ganja, love and hatred – anything that the house may agree to discuss or that
may arise from the house. With the aid of the Bible, newsarticles and other
written material, reasoning entails critical reflection on Eurocentric ideologies
and evils that are manifest among humankind. The Jahug describes reasoning
the cornerstone of Rastafari within the Nyahbinghi Order. Through Word
Sound Power I an’ I 92 can bring judgement to pass, therefore I an’ I have no
89 Anon., Jahug, p. 5.
90 Anon., Jahug, p. 44. The tabernacle is built according to specific Rastafarian guidelines. On the ground there
is also a round tabernacle made of poles still under construction – the most important structure. This was
built following the Nyahbinghi Order guidelines with twelve outer posts representing the Twelve Patriarchs,
the twelve gates of New Jerusalem, the Twelve Tribes of Israel, and the Twelve Apostles. At the centre, is the
largest post of all which represents: Ian’I Ivine Majesty, that is, Emperor Haile Selassie I who is the head of the
Nyahbinghi Order. The roof of the tabernacle takes the shape of an umbrella. At its centre there is an alter made
of six outer-posts surrounding a centre post. This symbolises the Book of the Seven Seals, the Seven Golden
Candlesticks.
91 Observation, 27th December 2003.
92 M Denis-Constant, “The choices of identity”, social identities. Vol. 1, Issue 1, 1995, p. 2. I an’ I is Rastafari
manner of speaking in the first person. It refers to me and you (or I ‘n I, I in I, or I and I) emphasises the
importance of the first person (granting the other person equal first person status rather than the second or
third person status of English personal nouns) reality of conscious self while it may be a constant reference to
the unity of Jah.
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need for weapons.93

Rastafari in South Africa today
From 1994, the Rastafarian movement has grown to become a popular
movement not only amongst the black uneducated youths who were facing
rejection from society and searching for some identity. Since 1994, it has
grown in membership to include school and university students, adults,
whites and professional people. Examples are those of Ras Malapane (who is a
Programme Assistance), Gareth Prince (attorney), Ras Afro and Ras Mantula
(Advocates), and Ras Blackroots (Medical Doctor).94
Image 2: A white Rastafarian

Source: Personal collection (MH Chawane), Kingstone Jamaica, 20 August 2010.
93 Anon., Jahug, p. 5.
94 T Weavind, “Rastafarians rule as professionals”, Sunday Times, 22 May 2012, p. 5.
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The growth and popularity can be linked to the availability of information
and the fact that they started to speak out against the social, economic
political ills of the new South Africa. Their stance against drug abuse, violence
and crime has made them even more popular with some sections of the
society. Generally, the media in South Africa is playing a major role in the
dissemination of news and information about the Rastafarian course. Though
the coverage is mainly for its more sensationalist aspects, this is helping in
popularising the movement. From 1994, radio stations (of the South African
Broadcasting Corporation) started to feature programmes that not only played
reggae music but also explained to the listeners the underlying philosophy
behind.95 Unlike the period before 1994, newsarticles and magazines are
becoming more interested in publishing stories on Rastafarian issues such
as dreadlocks and ganja. The year 1994 was thus a transitional point for
the movement. In addition, some Universities have become interested in
studying the Rastafari phenomenon. The University of the Witwatersrand,
for example, has been inviting and hosting (more than once) Mutabaruka
for workshops and poetry sessions. On 14 November 2006 the North-West
University held the Rastafarian Forum with Ras Nathaniel from Washington
as a keynote speaker, the main objective of which was to increase awareness
of the movement through teaching, research and community outreach
programmes.96 Furthermore, the Anthropology and Sociology Department
of the University of the Western Cape was able, through research, to show
how condition of denigration by society contributed to youth’s decision to
turn to Rastafari.97
In present day South Africa the Movement is faced with a number of
challenges. Opposition arises from the government, school authorities,
employers, some members of civil society, the police, the judicial system and
other religious movements such as priests of Christian churches who all have
95 Examples include: Radio Thobela FM (broadcasting in Sepedi) hosting Lesiba “Ronaldo” Maubane between
14h05 and 15h00 on Saturdays; Radio 2000, presenting Roots Reggae every Sunday between 13h00 and
15h00, hosted by Bongani Radebe; and Phala Phala FM (broadcasting in TshiVenda) having a reggae slot on
Saturdays between 06h00 and 10h00 presented by Tshianeo; Munghanalonene FM presented every Saturday
between 19h00 to 20h00 hosted by James. During some of these programmes, reggae music is played and
prominent Rastafarians are interviewed. In addition, listeners phone in to comment either on the programme or
the movement. The latter point is new and does mark a change, for prior to 1994 African radio stations played
reggae music without talking about the movement itself. It should be noted here that most of the radio stations
featuring Rastafari programmes are those that were traditionally meant for African listeners. Today, Rastafarians
take part in television talk shows in which they discuss their beliefs. The period after 1994 has seen the growth
of Rastafari documentaries shown on television.
96 Anon., Establishment of the Rastafari forum, The North-West University (Mafikeng Campus), 14 November
2006.
97 N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14 October 2011.
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a problem with the question of decriminalising ganja (marijuana) and the
wearing of dreadlock by Rastarian learners and employees.98
Image 3: Rastafarians sharing ganja

Source: Personal collection (MH Chawane), Daveyton, 16 February 2002.

The issue of legalisation of ganja has led to protests and conflict with the
police. The protests started in 1995, just a year after political liberation with
the first one in July 1995 in Cape Town followed by that of May 2001 in
Johannesburg.99 Relations between Rastafarians and the police has in most
cases been characterised by violence, intimidation and harassment. Sometimes
persecution and intolerance has led to bloodshed as depicted in a short film,
David v Goliath which deals with the murder of Ras Champion. According to
the film, the Rastafari community in the Marcus Garvey informal settlement
in Philippi was accused dealing in drugs. The police responded by pulling
down the structures which included a crèche. In the ensuing squabble, a Rasta
elder who was allegedly defending a crèche was shot dead by the police.100 The
question of decriminalisation or legalisation of ganja in South Africa remains
unanswered and opinions remain divided.
98 Ganja is central in the lives of Rastas. As a sacrament it smoked, burnt as an essence, boiled and taken as tea,
and used in baking of ganja cake. Dreadlocks are thick matted thatch of hair and is important external feature
of Rastas.
99 Anon., “Should we smoke dope?”, Pace Magazine, July 1995.
100 N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14 October 2011.
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The Department of Education (DoE) has faced several legal cases in response
to Rasta children being expelled from local schools or being forced to cut
off their locks.101 One example is that of a Grade 8 learner in 1911 from Joe
Slovo Engineering High School in Khayelitsha (Western Cape), who, was
suspended from school for wearing dreadlocks and told to come back after
cutting them. The school made the fifteen year old choose between what it
calls “his religion” and education. The principal of the school told the mother
that he did not want Rastas at his school, however the learner, his family,
community organisations such as “Equal Education”, all vowed to fight for
his rights to attend the school.102 To resolve conflicts such as these, Section 29
of the South African Constitution stipulates that each learner has a right to
education. A similar case is one of a learner who was expelled from Navalsig
High School in Bloemfontein in 2010 because of her dreadlocks. The matter
was taken to the Human Rights Commission (HRC) in Bloemfontein,
which ruled that the school authorities should pay R10 000 in compensation
to the learner and publish an unconditional written apology in a national
newsarticle.103 The learner was eventually allowed back to school but it is not
known whether they paid the fine.
Like in education, there is also no law in South Africa that is against the
wearing of dreadlocks in a work place. As a result, the decision lies with
employers. While some are allowed to continue work, some are denied
employment or dismissed from work because of being Rastafarians. Two
cases can be used to demonstrate this, namely that of Gareth Prince and
five prison warders in Pollsmoor on one hand, as mentioned, and that of
Detective Sergeant Zenzele Dlomo on the other. Prince lost a legal battle to
continue the Rastafari observance of smoking ganja while at the same time
practising as an attorney.104 In 2007 five Rastafari prison warders were fired
from Pollsmoor Prison for wearing dreadlocks. While Prince and five prison
warders were discriminated against because of their lifestyle, the KwazuluNatal state attorney Jackie Henriques granted Dlomo permission to wear his
dreadlocks. Like Prince, Dlomo admits to smoking the holy herb during prayer
and outside his police duties while the law requires him to arrest anyone else
using or smoking it.105
101 N Tolsi, “The rise and rise of the Rastafari”, Mail and Guardian, 14 October 2011.
102 N Davids, “Suspended for dreadlocks”, The Times, 14 March 2011, p. 2.
103 V Vena, “Battle of the dreads rages on”, Mail & Guardian, 23-29 July 2010, p. 12.
104 S Chetty, “In the land of dagga”, Sowetan, 18 May 2001.
105 T Msomi, “Detective in dreadlocks”, Drum Magazine,. Vol. 291, 11 November 1998, pp. 20-21.
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However, if the Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights
of Cultural Religious and Linguistic Communities (established in terms
of Chapter 9 institutions)106 can have its way, ganja laws may be relaxed.
According to the Commission, the ban on ganja is inconsistent with the
Constitution. The Commission made the following recommendations (to be
tabled to parliament in January 2013):
•

That Rastas should be allowed to carry 100 grams of ganja;

•

Rasta-related school children should be allowed to wear dreadlocks;

•

Rasta priests be given access to prisons for preaching, become recognised
marriage officers and be part of interfaith prayers;

•

Six Rastafarian holidays be recognised and employers will be forced to honour
them;

•

Rasta language should be recognised in schools;

•

Land should be set aside for Rasta place of worship;

•

Journalists must stop stereotyping Rastafarians;

•

Government should invest money to celebrate reggae music.107

If the proposal can be accepted by parliament, Rastafarians will interpret this
as a victory. On the other hand, those who are against most of the things that
Rastafari stands for will feel let down by the government. The relaxation of
ganja laws will not signal an end of debate between those who are against its
use and those who oppose it.

Conclusion
The emergence of the Rastafarian movement in South Africa can be said to
have taken place though three stages. The first stage was the introduction of
Garveyism and Ethiopianism both of which laid the ideological foundation
for the emergence of the movement. The second was that of the late 1970s
and early 1980s when individual Rastarians started to make their appearance
in South Africa, a period characterised by insufficient knowledge about the
movement. The third stage was the period after 1997 when Rastafari was
106 Chapter 9 institution is a group of organisations established in terms of Chapter 9 of the Constitution. Its
responsibility is to guard democracy and includes amongst other organisations, the Public Protector, the
Human Rights Commission and Commission for Gender Equality.
107 L Sidimba, “Rastas closer to legalizing it”, City Press, 18 November 2012.
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formalised in South Africa.
From 1997, the movement has grown to become a major force in the
South African social, cultural, political and religious landscape. Though the
number of adherents is difficult to estimate due to the defused nature of the
Movement, the growth can be seen be seen by the attention is getting from
the media and Commission for the Promotion and Protection of the Rights
of Cultural Religious and Linguistic Communities. Its popularity amongst
people across the social spectrum is another sign of its growth since its
inception. While its fight against such social ills as violence, crime and drugs
makes it somehow acceptable to society, it is its practices and appearance (of
smoking ganja and wearing dreadlocks) that some members of society and
government institutions are against.
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Our new husbands are here: Households, gender and politics in a West African
state from the slave trade to colonial rule
(Ohio, Athens: Ohio University Press, 2011, 273 pp., photographs,
appendices, notes, bibl., index. ISBN: 978-0-8214-1983-0)
Emily L Osborn
Shokahle R Dlamini
Institute of Distance Education
University of Swaziland
shokahle@yahoo.com

For a very long time in Africa in general and in West Africa in particular,
historical accounts of statecraft have been presented as the preserve of males.
Emily Lynn Osborn brings a breath of fresh air in her book by showing clearly
the roles that both men and women played in the formation and maintenance
of the state of Bates. Taking advice presumably from Joan Scott, Osborn uses
gender successfully to write the history of Bates, showing how the maleness
of elites such as Abdurabamane and the femaleness of individuals such as
Maramagbe affected events leading to the formation of the state of Bates.
On the first page of the introductory chapter, Osborn explains the aim of her
book as an examination of the relationship of households to statecraft in the
Milo River Valley from the seventeenth century to the early twentieth century.
Throughout the book, Osborn successfully describes how the changing forms
of relations and roles of the household and the state of Bates led to different
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administrative policies in the Milo River Valley.
Using marriage and motherhood to describe the growing significance of
households in state formation up to the mid-eighteenth century, Osborn
provides a detailed, illuminating and insightful historical account of the
founding of the state of Bates. The nature of the relationship between
households and the state allowed women to influence political processes in
their roles as mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters. Osborne’s intention at this
point is to show the influence of households as centres of political production
and reproduction in the formative years of Bates. Osborn then traces the
source of the gradual erosion and the ultimate demise of the influence and
authority of women on the role of households in state formation.
In Chapter three, Osborn paints a clear picture of the changing mode
of the household in relation to state making. She observes that up to the
early nineteenth century, the household was perceived as a political resource
essential in the making and maintenance of the state of Bates. But from the
mid-nineteenth century to the end of the nineteenth century, warfare replaced
the household. In her words, “With warfare and militarization, the household
ceased to be the building block of statecraft, but rather an expression of it”
(p.75).
In this way, Osborn successfully shows how state formation mechanisms
were modified in the mid-nineteenth century. This led to the reformation
of Bates into a centralized and organized state with a huge army. The
profound contribution to statecraft by the households and the women was
made possible by the fact that initially Bates’ male elites did not strengthen
their polity through warfare and slavery. Instead, they used their households
as building blocks for making and maintaining the state. As this scenario
changed through warfare and the slave trade, the reliance of Bates’ rulers on
the household diminished significantly.
The size and strength of the army of the state of Bates became a crucial
determining factor. In an era where warfare was used to make and maintain
the state instead of peaceful alliances and strategic marriages, the influence of
women in state formation was grossly undermined. In addition to showing
with outstanding clarity how the role of households changed, Osborn
demonstrates ably the changing mechanisms of household making and
maintenance.
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In part two of the book, she uses her investigation of the relationship of the
household and the state to address lacunae in the literature on the colonial
state in Africa. For example, Osborn offers an exciting comparative analysis
of household and state making approaches used by the African rulers up to
the 1890s and those used by the French colonial rulers from the 1890s to the
early twentieth century. She laments the fact that the masculinist bureaucratic
regime, created by the French rulers, obscured complex relations between
women’s roles and statecraft. Her focus here is on the separation of the social
sphere from the political sphere and the reconstruction of gender roles and
politics through the creation of households composed of “autonomous men
and dependent women” (p. 177). This new social order rendered women
completely irrelevant to politics.
The manner in which Osborne presents the history of the Milo River Valley
shows beyond doubt that much still needs to be told about how such historical
processes contribute to the making of African history.

The demographics of empire: The colonial order and the creation of knowledge
(Ohio: Ohio University Press, 2010, 292 pp., appendices, index. ISBN:
139780821419335)
Karl Ittmann, Dennis D Cordell and Gregory H Maddox
Ackson M Kanduza
Department of History
University of Botswana
kandiuza@mopipi.ub.bw

This book is a useful set of conversations on demography in Africa over
the past one hundred and fifty years. One Elder, Dennis D. Cordell, opens
the conversations and another Elder, Patrick Manning, closes the exchange
of ideas. Cordell locates research on demography in a rich and fascinating
historiographical discussion of orthodox African history. He forcefully and
systematically takes the discussion of African demography into the fields
of postmodernist and postcolonial studies. He reviews his own and other
systematic studies of African populations to justify an historical examination
of demography. Cordell makes a valid appeal for more studies on the African
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population, and Manning’s chapter is an instant response.
Manning presents a broad sweep of changes in African population since
1850. He takes 1950 as a bench mark for exploring trends and factors that
shaped the population of Africa before and after that date. His chapter is
an excellent example of what historians claim is unique to their discipline,
namely, that the passage of time and regular interrogations improve an
understanding of human experience. I was so impressed by the chapters
of Cordell and Manning that I wish to close my reflection on them with a
metaphor for the whole book. Cordell’s and Manning’s chapters are like the
succulent covers of a mango. The flesh between the covers and the seed has
sweet tasting juice and encourages preserving the seed to plant another good
mango tree. The book is demography made simple. It is rewarding to read,
and creates the expectation that research on African demography will grow
and become central to African colonial and postcolonial studies.
Demography is a study of many interconnected responses to changes
within human populations. All the European colonial governments in Africa
formulated policies on managing African populations during the early phases
of colonial rule. Knowing the numbers was useful for formulating policies on
taxation, recruitment of labour, and eventually the systematic establishment
of formal colonial rule. Gervais and Mande explain that the French believed
that counting their colonised people was an important step to acquire and
impose sovereign power.
Many policies followed the systematic subordination of Africans. Cinnamon
examines this subordination systematically in Gabon (and neighbourhood) in
a critical study of oral testimonies and written documents. I was fascinated
by how Cinnamon aided understanding by recognizing African native
(indigenous) explanations of social relations. Cinnamon discusses the
dislocating and disorienting effects of French intervention in African polities,
but demonstrates also the enduring continuity of African memories and
social values. McCurdy recognises similar values and practices in her study of
disease, reproduction and German Government policies in Ujiji, in western
Tanzania. McCurdy’s discussion of the depressing experiences of women is
an eye-opener to the range of diseases that prevailed in many parts of Africa
during the nineteenth century.
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Turshen’s chapter complements McCurdy’s view of women as integral
to demographic studies in Africa. Turshen recognizes a long-established
fact that women were objects of public or religious policy of governments
that manipulated social reproduction. Managing women was an essential
component of colonial policies on population. Colonial administrations’
control over women was critical in the strategy of re-organising reproduction
and the mobilization of labour in sub-Saharan Africa. Turshen offers a
refreshing study of the legal practices and control of women during the colonial
era. She shows, in part, how patriarchal values in African societies were
transferred to the colonial laws that controlled African women. The colonial
officials relied on missionaries, African chiefs and male migrant labour for
evidence to manipulate the role of women in social reproduction. Turshen
does not recognise matrilineality in many African countries, especially the
middle-belt of Africa. Anyway, colonial legal systems also ignored matrilineal
social practices with the result that women were the worst losers.
The worst loser in this book, however, is African indigenous knowledge
systems. This point could be better explained using the straw-man approach.
I should therefore indicate briefly that the contributions are well-written
because they are based on solid research that has been carried out over a long
period. All the authors also master related and relevant literature. Yet, none
of them systematically examines indigenous or African attitudes to the size
and composition of families. McCurdy, in particular, raised my expectations
of a systematic discussion on how Africans in Ujiji managed disease or
environmental afflictions based on local social practices and medicine.
Moreover, there are reciprocal relations between clans and communities that
have implications for African demographic knowledge. The concern I am
addressing becomes more serious when we realize that there is no chapter on
the nomads, such as the Masai or Bushmen (who have a variety of names in
Southern Africa).
The omissions that I have mentioned may nonetheless be added to the
research agenda that this book has begun. This is a good text on general
or regional and thematic discourses on Africa over the past one hundred
and fifty years. It is an excellent text for special seminar courses. The
authors demonstrate the virtue of collaborative research, which must have
characterized the wonderful workshop in November 2002 from which the
chapters emanated. The Demographics of Empire is an excellent example of
collaboration and mentorship, and an important addition to African history.
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Geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika van voortye tot vandag
(Kaapstad: Tafelberg, 2012, 640 pp. ISBN: 978-0-624-05466-5)
F Pretorius
Pieter de Klerk
Skool vir Basiese Wetenskappe
Noordwes-Universiteit (Vaaldriehoekkampus)
pieter.deklerk@nwu.ac.za

Hierdie uitgebreide oorsigwerk oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis is geskryf
in opdrag van die Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns. By ‘n
simposium van die Akademie se Geskiedeniskommissie in 2006 is kommer
daaroor uitgespreek dat, veral op skoolvlak, die klem in die Suid-Afrikaanse
geskiedenis gelê word op die versetgeskiedenis van die land. Soos in die inleiding
verklaar word, was daar vroeër ‘n Afrikanersentriese benadering, waarin
“helde- en lydensoomblikke in die Afrikaner se geskiedenis as die enigste ware
geskiedenis” van die land voorgestel is, maar nou het die pendulum te veel na
die ander kant geswaai. Dit het die behoefte laat ontstaan na ‘n omvattende
geskiedenis “wat sou probeer om die pendulum na die middel te stuur ter
wille van versoening en wedersydse begrip onder die verskillende kulturele en
politieke groepe” (pp. 9-10).
Dat “struggle”-geskiedenis tans in skoolonderrig sterk beklemtoon word, is
sekerlik korrek, maar die stelling dat “swart verset die sentrale tema in die
geskiedskrywing geword het” (p. 9), dus ook in akdemiese geskiedskrywing,
kan bevraagteken word. Daar het in die afgelope tyd verskeie studies
verskyn wat handel oor aspekte van versetgeskiedenis, en daar sal seker nog
heelwat meer gelewer word, maar dit beteken nie dat die meeste historici
aan Suid-Afrikaanse universiteite tans met hierdie soort geskiedskrywing
besig is nie. Daar is eerder ‘n beweging weg van politieke geskiedenis, na
sosiale, ekonomiese en omgewingsgeskiedenis. In die jongste wetenskaplike
sintesewerke oor die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis, dié van Giliomee en
Mbenga (2007), wat in Afrikaans en Engels verskyn het, en Ross (tweede
uitgawe 2008), waarvan daar Engelse en Nederlandse weergawes is, word die
“struggle”geskiedenis nie in besonder beklemtoon nie. In dié opsig lyk dit
nie dringend noodsaaklik om die “pendulum te swaai” nie. As die boek veral
bedoel is vir Afrikaanssprekende skoliere, onderwysers en algemene lesers is
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hierdie nuwe sintesewerk beslis te verwelkom. Dit is egter, anders as die werk
van Giliomee en Mbenga, sonder illustrasies en nie baie aantreklik gemaak
vir gebruik deur skoliere en algemene lesers nie. Dit is wel ‘n veel uitgebreider
werk as die ander twee oorsigte en kan in die behoeftes voldoen van diegene
wat op soek is na meer agtergrondsinligting en wat wyer oor die geskiedenis
wil lees.
In historiese sintesewerke word navorsing wat in studies oor besondere
aspekte van die geskiedenis gedoen is, saamgevat. Sulke werke bevat dikwels
geen voetnote nie, maar daar is dan meesal ‘n volledige lys van die studies wat
gebruik is om die boek saam te stel. Daar word nie in die boek verduidelik
watter beginsel gevolg is by die samestelling van die bibliografie (pp. 602611) nie. Die aantal werke wat per hoofstuk gelys word, is meesal sowat tien
of twaalf en dit sluit beknopte studies soos artikels in die Suid-Afrikaanse
Biografiese Woordeboek in. Uit die inhoud van die hoofstukke kan afgelei word
dat die skrywers meer bronne gebruik het as dié wat in die bibliografie aangedui
word. Moontlik is die bibliografie eerder bedoel vir diegene wat meer oor ‘n
onderwerp wil lees. Maar waarom dan nie maar die hele Biografiese Woordeboek,
met sy honderde artikels, vermeld nie? Boeke wat dikwels beskou word as van
die belangste werke wat deur Afrikaanse historici gelewer is ontbreek, soos
PJ van der Merwe se boeke oor die veeboerpioniers, AN Pelzer en FA van
Jaarsveld se werke oor die vroeë Boererepublieke en Van Jaarsveld se studie
oor die ontstaan van Afrikanernasionalisme. Dit is veral kommerwekkend
dat ‘n groot aantal resente substansiële bydraes tot die geskiedskrywing oor
Suid-Afrika in die periode voor 1900 nie genoem word nie, soos die werke
van A Biewenga, C Bundy, R Elphick, M Legassick, J Peires, N Penn, R Ross,
K Schoeman en G Schutte. ‘n Mens kan net hoop dat ‘n hersiene uitgawe ‘n
verbeterde bronnelys sal bevat.
Volgens die lys op pp. 612-615 is , saam met die redakteur wat ook een
van die hoofstukke geskryf het, 23 skrywers verantwoordelik vir die 29
hoofstukke waaruit die boek bestaan. Die meeste van hulle is bekende
vakhistorici. Enkeles van hulle het nie veel meer as ‘n paragraaf bygedra
nie, maar daarteenoor is daar sewe historici (Johan de Villiers, Jan Visagie,
Jackie Grobler, Wessel Visser, Grietjie Verhoef, Hermann Giliomee en David
Scher) wat twee of meer hoofstukke geskryf het. Die internasionaal bekende
en baie produktiewe Hermann Giliomee het ses hoofstukke gelewer. Die
meerderheid van die skrywers is Afrikaanstalig en is of was verbonde aan
Afrikaanse universiteite, maar enkele Engelstalige historici het ook aan die
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boek meegewerk. Die kwessie van die verteenwoordigendheid van die hele
Suid-Afrikaanse bevolking in, onder meer, akademiese projekte is tans ‘n
sensitiewe saak en daarom moet vermeld word dat geen van die skrywers
tot die swart of bruin bevolkingsgroepe behoort nie. Dit is nie vreemd nie,
aangesien die persentasie gevestigde historici wat uit hierdie bevolkingsgroepe
kom nog maar taamlik klein is.
Hoofstuk 1, oor Suid-Afrika se “oerverlede”, is geskryf deur die argeoloog
Andrie Meyer, en begin met die oorsprong van die heelal en die vorming van
die aarde. Dit is ongewoon, aangesien in oorsigwerke oor die geskiedenis,
ook die wêreldgeskiedenis, meesal nie verder teruggegaan word as die eerste
mense nie. Die gedeelte wat handel oor die geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika voor
1652 beslaan slegs agt bladsye. Dit is dus maar ‘n baie beknopte oorsig en dit
is jammer dat die voorbeeld van HJ van Aswegen, wat in sy Geskiedenis van
Suid-Afrika voor 1854 meer as vyftig bladsye aan die vroeë geskiedenis wy,
nie nagevolg is nie. Verder kan alles wat voor 1652 gebeur het miskien nog as
voortye bestempel word, maar beslis nie as die land se oerverlede nie.
Ook die geskiedenis van die tydperk 1652 tot 1806 word baie oorsigtelik
behandel, in sowat dertig bladsye. Bowendien, soos van ‘n werk waaraan
verskillende skrywers meewerk verwag kan word en in hierdie boek dikwels
voorkom, is daar heelwat oorvleueling tussen hoofstukke, in hierdie geval
die algemene hoofstuk deur Johan de Villiers en die een deur Robert Shell,
wat spesifiek oor die slawe handel. Die vernaamste ontwikkelinge word
wel kortliks behandel, maar oor die agtiende-eeuse uitbreiding van die
Kaapkolonie en die rol wat die trekboere daarin gespeel het, word baie min
vermeld (ook al word dit weer kortliks aangeraak in ‘n latere hoofstuk, op pp.
105-106) . Dit is ‘n onderwerp waaraan in ouer Afrikaanse oorsigwerke soos
dié van Muller en Van der Walt, Wiid en Geyer ‘n aparte hoofstuk gewy is.
Elphick en Giliomee se The shaping of South African society, 1652-1840 (wat,
terloops, ook in die bibliografie ontbreek), toon goed aan watter belangrike
rol die ontwikkelinge in die Kompanjiestydperk in die vorming van die
huidige Suid-Afrikaanse samelewing gespeel het. In hierdie periode het onder
meer die Afrikaanse taal (waarom die werksaamhede van die Suid-Afrikaanse
Akademie immers wentel) sy beslag gekry en lê die wortels van die splitsing
van die Afrikaanstalige bevolking in blanke en bruin mense. In ‘n geskiedwerk
wat gerig is op Afrikaanssprekendes behoort dié periode daarom nie afgeskeep
te word nie. Dit is ironies dat die boek op hierdie wyse aansluit by ouer
Engelstalige historici wat geglo het dat die eintlike geskiedenis van Suid196
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Afrika begin met die koms van die Britte in 1806. Dit is algemene praktyk
dat die vroeëre geskiedenis in oorsigwerke (en in geskiedenisonderrig) minder
aandag kry as die latere, maar deur meer as vyfhonderd bladsye te skryf oor
die 205 jaar na 1806 en slegs dertig bladsye oor die 154 jaar daarvoor kom
die aanspraak dat die boek ‘n geheelbeeld van die Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis
“van voortye tot vandag” probeer gee in gedrang.
Die hoofstuk oor die slawe deur Shell is oorgeneem uit die werk van Giliomee
en Mbenga. As die uitgewer en die redakteur van die boek ook ‘n ooreenkoms
aangegaan het met Van Aswegen (en sy uitgewer) en gedeeltes van sy werk,
in hersiene vorm, in die eerste deel van die boek gebruik het, sou hierdie deel
waarskynlik beter daaruit gesien het as wat tans die geval is.
Uit voorgaande blyk reeds dat die swaartepunt van die boek lê in die
twintigste-eeuse geskiedenis (en die twaalf jaar daarna) waaroor byna 400
bladsye handel, maar die hoofstukke oor die negentiende eeu bied darem
‘n redelik omvattende oorsig. Daar is tog ‘n oneweredigheid in die aandag
wat besondere ontwikkelinge en gebeure ontvang. Daar is byvoorbeeld twee
deeglike hoofstukke oor die Groot Trek, waarvan een net oor die oorsake
handel, maar die ontwikkelinge in die twee Boererepublieke en die twee
kolonies in die tydperk 1840 tot 1900 word baie meer oorsigtelik bespreek.
Die Britse anneksasie van die Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek, die Eerste
Vryheidsoorlog en die vredesluiting daarna word byvoorbeeld in vier bladsye
behandel. Verskeie historici sou waarskynlik saamstem met die stelling dat
hierdie onderwerp net soveel aandag verdien as die oorsake van die Groot
Trek. Dit is veral verblydend dat, anders as in ouer Afrikaanse oorsigwerke,
die geskiedenis van die Griekwas behandel word en heelwat geskryf word oor
die Mfecane en die ontwikkeling van swart state.
In die hoofstukke oor die twintigste eeu word die vernaamste politieke en
ekonomiese ontwikkelinge deeglik behandel. Daar word baie aandag gegee aan
Afrikanernasionalisme en apartheid, maar ook aan swart politieke ontwaking
en verset. Die hoofstuk “Apartheid: ‘n ander blik”, geskryf deur Giliomee, wyk
af van die ander deurdat dit nie ‘n oorsig gee van besondere ontwikkelinge
nie, maar bepaalde vrae oor die apartheidstelsel probeer beantwoord, soos
of Suid-Afrika ekonomies beter sou gevaar het sonder apartheid. Dit kan
verhelderend wees om sulke vrae te stel, maar dit is uiteindelik onmoontlik
om te bepaal wat sou gebeur het as ‘n ander beleid gevolg is as die een wat
wel gevolg is. Dit is dan ook die hoofstuk waaroor daar waarskynlik veral
meningsverskille onder historici sal bestaan en die insluiting daarvan kan die
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indruk wek dat die boek ‘n verskuilde apologie vir apartheid probeer wees.
Dit sou miskien beter gewees het om die hoofstuk weg te laat en sommige
van die afdelings by ander hoofstukke in te werk. Om eietydse geskiedenis
te skryf, stel ‘n besondere uitdaging aan die historikus, en Japie Brits en JanJan Joubert moet gelukgewens word omdat hulle daarin geslaag het om die
politieke en ekonomiese ontwikkelinge in die periode 1994-2011 goed saam
te vat.
Dit lyk nie of enige van die skrywers uitgaan van die materialistiese
beskouing, wat tans nog onder verskeie Suid-Afrikaanse historici voorkom,
dat alle ontwikkelinge na ekonomiese faktore herlei kan word nie. Dit beteken
egter nie dat daar nie ‘n noue verband tussen ekonomiese en politieke faktore
is nie. Hoewel hierdie verband wel telkens aangetoon word, beteken die
skeiding van politieke en ekonomiese geskiedenis in verskillende hoofstukke
dat die belangrike ontwikkelingslyne nie altyd goed na vore kom nie. Dit
hang daarmeee saam dat sosiale en kulturele geskiedenis nie die aandag
kry wat dit verdien nie. Die verstedelikingsproses het byvoorbeeld gelei tot
ingrypende veranderinge in die lewenswyse van al die bevolkingsgroepe.
Hierdie veranderinge word nie in die boek duidelik aangetoon nie. Die
historikus moet uiteindelik probeer verklaar waarom die samelewing in SuidAfrika vandag bepaalde kenmerke het en iemand wat die boek gelees het
moet aan die einde beter verstaan waarom die samelewing waarin hy leef
juis so daaruit sien. Wat dit betref, ontbreek daar kardinale inligting. Dit is
lofwaardig dat daar ‘n hoofstuk ingesluit is oor die Afrikaanse kerke, maar
dit is jammer dat daar nie meer geskryf is oor die Engelse kerke en veral
oor die invloed van kerk en sending op die bruin en swart bevolking nie.
Die kerke het immers ‘n sleutelrol gespeel in die (gedeeltelike) akkulturasie
en verwestering van die inheemse inwoners. John Lambert behandel in sy
hoofstuk oor die Engelstalige Suid-Afrikaners ook nie die invloed wat die
Britse kultuur en leefwyse op die land gehad het nie. Die ontwikkeling van
die Afrikaanse kultuur word wel in verskeie hoofstukke aangeraak, maar kom
nie werklik in die boek tot sy reg nie. Aan die ander kant is die insluiting
van ‘n hoofstuk oor omgewingsgeskiedenis van heelwat waarde deurdat die
invloed van omgewingsfaktore op die ontwikkeling van die samelewing
daarin belig word. Veral in dié opsig word in hierdie boek verbeter op die
vroeëre oorsigwerke, wat net so min as hierdie boek genoegsaam aandag gee
aan sosiale en kulturele geskiedenis.
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In sy geheel gesien is die werk van Fransjohan Pretorius en sy medewerkers
‘n belangrike toevoeging tot die oorsigwerke wat daar oor die Suid-Afrikaanse
geskiedenis bestaan. As versamelwerk met hoofstukke deur verskillende
skrywers vorm dit nie so ‘n goed samehangende eenheid soos die resente
oorsigte van Davenport en Saunders, Thompson en Ross nie. Dit is egter,
met uitsondering van The Cambridge History of South Africa (wat ook ‘n
versamelwerk is), die omvattendste sintesewerk wat sedert 2000 verskyn het
en beslis die omvattendste werk in Afrikaans sedert die laaste uitgawe van
Muller se 500 jaar Suid-Afrikaanse geskiedenis in 1980. Dit is ook die eerste
sintesewerk om ‘n oorsig van die geskiedenis tot 2011 te bied. Van die meeste
oorsigwerke het daar verskeie hersiene uitgawes verskyn. As die boek gereeld
deeglik hersien word en daarby gepoog word om van die ernstigste leemtes uit
te skakel, kan dit nog vir baie jare ‘n standaardwerk oor die Suid-Afrikaanse
geskiedenis wees.

Written culture in a colonial context: Africa and the Americas, 1500-1900
(Cape Town: UCT Press, 2011, 364pp., index. ISBN: 978-1-91989526-0)
Adrien Delmas and Nigel Penn
Lisa Thompson
Department of Information Science
University of Pretoria
lisa.thompson@up.ac.za

Attitudes to written culture can be contentious, and this book tackles the
issues head-on from the foreword through to the detailed analyses by the
contributors. The juxtaposition of Africa and the Americas informs the
commonalities and highlights the differences very effectively. Tracing the
expansion of the written word chronologically, this book addresses many
different aspects and the multifaceted nature of the content makes it interesting
and informative.
The importance of representation through means other than text was
disregarded by the colonisers, to the detriment of many of the existing
cultures. The understanding that such representation was significant serves as
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the starting point of the book. The first section is insightful and informative
and focuses on the issue of the nature of “literacy” and serves to remind the
reader that literacy is contextual. Also, the changes in graphic representation
by indigenous people in response to the exposure to other methods of creating
images is addressed in an insightful manner and serves to describe the cultural
changes that occurred as a consequence.
The fact that paper could convey messages from far-off lands reinforces the
magical nature of written text. It served to maintain contact between people
who were spread out all over the world. The recognition of the power of
knowledge permeates the text. That the written word could also be used to
control people is significant. This is addressed in various ways throughout
the book. An instance of this is the recognition of the importance of record
keeping by the VOC. The ships’ captains and fleet managers were expected
to keep intricate and detailed records of voyages and navigation charts. These
had to be submitted to the VOC authorities and were not allowed to be
shared with anyone outside the VOC as they deemed such knowledge to be
of extreme importance in terms of their competitive advantage. This throws
an interesting light on the philosophy and ethos of the VOC.
In general, the keeping of travel records and the manner in which such records
served to contribute to globalisation is a theme that, while not unexpected in
the light of the purpose of colonisation, is dealt with in an interesting and
insightful way. The status of records kept by travellers has advanced and is
now recognised as a literary form. The power of the written word is further
spotlighted by the relationship between literacy, colonialism and missionary
work. The differences in the use of text by the Catholic and Protestant
missionaries as well as the impact of these differences are examined. This
serves to reinforce the cultural variations that are found in religious practices
that have been adopted in Africa and the Americas. The manner in which text
was used for the acculturation of indigenous people is an important theme.
The importance of storing information is addressed as it serves to reinforce
and preserve either an existing culture or the “new” culture that is either
imposed upon or adopted by indigenous people, and to serve as a record of
the changes introduced by the colonists. The in-depth knowledge of each
contributor is apparent and one can get caught up in any particular chapter.
At times one has to refer back to previous chapters to keep the thread, as the
many and varied topics can be confusing.
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Nonetheless, this is a book that one can dip into at almost any point and
find something interesting or thought-provoking. The fact that the fifteen
chapters are grouped thematically does assist the reader in keeping the ideas
together and I would suggest that rather than reading the book from cover to
cover, each section should be read and digested before proceeding. There are
some instances where the reason for the grouping is not entirely clear as some
of the chapters could fit equally well into a different group. This being said,
it does guide the reader through the text in the way that the editors intended
and creates coherence.
The final essay on Ulysses in the Spanish and Portuguese colonies requires
a much greater knowledge of Greek mythology than the average reader may
have. The linking of the adventures of the Greek heroes to the philosophy and
approach of the Spanish colonists is tenuous although it is a very interesting
take on the differences in the cultural traditions of the Portuguese and the
Spanish. However, it is not obvious that it makes any major contribution
to the subject overall. Perhaps this can be ascribed to the lack of classical
education in general in Southern Africa, which, while not the fault of the
contributor does make one question the relevance for the average reader.
The reader can identify with aspects of the history of both continents but, as
a South African, the chapters on South Africa are the easiest to relate to. The
ease of reading these chapters contrasts with the challenge of reading others
where the subject matter may be less familiar. Nonetheless, it is a challenge
that is worthwhile as it is both rewarding and enriching.
As the subject matter of the book reaches far beyond the boundaries of
writing and colonial history, I would not hesitate to recommend it to anyone
interested in communication and culture in general.
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Guidelines for New Contree Book Reviewers
The New Contree Journal publishes reviews of significant books that are relevant to historians. Book reviews are written on invitation from the office of
the review editor, but unsolicited reviews may also be considered. New Contree has an interdisciplinary outlook and welcomes suggestions of historically
significant works written by scholars in other disciplines. The review should
be submitted to the review editor within two months of receipt of the book.
If this deadline cannot be met, a mutually agreeable alternative date can be
negotiated. If it becomes impossible to review the book, it should be returned
to the review editor. All reviews will be submitted to the members of the editorial board before acceptance for publication.

Content
The review should summarize what is important in the book, and critique its
substance. The reviewer should assess the extent to which the author achieves
the stated aim of the book. It is important that the reviewer should engage
the material instead of simply reporting the book’s contents. For this reason,
the reviewer should try to avoid summations of book chapters or the separate
contributions in an edited collection. Instead, the reviewer should assess the
ways in which chapters and contributions are relevant to the overall context
of the book. Reviews should be written in a style that is accessible to a wide
and international audience.

Format
The review should generally be between 800 and 1 200 words, and should
include as little bibliographic data as possible. When necessary, use page references for quotations in the text of the review and provide complete bibliographic details of the source. The review should begin with a heading that
includes all the bibliographic data. The elements of the heading should be
arranged in the order presented in the following example:
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The early mission in South Africa/Die vroeë sending in Suid-Afrika, 17991819. By Karel Schoeman. Pretoria: Protea Book House, 2005, 272 pp., map,
chronology, bibl., index. ISBN: 1-9198525-42-8.
Do not indent the first line of the first paragraph, but indent the first line
of all successive paragraphs. Use double spacing for the entire review. Add
your name and institutional affiliation at the end of the review. Accuracy of
content, grammar, spelling, and citations rests with the reviewer, and we encourage you to check these before submission. Reviews may be transmitted
electronically as a Word file attachment to an email to the review editor. If
you have additional questions, please contact:
Archie Dick
Book Review Editor, New Contree
Email: archie.dick@up.ac.za
Tel: 27 + 12 + 420 2264
Fax: 27 + 12 + 362 5181
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Template guidelines for writing an article
1.

Font type: Adobe Garamond Pro (throughout document)/Arial (if the first
font type is unavailable).

2.

Font size in body text: 12pt.

3.

Author’s details: ONLY provide the following: Title, Campus & University
and E-mail address.
Title: 10pt, regular font; Campus & University: 10pt, italics; and E-mail address: 10pt, regular font. (Consult previous articles published in the Y&T journal as an example or as a practical guideline). Example: Pieter van Rensburg,
Vaal Triangle Campus, North-West University, p.vanrensburg@gmail.com.

4.

Abstract: The abstract should be placed on the first page (where the title heading and author’s particulars appear). The prescribed length is between a half and
three quarters of a page.
The abstract body: Regular font, 10pt.
The heading of the Abstract: Bold, italics, 12pt.

5.

Keywords: The keywords should be placed on the first page below the abstract.
The word ‘Keywords’: 10pt, bold, underline.
Each keyword must start with a capital letter and end with a semi-colon (;).
Example: Meters; People; etc. (A minimum of six key words is required).

6.

Heading of article: 14pt, bold.

7.

Main headings in article: ‘Introduction’ – 12pt, bold.

8.

Sub-headings in article: ‘History …’ – 12pt, bold, italics.

9.

Third level sub-headings: ‘History …’ – 11pt, bold, underline.

10. Footnotes: 8pt, regular font; BUT note that the footnote numbers in the article text should be 12pt.
The initials in a person’s name (in footnote text) should be without any full
stops. Example: LC du Plessis and NOT L.C. du Plessis.
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11. Body text: Names without punctuation in the text. Example: “HL le Roux
said” and NOT “H.L. le Roux said”.
12. Page numbering: Page numbering in the footnote reference text should be
indicated as follows:
Example: p.space23 – p. 23. / pp. 23-29.
13. Any lists in the body text should be 11pt, and in bullet format.
14. Quotes from sources in the body text must be used sparingly. If used, it must
be indented and in italics (10pt). Quotes less than one line in a paragraph can
be incorporated as part of a paragraph, but within inverted commas; and NOT
in italics. Example: An owner close to the town stated that: “the pollution history of the river is a muddy business”.
15. Quotes (as part of the body text) must be in double inverted commas: “…
and she” and NOT ‘…and she’.
16. Images: Illustrations, pictures, photographs and figures: Submit all pictures
for an article in jpeg, tiff or pdf format in a separate folder, and indicate where
the pictures should be placed in the manuscript’s body text. All visuals are referred to as Images.
Example: Image 1: ‘Image title’ (regular font, 10pt) in the body text.
Sources of all images should also be included after the ‘Image title’.
Example: Source: ‘The source’ (regular font, 9 pt). Remember to save and
name pictures in the separate folder accordingly.
Important note: All the images should be of good quality (a minimum resolution of 200dpi is required; if the image is not scanned).
17. Punctuation marks should be placed in front of the footnote numbers in the
text. Example: the end.1 NOT …the end1.
18. Single and left spacing between the sentences in the footnote.
19. Dates: All dates in footnotes should be written out in full. Example: 23 December 2010; NOT 23/12/2010 [For additional guidelines see the Yesterday
& Today Reference guidelines].
20. Language setting in Microsoft Word as English (South Africa); do this before
starting with the word processing of the article. Go to ‘Review’, ‘Set Language’ and select ‘English (South Africa)’.
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Reference guidelines for writing an article

FOOTNOTES
Only the footnote method for references is accepted in articles for New Contree.
Footnote references should appear at the bottom of each page. Footnotes should
be numbered sequentially throughout the article and starting with 1. No other
numerical system is allowed. Archival sources/published works/authors referred
to in the text should be cited in full in the first footnote of each new reference.
Thereafter it can be reduced to a shorter footnote reference. Do not refer to the exact
same source and page numbers in footnotes that follow each other.
No exact repetition of a footnote reference on the same page is allowed. For example, if you refer to Y Krone’s source as in footnote 1 and then also in footnote 2, the
page references must at least differ. They can’t reference the same pages.
The use of the Latin word “Ibid” is not allowed. Rather refer to the actual reference
again (or in its shortened version) on the rest of a page(s) in the footnote section.
The titles of books, articles, chapters, theses, dissertations and papers/manuscripts
should NOT be capitalised at random. Only the names of people and places (and in
some instances specific historic events) are capitalised. For example:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77;

NOT
P Erasmus, “The ‘Lost’ South African Tribe – Rebirth Of The Koranna In The Free State”,
New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

PLEASE NOTE: Referencing journal titles imply that every word of the journal
must start with a capital letter, example: Yesterday&Today Journal.
Only the first letter of the surname of authors should be capitalized, not the complete surname. No names of authors, in full, is allowed. The following practical examples will help:
Avoid punctuation between initials IN footnotes (and in the article text).
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Examples of an article in a journal
R Siebörger, Incorporating human rights into the teaching of History: Teaching materials,
Yesterday&Today, 2, October 2008, pp. 1-14.
S Marks, “Khoisan resistance to the Dutch in the seventeenth and eighteen centuries”, Journal of African History, 3(1), 1972, p. 76.

Example of a shortened version of an article in a journal
From:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe – rebirth of the Koranna in the Free State”, New
Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

To:
P Erasmus, “The ‘lost’ South African tribe…”, New Contree, 50, November 2005, p. 77.

[Please note: ONLY the title of the article is shortened and not the finding place]

Examples of a reference from a book
WF Lye & C Murray, Transformations on the Highveld: The Tswana and the Southern Sotho
(Cape Town, David Phillip, 1980), pp. 7, 10.
JJ Buys, Die oorsprong en migrasiebewegings van die Koranna en hulle rol in die Transgariep tot
1870 (Universiteit van die Vrystaat, Bloemfontein, 1989), pp. 33-34.

[Please note the reference variety to page numbers used]

Example of a shortened version of a reference from a book
From:
JA Conforti (ed.) or (eds.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement: Calvinism, the Congregational Ministry, and reform in New England between the
Great Awakenings (Washington, Christian University Press, 1981), p. 23.
To:
JA Conforti (ed.), Samuel Hopkins and the New Divinity Movement…, p. 23.
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Example of a reference from a chapter in a book
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means: SWAPO’s liberation war”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle: The two-edged sword (London, Oxford University
Press, 1995), pp. 19-39.

Shortened version:
S Brown, “Diplomacy by other means…”, C Leys, JS Saul et.al, Namibia’s liberation struggle…, pp. 19-39.

Example of a reference from an unpublished dissertation/thesis
MJ Dhlamini, “The relationship between the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist Congress, 1959-1990” (Ph.D, NWU, 2006), pp. 4, 8, 11.

Examples of a reference from a newspaper
P Coetzee, “Voëlvlugblik ATKV 75 op ons blink geskiedenis”, Die Transvaler, 6 Januarie
2006, p. 8.

or
Zululand Times, 19 July 1923.

Archival references:
• Interview(s)
Provide at least key details such as: Name of interviewee and profession; the interviewer and profession and date of interview

• Example of interview reference
K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K Kotzé (CEO, Goldfields, Johannesburg Head
Office)/E Schutte (Researcher, NWU, School of Basic Science), 12 March 2006.
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• Example of shortened interview reference (after it has been used once in article)
K Rasool (Personal Collection), interview, K. Kotzé/E Schutte , 12 March 2006.

• Example of an Electronic Mail - document or letter
E-mail: W Pepler (Bigenafrica, Pretoria/E van Eeden (Researcher), 22 October 2006.

• National archives (or any other archive)
National Archive (NA), Pretoria, Department of Education (DoE), Vol.10, Reference
8/1/3/452: Letter, K Lewis (Director General) / P Dlamini (Teacher, Springs College), 12 June 1960.

[Please note: After the first reference to the National Archives or Source Group
for example, it can be abbreviated to e.g. NA or DE]

A source accessed on the Internet
A Dissel, “Tracking transformation in South African prisons”, Track Two, 11(2), April 2002
(available at http://ccrweb.ccr.uct.ac.za/two/11-2transformation.html, as accessed on 14 January 2003), pp. 1-3.

A source from conference proceedings
First reference to the source:
D Dollar, “Asian century or multi-polar century?” (Paper, Global Development Network Annual Conference, Beijing, January 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: Trade investment and the China-in-Africa discourse”
(Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: Race, relations and reflections, Centre
for Sociological Research, University of Johannesburg, 28 July 2007), p. 7.

Shortened version:
D Dollar, “Asian century...” (Paper, GDN Conference, 2007), p. 7.
B Sautmann, “The forest for the trees: ...” (Paper, Public Seminar: China in Africa: ..., University of Johannesburg [or UJ]), p. 7.
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GENERAL
Submission requirements
Articles submitted to the New Contree must be editorially revised and a submission
must be accompanied by a memorandum from a qualified language practitioner. No
article will be peer reviewed without such a memorandum of approval.

Illustrations
Photographs, sketches, tables, diagrams; graphics, maps etc should all be referred to
as Images (Eg. Image 1-6). The appropriate positioning of the illustration should be
indicated in the text. Original copies should be clearly identified on the back. High
quality scanned versions are always welcome.
Authors, PLEASE obtain copyright and reproduction rights on photographs
and other illustrations
Copyright on all material in New Contree rests within the Editorial Advisory Committee of New Contree.
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